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Albums, Portfolios and Guest Books

—

Folding sheets for album. Method of

obtaining square; cutting head of al-

bum; end paper, showing bookbinding

crash, 556; preparing for pricking holes;

cobbler's stitch; sewing a section;

leather thongs run through in cobbler's

stitch; head of book must be vertical;

pressing book ready for backing; sew-

ing on tape-kettle stitch, 558; writing

portfolio of whole calfskin; sketching

portfolio without pockets, 559.

Art, American, Scores a Triumph at the

International Exhibition of Painting at

Pittsburg
—

"Industrial Center—Snow-
covered Roofs," by Albert Baertsoen,

465; "Haru-No-Yuki—Snow in Spring,"

by Alfred East, 466; "In a Variety

Theatre," by Arthur Kampf, 467; por-

traits of Alfred Baertsoen, Belgium; Al-

fred East, England; Bippe Cirady,

Italy; Arthur Kampf, Germany; Charles

Cottet, France, 468; "The Grand Canal

—Moonlight," by Henri Eugene le Si-

daner, 471; "Portrait of Young Girl

with Amber Necklace," by Charles Cot-

tet, 472; "Bird Song," by Lillian Ma-
thilde Genth, 47;^ "High Clififs—Coast

of Maine," by Winslow Homer, 474.

Art, A National, the Relation of Mural

Decoration to the Vitality of—Two
panels from a mural decoration, by
Robert V. V. Sewell : "April: Love";

"August: Conquest," 67; "The Attri-

butes of Art,"; mural decoration by

Albert Herter, 68; "The Isle of Plenty";

a decorative panel by F. Luis Mora,

69; mural decoration over mantel in

country house, by Eduard J. Steichen;

cartoon for stained glass window for

a mausoleum, by William de L. Dodge,

70.

Art in Ornamental Planting: Illustrated

by a Mistake in Landscape Gardening

—View of garden as originally planted,

showing the wrong massing of foliage,

the hedging in of the lawn and the

loss of outlook, by a mistake in land-

scape gardening, 37; second view of the

garden after replacing in such a way as

to get a view of the sea, a fine sweep

of lawn and graceful walks and drive-

ways, 38.

Art, Is There a Sex Distinction in?

—

"Late Afternoon—Quaker Hill": Char-

lotte Coman, painter, 243; "The Rubi-

cund," portrait of C. Gilibert: Ellen

Emmets, painter, 244; "The Miniature

Painter," portrait study: Ella Condie

Lamb, painter, 245; "The Good Story,"

portrait study: Clara MacChesney,
pairUer, 246; "A Portrait": Lydia Field

Emmet, painter, 247; "Gamins," Venice:

Rhoda Holmes Nicholls, painter, 248.

Artistic Value Gained by the Right Use
of Large Objects in Room Arrange-

ment—Four illustrations; 213-216.

Art, Modern American, Pioneers in

—

Childe Hassam, American painter, 599;

Gutzon Borglum, American sculptor,

600; Karl Bitter, American sculptor,

601; Irving R. Wiles, American painter,
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602; Daniel Chester French, American

sculptor, 603; J. Alden Weir, American

painter, 605.

Art, Modern Spanish, to the Fore in the

Salon of Nineteen Hundred and Eight
—"Hellenic Belles at Alexandria": G.

Rochegrosse, painter, 575; "A Spanish

Dance": Tito Salas, painter. 576; "Ar-

riving at the Plaza": Henri Zo, painter,

577; "The Mother-in-Law": Carlos Vas-

quez, painter, 578.

Bungalow, a Small, Worth Studying

—

exterior view; dining room, 535; sitting

room, 536.

"Canal at Lisieux": E. Lambert Cooper,

painter, frontispiece opp. p. 239.

Carving, Wood, the Art of
—"The design

from the start should be applied to

. something useful," 436; a tray design

with bold simple lines, 437; two Nor-

wegian chairs designed and carved by

Karl von Rydingsvard, 438; two desks,

designed and carved in Norwegian

style, by Kar^ von Rydingsvard, 439;

Mr. Karl von Rydingsvard and pupils

working in his New York studio, 440;

tool chart; correct position for hands

and necessary tools for carving, 441.

Chimneys, Modern, that Arc Decorative

as Well as Useful—A cobblestone

chimney in the front of a red-wood

house; pergola supports also of cob-

blestone; twin chimneys built of bould-

ers, cobblestones and arch brick, giving

an impression of strengtii and rugged-

ness, 537; three houses showing the

decorative possibilities of cobblestone

chimney, 541.

Chip Carving Is Good for Practice—De-

signs for Chip Carving; suggestions

for shaping handles to be identified by

the touch, 671.

Cottages, Three Charming, Designed for

Suburban, Seaside and Mountain Life

—

First floor plan for suburban cottage;

second floor plan for suburban cottage,

657: seaside cottage of rough field

stone; sitting room ol cottage show-

ing inglenook, 658; a suburban cottage

of Harvard brick; living room showing

curved bay window, 659; a mountain

cottage of tield stone and shingles; liv-

ing room with fireplace seat, 660; first

and second floor plans of seaside cot-

tage, 661; first and second floor plans

of mountain cottage, 662.

Cottages, Two Unusual : One Designed

Entirely by the Owner, and the Other

Intended to Express The Craftsman

Idea of House Building—Glen Lodge,

near Cleveland, Ohio, 82; the wide en-

trance veranda at Glen Lodge, de-

signed by F. E. Wettstein of Cleveland,

Ohio, 83; "Glen Lodge," a roomy sum-

mer log cabin; front view of the cabin

showing" veranda eighty-six feet Ions,

84; two views of the living room at

Glen Lodge; much of the furniture was

made by the owner, 85; exterior and

interior views of house designed and

built as close to a Craftsman model

as possible, by Karl H. Nickel, 86; floor

plan of house designed by Karl H.

Nickel, 87.

Dancer, The: Abastenia St. Leger Eber-

le. sculptor, 343.

Design in Theory and Practice : Number
VII—mosaics from the portico of San

Marco in Venice, 91; textile designs.

92; suggestive of flower petals, 93 and

94; rhythm, 95 and 99; development of

design in iron. 96, 97, 98; two three and

five stem compositions, 98; things to

be avoided, 99.

Number VIII—Eighteen plates, illus-

trating problems in conventional de-

signs. 202-211.

Number IX—Sixteen plates illustrating

surface repeats. 310-319.

Number X—Eighteen plates illustrat-

ing the development of a surface pat-

tern from general form to specific de-

tails, 426-435.
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Number XI—Eleven plates, 543-549.

Number XII—Six plates, color scales,

666-669.

Exhibition, Twenty-third, of the Archi-

tectural League, Significant Features of

the—Pergola porch and interesting en-

trance of the house at Ridgefield,

Gonn. : Grosvenor Atterbury, architect,

43; front elevation of house at Ridge-

field; second view, showing carriage

approach, 44; view of house at Locust
Valley, showing general scheme of con-

struction, with pergola at the rear:

Grosvenor Atterbury, architect; court

balcony from garden of Locust Valley

house, 45; pergola in garden at Ridge-

field house; garden seat of the house

at Locust Valley, 46; shooting lodge at

Timotly, S. C. : Grosvenor Atterbury,

architect; Mohawk Golf Club, Sche-
nectady, N. Y. : William Walls Bos-
worth, architect, 47; sixty-five hundred
dollar cottage at Englewood, N. J.;

Orr house at Englewood, N. J., 48; two
more interesting cottages at Engle-
wood, N. J., designed by Aymar Em-
bury II, 49; a school of fine arts: first

prize Beaux Arts competition for Paris

prize: W. Sidney Wagner, architect;

designs for mausoleum, Kingston, N.
Y. : York and Sawyer, architects, 50.

Gateways Old and New: Some Examples
of the Charm of an Interesting En-
trance to a Garden—five illustrations

showing gateways of various designs,

261-264.

Gourd, In the Days of the—The decora-

tive gourd vine, 384; the martin gourd
where the birds nested, 385; every cool

spring had its gourd dipper, 387.

Homes, the Designing of—First floor

plan of house at Dedham, Mass. : sec-

ond floor plan of house at Dedham,
Mass., 190; "Georgian" house at Ded-
ham, Mass., entrance on street front:

garden side and porch, 191; house of

William Briggs, at Edgehill, N. H., 192;

first floor plan; second floor plan, 193;

Springfield House, front, 194; first floor

plan; second floor plan, 195; Grey rocks,
Rockport, Mass., 196; first floor plan;

second floor plan, 197; residence of

Grafton Monroe, 198; first floor plan;

second floor plan, 199.

Home, the Environment of a Country

—

"You approach the house by a flight

of winding steps, cut in a steep de-

clivity, and a rustic rail at the side is

draped with luxuriant vines," 281;

"Nestling in a small grove of maples,

near a running stream, stands the old

house," 282; "The little screened sum-
mer house is perched above a bend in

the creek—a step farther is the lattice

bridge," 283; "Woodbine crept up and
hung from the gables of the house";

"Lattice shutters were added to the old

windows," 284.

House, a Craftsman, that Is Intended

for Suburban Life in a Little Residence
Park, that Overlooks the Valley of the

Bronx, near New York—First floor plan,

650; front elevation, 651; rear elevation,

showing interesting roof and pergola-

porch, 652; view of hall and stairway

with glimpse of dining room at the

right; billiard room on third floor, 653;

detail drawing of front porch, showing
also good roof lines and interesting

window grouping, 654; second floor

plan, 655; attic and roof plan; detail

showing construction of balcony rail,

656.

House That Has the Quality of an Old
Homestead—Two exterior and two in-

terior views of the home of Miss Laura
Coombs Hills, 389-392.

Houses, Plaster, in the Southwest—

-

House in Pasadena showing Saracenic

influence; the tile roof is the usual com-
plement of a plaster house, 421; plaster

house showing strong Moorish influ-
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ence; the Pompeiian plaster house is

especially adapted to the tropical sur-

rounding of the Southwest, 422; plaster

house built with outdoor living room;
the plaster cottage with stone founda-

tion has become a familiar sight on the

Pacific slope, 423; pergola and court-

yard of cottage shown on preceding

page, 424.

Indian, The North American, As a La-

borer: His Value as a Worker and a

Citizen—Yakima squaw at work in the

hop-vineyards: in North Yakima over

three hundred Indians are employed as

hop-pickers, 147; Indians preparing

concrete: Salt River project, Ariz.;

"Fat Hen," an Apache Indian who is

famous in Arizona as a capable, inde-

fatigable workman, 148; Indian labor-

ers working at public road construc-

tion; Henry Chilchuana, the Apache
Indian railroad boss, with his kinsmen
working on a government road in Ari-

zona, 149; an Apache Indian filling the

concrete cars at the Harrison construc-

tion camp, near Livingston, Ariz., 150.

Lincoln, Abraham, Gutzon Borglum's

Great Portrait Bust of, 26.

Millet's Peasant Life as a Boy: Its In-

fluence on His Art: Told from Notes

of the Late Wyatt Eaton, His Friend

and Pupil—Seven illustrations by Jean
Francois Millet: "The Spindle," frontis-

piece; "The Spinner," 355; "The Shep-

herd," 356; "The Washwoman," 357;

"Sheep Shearing," 358; "Carding Wool,"

359; "Watching for the Ship," 360.

Office, an Architect's, that Furnishes Just

the Right Environment for Good Cre-

ative Work—First floor plan of the

office building of E. H. Hewitt, 303;

front view of the office of Edwin H.

Hewitt, Minneapolis: built of terra cot-

ta tiles : interesting ornamentation of

the frieze under the eaves, 305; detail

of entrance to Mr. Hewitt's office, with

glimpse of front garden, 306; private

office, showing four-foot wainscot of

cypress, treated in Japanese manner;
outer rooms, connecting with private

office, 307; Skylight Club room, located

in the Hewitt office building; client's

room on ground floor, 308.

Patch Quilts and Philosophy—-peony

patch quilt design, 525; mountain lily

design, 526; the flower pot design, 526.

Photographs of Mist and Twilight: What
the Camera Reveals in the Hands of

Charles Vandervelde—"Evening," 629;

"A Misty Morning," 630; "The Last
Mooring," 631; "Winter," 632.

Roof ConstrHction, Picturesque, a Study
of—House at Kenilworth, England; a

roadside building; house with long

ridge and two gables, 678; the home of

Mr. Carlton Macy, Woodmere, Long
Island, with shingled roof that has the

effect of an old English thatch, 678;

another view of Mr. Carlton Macy's
home; the home of Mr. Edward T.

Cockroft, East Hampton, Long Island,

showing interesting roof construction,

680; high roof with one gable; week-
end cottage; Cuban farm house, 681.

Roofs of England, The Thatched—An old

thatched house in the picturesque vil-

lage of Williton, Somersetshire; thatch

and roses on Bridge street, Williton,

Somersetshire, 515; thatched house of

the better class farm hand in south-

west of England; a specimen of the

very old type of thatching in Somer-
setshire, 516; a venerable thatched

dwelling in Hampshire; an interesting

thatched roof-line to be seen in an old

Hampshire street, 517; a clachan in the

highlands of Scotland, the thatches se-

cured with withes; the "Cat House" at

Henfield, Sussex: the fresco under the

eaves is a series of cats : the owner hated

birds and churchgoers, 518; construct-

ing a fire-proof thatch, 522.
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Taft, Lorado, and the Western School of

Sculptors
—"The Fountain of the Great

Lakes," Lorado Taft, sculptor, 15;

"The Young Lincoln," Charles J. Mul-

ligan, sculptor, 16; "Marion," Laura

Kratz, sculptor; "Baby," Leonard Cru-

nelle, sculptor, 17; "The Blind," A reali-

zation of the drama of Maeterlinck:

Lorado Taft, sculptor, 18; "Her Son,"

Nellie V. Walker, sculptor; "At the

Sign of the Spade," Laura Kratz, sculp-

tor, 19; The Stratton Memorial, Nellie

V. Walker, sculptor, 20; "Miner and

Child," Charles J. Mulligan, sculptor,

25-

Tarbell, Ida M.—portrait, frontispiece,

opp. p. 3-

Twachtman, John H., and his family,

from a photograph taken at his home
in Greenwich, Conn., 344.

Twachtman, John H., frontispiece, opp.

p. 571-

Van Eeden, Frederik: Poet, Novelist and

Practical Communist — Dr. Frederik

Van Eeden, frontispiece, opp. p. 127.

Walker, Horatio, the Art of—"Returning
from the Fields," 139; "Sheep Shear-

ing," 140; "Turning the Harrow—Early

Morning," 141; "The Wood Cutter,"

142.

Wall Space, A Decorative Study: Lesson

V—Problem Number One, in the treat-

ment of wall spaces : Covering of

panels with landscape designs, loi;

problem number two, showing the rela-

tion of corner seat to panel, frieze and

door space, 102; problem number three,

showing an interesting division of

space in wall panels and frieze, 103;

problem number four, in which the

spaces of wall, windows and seat are

delightfully proportioned; problem

number five, which shows great refine-

ment of spacing and nicety of balance,

104.

Water-Powers, The Control and Use of

Our—A portion of the Great Shoshone

Falls, Idaho, 487; water-power going

to waste over Bearstrap Dam, Illinois

river; water right secured from govern-

ment by speculators: power going to

waste, 488; Beardsley Falls and power

plant, New York State; the kind of

easily developed water-power that the

speculators have secured in large num-

bers, 489; hydraulic plant at Colgate,

Cal., showing how water is carried

down mountain, 490.

Workshops, From The Craftsman—Some
Camp Furniture and Fireplace Fittings

that Can Be Made at Home—sideboard

and detail, 106; camp chair and detail,

107; camp stool, camp bench and de-

tails, 108; camp table and detail, 109;

wrought iron crane; adjustable iron

grate, no; fittings for fireplace, in

:

Some Decorative Designs for Furni-

ture; Oil Lamps and Lanterns for

Country Use; Effective Needlework for

Sash Curtains—A Cupboard with open

bookshelves; detail drawing of cup-

board, 219; combination bookcase and

secretary with working plan, 220; com-

bination bookcase and desk; working

plan of combination bookcase and desk,

221; bookcase with interesting orna-

mentation; working plan of same, 222;

hanging lamp for oil; metal hanging

lamp with chains, 223; metal lamp for

oil, 224; oil lantern for hall; working

plan for hall lantern, 225; sash curtains

of darned net; design for darned net

curtains, 226; two simple designs for

darning net; separate figure for darning

design, 227: Modern sideboards and

Metal Work—Simple sideboard for a

small room; working plan for side-

board, 321; unusual sideboard design

with many convenient drawers; work-

ing plan for same; sideboard for large

space; working plan for large side-

board, 323; sideboard with much cover-
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ed space; working plan, 324; chafing ings of Wood and Metal That Can Be
dish stand with cupboards; details of Made at Home—Design for a smoker's

Craftsman chafing dish, 325; detail of cabinet, 442; design for a smoking

chafing dish stand; Craftsman copper table, 443; design for umbrella rack,

coal scuttle, especially convenient for 444; wrought-iron candelabrum, 445;

an open fire, 326; Bungalow Furnish- combination iron candelabrum, 446.
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Age: A Poem—By Emery Pottle, ll.

Albums, Portfolios and Guest Books

—

By Mertice MacCrea Buck: Directions

for home-made books which may be
durable, simple and sturdy in effect, 555.

Als ik Kan—By the Editor.

Education Gained on the Farm and in

the Workshop: The return to simpler

and more wholesome standards of life

and work; the necessity of practical

handicrafts in connection with farm
life: the relative value of knowledge
gained by theory and by practice, 115.

The Lesson of the Beef Famine: Con-
ditions brought about by the attempted
correction of abuses in our industrial,

commercial and financial system; the

panic of 1907; the situation reviewed,
228.

Utilizing Vacant Lots and Land Held
by Speculators in Real Estate : The
spread of Civic Improvement; work of

the Philadelphia Vacant Lot Associa-
tion; the farm village idea, 335.

Permanent Welfare of the Farmer:
Commission appointed by President
Roosevelt for improving social institu-

tions of the farming population; how
the farmer's income may be increased,

451-
Higher Wages and Less Comfort:
Necessity of a movement back to the
soil; some thoughts on the condition of

the laboring man; a sturdy, prosperous,
yeoman citizenry the great national re-

source, 560.

The Responsibility of Prosperity:
Thoughts occasioned by the speech of
President Roosevelt before the Naval
War College at Newport, 682.

Ann Going: A Story—By Annie Hamil-
ton Donnell, 28.

Architectural League, Twenty-third Ex-
hibition of the. See Exhibition Twen-
ty-third, of the Architectural League.

Art, American, Scores a triumph at the
International Exhibition of Paintings
at Pittsburg—By Giles Edgerton:
American art becoming typical of
American conditions; Twelfth Annual
Exhibition of Oil Paintings at Carne-

gie Institute, Pittsburg; foreign and
American exhibits compared; a word
as to the most notable paintings; the

prize winners, 463.

Art, a National, the Relation of Mural
Decoration to the Vitality of—By Giles

Edgerton: Architecture the most in-

timate of Arts; evidences of a true

American art as shown in a former
exhibition of the Architectural League;
some impressions received at the
Twenty-third Exhibition; significance

of the work of Luis Mora, Albert Her-
ter, Robert Sewell and Edward J.

Steichen, 65.

Art in Ornamental Planting: Illustrated

by a Mistake in Landscape Gardening
—By Grace Tabor : Knowledge gained
through mistakes applied to gardening;
relation of a garden plan to the archi-

tecture of a dwelling house, 36.

Art, Is There a Sex Distinction in? The
Attitude of the Critic toward Wom-
en's Exhibits—By Giles Edgerton :

Women's exhibit at the Knoedler Gal-

leries; attitude of critics toward the

work of women; women's desire for

honest and dignified criticism; some of

the more notable works and a word
about the artists, 239.

Artistic Value Gained by the Right Use
of Large Objects in Room Arrange-
ment—By Mary Linton Bookwalter:
The drawing room too often a museum
of purchases; value of large objects in

room arrangement; the adaptation of

furniture, ornaments and paintings to

the requirements of a room; what we
may learn from household practice in

Japan, 212.

Art, Modern American, Pioneers in: A
Group of Men Whose Influence Has
Greatly Aided Its Development—By
Giles Edgerton: Seven pioneers in

American art; an appreciation; a word
about the work of J. H. Twachtman,
Childe Hassam, Gutzon Borglum, Karl
Bitter, Irving R. Wiles, Daniel Chester
French, J. Alden Weir, 597.

Art, Modern Spanish, to the Fore in the

Salon of Nineteen Hundred and Eight:
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Decadence of French Influence—By
Professor Krnest E. Fenollosa ; Duty
of the art critic; contemporary Spanish

artists; the work of Velasquez and its

influence on modern art; notable ex-

amples of Spanish art as seen at the

Salon of nineteen hundred and eight,

571-

Arts and Crafts Movement in America,

the: Prize Essay—By Charles F.

Binns : The present status of the

crafts: city crafts and country crafts;

difficulties which confront the crafts-

man. 275.

As the Working Girl Sees It—By Eliza-

beth Howard Westwood : A working
girl's estimate of factory life, 171.

Blind, Physical Culture for the: What
It Has Done to Increase the Resources
of the Afflicted and to Make Possible

a Normal Development—By Stanley

Johnson : What is being done in

schools for the blind toward making
them self-supporting; work of Dr. Sam-
uel Gridley Howe; School for the Blind

at Batavia, N. Y.; benefit of physical

training; outdoor exercise for blind

children, 644.

Book of the Year, The: A Poem— By L.

M. Montgomery, 300.

Book Reviews: "In English Homes."
by Charles Latham; "Portraits and
Portrait Painting," by Estelle M.
Hurll; "Woman and the Race." by
Gordon Hart; "Efficient Democracy,"
by William H. Allen; "Poland: The
Knight Among Nations," by Louis E.

Van Norman; "Famous Painters of

America," by J. Walker McSpadden;
"Art and the Camera," by Antony
Guest; "A Portfolio of Carnegie Li-

braries," by Theodore Wesley Koch;
"The Better City," by Dana VV. Bart-

lett, 124.

"On Art and Artists," by Max Nordau;
"A Theory of Pure Design," by Den-
man W. Ross; 'Pictures and Their
Painters, the History of Painting," by
Lorinda Munson Bryant; "Tiie Kera-
mic Gallery," by William Chaffers;
"Siena and Her Artists," by Frederick
Seymour; "Nooks and Corners of Old
Paris," by Georges Cain, 235.

"Russia and Reform," by Bernard
Pares; "Hoyle's Games," "Old Indian

Days," by Charles A. Eastman; "Fkjr-
ence and the Cities of Northern Tus-
cany," by Edward Hutton; "Practical

Wood Carving," by Eleanor Rowe;
"The Lakes of Northern Italy," by
Richard Bagot; "Pompeii As an Art
City," by E. v. Mayer, 346.

"The Convert," by Elizabeth Robins;
"Old Spanish Masters," historical notes
by Charles H. Cafiin; "The Van Rens-
selaers of Old Manhattan," by Wey-
mer Jay Mills; "Under the Southern
Cross." by Elizabeth Robins; "Uni-
versal Dictionary of Artists," by Dr.

Ulrich Thieme and Felix Becker; "Es-
sentials of Milk Hygiene," by C. O.
Jensen, translated by Leonard Pear-
son; "Poets' Country," edited by An-
drew Lang; "The Cnildren and the

Pictures," by Pamela Tennant; "The
Seven Ages of Washington," by Owen
Wister; "The Art of the Prado," by
Charles S. Ricketts; "Spanish Arms
and Armour," by Albert F. Calvert;

"The McWhirter Sketch Book"; "Three
Acres and Liberty." by Bolton Hall;

"The Early Italian Poets," translated

by D. G, Rossetti, "Highways and By-
ways in Kent," by Walter Jerrold;

"Etchings of Rembrandt," introduction

by A. M. Hind; "Enameling, a Com-
parative Account of the Development
and Practice of the Art," by Lewis F.

Day; "Rembrandt, a Study of His Life

and Work," by G. Baldwin Brown,
M.A.; "Stained Glass Tours in France,"

by Charles Hitchcock Sherrill; "The
Maxims of Methuselah," by Gelett

Burgess; "Greece and the Aegean Is-

lands." by Philip Sanford Marden;
"How to Collect Continental China,"

by C. H. Wylde, 455.

"Country Residences in Europe and
America," by Louis Valcoulon Le-
Moyne; "Greek Myths and Their Art,"

by Charles E. Mann; "Masterpieces in

Color," edited by T. Leman Hare;
"Money Magic," by Hamlin Garland;
"Sheffield Plate," by Bertie Wyllie;
"Heraldry as an Art, an Account of

Its Development and Practice, Chiefly

in England," by G. W. Eve; "Augustus
Saint-Gaudens," by Royal Cortissoz;
"Drawings of Michael Angelo," by E.

Borough Johnson, R. I.; "Bungalows,
Camps and Mountain Houses.'' com-
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piled by the editor of the Architects'

and Builders' Magazine; "Cities of

Italy," by Arthur Symons; "Our Coun-
try Home," by Frances Kinsley Hutch-
inson; "A Woman's Journey Through
the Philippines," by Florence Kimball
Russel; "Worry, the Disease of the

Age," by C. W. Saleeby; "The Cruci-

bles," by Mark Lee Luther; "The Gar-
dens of England," Special winter num-
ber of The Studio; "Anarchism." by
Dr. Paul Eltzbacher; "Turkey and the

Turks," by W. S. Monroe, 563.

"The Inward Light," by H. Fielding
Hall; "The Art of Landscape Garden-
ing," by Humphrey Repton, Esq.; "The
Parallel Course of Drawing Books,"
by C. S. Hammock and A. G. Ham-
mock; "The Art of Singing and Vocal
Declamation," by Sir Charles Santley;

"The Nutrition of Man," by Russell

H. Chittenden, Ph.D., LL.D., Sc.D.;

"George Morland, His Life and
Works," by Sir Walter Gilbey, Bart.,

and E. D. Cuming; "Architectural
Composition," by John Beverly Robin-
son; "The American Indian As a Prod-
uct of Environment," by A. J. Fynn,
Ph.D.; "Safe Building Construction,''

by Louis de Coppet Bergh, F. A. I. A.;
"Windsor," by Sir Richard Rivington
Holmes, 684.

Bungalow, a Small, Worth Studying:
Description of a bungalow built for

Mr. C. C. Curtis near Pasadena, Cal.,

by Mr. Louis B. Easton, 534.

By a Fireside : A Poem—By Grace S.

Hyde Trine, 362.

Cabinet Work. See Workshops, From
The Craftsman, 106, 231.

Can Intensive Farming be made Practi-

cal and Profitable for the Inexperienc-

ed Man from the City? By Edgar J.

HoUister : Agricultual products may be

doubled by the use of intensive agri-

culture; increasing the crop producing
power of the soil a necessity; work of

the Department of Agriculture in in-

structing the farmer as to the best use

of his land; what may be done in small

farming, 397.

Carving, Tools and Table for, 550.

Carving, Wood, the Art of: A practical

Lesson for the Beginner (Illustrated

by the Author)—By Karl von Ryd-
ingsvard : Possibilities of wood carving;
advice in regard to work, tools and ma-
terials. 436.

Children. See What Our Cities Are Do-
ing for Their Children.

Chimneys, Modern, that are Decorative
as Well as Useful : The chimney as a

decorative feature in house-building;
materials most effective, 539.

Chip Carving Is Good for Practice: Ad-
vice to beginners in regard to tools and
designs, 671.

Cloud Along the Trackless Sky, A: A
Poem—By F. W. Dorn, 73.

Compensation : A Poem—By Agnes Lee,
165.

Competition, The Craftsman: The prize
winners, 338.

Comprehension. True, The Secret of

—

By Arthur Jerome Eddy, 99.

Concert Halls, American. See Teuton,
the Transplanted.

Conference, The White House. See Tak-
ing Stock of Our National Assets.

Cottages, Three Charming, Designed for

Suburban, Seaside and Mountain Life :

Three cottage designs by architect F.

J. Lippert of East Orange, N. J.; de-
scription; general features, 657.

Cottages, Two Unusual; One Designed
Entirely by the Owner, and the Other
Intended to Express The Craftsman
Idea of House Building: Bungalow of
F. E. Wettstein, of Cleveland, Ohio,
planned by the owner; unique and in-

teresting features of "Glen Lodge";
cottage of Mr. Karl H. Nickel modeled
on Craftsman lines, 82.

Curtain, Sash. See From The Crafts-
man Workshops, 218.

Decoration, Interior. See Wall Space,
A Decorative Study of. Lesson V.;

See Artistic Value Gained by the Right
Use of Large Objects in Room Ar-
rangement.

Decoration, Mural. See Art, a National,
the Relation of Mural Decoration to

the Vitality of.

Design in Theory and Practice : A Series

of Lessons—By Ernest A. Batchelder:
Number VII : Separation of the artist
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from the artisan; art and industry

scarcely on speaking terms; we turn

to the studio rather than to the shop
for our traditions; the need of shop-
trained artists; the development of de-

sign in iron work; a problem and its

solution, 89.

Number VIII: Conventional designs

and the problems which they involve,

201.

Number IX: Surface repeat agam
taken up; a problem and its solution,

310.

Number X : Developmg a surface pat-

tern by working from the whole to the

parts; problem, 436.

Number XI: A few general hints to

the amateur in design; the peacock
problem and its solution, 542.

Number XII : Experiments in the mix-

ing of colors; suggestions to the begin-

ner, 666.

Dominant, A : A Story—By Marion Hill,

363.

Dun Emer Industries in Ireland: A Suc-

cessful Example of the Revival of

Handicrafts in a Farming Community:
The Irish revival; re-a>vakening of the

literature, art and industries of the

Celtic people; revival of stained glass

work of Dublin; work of Miss Purser;

the peasant school at Dun Emer and
the industries promoted by Miss Glee-

son, 112.

Dyestuifs, Modern, Application of, to

Arts and Crafts Work—By C. E. Pel-

lew. General Introduction: Ancient and
modern methods of dyeing; some truths

about dyes which have been discovered

by the modern chemist. 327,

Number II: General Description and
Classification of the Artificial dye-

stuffs: How to gain a Knowledge of

various dyes; dyeing directions for dif-

ferent materials, 447.

Number III: Equipment Needed for

Dyeing, the, and the Colors Formed
by Oxidation : Articles needed for dye-

ing; colors; dyeing directions, 551.

Number IV: Indigo and the Vat Col-

ors: Application of indigo; chemical
vats; modern methods of dyeing indi-

go; dyeing directions, 672.

End of Make Believe, The: A Story—By
Mary Heaton Vorse, 158.

Exhibition, Twenty-third, of the Archi-
tectural League, Significant Features of
the: An Imitative Rather than a Crea-
tive Spirit Manifest; display of mural
decorations; a definite return to con-
ventional designs adapted from former
periods; examples of characteristic
American architecture; award of prizes;
house at Ridgefield, Connecticut, de-
signed by Grosvenor Atterbury; other
important designs of domestic archi-
tecture, 40.

Farming. See Can Intensive Farming
be made Practical and Profitable for
the Inexperienced Man from the City?

Farming, Small, and Profitable Handi-
crafts: A General Outline of the Prac-
tical Features of the Plan—By The
Editor: A discussion of the practica-
bility of farming allied with handi-
crafts; what might be done with gov-
ernment aid; how and under what con-
ditions various handicrafts may flour-
ish. 52. See Getting Back to Our Base
of Supplies.

Farms, Small. See How to Make Small
Farms Yield Large Returns.

Fireplace Fittings. See Workshops,
From The Craftsman, 106.

Furnishings of Metal, Bungalow, Tliat
Can Be Made at Home. See Work-
shops, From The Craftsman, 442.

Furnishings of Wood, Bungalow, That
Can Be Made at Home. See Work-
shops, From The Craftsman, 442.

Furniture, Camp. See Workshops, From
The Craftsman, 106.

Furniture, Designs for. See Workshops,
From The Craftsman, 218.

Gardening. See Art in Ornamental
Planting. See Gateways Old and New.

Gardens of the East Side, The Little;

How the Poor Cultivate Window Boxes
—By Elizabeth A. Irwin: Work done
by the New York City Branch of the
National Fruit and Flower Guild; how
window gardens are provided for East
Side tenements, 404.

Gateways Old and New: Some Examples
of the Charm of an Interesting En-
trance to a Garden : The welcome of
the garden gate; some interesting gate-
ways, 260.
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Getting Back to Our Base of Supplies;

What the Revival of Small Farming
Would Mean to this Country—By Ed-

gar J. Hollister: Why men have lost

the power to get a living from the soil;

the revival of interest in farming; srnall

farming and handicrafts; reclamation.

267

Gift, The Wedding; A Story—By Emery
Pottle. 289.

Gourd, In the Days of the—By Martha
McCulloch Williams: Gourds large

small and the uses to which they were

put in our grandmother's time, 384.

Government, Federal, as Teacher, Guide

and Protector of the People, The—By
Alice Dinsmoor: Object lessons insti-

tuted by the government which are

conducted by the governmental bu-

reaus; how the various departments at

Washington are coming into touch

with the people, 179.

Guest Books, home-made. See Albums.
Portfolios and Guest Books.

Handicrafts. See Farming, Small, and
Profitable Handicrafts. See Dun Emer
Industries in Ireland. See Getting

Back to Our Base of Supplies.

Homes, The Designing of—By Frank
Chouteau Brown; How the architect

should regard the problems of horne-

building; a residence should look like

a home both within and without; Eng-
lish Georgian and Colonial; Colonial

buildings of the West; New England
and Southern Colonial buildings; ex-

amples, 189.

Home, The Environment of a Country

—

By E. Drusille Ford: Charm of an

old country house and the lessons one

may learn from Nature, 280.

Hospital Methods, The Improvement in.

Made by Humanizing the Relation of

Institution and Patient—By Elizabeth

Knight Tompkins: Movement started

by Dr. Richard Cabot of Boston; how
social workers cooperate with the

usual hospital machinery; how mental
cases are treated; the part taken by
women in assisting the hospital corps,

497-

House, A Craftsman. That Is Intended
for Suburban Life in a Little Residence
Park That Overlooks the Valley of the

Bronx, Near New York: The house
described, 650.

House A, That Has the Quality of an

Old Homestead: Built by Laura Coombs
at Newburyport; A House Colonial in

style, which, though recently built, has

the charm of age, 388.

Houses, Plaster, in the Southwest—By
Una Nixon Hopkins: Advantages of

plaster houses; home of Mr. Robert J.

Burdette; other interesting examples,

420.

How to Make Small Farms Yield Large
Returns: Preparing Poor Soil for In-

tensive Agriculture—By E. J. Hol-

lister: The lesson to be learned from
Europe of making unproductive land

profitable; what may be done with ten

acres of land, 507.

Idealist, The: A Poem—By Elsa Barker,

288.

In an Old French Garden ; A Poem—By
Grace Hazard Conkling, 625.

Indian, The North American, as a La-

borer: His Value as a Worker and a

Citizen—By C. H. Forbes-Lindsay : the

new Indian policy and problems which

have confronted the government; the

Indian as a laborer; handicrafts; work
of commissioner Frank E. Leupp and
Secretary Garfield; how the govern-

ment plans for welfare of the Indians

have been met by the various tribes,

146.

In Season; A Poem—By Isabella Howe
Fiske, 259.

Italy in New York: The Italian colony

about Washington Square and Mac-
dougal street; picturesque scenes of

every-day occurrence, 166.

Labor, Manual, Value of, to Society—By
Edward Carpenter, 64.

Lampadrome, The: A Poem—By Emery
Pottle, 137.

Lamps and Lanterns. See From The
Craftsman Workshops, 218.

Lincoln, Abraham. Gutzon Borglnm's
Great Portrait Bust of, 27.

Lunch Room, The Midnight: A Poem—
By Elsa Barker, 606.

Manual Training in the Public Schools,

Relation of, to Industrial Education and
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Efficiency ; Prize Essay—By Arthur D.
Dean: What the right kind of manual
training may do for a pupil; technical

skill and proper mental attitude needed;
what the manual training teacher
should know; the training of head, hand
and heart, 74.

Metal Work. See Workshops, From The
Craftsman, 106, 218, 321.

Millet's Peasant Life as a Boy: Its In-

fluence on His Art: Told from Notes
of the Late Wyatt Eaton, His Friend
and Pupil—By Charlotte Eaton: Mr.
Eaton's life at Barbizon; intimacy with
the family of Millet; the Millet home;
reminiscences, 351.

Millet, the Sincerity of—By Arthur Je-
lome Eddy, 145.

Needlework. See From The Craftsman
Workshops, 218.

Notes—Rodin's cartoons at the Photo-
Secession Galleries; Walter Damrosch
and the development of music in this

country; "The Eight" American paint-

ers; paintings and wood-block prints of

Arthur W. Dow at the Montross Gal-
lery; dry points and etchings of Mr.
Cadwallader Washburn at the New York
School of Art; loan exhibition at the
Colony Club; photographs by George
H. Seeley at the Secession Gallery;
Diirer and Rembrandt prints at Kep-
pel's; Knoedler Galleries in Paris and
London; iMirtraits of Mr, Richard Hall
at Knoedler's, 118; Photographs by
Eduard Steichen at the Photo-Seces-
sion Gallery; Ukiyoye paintings and
prints at the Yamanaka Galleries in

New York; The Beethoven Cycle at

Carnegie Hall under the direction of
Mr. Walter Damrosch; exhibition of
the works of Augustus Saint-Gaudens
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art;
work of Mrs. Ella Condie Lamb ex-
hibited at the studios of J. & R. Lamb;
concert of music of Edward MacDowell,
conducted by SafonofT; exhibit at

Bauer-Folsom galleries in New York
of the five younger sculptors. Brooks,
Deming, Flanagan, Evans and Eraser;
portraits by Maurice Fromkes at
Knoedler's; water colors of M. Boutet de
Monvel at Rhode Island School of De-
sign, 231; Exhibit of Congestion of
Population in American Museum of

Natural History; Spring exhibit of the
National Academy of Design in New
York; exhibition of American sculp-
ture at the Fifth Regiment armory in

Baltimore; eleventh annual exhibition
of the "Ten American Painters" at the
Montross Galleries; work of Henry
Matisse at the Photo Secession Gal-
leries; landscapes of W. L. Lathrop at

the Montross Galleries; sculpture of
Abastenia Eberle as seen at her New-
York studio; summer school of Handi-
crafts of Minneapolis, Minn.; exhibi-
tion at the New York School of Art of
sixteen young American artists; exhi-
bition at the Lotus Club of pictures
from the collection of Mr. Andrew
Freedman; French masters exhibited
by R. C. & N. M. Vose in Boston, 339;
e.xhibition of work by former pupils
of the Art Students' League; exhibi-
tion of work of American artists at the
Montross Galleries; work of the indus-
trial and business classes of the Young
Women's Christian Association; exhi-
bition of religious art at the New York
studio of J. & R. Lamb; Architectural
Club of Portland, Oregon; work of

Mr. Gari Melchers at the Cottier Gal-
lery, New York, 452.

Now Is the Time to Build: Both Labor
and Construction Materials Are Cheap-
er than They Have Been for Five
Years, But a Speedy Rise in Prices Is

Predicted: Signs of the times, some
significant facts regarding the cost of

building materials; what may be ex-
pected from a revival of building activ-

ity, 663.

Nurse, The School, and Her Work—By
Abbie I. Heffern: What. is being done
by the nurse corps in the public schools
of New York; difficulties encountered
and results obtained, 619.

Oflice, An Architect's, that Furnishes
Just the Right Environment for Good
Creative Work: Office building design-
ed and occupied by Mr. Edwin H.
Hewitt of Minneapolis, Minn., where
also is housed the Skylight Club: An
object lesson in building business quar-
ters which combine comfort and beau-
ty, 302.

Oh, Y'e of the Little Loves: A Poem

—

By Emery Pottle, 383.
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Patch Quilts and Pliilosopliy—By Eliza-

beth Daingerlield : Piecing quilts in the

Cumberland mountains; some (luaiiil

and interesting designs; the money
value of patchwork.

Photographs of Mist and Twilight: What
the Camera Reveals in the Hands of

Charles Vandervelde: The camera as

a means of artistic expression; land-

scape photography; atmospheric effects

obtained by Charles Vandervelde, 627.

Pippa Dances, And—By M. Winthrop

:

The street organ and the street child,

301.

Poor Mary: A Poem—By Mary McNeil
Fenollosa, 626.

Portfolios, home-made. See Albums,
Portfolios and Guest Books.

Postal Service E.xtension: What Postal
Savings Banks and a Cheap and Effi-

cient Parcel Post Would Mean to Farm-
er and Wage-Earner—By The Edi-

tor: Work of economists in reviving
farm and village life; value of a better

postal service; the need of postal sav-

ings banks; the parcel post service

abroad and in the United States, 587.

Prisoners, The: A Story—By Marion
Winthrop, 501.

Push Cart, The Ethics and .Aesthetics

of the—By Marion Winthrop, 595.

Reclamation Service. See Settlement, the

Rural.

Roof Construction, Picturesque, A Study
of: Much thought now given by archi-

tects to roof design; aim to secure
beauty, durability and individuality;

examples, 67S.

Roofs of England, The Thatched: An
Ancient Craft which Still Exists and
Contributes Much to the Charm of the

Country—By Herbert M. Lome: The
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MILLET'S PEASANT LIFE AS A BOY: ITS IN-

FLUENCE ON HIS ART: TOLD FROM NOTES
OF THE LATE WYATT EATON, HIS FRIEND
AND PUPIL: BY CHARLOTTE EATON

URING the winters from eighteen seventy-two to

eighteen seventy-four, while studying in the schools

of Paris, the late Wyatt Eaton made occasional trips

to Barbizon, where through frequent meetings in the

forest or the fields he formed an acquaintance with

Jean Fran9ois Millet's eldest son, Francois. This,

acquaintance ripening into friendship led to his meet-
ing the father, for whom he had already conceived the most unbound-
ed admiration, although his knowledge of Millet's work was limited

to a few reproductions he had seen in America and some woodcuts

seen in the window of an old print shop on the Rue Bonaparte,

which on his way to the Beaux Arts he often stopped to admire.

Speaking of his early days at Barbizon and of his first accjuaint-

ance with Alillet's later and completed works, in some unpublished

notes he says:

"The spirit, charm and power of Millet's art I had felt almost

from the beginning, but the detail of his methods, his manner of

approaching and using Nature, I did not begin to understand until

years after.
'

From the first Mr. Eaton took an active interest in the family who
regarded him in turn almost as one of them, and he seems to have

given some thought to the boyhood and early influences that im-

pelled Millet to become an artist. In writing to a friend in New York
at this time, he says:

"I feel the deepest interest in the early period of the life of Millet.

for his last and most complete productions were the souvenirs of his

boyhood, and the following after the impressions received from the

harmonious but primitive nature that surrounded him
"

And again, in some desultory notes which he intended to weld
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together into a lecture to be delivered before the students at Cooper
Union, Mr. Eaton says

:

"The parental home, near the point of the Cape du Hague on the

northern coast of France, is an isolated spot, wild, rugged and barren

on the slope to the sea, but luxuriant in verdure and fertile pastures

where, protected by the gentle slopes from the bleak winter winds,

Millet endured, and enjoyed—we may safely say—the rude labor

of the farm, until the age of twenty or twenty-one. Ever ready with

his hands, he knew well how to swing the scythe or bind wheat into

bundles equal to the most experienced worker. For generations the

family had been known as peasants of the better class; that is, they

tilled their own lands, and Millet's efforts in art were encouraged by
his father—a man of rare qualities.

"Half a century ago, in this sequestered spot, little was felt of the

excited marvelous world without; the rural habits and customs
seemed to satisfy the people; their wants were few and with industry

were gathered from the woods and pastures. Millet's books were
few, but these were read with interest and understanding. Removed
from all intercourse with the makers of pictures, he yet had before

him'some good examples of what had been done in pictorial art in the

well illustrated family Bible, and an occasional journal from Paris

told him of exhibitions and of living men who painted pictures.

"I delight," writes Mr. Eaton elsewhere in his notes, "in these

early associations that gave Millet the artistic impulse and the dis-

tinguishing qualities of his art
"

MILLET kindly offered to criticize Mr. Eaton's work, and it can
readily be understood how under these influences his work
at the Beaux Arts should have been neglected, and how he

practically took up his abode at Barbizon. He said, as if in apology

for this neglect: "I worked under Gerome to acquire facility in the

use of the instrument, but I had at no time any thought of following

his teaching."

Indeed, for academic exactness he had little respect, if attained

.fit the expense of higher qualities. Jotted down in a pocket note

toook are these words

:

"Accuracy in art, a desirable quality, but not a leading merit.

It should be sought after by the student and artist as a matter of

necessity, and achieved in thankfulness but not in triumph, and
never at the expense of character or expression, although to attain

accuracy one must often run the risk of losing some quality which is
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worth more than the other—while the student at least must take this

risk, let him understand that it is for his own discipline. Accuracy

in art is Uke good spelling in literature, but it is more important with

the artist, as his work cannot be corrected by another, whereas the

proof reader can correct the author's spelling."

These reflections, written hastily down between the sketches of

this little Barbizon note book, may represent those points in his con-

versations with Millet which he wished to impress on his memory.

The death of Millet in the winter of eighteen hundred and seventy-

four was a severe blow to Mr. Eaton. He was in Paris when the

news reached him. He at once started for Barbizon, and sought in

«very way possible to comfort the stricken family. In an article on

IVIillet pubhshed in May, eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, he says:

"'I hastened to the house and found the family in the dining room,

sitting silently in the house of death. I took my place among them,

asking no questions. Millet's room was adjoining. There, too,

was silence. I took Fran9ois by the hand and together we went out.

He told me that his father's only words were, 'All is over.' We left

«ach other too much overcome for further speech. ..."
Mr. Eaton became the close confidant of Mme. Millet in this

«arly period of her widowhood. She discussed with him the details

of many matters which gave her perplexity or pain. This will ex-

plain the following letter which Mr. Eaton wrote to Mr. Gilder, treat-

ing of the most intimate afiFairs of the family, as well as of its financial

problems.
"Barbizon—-par Chailley,

Scene et Marne.
4i'\ /TY DEAR Gilder:—I wish to call your attention to certain

iK/ 1 facts regarding the IVIillet family in connection with the house
^ " in which they have always lived.

"Millet, on arriving at Barbizon with his wife and children in

eighteen hundred and forty-nine, took a furnished room or two, but

deciding to remain there for some time, they hired the house now
occupied by the family. The small room on the street was at that

time a sort of woodshed and was used by Millet for his studio. Many
of his most famous pictures were painted in it, 'The Sower,' ' The Graft-

ing,' etc. In the year fifty-four or fifty-five the present studio was

built, and the shed was finished and made a part of the house, the

dining room. I beUeve that it was after this that the house was
bought by Monsieur Sensier—on time—and was paid for from the

profits upon Millet's pictures given for the rent. The house and
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studio is still owned by the Sensier estate. The lease now held by
Madame Millet will expire very soon,—this year, if I remember
rightly. The Sensiers own considerable adjacent property, and for
some time it was the intention of the family upon the expiration of
the present lease to pull down the house (which is a most picturesque
and homelike building) and the early studio, leaving possibly the
later studio which might serve for a lodge building to a chateau to be
built in the field beside the garden, which was so often painted by
Millet in his pictures. This plan if carried out would obliterate all

of the most intimate associations of Millet's life at Barbizon. The
present unsettled personal relations in the Sensier family make this

plan less certain than it seemed a couple of years ago, but still the
future of the house and grounds is ever uncertain.

"To say the least the Sensier family have not been amiable as
landlords, refusing even to make repairs in a part of the house which
was necessary to remove impending danger. For a new lease the
rent will probably be increased to an amount which will make it

impossible for the Millets to remain. The house mil then be made
over into a showy bourgeois style and rented to wealthy Parisians for

July and August at two thousand francs per month.
" It is needless to say that all friends of Millet or liis art are attached

to the place. You know what a beautiful restful spot it is, all made
by Millet's own hands or under his direction. The large elm tree
growing by the stone stairs leading to the room above the studio was
brought by Millet from the forest in a basket with wild plants by
oversight, but set out wdth care and was much cherished by him,
as it is a common tree of Normandy, and the love of the family for
the place is all that might be imagined.

"The thought of ha^'ing to leave the place has long been a sore
trial for Madame Millet and the children. It was at one time the
desire of Madame Millet to ask the government to buy the property
and allow her to live there in place of the pension of two hundred
and fifty dollars a year, but she was dissuaded by her friends, as with-
out the pension she would find fife very difficult—a home could be
had for less rent than that. But this will show you how great is

Madame Millet's desire to own the place.

"To have the house purchased by Millet's friends and to present
it to Madame Millet and to the Millet family forever is the desire of
all who have become acquainted wth the circumstances—and not
only for the associations of the place, but as a material aid to the
Millet family.
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MILLET'S PEASANT LIFE AS A BOY

"The capital realized from the sale of iNIillet's works after his
death has been very much diminished by the education of a large
family of children and grandchildren, dowries given to daughters in
marriage, the purchase of exemption of one of the sons from the long
service in the army, and large draughts made by one of the daughters
who has a large family, much illness, etc. I speak of Madame Mil-
let's affairs through knowledge coming from a most rehable source,
as well as through my own intimacy with Fran9ois.

"The actual income from the Millet estate a year ago was four
thousand five hundred francs, add to this one thousand two hundred
francs from the government during Madame Millet's lifetime, makes
five thousand seven hundred francs, or one thousand four hundred
dollars. Madame Millet's present family consists of two unmarried
daughters, a son who has not yet completed his studies in architecture
and a son in the army. The married daughter before mentioned and
her children are almost entirely dependent upon Madame Millet
for support. Madame Millet's income has never been sufficient for
her needs, but by the sale of drawings, sketches and a few unfinished
pictures which were not put into the sale, she has been able to get
along, though often resorting to credit in the hope of avoiding the
necessity of drawing upon her capital.

"Of sketches and drawings she now only has what have been left

after many selections. A couple of years ago she made a very dig-

nified appeal to the government for an increase of pension, and the
government replied by making her a grant of a few hundred francs.

"I might add that Madame Millet and family live in the most
simple manner, but her position as widow of Millet obliges certain
forms which would not be necessary had her husband been less

known. In the winter they occupy a small apartment high up and
distantly located in Paris, but where at least she can be near her
several married daughters and their children, and give her other
daughters the opportunity of society that they would not have at
Barbizon, but early spring and late autumn have always found them
at their loved home." ....

That this was only the rough sketch of a letter that never reached
Mr. Gilder is evident, for it breaks off at this point in the middle of a
page, as if the hand of the writer had been arrested by illness or the
arrival of unexpected visitors. Mr. Eaton made some reference to

the matter in letters to one or two other friends in New York.
In eighteen hundred and eighty-nine Mr. Eaton again returned

to France (this time accompanied by myself). We found the jNIillets
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in their apartment in Paris, but sadly dwindled in number. The only

daughter at home was Marianne, the youngest, who was then ailing

and died soon after, and the only son at home was Charles, who spent

little time with his mother.
Madame Millet herself looked pale and pensive, and wiped the

tears from her eyes during the greetings and again while speaking of

the old days at Barbizon and of those who had passed away.
I remember this day as a sad day in my life, for it was filled with

the souvenirs and regrets of which I was no part. I think Madame
Millet felt this for me, for turning suddenly to Mr. Eaton she remarked,
sympathetically, '* Une jeune fitle de dix-huit ans." I think perhaps
it was the effect of this visit upon Mr. Eaton that kept him from going
to Barbizon this year. He said to me, "The rooms at the Inn are

so damp and chilly at this season." It was October and the weather
was dark and dreary—but I think he feared the depressing thoughts

that might fill him in seeing the place more than he did the dampness.
So he wrote to Fran9ois, who responded by coming at once to Paris.

We met at the Louvre and afterward lunched together at one of the

Duval restaurants. This was a happy day. The joy of the meeting
of the two friends communicated itself to me at once and remains
with me now*, a precious memory.

BY A FIRESIDE

A CHIMNEY wide, high leaping flames that twine
A glow of coals, blue-gray, ash-rose and white

—

A memory, a breath of fragrant pine

And lo! a camp-fire and the starry night!—Grace S. Hyde Trine.
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A DOMINANT: A STORY: BY MARION HILL
^O PROLONG the pleasure of independent home-com-

ing, the first she had ever tasted in a considerable

lifetime, Malvina Leed paused upon her small door-

stone to admire her two acres with lenient leisureUness

before fitting the key into the lock.

"Not much of a farm," she commented in high

good-humor while a glow of rosy content overrode

the look of pale suppression habitual to her countenance. "But
it's all mine!"

This last came in a furtive whisper, as if she had good reason for

s /^posing she might not be permitted to exult long if she exulted too

audibly.

"Nor much of a house, either!" This second damaging admis-

sion seemed to afford her a satisfaction even more rapturous than tlie

first. She literally trembled with pleasure as she turned the key

and pushed open the door. Key, door, house, all were new to her,

and the entertainment of the moment was immense.
Her usually exacting nostrils sniffed enjoyingly even the lifeless-

ness of the air which crept out to her,—that subtle atmosphere of

barren unwelcome which exhales from an untenanted dwelling.

Just as she had mustered sufficient audacity to make a possessive

entrance, her mature but childishly expectant face clouded with a

panicky concern. "Joey told me most particular to do something

with the key, and what it was I clean forget. 'Twas either to hang

it on a nail—or sHp it on my key-ring—or—he'll be that annoyed!"

Then, the frown of concern turned to a frown of protest, and it

grew courageously till it obliterated completely her subservient at-

tempts to recollect. This frown marked absolutely the first rebellion

in all her rather harassed, and decidedly excitable, married life

against the dictating precaution of her extremely executive husband.

With a nod of defiance she let the key take chances and dropped it

among the bewildering miscellany of a capacious pocket.

"Why should I not do what I like with my own key and in my
own house, too ?" she muttered, sternly. She felt that sternness was

necessary. Her resoluteness needed severity in order to be operative.

"My house!" The unusual words brought a smile to her lips.

"Only three rooms

—

but all mine!" Again the lowering of her voice

as if there were danger in a too audible expression of content. " Mine,

—like the land."

Mingling with this inconsequential exultation, but without any

depreciating effect, Malvina had a common-sense knowledge that

her "inheritance" was almost valueless viewed as real estate.
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Subconsciously, this knowledge gave security to her enjoyment-
If her property were not worth possessing, perhaps no one would
bother to interfere with her management of it. "No One's" name
was—Joey.

The tiny place had come to her not long ago through the death

of a relative. It was at that time being used as a summer home by
a young married couple who had now gone back to the city,—gone^

as summer visitors generally do, at the most gorgeous season of the

year, in rich October, red with turning woods and plenteous with

garnered harvests.

"And, Mally, you'd better hurry there at once and see what
you've reely got," had been Joey's dictum. So of course she had
hurried. She allowed Joey to plan her life down to the most trivial

detail, not that she was incapable of doing it as well and better, but

that it infinitely saved trouble to let Joey run as far as possible

all of the universe that was not directly under the hand of its

Creator.

So patiently had she submitted herself, and for so many years,

that sheer habit had kept her from realizing how impatient she was
and always had been of his all-prevailing assertiveness. Nor until

she stepped within this little kingdom of her three-roomed house did

she discover how needlessly thorough he had been in his persistent

thwarting of her harmless preferences.

"If there isn't a table in the middle of the sitting room!" she cried,

and a flush of gratification intense enough to be pathetic in its incon-

sequent connection burned in her excited cheeks. "Now, isn't

that cosy! Ma always had hers in the middle. Seems as if I never

cmild see the use of a table up against a wall. It kind of wastes one

side of it. I'm so glad the table's in the middle!"

In Joey's house—and hers,—if she could ever bring herself to

feel ownership in anything so aggressively controlled by her partner,

—

nothing was ever in the middle of a room. Joey was large of bulk

and resistlessly progressive and during progressions objected to hit-

ting projecting portions of his anatomy against corners of furniture.

He therefore arranged his belongings inexorably close to his walls,

keeping his rooms as unobstructed at center as fighting rings,—which

they often were.

Malvina walked around and around her table in ecstasy, gather-

ino' additional comfort from the fact that it was covered with a fringed

cloth. Tablecloths irked Joey considerably, being in the way of

free distribution of ashes from his pipe, and fringed tablecloths were
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utterly tabooed, fringe having aptitude to entangle in Joey's buttons

w-ith disastrous outcome as concerned Joey's temper.

Weaning herself from the table, Malvina went to the window,

ran up the shade, raised the sash, gleefully surveyed her scant acres

from this new vantage and gloried in her sole big apple tree just

discovered at the back.
" Cayuga reds!" she murmured, and her calm blue eyes grew wist-

fully eager. She mourned because the apples were out of reach.

She ached to handle one, hers, off her farm. Just here the musHn
curtain blew against her cheek and awoke a new train of rapturous

sensations.

''Sash curtains!" she cried vnth another flush of exceeding pleas-

ure as she ran a welcoming hand up and down their starchy smooth-

ness. Joey was not sympathetic in the direction of sash curtains,

holding that they harbored dust and obstructed the light, and he

invariably emphasized his theories by twisting into unsightly ropes

or rolhng into damaged wads such curtains as Mahnna ventured

upon from time to time.

"Have the other rooms sash curtains, too .^" wondered Malvina,

letting her expectations broaden audaciously.

Exploration happily proved that her hopes had not betrayed her.

Both kitchen and bedroom were wliitely curtained and the curtains

moved gently in the draft as if they were sentient things and waved

their friendliness toward her. The bedroom appealed strangely,

—

it beckoned hke a sanctuary,—so quiet and dim it was, so spotless

and unhttered, so free from pipes and boots and whip-thongs and

earth-stained overalls. Except for the bureau and the bedstead, the

small room contained nothing but a rocking chair and a table only

large enough to hold a reading lamp and a book, yet the apartment

seemed spaciousness itself to Malvina. It was as wide as—freedom.

She stole from it reluctantly, wooed away only by the magnitude

of her interest in her possible kitchen ware. Those utensils were

few, but eminently satisfying in their state of newness and cleanliness.

"Brides is the least messy people to hve after as ever I see,"

admitted Malvina, as she entrusted to the glass cupboard the wisp

of tea, the loaf of bread and the pat of butter which she had thriftily

brought with her to serve as supper and breakfast. Her proposed

stay overnight was practically enforced, for the return trains were

inconvenient in hour, one being too early in the morning, the other

too late at night, to permit of her finishing her appraising trip within

the day.
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Incontinently, she set to work and kindled a fire in the stove long

before she had any need of it. She really could not put off till its

conventional hour the pleasure of lighting this fire, her first in her

own home. The simple act was to her sjonbolical of very much
more than she could put into words. The first leaping of the cheery

flame, followed by its steadier glow, filled her with a sort of myste-

rious awe, an unguessed heritage through the ages from savage an-

cestry when the kindling of a hearth fire was a significant act in the

ritual of possession and dominion. "Her" fire,—that is what exalted

it out of the commonplace. Moreover, a fire is the best of company.
Under its hearty crackling, the little house was as if filled with guests.

"Now, I'll have a good look around at the outsides," declared

Malvina, nodding a temporary farewell to the cheeriness within.

She found that the kitchen garden had October written ruthlessly

all over it. The one or two remaining tomatoes were dark and
mushy from a recent frost; the corn rustled in yellow spoliation; the

potato hills were merely hollows and empty at that; the bean poles

supported but leafless strings of stem from which the podded wealth

had long been stripped; nothing remained but a few tough squash

and a head or two of rabbit-nibbled cabbage; but Malvina saw it

with the eye of optimistic futurity, green in the sprouting rows of

spring, 7iext spring, when she herself would plant it according to her

own desires, not with Joey's cast-iron precision. It was the goodliest

patch of garden she had ever seen.

She pulled a leathery leaf from the seeded lettuce and chewed
it with meditative gusto.

"\\Tiat kind, I wonder.^" she ruminated. "It's the best I ever

eat." She was tasting more than lettuce; it was the improving savor

of ownership which gave to every mouthful its unique superiority,

—

ownership not valued because it meant personal aggrandizement but

because it permitted the unfettering of a soul. On Joey's farm even

so infinitesimal a trifle as a bite at a leaf of lettuce might not always

chance to pass without belittling comment,^was she taking to rabbit

feed for a change ? perhaps she liked dirt, he preferred lettuce washed

!

—had he slackened up any on provisioning lately ? if so, he'd go to

town and 'tend to it. Joey's fleers generally masqueraded as jokes,

but each held its intentioned sting. Malvina mildly made up her

mind that the jokes prevailing on her own two acres should be of

her own manufacture, or approximating that brand.

From the comfortable environment of her barren inheritance, she

gazed with unenvious curiosity at the wooded estates of her neighbors,
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whose angle of roof or curl of smoke showed sociably above the branch-

ing of distant orchards.
" I b'lieve I'll run over to one and see if I can't buy a pint of milk,"

she murmured, advancing perfidious reason, for she preferred her

tea clear.

Possessing herself of the gayest of all the seemly little jugs in the

glass-doored dresser she ambled her contented way through fields

and lanes till she reached the farmhouse of her selection.

The protests of a barking dog had heralded her approach, and

a woman was in readiness upon the back porch to greet Malvina

before she had need to knock. The woman eyed her with stern

caution, not unkindly, but with the shrewd appraisement of country-

folk.

"WTiat do you want.^" she asked with unadorned directness.

She examined the milk pitcher, aloofly critical, and without admitting

that it carried any suggestion.

Striving to conceal her pride in bein^ a neighbor and a land-

owner, Malvina joyously sketched her milkless condition and wound
up with,

"So I jus' run over to ask if you had any,—to sell."

"Well, I d'know," said the woman doubtfully. "I'll see."

It seems to be a point of etiquette with a farmwife never to express

any certainty of knowledge concerning her possession of a drop of

milk, a shred of butter or a single egg. She always has to "see."

But before disappearing for the purpose this woman unhesitatingly

appropriated Malvina's pitcher and soon returned with it filled.

"Oh, thank you very much," said Malvina, pleasantly, hastening

to brush away the steely disapprobation gathering on the other's

face by hurriedly adding, "and what's the price of it?"
" Well, I d'know," said the woman, again firmly intrenching her-

self behind doubt, though the quoted price of milk per quart as given

by the weekly paper from town all but leaped from her eye in order

to attack Malvina should the latter tender a cent short.

"Five cents?" oft'ered Malvina, risking nothing, for she knew.

"Well, all right," was the woman's acceptance, still intoned

doubtfully.

Malvina began to back away. The strange woman was one

quivering question mark from head to foot, but she kept her Ups

sealed. She, too, much wanted to know. It is only your woman
who really does not care who makes the most persistent questioner.

Malvina comprehendingly helped out a little more.
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"Any time you're short of something, come and see if I mebbe
haven't it, over yonder, to Malvina Leed's! Good evenin'."

She turned and retraced her way. "To Malvina Leed's!" How
the music of the expression sang in her ears and in her happy heart!

Everything had been "Joey Leed's" for so carpingly long that she

had grown to connect the title only with things annoying and unrest-

ful. The content of her surroundings orrew with each atom of ex-
• 111

perience. Besides a farm, she now had a neighbor and a good one.

For Malvina was not deterred by that neighbor's exterior from de-

tecting the warm womanliness within. This cold bargainer, cautious

about squandering her friendship, her dignity, her reserve, her pro-

visions, was just of the sterling strength to be of help in time of need.

The frank and open eye above a chary tongue,—that tells a reassur-

ing tale.

"Who babbles her sympathy, dribbles it," philosophized Mal-
vina. "She's all right. If I was took sick tonight, she'd be over in

the shake of a calf's tail—with somethin' hot."

She almost wished to be taken sick,—for the joy of the compan-
ionship. Joey had been a discourager of neighborliness. "Don't
want nobody's old hens cackling 'round my roost," was his defense,

persistently jocose, but unfailingly selfish. Malvina dashed away
ftiis reminiscence with a happy jerk of her head; this was not Joey

Leed's, but INIalvina's.

She had regained her own doorstep. The bri«;f October day,

vanishing without a warning twilight, had given place to cool crisp

evening which would soon be night.

Either driven from its hiding place by cold or hunger, or wooed
out^by the security of darkness and an uncanny awareness of milk,

a thin but amiable kitten arched and purred on the doorstone.

"The trollop!" said Malvina, scourgingly, referring not to the

kitten but to the erstwhile unmessy bride. "Too sweet-hearted to

give you a merciful drowning, kitty, but able to leave you to freeze

and starve! I know the kind! There's a-plenty of them. And
they're all city-folk and ought to know better. Come in."

Frenziedly appreciative of the in\dtation, the kitten made a con-

torted entrance, squeezing into slim retreats, making immediate
reappearance, arching with nervous suddenness, treading on hot eggs

and purring royally.

"I kind of like a kitten," mused Malvina, pensively pouring it

out some milk. "Ma most generally let us keep one, though she

talked a heap."
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Joey never talked. He acted. He said he wanted animals kept

in their "right place." From evidence, this place was wherever it was

unseen of Joey.

After rebuilding the fire and setting the kettle to boil, Malvina

indulged in a long-suppressed instinct for illumination, trimming

three lamps and letting one burn at its brightest in every room, so

that the tiny domicile fairly shone with light.

This audacity incited her to a greater.

"Sheets!" she announced with triumph, and dressed the bed

accordingly. Joey was hygienic to violence in his denunciation of

sheets, insisting the year round upon blankets.

"No eating in the kitchen!" she continued firmly, setting her tea

table in the sitting room. "Not even a sight of the kitchen!" and

she drew the turkey-red portiere across the door.
" Thin toast!" was her next order which she proceeded to execute

with a deliberate unconcern of time which was in itself a rare happi-

ness. In the house of Joey things were generally kept jumping

by the clock.

Her happiness augmented when she heard the distant shriek of

the approacliing passenger train,—the one which she might have

taken but did not, preferring to arrive at a new destination by day-

light,—what hours of enjoyment she had gained by deciding not to

come on it!

Before sitting down to her pretty tea-table, she went into the bed-

room and "did over" her hair in front of the mirror framed in pine

cones, and she noted with joy that traces of past comeliness had crept

back to her face by reason of relaxation and content.

"This Httle home is goin' to be my soul's sanitarium!" she vowed

aloud. The startled kitten gave a big purr. Lifting the flattered

animal to her cheek, Malvina passed back into the kitchen and sat a

bhssful moment to enjoy the tranquillity of her surroundings, the

grateful glow of the quiet fire, the inviting brightness of the rooms,

the serene and confiding snuggle of the cat against her neck, the

uninvaded solace of a silence which was not loneliness, of solitude

which was not sorrow.

A sudden stumbling upon her doorstone, a man's muttered im-

precation at his own misstep, did not arouse a particle of fear within

her; she was too proudly anxious to play the hostess if only to a mis-

taken wayfarer. She hospitably stood, even before he should knock.

But no knock came. The knob was boisterously turned and the

door banged open for the volcanically jocose entrance of Joey.
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"Ah ha! nothing like coming unbeknownst to find what's going

on!" he chuckled, uproariously, slamming the door behind him ana
lunging into the room. The tiny house shivered like a structure of

cards, for Joey was over six feet high and broad accordingly, with

long swinging limbs ending in sledgehammer hands and anvil-hke

feet.

In a stupor of surprise, Malvina looked at him, blankly silent.

She put down the kitten, quite unconscious that she had given it the

kitchen table for a base, quite unheeding that it consolingly curled

itself up where she laid it. The silence, brief though it was, pierced

Joey's malevolent sensitiveness and pricked him to splenetic out-

burst,

—

" Why, if you're not glad to see me I can go back the way I came,

only walking 'stead of traveling!" and he crashed toward the door.

"No, don't!" cried Malvina, putting out a detaining hand. He
was quite capable of carrying out his threat. His endurance was
phenomenal,—when he could distress someone thereby. And she

had been inhospitable. " It was good of you to come. I was s'prised

;

that's all. It was real good of you, Joey."

Still glowering, he aUowed himself to relent, sullenly relinquish-

ing his hold of the doorknob. Then he divested himself of his coat

and cap, hanging them upon the upper corner of the cupboard.

Nothing was too high to serve him for a peg.

He looked taller than ever in this confined dwelling. His im-

mensity carried with it not the idea of strength, which is restful, but

of force. His very coloring was aggressive. His hair was vividly

red, glistening as if wet, and it virulently curled,—not loosely and
softly, a lure for loving hands,—but curled wath the vicious uniformity

of copper springs. His eyes went inexorably with the hair, being

brown as chestnuts but flecked with fiery red spots which gleamed

maliciously whether in good humor or ill. His face was smooth

except for the chin where there sprouted a suspicion of beard as

crinkled, as red, as glistening as his hair. For the rest, he was a

galvanic whirl of arms and legs.

"Not only did I think enough of you to come, but I brought you

some supper," he grumbled. Snatching a parcel from his pocket

and shaking from it a thick slice of ham, he thwacked a frying pan
upon the stove, slammed the slice into it, and put all over the open

fire where it was soon smoking and fuming and scorching and noisily

spluttering.
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"Now for a squint through this dog kennel," he grinned, becom-
ing amiable at the smell of the ham. He plunged into the sitting

room, caught his shoulder in the portiere and without hesitation tore

it from the pole and hurled it into a corner.

"Blamed poor taste putting hanging-truck in such a shantyran,

wasn't it.^" he asked, in a cordial tone which made sure of Malvina's

cooperative approval.

She failed to answer him, being too nervously busy watching

where the mud was spattering to, brought in on his heavy soles. She

watched it with a weariness of heart out of proportion to the harm
done, for she knew that October roads were prone to muddiness and

that soiled boots could not help but leave a track, but tonight

she seemed to see it all in a new light,—Joey was WTilfully unchoice

of where he stepped, and how, and the mud in which he knowingly

trod was significant of other avoidable things in life through which

he drove ruthlessly, leaving dark stains over the lives of others.

Done with the sitting room, he promptly blew out the light and
brought the tea tray in with him.

"No use wasting oil, is there, MalHe ?" he demanded, still sure

of having done the commendable. He set the tray upon the kitchen

table, saw the cat, and without comment or question put it outside.

"Is this cubby-hole the bedroom?" he demanded, looking in

with such scowling scorn that Malvina shrunk guiltily, almost as if

her former approval of it had made her responsible for its meanness

and his dissatisfaction in it.

His scorn changed to noisy laughter.

"Of all the ratty quarters!" His laughter spent, he deigned

to make the concession. "But I guess it's big enough to sleep in,

just for tonight." As he spoke, he hauled the sheets from the bed,

bunched them in a lump and tossed them to the floor, leaving the

blankets in huddled disarray. Then he blew out that light. His

overbearing demolishment seemed to result less from an indif'

ference to the preferences of others than from an unassailable convics

tion of the universal superiority of his own.

"It's exac'ly as I thought, MalHe," he sagely announced. "The
place is worthless, or it wouldn't 'a' been given to you." Here
he flapped over the slice of ham and sent a grease shower hissing

and snapping across the stove. "So I told Tod Beasley this morning

that I'd trade it with him for his clover lot, down our way, and he,

having folks hereabout, agreed. I told him the deeds and signing

and such'd have to be seen to with you, but that you'd trade all right.
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What do you (me ownin' the finest farm in the state) want with a truck

patch Hke this ? I told him you couldnt pay the taxes on it and I

wouldni: and that settled it. Let's have supper."

Picking up the brown paper which had wrapped the ham, he

planked it on the table for a mat, and dropped the reeking frying-

pan upon it. Then he kicked off his boots, jerked off his coat, tore

off' his collar,—and was dressed for dinner.

He munched and crunched his meal to its resounding end, then

elbowed the dishes out of the way, never doubting for a minute but

that jNIalvina had finished because he had, lit his pipe and extended

his wool-encased feet toward the warmth of the stove.

"Now, ain't this pretty comfortable?" he advanced persuasively.

"Ain't this better than being alone, Mallie .?"

She had been glancing furtively at the ruin about her, her heart

acknowledging the same desolation as was miserably patent in her

disordered dwelling. Through the dusk of the rooms there still

lingered the murk from the frj^ing-pan. Huddled furniture, torn

drapery, kicked rugs and muddied floors marked the havoc and wrack
of Joey's ever unquiet passage. The banished kitten mewed per-

sistently. Over and above all the material signs of destructiveness

brooded the outraged spirit of Mahana's harmless individuality.

The tragedy of the larger world—its dominion of aggressiveness

—

threatened to stamp itself in pale miniature upon her frightened

face and silent lips, when through the blackest of storm clouds there

burst the illuminating sun of rebellion.

"Ain't it, I say?" Joey jolted the table to obtain assent to his

question ; and then his jaw dropped almost in horror when he discov-

ered that Malvina was not as usual quivering under his hectoring

assault, and that her face was gathering the peacefulness known only

to assertion.

"Joey," she said, explainingly. "The summer rent for my house
was put into bank in my name, an'U pay for the taxes for some years

to come, so I'm not a-going to sell yet awhile. No, nor trade, nor

nothing, never

T

"What the—the—the dog!—are you goin' to do with the place ?"^

he burst out.

Malvina rose to the a^^ul height of levity.

"Play house," she answered, with a benign smile.

Joey's jaw dropped a hopeless inch lower, and under the encour-

agement of that sign Malvina arose with gentle firmness, opened the

door and let in the kitten.
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THE FAR REACHING SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE: BY C. H.

FORBES-LINDSAY
N THE thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth days of

May, in the present year, occurred one of the most
momentous meetings in the history of the United

States, which will long be remembered as "The White

House Conference." When the President stepped

upon the platform in the famous East Room, there

were ranged upon his right hand the members of liis

Cabinet, and on his left, the learned Justices of the Supreme Court.

Facing him were the governors of forty-three States and Territories,

numerous senators and representatives in Congress, and some two

hundred American citizens distinguished for special attainment in

various spheres of scientific investigation or useful activity.

This assemblage, representing the highest authority and the best

intelligence of the nation, had been called together by the President

to consider the weightiest problem of our age—that involved in the

adoption of measures for the conservation, development and judicious

use of the natural resources of the country. A reahzation of the

necessity for reformation in our economic system has been gradually

growing upon us during the past ten years. It only needed to a full

awakening that some strong voice should sound a warning. The
statement of our danger and the suggestion of an avenue of escape

came at one and the same time from a source which the President

acknowledged in his opening address, thus:

"Especial credit is due to the initiative, the energy, the devotion

to duty and the farsightedness of Gift'ord Pinchot, to whom we owe
so much of the progress we have already made in handling this matter

of the coordination and conservation of natural resources. // it had

not been for him this convention neither would nor could have been

called."

The subject which commanded the attention of the Conference

is preeminently one of national interest and scope, for its treat-

ment must embrace every section of the country and affect every man,
woman and child in the nation. It is composed of a number of in-

separable elements which must be treated in just relation to one

another and to the question as a whole. No petty considerations

or selfish motives may be allowed to influence the policy that shall

direct this great work. The constant object must be to secure the
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greatest good to the greatest number. Wliile the Federal Government

must necessarily be the main agency in effecting the desired reforma-

tion and development, it is incumbent on each State to further the

common purpose as much as possible by individual action. It must

be clearly understood, however, that no State can move in the matter

independently of the Federal authority where the interests of any other

State are involved.

It is of the highest importance that a proper appreciation of State

limitations and the necessity of Federal control should prevail. Per-

haps a sufficiently clear idea may be conveyed by a single concrete

illustration. The Ohio River is one of our main channels of trans-

portation, but only a fraction of its potential utility is developed.

The waterway is hardly at all improved from its natural state, so

far as the facilities for navigation are concerned. Floods occur yearly,

causing many million dollars' worth of damage and permanently

preventing the occupation of considerable areas. At other seasons

traflSc is suspended for lack of sufficient depth and not infrequently

hundreds of thousands of laden barges lie idle for weeks awaiting

the rise of the stream,—entailing enormous loss. These disabilities

could be readily removed and the Ohio River rendered an ideal

waterway with a uniform depth of from nine to twelve feet throughout

the year. In order to accomphsh this it is only necessary to con-

struct reservoirs near the headwaters of the stream and its tributaries.

By this means the surplus flow could be impounded and fed to the

channel in regulated quantities as needed. The entire works would

cost not more than two hundred million dollars and, viewed as a pure

and simple business proposition, would represent a splendid invest-

ment. Waiving consideration of the incalculable benefits to trans-

portation from such a utility, the water power which could be gener-

ated by it would jield, on a conservative estimate, fifty million dollars

annually.

Why has such an obvious improvement not been effected ere

this ? Because the interests of six States are involved in the matter

and they can not effectively cooperate. The Constitution forbids

any State entering into a treaty with any other. It is hardly to be

expected that one State, and that the one wliich would derive the least

benefit from the enterprise, should incur the expense and responsibil-

ity of constructing the necessary waterworks. Obviously, the Federal

Government is the only agency through which such an undertaking

can be carried out.
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ANY satisfactory degree of success that may attend the pros-

pective movement is dependent upon the acceptance of the

foregoing proposition and strict adherence to it. It is gratify-

ing to know that, with a few possible exceptions, it is in consonance
with the ideas of the executive officers who met the President in deUb-

eration on the subject. The governors in general displayed enthusi-

astic eagerness to engage in the proposed cooperative utility. Several

of them expressed their determination to appoint State commissions

as auxiharies to the Federal authority. They- provided by resolution

for repetitions of the Conference at such times as the President may
think proper to convene it. Before leaving Washington they formed
an organization, which the press seems to have agreed to style the

"House of Governors." This body is designed to meet annually

for the purpose of discussing matters of mutual interest. It is quite

witliin the bounds of probability that its future deliberations—the

first of which is to take place in the ensuing fall—will result in the

much-needed uniformity of State laws.

Ultimately, the responsibility for the success—or failure—of any
great national movement must rest with the people. The present

undertaking is no exception. The most important duties in the mat-

ter devolve upon every citizen. First and foremost, he should see

to it that his vote is cast only in favor of men in hearty sympathy
with the public cause as expressed by the policy of conservation and
development of our natural resources wliich will be promulgated from
time to time by the Chief Executive. Beside this, all other issues

pale in significance, and it is entirely proper that the attitude toward
this great question of a candidate for office should be made the test

of his fitness for office, irrespective of liis party affiliation.

Every man among our people can advance the national welfare

by cultivating in himself public spirit, and stimulating it in his fellows.

He can find, constantly ready at his hand, a hundred channels for

its exercise. The man who makes a ton of coal serve the purpose

to which two were formerly devoted, the man who removes a snag

from a stream, or plants a sapling, contributes to the common weal.

Education is the key to the situation. We should all study the

problems involved in this vital question and interest our children in

them, for the task we have set ourselves is not one for a single genera-

tion, nor for two lives, but for all time. Never again will come a time

when we may indulge in wasteful use of our natural resources without

disastrous consequences. The day of our transcendent lichness has

passed for ever. No more may our people gain wealth from the
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forest, the mine and the land by the careless gathering of their prod-

ucts. What we enjoy in future must be earned by hard labor and
intelligent effort.

PERHAPS, in the zealous desire to excite the public concern,

exaggerated statements of the depletion of our economic re-

soui'ces have been made, with the omission of the mitigating

circumstances that exist. The truth, however, is sufficiently serious

to command our grave attention and we should not be less active in

the adoption of remedial measures because of the knowledge that

prudent conduct in the future will avert disaster.

In one respect, at least, it would be well-nigh impossible to over-

draw the picture of conditions. The denudation of our forests has

heeit carried so far as to entail acute lumber famine in many parts

of the country, to impair the normal regimen of important streams

and to cause incalculable loss by soil erosion. The forested areas of

our countiy are fast disappearing. Already we have consumed one-

half of the timber which we owned when we entered upon our national

existence. We are using annually three or four times the amount
restored by new growth. In the past twenty-five years the con-

sumption has nearly doubled. At present we cut forty billion feet

out of an aggregate stand of two trillion feet. In New England the

supply of timber is exhausted. The Northwest is being culled over for

trees that the lumbermen rejected twenty years ago. The South has

passed its maximum production and is sharply on the decline. Only
on the Pacific Coast is there any considerable area of available forest

remaining. Our present rate of consumption, with a continuance

of our neglect of reboisement, would bring us to the end before the

close of the current century.

The loss of the forest product is not, however, the only disastrous

result entailed by its disappearance. The stamina of the soil and
the stability of the stream are dependent upon the continuance of

tree-clad watersheds. Wliere this state does not exist, insuring under-

ground drainage and retarding the melting of the snow, the waters

flow precipitately over the surface of the ground, scouring it in their

course and divesting it of its rich top-covering. Thus, more than a

billion tons of the most fertile soil are annually carried into the sea

by our rivers. What an irretrievable loss this is to the nation may
be inferred from the fact that the mean rate of soil formation is one

foot in ten thousand years. Nor is this wastage the final effect of

barren watersheds. The unrestricted flow which erodes the earth,
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creates destructive floods and fills river channels with silt, thereby

obstructing navigation and preventing the uniformity of supply neces-

sary to the development of water power.

IN
THE foregoing summary of the relation of the forest to the river

and the soil, we have a good illustration of the interdependence

of our natural resources. This close connection and coordination

pervades the entire question of conservation and development. In

it we find the basis of the principle that each element of the problem

must be considered as an integral part of a whole, inseparably related

to all the other parts. In it, too, we find the logic of the proposition

that independent action by the several States would not be feasible

and Federal regulation must control. It is patent that by the impair-

ment of a watershed entirely within its boundaries a State might cause

a cessation of na\igation in another, or the destruction of farm lands

in a third.

Reforestation is, of course, the main remedy for the condition

of comparative exhaustion to which we have reduced this resource,

second only in value to that of the land. That such a measure, if

vigorously prosecuted, can be made effective is demonstrated by the

experience of Germany. Finding herself in a similar plight, she set

about repairing the situation with such energy that in the life of the

present generation the growth of her forests will equal the consumption-

We may, by liberal outlay and intelligent direction, achieve a sim-

ilar result, but meanwhile we must devise more economical methods
of use. It is estimated by conservative authorities that, of all the

timber cut in our country, no more than twenty-five per cent, is turned

to useful account. In other words, not^\^thstanding the costliness

of the material and its increasing scarcity, we waste three feet for

every foot we put to a practical purpose. Well might the late Pro-

fessor Shaler say: "Of all the sinful wasters of man s inheritance on

earth, and all are in this regard sinners, the very worst are the people

of America."
It is possible that we may contrive some degree of relief by the sub-

stitution of other materials for lumber. Cement, for instance, is

coming into rapidly increasing use in construction and in parts of the

country has almost entirely displaced wood and iron. Substantial

benefit might be expected to follow amendment of the laws which
illogically impose a tax upon timber annually while it stands, al-

though we are satisfied to levy an impost upon other crops only when
they are harvested. It would also seem the most wise and logical
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course to encourage, rather than restrict, the importation of a material

for which our needs are so much greater than our available supply.

We use five hundred feet board measure of timber per capita annually

as compared with sixty feet per capita for all the people of Europe.
From this may be inferred the enormous price we are paying for the

protection and enrichment of the lumber trust.

IRON and coal form the foundation of the prosperity of every com-
mercial people. The relative positions of nations in the world's

civilization today may be measured by the production and use of

these materials. Our unexampled progress was made possible by
the vast deposits of minerals within our borders. When the Republic
was founded there were approximately two trillion tons of coal in the

territory now forming mainland United States. This supply was
practically untouched during the first quarter-centuiy of our national

existence; but during the succeeding seventy-five years four billion

tons were nained by methods so wasteful that more than an equal

quantity was either destroyed or left in the ground in such state as to

be inaccessible for ever. In the ten years followdng eighteen hundred
and ninety-six, as much coal was mined as during the previous three-

quarters of a century, and with almost the same ratio of wastage.

Production has proceeded at such a rate of progression that the output

of each decade has been equal to that of the entire period preceding it.

The production of nineteen hundred and seven was four hundred
and fifty million tons. That of nineteen hundred and seventeen, at

the present rate of increase, will be nine hundred million tons ; that of

nineteen hundred and twenty-seven, one billion eight hundred million

tons; and that of nineteen hundred and thirty-seven, more than three

billion five hundred million tons, or an amount in that single year
nearly equal to the total consumption of the seventy-five years ending
with eighteen hundred and ninety-five.

If the present rate of output and loss should be maintained, our
supply of coal will be entirely exhausted before the end of the next

century. Of course, with the diminution of the beds, the pi'ice of the

material is enhanced, and it is conceivable that before the earth can
be completely depleted of its treasure, coal ^\dll have become too ex-

pensive a commodity to be used economically in industry. The re-

duction of our mineral resources will not permit any such alleviation

as may be eff'ected in the case of our forests. Every ton of coal and
ore removed from the earth means so much permanent decrease in

our reserves. Exhaustion of the supply is inevitable at some time
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and can only be deferred by improvement in the processes of extrac-

tion and use.

Experts admit that the operation of mining can be so reformed

as to result in seventy or eighty per cent, of a seam being extracted

where only fifty per cent, is now taken out. But still more wasteful

than our process of mining are our methods of consumption. Of all

the coal burned in the power-plants of the country, upward of ninety

per cent, is not turned to practical account. Only seven per cent,

of the potential energy is actually applied, the remainder being ex-

pended in rendering this small fraction available. Some reduction

of tliis wastage is being effected by the introduction of gas-producers,

internal-combustion engines and steam turbines. It is not improb-

able that some means will be discovered of converting potential into

mechanical energy directly, in which case the problem of our coal supply

will have been solved. Meanwhile, we are encouraged by the govern-

ment's experiments in the manufacture of briquettes to hope that

our enormous fields of lignites will be available at no distant date.

The extended use of water power and the revival of internal naviga-

tion will also lessen the drain upon our coal reserves.

THE story of our iron ore is equally disturbing. In the first

seven years of the present century, two hundred and seventy

million tons have been produced, a quantity nearly as great

as that mined in the previous century. So far we have consumed

one-third of our original supply. At the current rate of increase

—

doubling Hke coal every decade—the output for the single year nineteen

hundred and twenty-eight will be two hundred millions. All the

ore now known to exist—and it is doubtful if any more will be dis-

covered—will have disappeared long before the end of the present

century. The situation may be amehorated by economy, but the

main remedy must be found in our native inventiveness. By im-

proved methods of mining and reduction a saving of at least thirty

per cent, can be effected. A greater prolongation of the life of the

resource may, however, be secured by the introduction of new alloys.

It is within the memory of the present generation that nickel, silver

zircon and tungsten have been allied with iron in the production of

steel, and ferro-silicon is a discovery of yesterday. We have every

reason to beUeve that the extension of research in this direction will

lead to the invention of cheaper and better metals than we now have.

In the cases of water power and navigation we need not reproach

ourselves with prodigal wastefulness nor bemoan irreparable loss.
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The former is one of our most valuable resources, the development
and use of which will entail large economies in our fuel supply. The
application of water power, through electrical transmission, to our
industries is rapidly displacing steam. No factor in our present

economy is pregnant with such potent promise and it is of the utmost
moment that it should be preserved from the grasp of the monopoly
which has already laid greedy hands upon it.

The revival of our inland waterways must work powerfully toward
the promotion of the national prosperity. They have been utterly

neglected and allowed to deteriorate. We have sixty thousand miles

of available waterways and less than half that mileage is used for

navigation. Despite the enormous growth of the Lakes traffic, we
have less river-borne commerce than we had fifty years ago. We must
pay for our lack of foresight in this respect, but every penny expended
upon the judicious improvement of our internal waterway system
will be well invested. Hai'dly one of our commercial and industrial

enterprises but must be benefited by the enlargement and increased

economy of our transportation facilities.

URGENT as is the need of reform in all the resources that have
been cursorily noticed, none of them is so essential to our future

welfare as is the soil. Agriculture must be the foundation of

every stable state. It is the basal support of all our commerce and
industries. In the final analysis every element of our prosperity

derives its vitality and vigor from the fostering influences of the land.

It is, then, unutterly deplorable that we should be recklessly and
needlessly destroying this most essential of all our natural resources.

The temptation to exploit the land for the sake of the present

profit was great with our fathers, who could exhaust a tract, abandon
it and without diflSculty secure another. From this facility grew
the haphazard and ruinous methods of farming that have reduced
our principal industry to a lower state than that of any other consid-

erable country save Russia. As an independent industry, capable

of supporting a community, agriculture no longer exists in New
England and the states of the Atlantic seaboard. The march of

deterioration is rapidly moving westward. In the closing decade of

the last century, the land values of Ohio shrank sixty million dollars.

In Minnesota, the great wheat State, the average yield per acre has

dropped one bushel in the past five years. In Kansas the retrogres-

sion is even more marked. The census report gives the average

annual product per acre of all the farms in the United States as worth
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eleven dollars and thirty-eight cents. This figure, poor as it is, must

be materially enhanced'by the returns of the newly opened territories,

for the great agricultural States of Minnesota and Illinois fell con-

siderably below it. With the most fertile land in the world, we are

producing much less than other peoples extract from lands of poorer

quahty and longer subjection to tilth. During the decade ending

•with nineteen hundred and six, we raised thirteen and five-tenths

bushels of wheat to the acre. In Austria and Hungary the average

was seventeen bushels; in France it was nineteen and eight-tenths;

in Germany, twenty-seven and six-tenths; and in the United King-

dom, thirty-two and two-tenths bushels. The figures for barley,

oats and other crops show the same contrast. As an illustration of

what can be done here under intensive farming, it may be stated

that in Yellowstone County, Montana, the following yields per acre

have been secured: Wheat, fifty-three bushels, oats, one hundred and

sixty-three bushels and potatoes, twelve hundred and thirteen bushels,

while fourteen hundred and twenty tons of alfalfa have been grown

on two hundred acres.

The impoverishment of our lands has been brought about in the

main by single-cropping and the neglect of fertilization. Almost every-

where in the country it has been the practice of our farmers to select

the crop wliich promised the best immediate return and to plant

their fields in it year after year without rest or change. Despite the

protests of scientists and the demonstrations of agricultural colleges

and experiment stations, the practice prevails today and is fraught

with more sinister portent than the destruction of the forests, or the

depletion of the mines. Wliereas arable land should under proper

treatment grow richer and more bountiful year by year, our agri-

cultural acres are deteriorating so fast that the owner derives from

them an annual income equal to no more than what would be a mod-

erate rental if they were in ordinary condition and properly cultivated.

THE time has passed when a man might move westward and take

up virgin soil at his pleasure, and, in general, it may be said that

the son of the farmer of today must look for his sole heritage

in the land his father holds. It is now a barren boast that "Uncle

Sam has a farm for every one of us." In nineteen hundred and six

we had less than ninety million acres of unoccupied habitable land.

What a slim reserve that is may be realized from the fact that one-

fourth of it was disposed of in "the following year. We cannot add

to our agricultural areas, except by irrigation and drainage, but we
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may, by intelligent selection of crops, by scientific cultivation and
by careful treatment of land, make it produce three or four times as

much as it does at present. And this is the direction in which our

development should proceed, for we must find room ^vithin the next

thirty years for a doubled population in a territory already fully occu-

pied according to our undiscerning ideas. The American farmer of

the future must be a man of broad mind and technical knowledge.

He must apply to his operations the same thoughtful management,
precision and foresight that characterize the business conduct of the

manufacturer and the merchant.

There is no reason why our farmlands should not yield as bounte-

ously as ever they did, or as those of older countries do. But such a

condition can be brought about only by intelligent eft'ort and self-

sacrifice on the part of our present farmers. More is needed than

the mere cessation of the destructive methods of cultivation in practice.

A definite system of restoration must be pursued. This may entail

some curtailment of immediate profits but ultimately compensation

for the temporary loss is assured. The farmer who shall enter upon
a recuperative plan of treating liis land by fertilizing it, rotating

crops, etc., will enjoy a constantly increasing jield to the acre. It

is safe to say that at the end of thirty years, the aggregate returns from

the land will prove to be as great as could have been secured by any

other method. But there will be this important difi^erence, that,

whei-eas by the present reckless manner of tillage he must leave a

greatly impaired property to his children, by careful cultivation he

can transfer to them vastly improved land.

THERE can be no question as to our prodigal recklessness and
wastefid extravagance in the past, nor any doubt that we have

called a halt barely in time to avert serious disaster. But there

is no occasion to abate our faith in the wonderful resourcefulness of

our country and our people. The Pi-esident's vigorous appeal has

met with a response that will bear immediate fruit. In energy and
patriotism we are unsurpassed. In the possession of great and
wise men we are rich. It is certain that all sections and classes of the

nation will combine in the movement for the welfare of the present

and succeeding generations. Without minimizing the necessity for

prudence, forethought and economy in our industrial progress, we
may cherish the belief that this great country of ours is at the entrance

of a new era of prosperity which shall eclipse everything that has

gone before it.
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OH, YE OF THE LITTLE LOVES

OIL YE of the little loves,

\Mio give with the spendthrift's hand

How shall ye ever know.

And how shall ye understand ?

How shall ye know the great love,

And how shall ve understand.

Who waste your hearts on a faithless spring

Which ye call the Lotus land ?

Oh, ye of the little loves.

Hiding your faces from pain.

What' do ye give of the God
For the human that ye gain?

What do ye give of the very God,

For the hurnan that ye gain ?

Who break the vase of His precious nard.

And crimson the ground with stain ?

Oh, ye of the little loves.

Who kiss in the golden sun.

Could ye but lightly guess

The glory by great love won

—

Could ye but guess so lightly

The glory by great love won,

Ye would pierce your breasts with a jealous sword

For the thing that ye have done.

Oh, ye of the little loves,

Who give with the spendthrift's hand,

How shall ye ever know
And how shall ye understand ?

How shall ye know the great love,

And how shall ye understand ?

Ye waste your hearts on a faithless spring,

And ye die in a winter-land. —Emery Pottle.
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IN THE DAYS OF THE GOURD: BY MARTHA
MCCULLOCH WILLIAMS

IIAT good creature the gourd has fallen from its high

estate of use to one of mere ornament. This is not

as it should be—in gratitude if no more. Our grand-

mothers owed it so much in the way of housewifery,

that their era may be denominated the days of the

gourd. Witness its uses. They had pretty well every

manner of it. There was the great calabash with inch-

thick shell, and capacity from one to ten gallons. It was none so
easy to raise in perfection, but once raised, lasted through two life-

times. And it held pretty well everything—sugar, flour, feathers,

molasses, dried fruit, eggs, soap, lard, candles, the family sewing or

Sunday clothes. The neck always short, was, in the very biggest

specimens, conspicuously absent. These big fellows were cut at the

top, a smooth round opening to which a wooden lid was afterward

fitted accurately. If it was desirable to swing up the gourd, double
holes were bored some
little way from the rim-

edge through which
leathern or rawhide
braided thongs were
passed up and down,
and knotted together

above so as to serve also

for handles.

After cutting, all

the inside came out,

the pith was scraped
away and the gourd
filled with boiling

water, well dashed with

lye. This with the

scraping was repeated

many times, until the

gourdy taste was gone,

and a clean hard woody
shell remained. All

gourds which had to

do ^ith eating or drink-

ing got approximately

the same treatment, al- THE DECOR,\TIVE GOURD VINE.
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were

though smaller ones were boiled several hours,

then finished off at once.

Other uses, other manners. An egg-gourd

needed only to have a squarish opening cut

well above the round of it, and seeds and loose

pith removed. The ideal egg-gourd was rather

deep, with a short handle 'SO crooked it would

stay securely over the arm of the egg-gatherer.

These gathering gourds were of moderate size,

and emptied into the big main calabash which

sat under the bed or up the loft. It was the

mercy of the big fellows that they

flat enough at the blossom end to stand

solid. A big neckless gourd, very much flat-

tened at each end, was sometimes sawed in

two and fashioned into wash basins, or sew-

ing baskets. But the dipper-gourds and the

dancing ones were round or oval. Care was

taken m the growth of dippers to have them

straight or crook-handled at need. Gourds

with long, straight handles were best for many
things—as dipping up boihng liquids, washing

time, and l}ang primly

But for hanging on a

a martin-pole, crook-

were the thing. So for straight handles the gourd vines

were trained to run high—over fences or brush heaps or cabin

chimney. The young gourds thus pendant, straightened and

stretched of their own weight. Contrariwise, if the vine ran huddled

over itself, sprawling on the ground, the handles were sure to crook

—sometimes after the fashion of a ram's horn.

Every cool spring, no matter how deep in the woods, had its

gourd, either hung upon a near tree-trunk, or thrust over the end of a

stake driven in the brink. This for waj-farers—who were never law-

less enough to break or misplace the drinking vessels. Powder

gourds, beloved of hunters, were round and short-necked, small

enough to slip handily into the pocket, with a wooden stopper neatly

fitted into the cut end of the neck. Seed-gourds and bottle-gourds

were cut in the same fashion. A full set of seed-gourds, duly labeled,

made a fine showing upon the cabin shelf. Yet they were not so

near the hearts of the cabin-dwelling folk as the martin-gourds swung
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IN THE DAYS OF THE GOURD

from the cropped boughs of a tall sapling, planted pole-fashion a
little way from the door. The gourds were bigger than the two fists,

cleaned out and cunningly cut so as to keep the mud nest secure

yet not hold rain-water. House martins built in them year after

year, singing joy in the shelter, and paying rent and more by fighting

away all the plundering hawks. Crook-handles w'ere best here, in

that they permitted the birds to perch upon them an instant before

darting into the nest.

Here is a gourd tradition lightly touched with romance. The first

wheat crop of a pioneer settlement had been flailed -out, winnowed
and measured, and found to amount to almost three bushels. Half
of it was religiously set aside for seed, but the landowners yearned for

at least a taste of wheaten bread. There was no flour-mill within a

hundred miles—indeed corn was beaten to meal in the hominy mor-
tar. But the house-mother was resourceful—she had neither sieve

nor bolting cloth, but meant to have flour. So she had a bushel of

wheat pounded fine, then took her bridal veil, of fine silk gauze, and
spread it over a big gourd which had been cut on both sides, lea\ang

it no more than a hoop with a gourd-handle. In this improvised

sieve she bolted her flour, and triumphantly made cake from part

of it. No doubt she got the idea of her sieve from the gourd milk-

strainer, which remained in high favor as late as the Civil War. The
gourd, a straight-handled one, not too big, is cut at top and bottom,
and, after cleaning, covered with a knitted cloth just wrung out of

boiling water. The cloth is pressed well ov* r the edges, and deep
down inside, then all set in the sun to dry. Fully dried the cloth holds

firm throughout a long straining.

There was a special strain of banjo-gourds, long and straight

handled and very round in bowl. The top was cut almost flat with
the handle. Under-cutting varied, according to the maker's whim,
or the tone he aimed for. Sometimes it left no more than a rim two
inches deep. Sometimes also there was just a tiny moon-face below.

Sheepskin stretched over the top and strings fastened to pegs in the

rim and handle completed an instrument, which in trained African
hands gave forth weird untranslatable harmonies.

If the gourd had many uses, the trough and its congeners had
more. The big sugar trough, dug from a poplar trunk, often held

two hogsheads of sap, which was fetched to it in gourds from other

smaller troughs, set under the spiles. But the salt trough was even
bigger—besides a well-furnished smokehouse had several of them.
Meat was packed down in them to take salt for later smoking. Some
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were twenty feet long and stood breast high. The outsides were

hewn smooth, the insides finished, after digging out, with the adze.

Indeed the adze and the drawing-knife were very present helps in

pioneering. Skilled use of them made possible beautifully smooth
bread trays of native ash, and spoon-shaped oak fire-paddles, nearly

as good as iron shovels in heaping coals on a lid, or throwing ashes

off seed fire. Axe and hoe-helves had to be drawn smooth and to

shape, so did the staves of piggins, noggins, indeed all small cooperage.

A piggin was of hard wood, preferably cedar, and metal-hooped

if possible, but young hickory answered at a pinch. It was unlike

the bucket, in that it lacked a bail, having instead as handle one of

the staves standing a hand's length higher than the others, and shaped

so as to be easily and firmly held. Most commonly it was sacred to the

dairy and to drinking water. Much scouring kept it always sweet.

The noggin, broader

and shallower, also got

much scouring, but was
less inviting. It was
used for washing up
dishes, vegetables, fruit

—pretty well anything.

The "cup-noggin" was
sacred to tableware.

What mere modern
ever saw a broom-sedge
broom or one of corn,

tied without a handle .''

Both were standbys of

our great grandmothers,
and whatever the stuff,

the broom was bound
with white-oak splits.

Broom-sedge, tall,

tawny, feather-seeded, is

the pest of grassland,

but, tradition has it, was
taken from the seaboard
over the mountains be-

cause the settlers pined
for the sight of it no less

than the uses.

•3iJ^- 1^1

EVERY COOL SPRING HAD
ITS GOURD DIPPER.
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A HOUSE THAT HAS THE QUALITY OF
AN OLD HOMESTEAD: BUILT BY LAURA
COOMBS HILLS AT NEWBURYPORT

\F COURSE, the most desirable thing one can have in

the way of a home is an old house built by one's

grandfather or great-grandfather and modified by
each succeeding generation until it comes into one's

own possession as an embodied history of the life and
nature of one's forefathers, possessing a ripeness and
sense of permanence that are eloquent of long years of

comfort and usefulness. But the next best thing is a home planned
so entirely in accordance with one's own individual tastes and habits

that every nook and corner of it is so inevitably the right thing that

no alteration would be possible and " moving " is never to be thought of.

This last is the kind of a home that Miss Laura Coombs Hills, the

famous miniature painter, has built for herself in her home town
of Newburyport. The house is comparatively new, but so thor-

oughly does it belong in the atmosphere of this delightful old town
that it gives the impression of having been built two or three genera-
tions ago, when life was a more peaceful affair than it is now and
when a house like this was meant to serve as the homestead from
generation to generation.

Miss Hills chose for the site of her home a low liill on the out-

skirts of the town, overlooking a wide landscape that is typical of

New England. The grass plot which surrounds the house is not a

lawn, but just grass, and the foundation of the building is sunk so low
that the grass blades touch the shingles of the side walls. A winding
gravel path leads to the single step from which one reaches the front

porch, and on the sides of the hill, at a sufficient distance from the

house to give plenty of air and sunlight, are scattered clumps of slim

young trees, just enough to relieve the wide outlook wthout inter-

fering with it.

The house itself is planned on the simple lines so often seen in

New England. There is apparently no effort to adhere strictly to

the Colonial style, and yet the whole seeming of the house is the same
as that of the finest of our old Colonial dwellings. The shingled

walls are stained in a soft light tone of greenish gray, and the ^andow
frames and pillars are pale buft*. The needed color accent is given

by the traditional green blinds, without which no New England house
seems really to belong in its environment. Vines clamber here and
there around the pillars and over the lattice, and beside the house
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From a photograph by Mary H. Northend.

THE KITCHEN PORCH MAKES A
PLEASANT LITTLE SITTING ROOM.



A NEW HOME WITH CHARM OF AGE

a row of tall hollyhocks carry color and life up against the soft gray

walls. The roof is low pitched and admirable in hne and proportion

and the grouping of the windows is such as to divide the wall spaces

in a way that relieves the effect of bareness which otherwise might

accentuate a little too much the severity of the plan. A wide veranda

runs across the front of the house and is recessed under one corner

where the entrance door stands. This is a wide Dutch door that

in itself conveys a sense of welcome, and it admits the guest directly

to the large living room, mth its big fireplace at one end and the wide

glass doors in front, which open upon the veranda and give such an

admirable view of the landscape and the western sky that there is

always a sense of nearness to out-of-doors.

IT
MUST be admitted that in planning her house. Miss Hills

departed somewhat from the precedent of the orthodox architect.

She did all her experimenting with a tiny model, from which she

not only planned every detail of the construction, as an architect

would have done, but also, knowing exactly what she intended to put

into the house, she furnished the rooms down to the last detail while

she was planning it. She was fortunate enough to have a quantity

of beautiful old mahogany furniture, and while the house was still

in the pasteboard model stage every piece was assigned to its proper

place, and, where it was necessary, the place was planned for it.

There was no guesswork as to whether her long Chippendale sofa

would fit into a recess in the wall,—the recess was made to fit the sofa,

which will probably stay there as long as it and the house hold together.

Between the glass doors and the corner was a space just large enough

to accommodate Miss Hills' own particular desk and the bracket light

beside it, and the shelves for her favorite books were placed within

easy reach of her hand. In the bedroom upstairs there was just

room enough left between the door and the wall to accommodate the

stately four-poster bed. In fact, every space and every recess was

planned with an eye to the best disposition of the beautiful old furni-

ture which forms such a valued part of Miss Hills' possessions.

Although the veranda harmonizes so completely with the plan of

the house, and although the house seems in all respects to be built

on the old Colonial model, nevertheless the use to which the veranda

is put is distinctly modern. It is an outdoor living room, furnished

with a swinging couch and comfortable deck chairs and settles, and

in warm weather much of the day is spent in this pleasant place.

The living room is full of convenient nooks and corners. The stair-
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case is the main structural feature in one corner, and the little recess

just back of it is very homelike. This end of the Uving room is used

as a dining room, and the round mahogany table with its rush-seated

chairs forms one of the most decorative features of the place. A
swing door leading to the kitchen is directly back of this dining table,

and the fireplace is comfortably near. The two tall cupboards which

flank the fireplace on either side show the practical common sense of

the designer as well as her keen feehng for decorative eftect. The
lower part of each of these cupboard doors is paneled and the upper

part is filled with small square panes of glass, giving a glimpse of the

quaint old china that fills the cupboards. But in the right-hand

cupboard only the upper glass part of the door opens, the lower

panel being a part of the wall. The reason for this is found by step-

ping into the kitchen, where the space is found to be given to another

closet, the lower half made deep and commodious for pots and pans

and the upper, which is only a few inches deep, intended for spoons

and shallow muffin pans.

THE kitchen itself could only have been designed by a woman
and a housekeeper. It is not a large place, but every inch of

space is utihzed to the best advantage. The whole wall space

on one side is occupied by a dresser of Miss Hills' own devising, which

is not only beautiful to look at but most convenient in operation, for

there is a lower door that on opening smngs out a flour barrel, a roll-

ing board that pulls out, a most economical use of drawers, lockers,

shelf and cupboard room and ample space for the storage of provisions

and cooking utensils. The range is placed conveniently near against

a chimney breast of brick that covers the whole wall space from floor

to ceiling'and from door to door. A little shelf filled ^\ith books offers

the opportunity to use pleasantly and profitably the leisure time that

may fall to the'lot of the maid, and the kitchen porch adjoining makes

a pleasant little sitting room, with its lattice and built-in seats and

its convenience to the side gate. This little porch is quite out of range

of the piazza, and, indeed, in all the arrangement of this part of the

house there is shown the greatest consideration for the comfort, con-

venience and privacy of the woman upon whose shoulders the main

burden''of the housework rests.
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THE TRANSPLANTED TEUTON AND HIS

AMUSEMENTS: BY MARION WINTHROP
iN RECKONING the various foreign colonies con-

tained in New York it has been stated that New York
has a larger German population than any German city

with the exception of Berlin. No doubt the figures are

correct as applied to the German speaking population.

That, however, is composed of Austrians as well as Ger-

mans, and a vast number of Austrian Jews. Few New
Y^orkers realize that practically all the German speaking Hebrews

in New York are Austrian. The real German Jew is quite a differ-

ent type. And so while there are a large number of entertainments

provided for this German speaking population—from the simplest

and most inexpensive to such excellent performances as have been

given for a number of years at the Irving Place Theater,—the result is

not an exact transcription of either German, Austrian or Jewish taste

in entertainment, but a l^lending of all three, more or less modified

by the ways of the new world.

The concert hall of the type common to both Germany and Austria

is to be found here,—a decent place where the audience sits at little

tables where food, beer and other drinks may be enjoyed during the

entertainment. At one of these places opened recently,

—

Zum
Schwarzen Adler,—a German presentation of the Viennese opera "A
Waltz Dream" was given for a time. As present it ofi'ers a sort of

vaudeville entertainment with attractions from Vienna and the Winter-

garten of Berlin. Another house, the Orpheum, on lower Third

Avenue, has been giving a spirited German presentation of "The
Merry Widow" nearly all winter. The contrast furnished by the

two productions, the American and the German, of this most popular

of light operas is most significant of racial difl^erences. In the first

place the German production employs the original text, which is in a

vein of comedy quite dift'erent from the peculiar brand of buffoonery

and farce demanded on Broadway. There is an occasional apparent

simplification and broadening of a point, and probably some cuts

in the dialogue, but on the whole the characters have a relative dignity

and verisimilitude. In the American version the characters are

all—with the exception of the two principals—the traditional weari-

some comic opera abortions in Avhich ambassador and prince and

servant carouse upon equal terms. The exquisite art of Miss Lina

Abarbanell (who is a German from Berlin) and the charm and esprit

of Donald Brian stand out almost incongruously from the crude

familiar framework of horseplay and childish jokes that have made
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up the so-called comic opera of Broadway as far back as my memory
extends. Also the lines in the translation have been much spun out,

elaborated and localized, so that little or nothing of the oi'iginal text

remains. It is in the relative excellence of dancing and singing that

one perceives the widest difference in the demands of the two audiences.

Although the orchestra of the little German performance (where the

price of seats ranges from twenty-five to seventy-five cents) is com-
posed of only six pieces besides the piano, the rendering of this fra-

grant midsummer night music shows a most delicate musical sense

of its light rhythms. But the dancing is heavy and the women of the

chorus are not pretty. They are selected for their vocal ability.

One of the women, Frau Ceroid, who has appeared in some of the

light operas at the Irving Place Theater, has a voice that might have
assumed grand operatic proportions with proper training. The
management has found that in order to retain their Third avenue
audience they cannot let the musical part of the entertainment fall

below a certain standard! The female members of the cast are all

Austrian Hebrews with the exception of Fraulein Thury, a little

person of distinct spirit and charm who takes the part of the prince.

She is a Hungarian and has sung the role in Vienna concert halls,

as have several of the other performers. The reason given for hav-

ing a woman in this part strikes one as characteristically Teutonic:

Because singing in a smoke-filled room is bad for the voice, tenors

are reluctant to subject themselves to the risk. But for some unex-
plained reason it is supposed not to be injurious to the female voice!

One of the principal male parts is taken by a waiter in a well-known
German restaurant. None of the performers is American born.

In the American production, as in all Broadway musical comedies,

the voice is a third consideration. In the selection of female actors

beauty is the first consideration, then grace in dancing. A voice is

reckoned as an additional advantage. In Mr. Savage's productions,

however, the musical standard is always much higher than in other

similar entertainments. The "Merry Widow" orchestra is excellent,

and in Miss Lina Abarbanell (formerly of the Metropolitan Opera
Company) who is now playing the role of the widow, he has secured

a singer who is a musician with a voice of a peculiarly appealing
childlike quality, and who is moreover a dancer with a natural gift

of motion that is little short of genius. She floats, she blows across

the stage. One feels convinced that she has concealed wings. For
it is a motion too ethereal to be associated with one's usual conception
of the movement of feet.
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CAN INTENSIVE FARMING BE MADE PRAC-
TICAL AND PROFITABLE FOR THE INEX-
PERIENCED MAN FROM THE CITY? BY EDGAR
J. HOLLISTER

IHE first question asked of one who advocates a return

to farming as the most natural and reasonable method
of earning a living and providing a home and a com-
petence for the future, is: What about the practical

side of such a scheme ? Would it be possible for a
workman used to city life and to the factories and
possessing little knowledge of farming to cope with

the difficulties which frequently prove too much for the man who has
lived all his life on the farm and whose father and grandfather before

him have followed the plough ? Also, the question is likely to come
up as to the actual results to be obtained by modern methods of in-

tensive agriculture. Reports of experiments made by experts is one
thing, but the actual putting into practice of these methods by the man
who is more or less inexperienced in dealing with the soil is another,

and generally there is a difference between the two so wide that the

two results hardly seem to apply to the same thing.

With regard to the first question, I should say that the practical

difficulties m taking up farming could soon be surmounted by an
intelligent, energetic man, however inexperienced, who was willing

to learn all he could from reliable sources and to gain his own expe-

rience as rapidly as possible by keeping a strict account of everything

done on the farm and profiting by every failure as well as by success.

We purpose in this and succeeding numbers of The Craftsivl-vn to

give all the practical information, advice and suggestion that lies

within the scope of our own experience and upon which we are there-

fore entitled to speak with authority. Owing to the activity of the

Department of Agriculture, the sources of more technical instruction

are also abundant, and when a man's mind is once turned in this

direction it will find plenty of good stuff to feed upon. As to the actual

results of intensive agriculture, I can only say that after years of a
varied personal experience, covering a variety of climatic and soil

conditions in this country and Canada, I know that it is possible by
the use of intensive agriculture to double all of our agricultural prod-

ucts and that each farmer can by taking the necessary care not only

increase his own profits very materially, but bear his share in bringing

the general productiveness of the country to the point so imperatively

needed in view of the demands of our increasing population. In
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some ways the man who goes to the farm fresh from other occupations

has an advantage over the man who has stayed on the farm, for the

reason that his inexperience is bahniced by a certain mental alertness

that comes from being vitally interested in a new thing.

IN MY mind there is no cjuestion that we have reached a period

in our national growth where it is absolutely necessary to take

more interest in the matter of increasing the crop producing power
of the soil. We are only beginning to feel the pinch of this necessity,

but the conditions that now exist are bound to increase, and we have

our choice between beginning now to apply the remedy or of delaying

action until widespread distress compels us to force the adoption

of some such reform. The chief difficulty is that the people at large

do not see the necessity as it is seen by statesmen and thinkers who
grasp the whole situation and realize its significance ; and until we can

fornuilate a practical plan by which those who are suffering under

present conditions will be enabled to take up the work of cultivating

the soil with the idea of getting a large yield from a small area,

progress must necessarily be slow. The tendency of human nature

is to get all it can and let the future take care of itself, but we seem

now to have reached a period in our national growth where the future

must be taken into consideration and a return to agriculture brought

about as almost the only means by which our national strength may
be increased and our prosperity put on a permanent basis.

For proof of the effect of such a movement upon our national life,

we have only to turn to the history of the more densely populated

countries of Europe, where such conditions as we are coming to ex-

isted long ago. One of the most significant evidences of the respon-

sibility which rests upon the faniier is found in the payment of the

enormous war indemnity which was required of France by Germany
before the German army of occupation would be withdrawn from

Paris. The treaty of peace stipulateil that this indemnity was to be

paid in specie, and it was then that the small farmers from all parts

of France rose to the situation and brought to the government all

the gold and silver coin they had saved, taking in exchange the French

paper money. The debt was paid and the country spared further

humiliation from the presence of the German troops. Since then,

France has not only redeemed her obligation, but is today financing

other countries. Her people are so contented that very few find any

inducement to emigrate, and the thrift and prosperity of the small

farmer and shopkeeper in France has grown to be proverbial.
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Another instance of a country where small farming by intensive

methods is made the basis of national strength is found in Japan,

where forty-five milhons of people,—of whom thirty milhons are agri-

culturists living and working on an area less than the state of New
York, have been the means of building up and equipping a nation

which in a few years has come to rank among the foremost of the

powers. Intensive agriculture in Japan is the outgrowth of condi-

tions. The country is rough, and farming is carried on under un-

usual difficulties. In many instances the land has to be made into a

series of shelves, with raised ridges on the hillsides to prevent the soil

from washing down into the valleys. And so great is the value of this

land that the Japanese are devoting considerable attention to finding

plants that will grow on these ridges and yield profitable food supplies.

It is hardly too much to say that in this intensive farming of small

tracts of land lies the secret of Japan's marvelous advancement, for

it is nothing more nor less than scientific thrift, and the turning to the

utmost account of every resource of the country, a state of affairs

diametricaUy opposite to that which obtains in America today.

IN THIS country of vast size and apparently illimitable resources,

it is hardly to be wondered at that the intensive farming of small

tracts of land has not, up to the present time, been considered

a general necessity. Under certain conditions and in small com-
munities in various parts of the country it has been and is carried on

with a marked degree of success. For instance, at Norfolk, Virginia,

where the climate is mild in winter and where the soils are of a sandy

nature, making easy all the processes of agriculture, market farming

has reached a wonderful degree of perfection. All the northern

markets are made accessible by the fact that cheap transportation

by boat is easily obtained, and when these transportation facihties

were extended to Florida, many farmers moved further south, where

fruit and vegetables might be produced and sent to the market in the

early winter. Again, the climatic conditions near Kalamazoo, Mich-

igan, coupled wdth a limited area of the kind of soil best adapted to

the production of celery, induced a group of Hollanders in the early

seventies to take up the growing of celery, an industry which has

since made this city famous. The thrifty Hollanders drained the

tamarack swamps, peat bogs and river bottom lands in Kalamazoo,

and, merely by the practical application of good principles of farming,

they developed an industry that brought to the city banks annual

deposits in the neighborhood of six hundred thousand dollars. The
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total area under cultivation is about seventeen hundred acres, which

has been cut up into small farms containing from two to five acres

each. As the production of the celery crop is largely hand labor, each

family shared in the cultivation of its own farm, and communities

were rapidly built up where fifteen hundred people are now gaining

an ample livelihood. The industry was developed in other parts of

the State, on limited areas adapted to this particular crop. Modern
methods of fertilization and cultivation have been introduced and the

standard of the crop has been raised so that the net profit in most
cases ranges from two to three hundred dollars per acre.

For some years the Department of Agriculture has been advocating

the practical apphcation of intensive methods on farms where the

dairy industry might be used as an additional means of livelihood

and for the purpose of restoring the fertility of the soil. Tons of

valuable literature have been distributed among the farmers and

those interested in the problem, setting forth the advantages that

might be gained from proper drainage of the soil, the selection of seed

and a system of crop rotation. Much good has been accomplished

by these means, but one difficulty has been met which seems apparently

insurmountable. The Department work has been simplified more

and more that the farmer might better understand how to put into

practice the fundamental principles that govern success in agriculture;

but by reason of liis desire to expand and cidtivate a larger area than

his energy and capital would permit frustrates to a great degree his

own efforts. Instead of putting all the care upon a small tract of

land necessary to make it as productive as possible, he almost in-

variably turns to the purchasing or renting of more land to farm in

the same old way, hoping that with good weather he might realize

larger returns.

Nevertheless, these obstacles are largely due to faulty standards

and methods that are either extravagant or over-conservative. Enough
has been done even in this country to show the results that may be

obtained by intensive methods of farming, and it is my belief that

all that is required to make such a movement general in its scope is to

bring within the reach of the workingman a plan that he can under-

take with a reasonable prospect of success. The matter of securing

land would be comparatively easy in the New England States, in New
York or in New Jersey, where there are a number of farms well located

and with an abundant water supply that can be purchased at a price

ranging from ten to fifty dollars per acre, according to the condition

of the buildings. Throughout the Northern, Central and Western
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States, where the land is not so rough, the prices would run from
fifty to one hundred dollars per acre. The advantage of the Eastern

lands is that they lie in a much more thickly settled part of the country,

and where it is possible to restore the soil to a fair state of productive-

ness, it is better for the small farmer to be located somewhere near a

city or a large town, as this provides his market and does away with

exorbitant cnarges for transportation.

^^'ithin easy reach of New York and the coast cities there are

large areas of salt meadows and swamps that are not only favorably

located but may easily be reclaimed for cultivation. There tracts

may be purchased at prices ranging from five to one hundred dollars

per acre, and when they are diked and reduced to cultivation by
modern methods and treatment, they could easily produce a net in-

come ranging from fifty to one hundred dollars per acre in common
crops and five hundred to one thousand dollars per acre when used

for the production of such special crops as celery, lettuce, asparagus

and other vegetables. This is not theory, but a matter of which I

speak from actual experience. In the New England States there are

large tracts of land well located and with a good water supply which

range in price from ten to twenty dollars an acre. A portion of this

land is now under cultivation and the remainder is covered with small

timber, so that agriculture and forestry could be taken up with a

very encouraging prospect for success.

THE most encouraging feature in starting such an enterprise is

that a beginning can be made by a few people, say from five

to ten, and the acreage required need not exceed fifty to one

hundred to give each person sufficient land to cultivate. As a rule,

in getting property of this kind, not much ready money is required,

as most of it is mortgaged and the mortgage could be taken over with

the place, leaving the first payment required very small. If the loca-

tion chance to \ye a very desirable one, the group of people settling

there would be -wise to take options on surrounding lands, and thus

avoid competition which might come from speculators in such real

estate, who would inevitably be attracted by the first appearance of a

settlement. In selecting the location, the first requisite is a good and
convenient supply of wholesome water. What is termed loamy soil

is preferable, with a small portion of low muck ground, where the

outlet for local and main drainage of the whole farm is ample to meet

all necessities. If there happen to be wood lots and orchards, so

much the better, and stone piles are an advantage.
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In the beginning a small portion of land, say three acres, could

be set aside for the building site. One acre of this might be planted

with such fruit as would permit the keeping of poultry in the orchard

for the greater part of the year. When the fruit ripened the poultry

could be confined or temporarily removed without much detriment.

The variety of fruit trees planted could embrace peaches, plums, pears,

dwarf apples and cherries,—about seventy-five to one hundred trees,

which should come into bearing the second year after planting. This

acre could also furnish room for keeping one hundred laying hens

in small colony houses scattered over the area. The net income

from these hens can safely be estimated at one hundred dollars per

annum, and by the fourth year the fruit should also net a return of

one hundred dollars, which income would materially increase as the

trees grew older. On the remaining two acres surrounding the house

would be a lawn with shrubbery, shade trees and flowers. The rest

of the land would be devoted to the farm proper, one-fourth of which

should always be in clover, which is most useful as a reconstructor

of the chemical and physical conditions of the soil. The area planted

to clover could be changed every year and a half from one part of

the lot to the other, arranging it so that every part of the land would

be planted to clover at least every fourth year. While the chief re-

turns from the clover crop would be in the increased productivity

of the land, there would still be a revenue of at least ten dollars on the

clover hay harvested, and also a pasture would be furnished for the

poultry during the time of their removal from the orchard while the

fruit was being harvested.

On the remaining three-quarters of the land vegetables and small

fruits might be continuously cultivated, producing sufficient for home
consumption and preserving, and leaving a goodly crop to be mar-

keted. In addition to the income to be derived from the sale of fresh

fruits and vegetables, and of canned and preserved fruits, jams,

jellies and the like, there is a great demand for pedigree seed stock.

The seedsmen and gardeners pay fancy prices for tomato seeds and

selected corn and beans, all of which could be produced not only

for the revenue that would come from their sale, but for the oppor-

tunity thus offered to gain a practical knowledge of the breeding of

plants up to a high standard with a view to increasing the yield, im-

proving the quafity and hastening the time of ripening of all such

crops,—features much to be desired in intensive agricmture.

In the methods by which these results may be obtained, the

question of drainage occupies a prominent place, as the benefits de-
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rived from a good system of drainage are far-reaching. Tile drain-

age of land is the most practical method, but the expense of it has

militated against its general use. If, however, the tillers of the soil

could once realize the advantages to be derived from such methods

of draining and the profits likely to accrue from such an investment, the

introduction of tile drainage could not fail to be more rapid. The
most practical way would be to lay a hne of tile along one side of an

acre lot and see what it would do. The expense of this would be trifling

in comparison with that of putting in a system of tile drainage through-

out the whole area, and the increased revenue from the part so drained

would not only encourage the cultivator to drain the rest, but would

materially help him in paying for it. This principle apphes to all

methods of intensive agriculture. Try them in a simple way and on

a small scale at the start, and the chances are that the result will be

sufficient to encourage further experiments, while the load of expense

would not be so heavy as to be discouraging.

By the systematic manipulation of a three-acre plot, the gross

revenue from the poultry, fruit, vegetables and seeds should reach

at least one thousand dollars a year. This result, however, would

depend upon the putting into practice of such methods as have now
been found to be practical and that govern success. This leaves

out of the calculation winter farming by means of hot beds, cold

frames and small greenhouses, such as now enter largely into the

problem of cultivating small areas by intensive methods, and also

leaving out the incubators and brooders necessary to the highest

development of the poultry plant. All of these will be taken up later,

when we purpose to develop in detail each branch of the subject

in its turn.
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THE LITTLE GARDENS OF THE EAST SIDE:

HOW THE POOR CULTIVATE WINDOW
BOXES: BY ELISABETH A. IRWIN

^0 ONE can go from the tenement districts of the city

in the spring into the fresh green open country with-

out a mad desire to transphint a soHd block of the hot

seething city into the midst of the green fields or

under the shading trees. For years this has been

going on under the fitting name of Fresh x\ir Work,

though it might as fittingly be termed green grass work.

Only recently, however, has the reversed process been undertaken,

the bringing of the mountain to Mahomet, the grass and flowers into

the very tenements, where those who for many reasons must stay

all the year can enjoy the spring, the summer, and even the winter,

in watching the miracles that take place in a little box of earth.

Last spring the New York City Branch of the National Fruit and

Flower Guild placed five hundred gardens on the window-sills of

five hundred homes, and the story of how they flourished is a proof

of the care, aft'ection and appreciation they received from the five

hundred gardeners.

In the autumn only three of these little gardens had not actually

flourished and only one had died. Each box with its two geraniums,

two ivies and another vine takes with it instructions for proper care

and an opportunity to buy seeds for new flowers.

It is interesting indeed to note the individuality that develops

when the planting season comes. Sweet potato vines and peanuts

have been tried with some success by several Southern negro families,

while the Itahans aim always for color efi'ects. The German gardens

also flourish characteristically. That many of the original plants

are taken from the boxes to be transplanted to the cemetery and are

replaced by new slips tells its own story.

When one window-box goes into a house from the Guild, it is

noticeable that soon after there appear in neighboring windows

home-made imitations which are of course the sincerest flattery.

Bureau drawers cut down and painted green are frequently adapted

to the purposes of agriculture, while families in which a handy man
presides over the home often display boxes in every way as well made
and presentable as those procured from the Guild.

The window-boxes are not given away, but are sold merely for

a price which the various gardeners can afford to pay. Wliile the

actual cost of a box is one dollar and twenty-five cents most of them

sell for twenty-five cents, varying from this to the actual cost. The
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applicants for window gardens come from various sources. All the

settlements, church houses, district nurses and charity organization

visitors are in close touch with the work, many of them receiving

fruit and jelly as well as flowers from the Guild, so that it is almost
entirely through them that the Guild draws its clientele. By these

means, only those who are known to be appreciative are entrusted

with the little gardens. It is for this reason that so few are allowed
to run down. One stout Irish woman, whose box was found full

of dead plants in the fall, burst into tears when the visitor called.

"You see," she said, "my man neglected it while I was away in the

country. I wouldn't have gone," she added apologetically, "but
the baby w^as so sick, and next summer I'll not stir an inch."

Frequently, however, it is the man of the house who takes the

most pride in the little home garden. Many times among those

who can afford it, the husband will come home at night with a rose-

bush or a fern or some other plant bought from a street vender, and
then the whole family take part in the ceremony of planting it.

In many cases vegetables have been attempted quite successfully.

Radishes, parsley, lettuce and even cucumbers have grown to

flourishing maturity in these tiny boxes.

IT
WAS only last spring that I was walking down Macdougal

Street one morning and noticed a swarthy, olive-skinned Itahan
lad on the steps of a one-time mansion, now turned tenement,

busily poking oats into the dirty cracks of the stone steps. I stopped
a moment and noticed that down one side were already growing
encouraging little green sprouts. I asked if he had planted those

also, and learned that every day he picked up the oats that were
dropped by the horses feeding from their bags, and planted them.
Then when they came up he transplanted them into a paper shoe
box which he proudly pointed out to me on the sill of an attic window.

"Theresa," he informed me, "got a real garden off the nurse, but
I ain't sick so I made one." I looked around me, and verily Tony's
box and tiny row of green blades were the only growing things my
eyes could light upon in any direction.

A similar story of appreciation is told by a settlement worker who
was making her way down Allen Street, the dingiest of all East Side

streets, the darkest and most forbidding, when she noticed a little

girl tracing a finger line around two grass blades at the foot of an
elevated station pillar.

"You have a flower, haven't you.'" she vouchsafed interestedly.
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"'Tain't no flower, teacher," was the indignant protest, "here
stands a park."

It is this instinct, from the smallest babe up, to hunt out some
green growing thing and to cherish it, now half-starved, amidst only
filth and barren asphalt, that the Fruit and Flower Guild is trying
to keep alive.

In some tenements in the less congested portions of the city there
is an occasional chance for a "sure enough" back)'ard garden, and
it is here that the visitor of the Guild finds her proudest opportunity.
The transformation of a rubbish heap to a bower of beauty must
appeal to anyone, and in several cases this has been actually and
literally accomplished, while in many other instances the metamor-
phosis is in process, and sunflowers and morning-glories are putting
to rout all inclination to dump tin cans and ashes against the rear

fence.

The work of the Guild has also another side. All through the
summer cut flowers neatly tied into bunches or loosely packed into

boxes are finding their way from country gardens into the hands
of the tenement cliildren.

Hundreds of bunches are every week gathered by those who wish
to share their gardens and are sent to the New York settlements direct,

where the evening of the same day, the tired, hot little children come
in flocks just to possess, to hold in their own hands, to smell with their

own noses, one little bit of the country they may not see.

It was on a hot August night last summer that I was dining at a
settlement on the East Side. Throughout dinner the bell rang con-
tinuously, and one resident after another returned with the one final

word "Bank." I asked if Bank was always so popular, or why such
a hot night had been chosen for everyone to deposit or draw his

pennies.

"Oh," said the friend with whom I was dining, "they saw the

box of flowers come in antl they can't wait."

A few minutes later, as each one transacted his liusiness I was
allowed to give him a nosegay.

Each child had a preference. I could see them as they stood in the
line selecting special flowers on the big tray and hoping no one would
take that one. As each one received his prize, I was interested to

see the disposition made of them. Some selfishly crushed them to-

their own noses, others pushed them ecstatically against mine, while
still others dashed off madly to show the bunch to a mother or sister

at home.
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THE RURAL SETTLEMENT: ITS SOCIAL,
ECONOMIC AND .ESTHETIC ADVANTAGES:
BY C. H. FORBES-LINDSAY

N CONNECTION with its wonderful work of trans-

forming the arid lands of our Western States, the

Reclamation Ser\'ice is carrying out a far-sighted plan

for the reformation of the liardly less arid lives of the

agricultural population of that region. We are fairly

familiar with the engineering operations that are

converting the desert waste
—

"dreary and vast and

silent"—into tracts of smiling soil and luxuriant vegetation, but it

is not generally known that this great economic enterprise involves

the establishment of towns. These are to be placed at carefully se-

lected sites in every project, and to be laid out and developed upon

lines no less scientific than those regulating the irrigation works.

The design of the Service, which is pursued under the express author-

ity of Congress, extends beyond the reduction of the land to a condi-

tion of fecundity to the creation of homes and industrial centers

in accordance with the most advanced ideas. The basal feature of

the system is centralization—the very reverse of the condition usually

obtaining in our agricultural communities. Although far from new
as applied to a rural population, its practice among us has been con-

fined to a few scattering sections of the country.

Town and country are economically interdependent and they

should be closely allied industrially and socially. The principle

involved in these almost axiomatic statements has been conformed

to in Europe since the birth of the burgs from the feudal communi-

ties. So obvious is it that we see its recognition among primitive

peoples who follow agricultural pursuits. The Zulu kraal and the

Maori village, each surrounded by fields of crops or pasture runs,

are not merely provisions for defence, but also agencies for the pro-

motion of convenience, cooperation and social intercourse.

When Coronado and his adventurous followers broke upon the

peaceful people of Mexico, they found the Pueblo Indians living, as

their name implies, in permanent villages. The adobe huts were

grouped about a central building, designed to serve as council house

and, on occasion, as fort. Around this aggregation of habitations

lay a circle of cultivated fields, with roads and irrigation ditches

radiating from it in every direction. The Indian husbandman went

out to his work each morning, returning at nightfall to his village

home and the companionship of his fellow tribesmen.
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At a much later period, the INIormon settlers of Utah adopted
a similar system of agricultural communities, each with a common
urban center. But in their case the place of worship occupied the

position in the town corresponding to that held by the fortified build-

ing in the Indian village, and the purpose of the arrangement was
chiefly disciplinary. It was the policy of the church in its earliest

days to keep its followers in sight and under the closest surveillance.

Nevertheless, in the pursuit of this object important economic ad-
vantages were unpremeditatedly secured by the Mormon rural settle-

ments.

In still more recent times, the idea of agricultural centralization

has been carried to practical perfection in the orange districts of

California. Redlands and Riverside are notable examples which
have furnished the Reclamation Service with models for their town-
site plans. The fruit growers live in these centers, which afford

all the ordinary conveniences and comforts of urban life and are con-
nected with the outlying orange groves by excellent roads. The
happy blending in these communities of the most attractive features

of town and country strongly impressed former Secretary Gates, on
the occasion of a visit made a few years ago. He declared that their

inhabitants more nearly attained to the ideal home life than any to

be found elsewhere in America.
Isolated rural settlements are scattered here and there in various

parts of the West, and in some of the Middle States the first step toward
centralization has been taken by consolidating district schools and
transporting pupils to a central graded establishment.

FOR an exhibition of the prosecution of rural centralization in a
systematic and complete manner we must look to the large areas

of arid land that the Reclamation Service are rapidly converting
into productive soil. These tracts, in several instances exceeding
three hundred thousand acres in extent, are laid out in holdings of

forty and eighty acres. Town sites are located in the first surveys
of the projects and are so distributed as to bring every farm within

three or four miles of one of them.
The towns, which will contain populations of from one to five

thousand, are laid out upon the plan presented in the accompanying
chart. The thoroughfares are broad and regular, even the alley-

ways being thirty feet in width. The principal streets and avenues
are continued out through the adjacent farm land until they merge
into the highways radiating from neighboring towns of similar origin
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and plan. In the central position, corresponding to that occupied by

the Indian stronghold and the Mormon temple, will stand the school

building with the main roads converging upon it. Around this, along

the sides of the public square, will be ranged the town hall, post

office, public hbrary, telephone exchange, telegraph office and fire

station. Two blocks of the main street are planned to accommodate

stores and business offices. The plaza itself will afford a playground

for the children and a resort for their elders, as it does in Spanish-

American towns. The inner portion of the settlement will be occu-

pied by residences with ample yards and flower gardens, while the

outer edges are marked off in larger lots for occupation by dairies

and small truck farms.

The little red schoolhouse will soon be no more than a picturesque

memory. The central graded school has such obvious advantages,

and its introduction has met with such unvarpng success, that its

rapid establishment in all our agricultural districts is practically cer-

tain. It has been operated for several years with the most satisfactory

results in Kansas. A bus service is maintained in connection with

it for the purpose of carrying the children to and fro. The inno-

vation has been followed by the most marked improvement in health

and regularity of attendance. Representative Reeder, who is an

enthusiastic supporter of the system, lays great stress upon the moral

effect of a teacher in each of the conveyances. This arrangement

insures the children proper guardianship while absent from their

parents and curtails the opportunities of the "bad boy," whose malign

influence is most frequently exerted on the road to and from school.

The central graded school permits of the employment of a better

class of teachers and of the establishment of a more extensive course

of study. It is found that the cost of supporting it is little more, in

the case of the individual farmer, than the expense of maintaining

the small district school, with its distinctly inferior benefits. In con-

nection with the rural settlements of the Reclamation Service, the

system of central graded schools can be carried on with the maximum
of economy and effect.

THESE rural settlements will enjoy not only an unUmited supply

of good water for drinking and domestic purposes, but in most

instances the irrigation works will furnish power for a great

variety of uses. Electric railroads will be installed, connecting one

town with another and affording ready access to all parts of the farm-

ing district. Aside from the convenient passenger service, such roads
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will act in the more important capacity of freight carriers, conveying

merchandise and machinery to the farms and hauling produce thence

to the shipping points. The farmer will be supplied with power to

operate his agricultural machinery, and his wife with power to run

her churn or her sewing machine. The settlements will be hghted

by electricity. The same force will be employed in their industrial

plants and in their homes, for heating and cooking.

The Western farmers are quite alive to the economy and conven-

ience to be derived from the use of electricity. On the Minadoka

project, where the power-house is in operation, eighty-five per cent,

of the farmers have subscribed to the service, which is furnished to

them at a fraction above cost. It is worthy of note that the source

of all these pubUc utiHties will in every case be in the hands of the

people, for the Government is pledged to turn over to the landowners

the entire irrigation systems, with the exception of reservoirs, ten years

after their completion.

Each settlement will be a logical station for a railroad, a market

for the farmer's produce and a shipping depot for the buyer. The
centraUzation and community of interests will effect many economies

which it is impossible at present to particularize and will enable every

farmer to enjoy conveniences and comforts that would otherwise be

beyond his reach. Not the least of these will be improved professional

services. The settlements will become the permanent residences of

lawyers, doctors, dentists and veterinary surgeons of ability who will

displace the itinerant quacks that infest the agricultural districts.

With the concentration of the demand, a better class of craftsmen,

too, will make themselves available to the farmer.

Next to the home, the three great social institutions of the rural

districts are the church, the school and the grange. None of these

is extending anything hke the degree of benefit that should be derived

from it and this in each case is because of the scattered constituency.

Upon the rural settlement plan all of these institutions are afforded

greatly enlarged scope for activity and influence, while their mainte-

nance is effected with increased economy.

Our agricultural hfe differs greatly from that in European coun-

tries, where the farmers live mostly in villages, and the isolated farm-

house is the exception. The difficulty experienced by our farmers in

getting help is largely due to the fact that hired labor in the country

is almost exclusively performed by single men, and necessarily so.

Very few farms have dwellings to accommodate the families of laborers.

This not only mihtates against the employment of a married man
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but also operates against the permanency of the unmarried. When
one of the latter takes a wife, he is generally compelled to engage in

other work. And this is one of the potent causes for young men leav-

ing the country.

The rural settlement greatly simpUfies the labor problem. The
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farmer may reside in the town and have a married helperJHving on

the hind, or the helper may live in the settlement, and go out to his

work, in case his employer occupies the only house on the farm. The
latter arrangement would usually prove convenient, because the farmer

would naturally be glad to establish daily communication with the

urban centers.

THE aphorism of John Burroughs: "Where the cow is, there is

Arcadia," might without sacrifice of truth be paraphrased thus:

Where the cov,- is. there is accidie-torpor, ennui. In general,

existence in our sparsely settled sections is characterized by the most

deadly commonplace. The farmer is narrow and self-centered.

How should he be otherwise ? He is without the world, cut off from

the influences that expand the mind and develop the social qualities.

His solitary life is toilsome, monotonous and almost devoid of relaxa-

tion. He loses all perspective, all sense of proportion. His outlook

and his interests are bounded by his fences.

Is it any wonder that the farmer's boy, strong, and restive with

the lust of life, deserts the soil for the pavement of the city, abandons

the cold, unsocial environment of his home for the stirring center,

with its human appeal ? He is simply responding to a natural pro-

clivity of man, the most gregarious of animals. He seldom has any

definite purpose in view, nor is he conscious of any positive attraction

in the town, much less of any distinct dislike to following his father's

occupation. Give him the opportunities for social intercourse which

he craves, give him the relaxation, change and amusement he desires

these in connection with the life of the husbandman—and he will

cleave to the homestead and take up the task of tilling the fields where

his father lays it down. That this conclusion is justified seems

evident from the ascertained fact that the country lads to whom the

towns are most accessible are those least prone to desert the farm.

The rural settlements will revolutionize life in the agricultural

-districts. It will operate toward the retention of the young people

on the soil to which they properly belong, and stay the undesirable

efflux to the cities. The farmer may have his home in the town,

:o-oino- to his work daily by wagon or electric car, with almost the same

conv*enience as the suburbanite going to his office, but if he prefers

to live upon his land, the settlement will be readily accessible. Its

school may be easily reached by his children and his family may take

part in its social life.
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SHOULD THE ART STUDENT THINK? BY
PAMELA COLMAN SMITH

LL you students who are just be^nning your work in

tan Art School. Stop—think! First make sure in

your own mind what end you wish to work for. Do
vou know .'' Perhaps you have not decided. You
will leave all that to the time when you have learned

to draw and leave the school—a crippled tool—ready

to begin your serious work and have a studio—and
all the rest of it. Do not wait till then ! Put in a corner of your mind
an idea—such as, "I ^vish to paint portraits." Just keep that idea

in the corner, and do not forget that it is there. Call it up sometimes

and review your work in front of it. Thus—"Am I working at the

right beginning for this branch of art .' Am I studying the faces of

all the people I see—trying to find out their character—imagining

how I should paint them if I were to do so ? Am I tr}'ing to show
more of their character than appears on the surface ? Can I see it .-*

No. But how shall I find it .^" Look for it.

When you see a portrait of an historical person, note the dress, the

type of face; see if you can trace the character in the face; note

the pose, for often pose will date a picture as correctly as the hair or

clothes. Remember the date, if the picture is dated; if not, place it in

your mind as second half of the fourteenth century, or first half of

the eighteenth, and so on. If you are not sure of the period, make a

pencil sketch and take it with you to some reference library. Once
a week make a point of looking up all the clothes you have seen (or

wish to draw in some composition, perhaps). Some day when you

may have a novel to illustrate and a character to portray, you will

remember, "Oh, yes, a dress of the kind worn by so and so in the por-

trait by so and so—that type—or—no! Somewhat more lively."

Go and see all the plays you can. For the stage is a great school

—

or should be—to the illustrator—as well as to others. First watch

the simple forms of joy, of fear, of sorrow; look at the position taken

by the whole body, then the face—but that can come afterward.

As an exercise draw a composition of fear or sadness, or great

sorrow, quite simply, do not bother about details now, but in a few

lines tell your story. Then show it to any one of your friends, or

family, or fellow students, and ask them if they can tell you what it

is meant to portray. You will soon get to know how to make it tell

its tale. After you have found how to tell a simple story, put in more
details, the face, and indicate the dress. Next time you go to the play

look at the clothes, hat, cloak, armor, belt, sword, dagger, rings, boots,
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jewels. Watch how the cloak swings when the person walks, how
the hands are used. See if you can judge if the clothes are correct, or

if they are worn correctly; for they are often ruined by the way they

are put on. An actor should be able to show the period and manner
of the time in the way he puts on his clothes, as well as the way he

uses his hands, head, legs.

THIS may be beside the mark, think you! "Of what use is the

stage to me ? I am to be an illustrator of books ! The stage

is false, exaggerated, unreal," you say. So are a great many
Eictures in books, and the books, too, for that matter. The stage

as taught me almost all I know of clothes, of action and of pictorial

gestures.

Learn from everything, see everything, and above all jeel every-

thing! And make other people when they look at your drawing feel

it too!

Make your training at your art school your a b c. You must learn

to hold a brush, to mix paint, to draw in perspective, and study

anatomy.
Keep an open mind to all things. Hear all the music you can,

food music, for sound and form are more closely connected than we
now.
Think good thoughts of beautiful things, colors, sounds, places,

not mean thoughts. When you see a lot of dirty people in a crowd,

do not remember only the dirt, but the great spirit that is in them
all, and the power that they represent.

For through ugliness is beauty sometimes found. Lately I have

seen a play, ugly, passionate, realistic, brutal. All through that play

I felt that ugly things may be true to nature, but surely it is through

evil that we realize good. The far-off scent of morning air, the blue

mountains, the sunshine, the flowers, of a country I once lived in,

seemed to rise before me—and there on the stage was a woman sitting

on a chair, her body stiff, her eyes rolling, a wonderfully realistic

picture of a fit.

I believe that in the so-called "composition class" the future

of many a student lies. (Professor Arthur Dow, of Columbia Univer-

sity, has proved this, and through liis influence I believe a good many
schools have begun to teach composition first.)

But let the student begin young, and with all the necessary aids

for the broadening of his mind. Composition first, and all the other

rules and rudiments, in order as they come. As much literature,
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music, drama as possible (all to be thought of in relation to that idea

so safely tucked away in the corner ot the student's mind), to be

worked at from the vantage point of knowing what they are to aid.

I wish here to say how grateful I am to the writer of an article in

an American magazine {Putman's Monthly for July, 1907). "An
Appreciation and a Protest." An appreciation of Albert Sterner,

and a protest against the "ultra-sweetness and oppressive propriety

admired ahke by the publisher and the public," and "individuality

discreetly suppressed.'

O! the prudishness and pompous falseness of a great mass of

intelligent people!

I do not hold that "the incessant roar of high-power presses" is

alone to blame for the stifling of life, but for a lack of inspiration.

For it is a land of power, a land of unkempt uproar—full of life, force,

energy.

Lift up your ideals, you weaklings, and force a way out of that

thunderous clamor of the steam press, the hurrying herd of blind

humanity, noise, dust, strife, seething toil—there is power! The
imprisoned Titans underneath the soil, grinding, writhing—take

your strength from them, throw aside your petty drawing room point

of view.

I do not want to see riotous, clumsy ugliness suddenly spring up,

but a fine noble power shining through your work. The illustrations

that I see in the magazines by the younger people are all dignified

and well, carefully and conscientiously drawn, but their appalling

clumsiness is quite beyond me,—their lack of charm and grace.

I do not mean by charm, prettiness, but an appreciation of beauty.

Ugliness is beauty, but with a difference, a nobleness that speaks

through all the hard crust of convention.

I have heard it said that half the world has nothing to say. Per-

haps the other half has, but it is afraid to speak. Banish fear, brace

your courage, place your ideal high up with the sun, away from the

dirt and squalor and ugliness around you and let that power that makes
"the roar of the high-power presses" enter into your work—energy

—

courage—life—love. Use your wits, use your eyes. Perhaps you use

your physical eyes too much and only see the mask. Find eyes within,

look for the door into the unknown country.

"High over cap" on a fairy horse—ride on your Quest—for what

we are all seeking

—

Beauty. Beauty of thought first, beauty of feeling,

beauty of form, beauty of color, beauty of sound, appreciation, joy,

and the power of showing it to others.
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PLASTER HOUSES IN THE SOUTHWEST: BY
UNA NIXSON HOPKINS

THE plaster house in America is

a composite reflected of plaster

houses in all countries, and, as

a result, has many delightful

features. Its popularity in the past few
years has increased at a surprising ratio.

The reasons are not far to seek : plaster

houses are wanner in winter and cooler

in summer than those of wood. Fur-

ther, the high price of mill work no
longer makes the frame house cheaper,

so that the plaster house is not at a

disadvantage from an economical stand-

point. Then, too, people are learning

how to build them. Every one who
goes abroad, for instance, is more or

less influenced, when he comes to make
a home, by his observations. It may be

the Elizabethan half-timbered houses of

England have appealed to his particular

fancy, or that the villas of Florence are

the type which he wishes to reproduce

for his own, or, possibly, the rambling

houses of Spain, with their picturesque

courtyards, have taken a special hold on
his imagination. Those who have seen

Southern California with its wealth of

architectural specimens know that the

plaster house shows all these influences

as well as an occasional marked origi-

nality.

The Pompeiian plaster house which
one seldom, if ever, sees in the Eastern

States, appears quite natural in the

tropical setting of our Southwest. A
number of these houses are situated in

the midst of orchards, a good deal of

space being necessary for their con-

struction to satisfy their rambling pro-

pensities. Built around an interior

court, or atrium, which serves as a dis-

tributing point for other rooms, they

are picturesque in the extreme. A
fountain plays according to tradition

and tropical plants border this central

room, luxuriously. The light comes
entirely from above, and the ventila-

tion is manipulated by small windows
that form a sort of frieze. In some of

the houses the atrium is floored with

cement, places being left for plants.

From the atrium you go up one step to

a platform that bounds the atrium on
four sides, and from this you enter the

various rooms of the house. The front

door, which commands a wonderful

view of this novel interior, also opens

on the court. In others the central

space has been filled in with dirt, the

plants growing as if out of doors.

These houses might be adapted for

summer homes in the East, and pos-

sibly for all the year round, but it is

doubtful whether houses covering so

much ground would be altogether prac-

tical when it came to the matter of heat-

ing, though it is possible. It would be

difficult to find anything in domestic
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PLASTER HOUSES IN THE SOUTHWEST

architecture more romantic than the

Pompeiian house, especially in the even-

ing when the fountain is playing softly

and lights everywhere are turned low.

A tile roof is the usual complement

to the plaster ; though shingles are often

used, they are not so suitable. The
cement house conveys the impression of

strength and calls for the same qualities

in all its various attributes, including

the roof. From the standpoint of color

the red tile is perfection in connection

with the natural color of the plaster, or

when slightly tinted. The tin roof paint-

ed to simulate tile is a poor makeshift

and not to be recommended—shingles

are in much better taste.

The environment of these houses is

always important ; they need space

about them and without it lose much
of their charm. Several plaster houses

close together or a plaster house in-

truded close between two of frame is

apt to look hard and bare. To be suc-

cessful they must be simple in line and

almost entirely without ornament.

Where the foundation of these houses

shows it is preferably of cut stone or of

cobblestone, either of which combines

better with plaster than does brick. But

it is quite as well, when possible, to let

the cement run to the ground, so that

no other material is in evidence.

When it comes to details, it is inter-

esting to have the trim,—door and win-

dow sashes, etc., rustic. As to color,

there is nothing more satisfactory than

a soft, warm brown ; the contrasting

color in such small quantities gives the

desired character.

The house with the courtyard encom-

passed with repeated arches is trimmed

with a pinkish-buff, very like the house

paper, but a shade or two lighter. This

house has plenty of space about it and

since the picture was taken the vines

have grown to such an extent about the

arches as to afford a screen so that the

family occupy it in summer as an out-

door sitting room without fear of in-

truding glances from passers-by. The
living room runs through the center of

the house and opens on the south into

the court—where there is a fountain

—

and on the north onto a veranda by
glass windows, thereby giving entrance

or exit at either end of the main room
as well as from the entrance hall in

front.

The house among the illustrations

showing Moorish detail is so restrained

as to make it a suitable neighbor to

plainer, simpler dwellings. Detail of the

sort employed here is necessarily ex-

pensive, as the carving and coloring

must be done by a master hand, or it

becomes bizarre and vulgar. The
foundation of cut stone is a good begin-

ning, and the central tower is so located

and the wings so distributed as to create

lines pleasing to the eye, which com-

bined with subtle coloring makes an

architectural picture.

The home of Mr. Robert J. Burdette,

situated on the famous Orange Grove
Boulevard, Pasadena, suggests slight

Saracenic influence. It stands on the

crest of a hill and is appropriately called

Sunnycrest. The plaster is the natural

gray color, relieved by warm brown
trimmings, with a tile roof of dark red.

The cottage pictured is a good illus-

tration of what may be done in small

plaster houses. Even with such heavy
material there is a certain picturesque-

ness. On analysis it will be seen that

much ingenuity was brought to bear in

the designing of this house. It is a pity

that the rear does not show in the pic-

ture, for a pergola adds materially to

the western view. In fact, the design-

ing of plaster houses taxes the ability

of the architect more certainly than the

designing o-f those of wood, but there is

sufficient satisfaction in the successful

accomplishment to justify the effort.
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE : A SE-

RIES OF LESSONS: BY ERNEST A. BATCH-
ELDER: NUMBER X

"Conventionality in ornament is the natiiral

consequence of reticence or self-restraint,

of doing, not all that the artist could have

done, but just what is called for by the

occasion." —Uivis Day.

IN
the last article it was said that

there were two methods of develop-

ing a surface pattern ; one by start-

ing with the details and working to-

ward the whole through the building up

of related lines and forms in space and

mass ; the other by striking at once for

the big things and gradually breakmg

the measures of space and mass to the

last details. But, though the methods

differ, the aims are the same,—a unity

of all the elements involved. The first

method is valuable for experimental

purposes and should precede the second

in the study of design, as it is a logical

development from simple to more com-

plex questions. But it should lead to

an ability to design by the other method.

It is always desirable to work from the

whole to the parts, to plan the big rela-

tions and forms first, and then, tothe

idea thus expressed, relate the minor

details. In actual practice one often

combines both methods,—as, for in-

stance, in the little rabbit design of last

month; in that, the unit was made by

the second method of working, though

without thought of its being used in a

repeated pattern. Its general shape and

measure were established first; then it

was broken into related lines and forms

suggested by the rabbit. With the unit

FIGURE SIXTY-FIVE.

thus made a number of experiments

were tried in an effort to secure the

best possible adjustment of space and

mass relations in the repeated pattern.

It is now proposed to discuss the de-

velopment of a pattern by the second

method (Plate 56). A greater degree

of skill and judgment is demanded than

before. This is a rhythmic design of

black and white elements, in which the

white is of dominant interest, but m
which the distribution, the shapes and

measures of black have demanded an

equal amount of

care. A description

of this method of

working with illus-

trations showing
the evolution of the

design from its

first idea may be

interesting and

profitable. It may
well be asstuned

that the method is

in accord, aside

from questions in-

volved in the tech-

nique of weaving,

with that pursued

by the designers of

the old textiles,

shown in the April

and June numbers of The Craftsman.

We may be sure that they worked from

the whole to the parts, from big, gen-

eral forms to specific details. They had

learned to think in tenns of design,

and nature stood always at hand to

strengthen their imaginations and sug-

gest "details that would add the final

touch of life and interest to the work

of their hands. We do not care to ask

whether their designs are "based on the

rose," or any other particular specimen

of natural growth. They are beautiful

FIGURE SIXTY-SIX.
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: NUMBER X

FIGURE SIXTY-SEVEN.

in all that counts for unity in design.

They are based on a sympatlietic obser-

vation of nature and not on a pains-

taking analytical study of natural forms,

as in so many of the conventionaliza-

tions of the modem worker.

The present design represents a prob-

lem of an abstract character into which

nature enters as fiction rather than as

fact. If it has any style, it is the result

of a thoughtful adjustment of tones,

measures and shapes, in accordance

with the few simple

principles that have been

defined. It started with

this motif,—two birds

and a nest. There was
no restraint imposed by
an adherence to the spe-

cific character of any

bird or nest. It seemed
better to allow the forms

of the motif to develop

as the demands of sound
construction might sug-

gest, leaving something

for the imagination.

With this thought in mind, the main

construction lines were established first

of all (Plate 54). To insure a

regular repetition of a motif a geo-

metric constructive basis must be ac-

cepted as the first element in the prob-

lem. Two geometric bases of a repeat-

ing character are shown in Fig. 65. In

the completed design this geometric

basis may or may not appear to the

casual observer. During the develop-

ment of a pattern other interrelations

of line and form, constructive in char-

acter, may be emphasized and the origi-

nal basis subordinated or even lost en-

tirely from sight. In this example,

though, the original basis remains as a

distinctive feature in the result. The
next step was to seek a few tentative

lines to define the forms and positions

of the birds, their relation to the big

movement and to each other. The tails

were planned to cross the line of this

movement in order to break its monoto-

nous length.

The succeeding steps are shown in

Plate 55. The birds were given a more
distinctive character; a forecast of the

tone distribution was made ; each addi-

tional line was related to the other lines.

The size and form of the mass repre-

sented by the three eggs were assumed
and the space of black below this mass

was broken by the two simple leaf

FIGtntE SIXTY-EIOHT.
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: NUMBER X

FIGURE SIXTY-NINE.

forms. Several experiments were tried

with the nest; but the most consistent

treatment of this element led to the

adoption of an abstract sj-mbol. It was
a question to be solved on a design

basis, not through a study of birds'

nests. Then came the breaking of the

large measures of white into related

details, and a binding together of the

lines of the movement by the twisted

leaf stems. In the final breaking up of

the forms, such things as are shown in

Figs. 66, 67 and 68, Flemish, Italian

and Japanese textiles, and in Fig. 69,

some bits of Japanese metal work, may
be studied with profit. In these it is

less a problem of wings and feathers

than of space and mass ; not so much a

question of nature as of tools and ma-
terials. The best time to go to nature

is when w-e find our imaginations falter-

ing, when we find that our general

knowledge and observation

are inadequate for the com-
pletion of the idea with which

we started.

Thus we have a result that

may serve to again illustrate

the difference between think-

ing in terms of design and in

terms of nature. It is this

form or method of thinking

that one should aim to ac-

quire. A painstaking study of
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nature, an accumula-

tion of facts, will not

necessarily lead to or-

derly thought in de-

sign or to construc-

tive beauty with tools

and materials. The
character of the de-

sign is within us.

There is no reason

why one should not

make a record of

facts of natural
growths and forms

in pencil, pen and ink, and color.

But without proper digestive assimila-

tion, those facts, however interesting

they may be on their own account, are

of little use. The designer must be a

keen observer of nature,—but a sympa-

thetic observer withal. We too often

expect to find in nature the very things

that we should take to nature. We too

frequently approach her with a scalpel

and a microscope, thinking that we may
find weird and unique forms that no-

one else has ever used in desi.gn, thus

stamping our work with peculiar dis-

tinction. We analyze the wing of a fly,

hoping to find there material of some

sort that is ready-made for purposes of

design without the interplay of imagi-

nation and invention.

To illustrate this point let us compare

the work of two carvers who were prob-

ablv about contemporaneous in point of

FIGURE SEVENTY.



DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: NUMBER X

time but widely sepa-

rated in aims and meth-

ods (Plates 57 and 58).

The first is the work of

a Renaissance carver,

the second of a Japanese

carver. Each is fairly

representative of the

ideal toward which the

craftsmen worked. If

there is any distinction

in words, the first might

be called elegant, the

second beautiful. Each
is a piece of consummate
craftsmanship, perfect in

execution and finish.

The first is a bit of

descriptive carving, an
accumulation of facts of

observation expressed in

wood with remarkable

skill. The foot with its

'hair and claws is won-
derfully carved, leaves

are exquisitely turned,

feathers delicately exe-

cuted. But the carver's

imagination did not rise

very far above facts of

form and texture. His

hand was sure in the ex-

ecution of such things.

But he had very little to

say beyond that. Lack-

ing a sympathetic imagi-

nation, he sought to give

distinction to his work
bv elegance of lines and

an incongruous association of forms. In

the history of design, the surest evi-

dence of a declining imaginative power

is to be found in this hashing together

of unrelated facts and forms. This

style of work, of which the carving here

shown is a comparatively sane example,

went, in times of later decadence, to

absurd extremes.

In the second example, though, there

PLATE FIFTY-FOUR.

is evidence of feeling, emotion, imagi-

nation of the highest order. We may
admire the technical excellence of the

first; but in the second our interest is

in the idea which the carver has sought

to express. He, too, must have known
all the facts of his motif, he was a keen

observer ; but he did not choose to tell

all that he knew. It was the spirit, the

poetry of nature that appealed to him,
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE: NUMBER X

the charm of the Mother Carey's

Chickens flitting back and forth

through the wave crests. To him the

birds and the water became symbols, a

mere means to an end, for the expres-

sion of rhythmic movement. He sought

an arrangement of Hnes and forms that

would give true character and style to

his idea. Note the beautiful line rela-

tions throughout, between the birds and
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the water, the consist-

ent simplicity of all the

details.

Similar in character

and purpose are the

Japanese carvings in

Plates 59 and 60. These
things have real "soul

stuff" in them of a sort

that comes from a sym-
pathetic understanding

of nature. The strong

personality of an artist

is carved into every

line and form. It may
be said that Plate 60 is

too plastic in treatment

for a wood carving.

One must see the origi-

nal (Boston Museiim
of Fine Arts) to fully

appreciate the technical

qualities of the work.

Every line and plane is

turned to make the

most of the grain and
texture of the wood.
Moreover, as this carv-

ing was to be exposed

to the weather, the

craftsman foresaw the

.^J^ ^ part tlmt Father Time
\ would play in his work

J and so adjusted his

planes that storm and
sunshine should en-

hance its beauty.

Problem:—This is

another problem of the

same character as many that have pre-

ceded it. Its purpose is the same,

—

namely, an adjustment of elementary

forms into which nature enters to im-

part additional animation and interest

to a definition of simple principles. By
the use of symbols such as are here

indicated, one should ir» time acquire

the ability to think in terms of design

whether or not nature enters into the

PLATE FIFTY-FIVE.
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question. The motif of

this problem may be

stated in two words

—

fish, water. The aim of

the problem—to arrange
these symbols within an
enclosing form in such

way that the various at-

tractive forces will be

rhythmically related in

positions of balance. Be-
fore attempting a solu-

tion of the problem it

would be well to refresh

the memory by a refer-

ence to the abstract dem-
onstrations that defined

the ideas of rhythm and
balance in a previous

number of The Crafts-
man. And a statement

there made will also bear

repetition,— the artistic

interest in the result de-

pends largely upon an
appreciative application

of the principles, rather

than upon a mere under-
standing of the formulas

throtigh which they were
described. Months ago
we started to play our
tunes on a primitive reed

flute of a few simple

notes. The range of pos-

sibilities of this instru-

ment is now increased to

the point where the i>er-

sonal equation becomes
the important factor in

the result. Imagination,

and the ability to play under the re-

straint of orderly thought, will deter-

mine whether these little compositions

shall be interesting and artistic or

deadly formal and prosaic.

The character of the symbols for the

problem are indicated in Fig. 70. They
are fishes reduced to the fewest possible

PLATE FIFTY-SIX.

lines. To these may be added others

based on an intimate study of fish life,

or made from the imagination on a basis

of general knowledge of such forms. It

is desirable that there should be variety

in the shapes and measures of the sym-
bols. As a start toward the solution of

the problem, the size and shape of the
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enclosing form should be established,

although this form may be changed as

the design develops. Then within this

form it is our purpose to so arrange the

terms of the motif that there shall be

a rhythmic interrelation between the

fishes and the lines indicating the water,

and a balance of all the attractive forces

involved in the problem. It is needless

to say that this balance must result from

sensitive feeling and good judgment,

not from mathematical calculations. It

would be well to make a first attempt

through the limitations of a black and

white composition, as in Plate 6i. The
water is represented by lines that may
be used to strengthen or check the gen-

eral movement of the design. The eye

moves most rapidly along parallel lines,

or slightly diverging lines that tend to

meet at a common point.

With the addition of two or more
values, the possibilities of the problem,

and, by the same token, its difficulties

increase. A greater number and vari-

ety of attractive forces call

for attention. The different

tone contrasts that arise must
be dealt with ; lights are to

be broken with darks, darks

with lights. Until one has

given thoughtful attention to

the solution of a problem of

this kind, it is hard to realize

the variations that may be

given a composition of two
or three flat tones. Let us

attempt nothing of a pictorial

nature. These are designs,

not pictures.

As self-criticism is one of

the chief aims in the study of design, it

would be well to enter into a more de-

tailed account of the three solutions of

the problem, shown in Plates 62, 63 and

64. Unity was the first consideration, a

consistent relation of all the forces, a

reason for each. Variety was sought

in the shapes, measures, tones and posi-

tions of the different elements. Note
the grouping of the three little fishes in

Plate 62, and the contrast in shape,

measure and tone between this group
as a whole and the single large fish.

The two forces are related in movement
though not pointed in the same direc-

tion. There is more variety, though

quite as much unity, in the movement

PLATE SIXTY-ONE,

PLATE SIXTY-TWO.
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PLATE FIFTY-EIGHT.
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PLATE SIXTY-THREE

of the elements in

Plate 63. In the

third example the

movement of the
water adds a touch

of variety to a result

in which the fishes

follow parallel lines.

In this example,
though, there is more
variety in the meas-
ures and shapes than

in the others. The
measure of the large

fish was neutralized

by giving a greater

tone contrast to the

smaller ones. These
three little fishes

probably exert as

strong an attractive

force in the design as

the two large fishes.

These are all points

that arise in a solu-

tion of the problem
demanding an appli-

cation of sensitive

feeling and good
judgment.

In rendering, the

tones should be flat

and clear in state-

ment. Lay a wash of
the lightest value first over
figure. Then, keeping in

the entire

mind the

parts that are to re-

main in this value,

lay the next wash
over everything else.

If we seek exam-
ples of such work as

this, decorative rather

than pictorial, for
purpose of study, it

would be well to turn

again to the Japanese
workers. It is im-

possible for man to

understand all that a

work of art has to

say until he has tried

to speak for himself

in similar terms.
There are things in a

painting that none

but a painter can un-

derstand; there is a

message in a carving

that none but a carv-

er can read. There
is a character that

arises from treat-

ment in any good de-

sign that we cannot

fully appreciate until

we have tried to say

something for our-

selves with similar

terms and under simi-

lar conditions. One learns the secret in

doing the work.

PLATE SI.XTY-FOUR
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THE ART OFWOOD CARVING: A PRACTICAL
LESSON FOR THE BEGINNER (ILLUSTRATED
BY AUTHOR), BY KARL VON RYDINGSVARD

THOSE who wish to acquire only

a smattering- of knowledge of

the various crafts will probably

not be greatly attracted by the

art of wood carving, for there is too

much hard work connected with it for

it ever to become popular as a fad. But

to those who are willing to devote regu-

larly a little time and energy to carving

it offers limitless possibilities, and much
can be accomplished even by students

who have not the opportunity to gain

technical instruction. Indeed, better

work can be done by giving even an

hour's time at home every day than by

studying spasmodically with a teacher

and doing nothing between times. The

knowledge of the handling of tools and

"the design from the start should
be applied to something useful."

of the grain of woods can be acquired

only by actual experience, although of

course it is a great help to the student

to be able to watch the methods of a

skilful worker.

An elaborate outfit for carving is en-

tirely unnecessary. A bench which will

answer every purpose can be nailed to-

gether by any one who is able to handle

a saw and hammer. But it must be

made of heavy wood, and the top should

be at least an inch and a half thick, and
should project beyond the frame five

inches in front, to allow space for at-

taching clamps. It must be rigid enough
so that there will be no jarring when
heavy work is going on. A top forty

inches long and twenty-seven inches

wide will be large enough
even for big pieces, and a
height of forty-one inches

from the floor will suit the

average person. Twelve
tools are sufficient for sim-

ple work, and a good selec-

tion is as follows, the num-
ber indicating the shape of

the tool and the fraction its

size: (See tool chart, page

441.)

Number one, half inch;

number three, one-eighth,

three - eighths and five-

eighths ; number five, one-

quarter and one-half; num-
ber six, five-eighths ; num-
ber seven, three-eighths

;

number nine, one-quarter;

number eleven, three-thirty-

seconds and three-six-

teenths; and number forty-

five, three-eighths.

The grinding of these

tools should be done by
some one who has a prac-
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A PRACTICAL LESSON IN WOOD CARVING

tical knowledge of wood
carving. The tools which are

offered for sale sharpened

have a long bevel on the out-

side and some of the shapes
ground are at an angle so that

the points project. No pro-

fessional wood carver would
think of using such tools.

The proper tools should first

be ground on the outside

until the edge is left the

thickness of a visiting card.

The remainder is removed
from the inside, leaving a
slight bevel there as well,

which is absolutely necessary
in order to do good work.
The cutting edge is then put

on, with small stones. The
outfit should include one
combination stone, soft on
one side and hard on the

other, and three slip stones of
medium fineness and varying thickness

to fit the insides of the different tools.

For very fine tools it is sometimes
necessary to reduce the edge of the slip

stone by rubbing it on a piece of sand-

paper. For the final touching up, there

must be a leather strop which has been
smeared with mutton tallow and sprin-

kled with emery dust. Two six-inch

carriage clamps and a three-inch dog-

wood mallet complete the outfit. Other
tools will be needed from time to time,

but these can be added as the work re-

quires them.
Any straight-grained wood can be

carved, but there is a great difference

in the cutting qualities of the different

varieties. One would naturally suppose

that white pine, being very soft, would
be the best wood for a beginner, but

such is not the case for the reason that

it splits so easily and is so hard to cut

clean, requiring very sharp tools. Oak
and mahogany are the woods most in

use here for wood carving, and are

A TRAY DESIGN WITH BOLD SIMPLE LINES.

easily obtainable even in country places.

We now come to the selection of the

object to be decorated and the design

for its ornamentation. There is no

necessity for wasting time and energ\-

in carving small pieces of wood merely

for the practice afforded. The work

will be more interesting if it is applied

to some simple and useful object, and it

will have value enough when finished

to compensate for the time and labor

expended.
In choosing the object, let it be some-

thing large enough to hold a design with

bold simple lines, which present fewer

difffculties to a beginner than one with

many small detail'i, which will split off

so readily as to discourage the worker

at the outset. A panel of soft quartered

oak, which can be used for a box coyer,

cabinet door or something of that kind,

is a good thing to begin upon. The
selection of the design is a very impor-

tant element in the success of the

finished product. The amateur must
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A PRACTICAL LESSON IN WOOD CARVING

curb all ambition to produce designs

such as ci:pids, birds, flowers, etc.,

where great technique is required for

successful results, but any number of

admirable designs for beginners can be

procured from the old wood carvings

in museums, which are so frequently

reproduced in the various art maga-
zines, and which can be readily adapted

to any object. Indeed, much of the

charm of some of this old work lies

in its crudeness, and this quality brings

it wholly within the power of the be-

ginner to reproduce it. In fact, a col-

lector of antiques not long ago was

looking about to find an amateur who
would reproduce for him the missing

parts of an old piece, knowing that a

professional could not give the naive

treatment required.

In choosing the design for the first

work, let it be in low relief. The Celtic

strap work or the Norse dragon style

are very suitable, or in fact any well-

balanced simple ornament without much
modeling. It is best to make the draw-

ing in full size on paper and then trans-

fer it to the wood by means of carbon

paper.

The wood is then clamped to the

bench and with the largest number,

eleven, called a veining tool, a rather

deep groove is made around the design

on the background close to the lines.

This is to remove sufficient wood so

that the lateral pressure from the thick-

ness of the tool will not split off pieces

of the ornament when cutting the out-

lines, which is the next step in the work.

For this, select the tools which best fit

the contours of the design, hold them
perpendicularly and use the mallet to

drive them to the required depth. A

TWO NORVVEGI.^.N CHAIRS, DESIGNED

AND CARVED BY K. VON RYDINGSVARO.
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A PRACTICAL LESSON IN WOOD CARVING

little experience will determine the

amount of force required. If this part

of the work is done evenly and care-

fully, the cuts meeting in all of the cor-

ners, the background can be very easily

removed. It must be of uniform depth

and clean cut, but need not be perfectly

smooth, as this suggests machine work

too much, so that it is better to let the

tool marks show. When this is done,

the ornament is left standing in relief,

ready for whatever interlacing or mod-
eling the style calls for.

If the design chosen is sufficiently

simple, this part of the work should pre-

sent no difficulty, especially if one has

a photograph to work froui, and these

can be purchased very readily now.
The construction of all carved objects

should be as simple and strong as pos-

sible. Omit elaborate mouldings and let

wooden pegs and tenons take the place

of screws and nails as far as pnDssible.

There are various ways of finishing

the wood. Oak is usually stained, and
there are many good preparations on

the market
which are easily

applied and
can be obtained

in any shade
desired. With
most of these a

final coating of

wax polish is

used, which
gives a pleasing

soft gloss. Un-
der no circum-

stances should
varnish be used

on wood carv-

ing, as the re-

flected lights de-

tract very much
from the beauty

of the work.
For the sake of

convenience, the

manufacturer's

tool chart is

32120 II; /
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TOOL CHART.

given, showing the

varying sections of

the tools with their

numbers
different

"short
'long

in three

columns,

ben d,"

bend" and

CORRECT POSITION FOR HANDS AND
NECESSARY TOOLS FOR CARVING.

"straight." The am-
ateur will find the

"straight'' tools suf-

ficient for ordinary
work. Most of these

can be secured in

sizes beginning at

1/32 and all of them
at 1/16 part of an
inch, up to about
one inch in width.
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BUNGALOW FURNISHINGS OF WOOD AND
METAL THAT CAN BE MADE AT HOME
Two pieces, simple of construction

and very convenient for use in a

man's room or in a club room,

are given as models for cabinet

work this month. The first is a smoker's

cabinet, which is nothing more than a

square table with the lower part in-

closed in a small cupboard to hold

cigars, pipes, and the like. The top of

this cupboard forms a center shelf, and

the highest shelf is formed by the table

top proper. This piece can be very

easily made even by a worker who has

not had much experience. The chief

care is to make the construction strong

and the finish as nearly perfect as it

can be. All the parts should be doweled
together with strong wooden dowels to

prevent racking apart. If oak is used,

the piece should first be subjected to

strong ammonia fumes to deepen and
mellow the color effect, and then given

a light tone of whatever color is desired

and a soft dull finish such as we have

often described in detail.

The second piece is a smoker's table

rnoNT
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HOME MADE BUNGALOW FURNISHINGS

A OMOKIHq TABLE
-SCALE OF IMCHES
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which differs from
other tables in having
the top covered with
a smooth sheet of

copper, which is bent

down to fit over the

edge and fastened

with ornamental
nails. The construc-

tion of the table is as

simple as that of the

cabinet, the curved
side pieces being
doweled to the legs.

It is one of those

exceedingly simple
pieces that depend en-

tirely upon the finish

of the wood, the

workmanship and the
nicety of proportion
for such beauty as it

may possess. An ad-
mirable color effect

could be obtained by
making the table of
oak finished in a rich

nut - brown, as the

copper mellows with age into a dull

warm brown that tones beautifully with

the oak. The rest depends upvon the

subtlety with which the straight legs

are tapered and the side pieces curved.

The umbrella rack shown here is best

fitted for a large hall, as it has three

compartments and will hold a goodly
number of umbrellas. A glance at the

working plan shows the construction,

which is simple to a degree. A copper
pan should be made to fit exactly into

the lower part. This may easily be done
by turning the edge of the pan over a

wire and flaring it out so that it will

rest upon the inside edge of the lower
rails and have sufficient strength to hold

the weight of umbrellas.

THE candelabra which serve this

month as models for metal-work-

ers are both made of wrought iron and
are of a style that might prove effective

in rugged surroundings, such as a camp
or an intentionally crude country house.

The taller piece first shown stands 6
feet in height to the top of the candle

cup, with a spread of 405^ inches from
candle to candle. The standard has first

to be considered in the construction,

and to make this a 13^ inch triangular

iron bar is cut to measure 5 feet 23^
inches long. Both ends should be

"butted," if a forge is convenient ; if

not, they should be squared neatly with

a file and emery cloth. The feet are

made of strap iron measuring i^
inches wide by Yz inch thick, bent ac-

cording to the design. It will be noticed

in the illustration that the feet are

widened at the curve. This must be

done while the iron is hot. Heat the
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iron to a white heat where the extra

width is desired, and, holding one end
tightly, hammer the other end until the

iron is "butted" to about twice its own
thickness. This is then hammered out

flat, giving the feet a broader etifect at

the curve without weakening or reduc-

ing the thickness of the iron in any way.
Three bands 124 inches wide by ^ inch

thick are hammered around the upper
extension of the feet and riveted to the

center standard. Next a large band is

cut, measuring 36 inches in diameter by

3 inches wide
when c om-
pleted. The
band should be

turned over a
wire at each

edge to rein-

force it suffi-

ciently to sup-

port the candle

brackets that
are to be rivet-

ed to it. The
brackets are

made of i-inch

iron tubing,

—

about No. 18

gauge, — left

round at the

upper part and
extending 2%
inches below
the bottom of

the saucer,
where it is flat-

tened down in

ova] shape and
bent at right

angles to the

band. Then the

tube is ham-
mered flat, ex-

tended up the

face of the
band and se-

curely riveted there. The saucer is

fastened to the tube by cutting a hole

in the bottom and hammering down the

flange, which is then riveted to the out-
side of the tube. The support for the

band is made in three pieces, brought
together in the center. The outer ends
are bent up and riveted to the inner

edge of the band, and the inner ends
are bent down and riveted to the center

standard. Three scrolls are made and
fastened to the center support directly

underneath the band supports, where

OCALE OF INCHES
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HOME MADE BUNGALOW FURNISHINGS

they are riveted to the standard with a

band. The standard extends about 14

inches above the large band, and at the

top is fastened the smaller band, which
measures 15 inches in diameter. This

second band is made in precisely the

same manner as the large one, the edges

being turned over a wire. The candle

brackets are made of the same size

tubing bent in the same way, the only

difference being that the upper ones are

shorter. The candle saucers are allowed

to rest on top of the small band, and the

three-pronged support in this band is

made just like the lower one. The
detail drawing gives the full construc-

tion of the candle brackets on the large

band, and also a section of the band.

Square rivets should be used in the

band only, all the other parts of the

constructing demanding round-headed

rivets.

The second candelabrum shows a

combination of candle and electric

lights, one electric light in the center

and two candle lights on each side.

This piece stands 4 feet 6 inches high,

and is constructed of iron, with an iron

reflector in the back. The electric wire

might be attached through the center

tube, coming out through the bottom,

where it could be connected with a floor

plug. In case the house is not wired

for electric light, three candles may be

used. To make this piece, select for the

standard a Ij4-irich round iron tube

about No. 12 gauge. This should be

flared at both ends ; at the bottom to

allow the electric wire to slip freely

without causing any damage to the

wire, and at the top to fit the shoulder

or the pan that contains the three candle

cups and saucers. The construction of

the feet is similar to that already de-

scribed. The pan that holds the candle

cups is about 12 inches in diameter, con-

caved about Jl of an inch. This is set

on top of the tube that is flared to fit

neatly to the pan, and securely riveted.

Two candle cups are then made in the

same size and shape as already shown
in detail of the larger candelabrum. If

electric lights are used, the central cup
or saucer must be attached with a %-
inch "bushing." An ordinary Edison
key socket is used in this case. The
reflector is made of No. 18 gauge sheet

iron and is concaved about lyi inches,

or enough to set over the 12-inch cir-

cular pan that holds the candle cups.

The inside of this reflector should be

highly polished in order to increase the

intensity of the light and the edge

should be filed round and smoothed

VVROUGHT-IRON CANDEL.\B8UM.
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COMBINATION IRON CANDELABRUM.

with emery cloth. The
pan should be treated

in the same way.
If a forge is not

at hand, these pieces

might be constructed

without widening the

feet, as this requires

the iron to be "but-

ted," which cannot be
done without heating
to a white heat. As
the widening is mere-
ly a decorative fea-

ture, it is not abso-

lutely necessary that

it should be done, al-

though it gives inter-

est and strength to

the whole design.
Both pieces should be

finished by rubbing
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the surface down well with emery cloth.

Norway iron is usually used for pieces

of this kind and should be without rust

or particles of scale. If there should be
any scale, it can be removed by tapping
witli a hammer and then rubbing down
well with emery cloth.

After finishing the construction, the

whole piece should be smoked over a
forge or fireplace. Soft coal is best for

this purpose, as the smoke from soft

coal settles quicker and adheres more
firmly than that from hard coal. After
the piece has been smoked and cooled,

it is rubbed down with emery dust and
oil, a treatment which polishes the high
places of the surface and leaves the low
places dark. Oil should always be used
instead of water, as the latter will cause

the iron to rust, while oil preserves the
finish. This method gives to iron the

famous "armor bright" finish, which
was used centuries ago by the English
armorers, and which today gives to

the Craftsman work in wrought iron

the dull, soft surface and silvery high
lights that make it unique.

de:ta
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICA-
TION OF THE ARTIFICIAL DYESTUFFS: BY
PROFESSOR CHARLES E. PELLEW, OF CO-
LUMBIA UNIVERSITY: NUMBER II

THE artificial dyestuffs form such

a large body of complicated

chemical compounds that at first

glance it would seem hopeless

for any one who is not a trained organic

chemist to get any clear or definite ideas

about them. This, indeed, would be the

case if any attempt were made to study

them chemically, i. e., with reference to

their composition or their method of

manufacture, but when it comes to the

application of them to the various tex-

tile fabrics and other materials for

which dyes are valuable we soon find

that the problem is not so very difficult,

after all.

To be sure, there are hundreds, if not

thousands, of different dyes on the mar-
ket now, about half of them being

known under five or six different trade

names, according to the particular man-
ufacturer. But fortunately all can be

separated more or less accurately into

five or six different classes of dyes, each
one of which is used for dyeing par-

ticular materials in a particular manner.

For instance, if we should come across

a dyestuff marked, let us say, "Acid
Red, B, Metz," it would not be neces-

sary to hunt up that particular color in

the Metz catalogues to know how to use

it. It would be pretty safe to assume
that it belonged to the class of "Acid
Dyes," and hence that, like the many
hundred other dyes of that class, it

would be useless for cotton or linen,

but could dye wool, silk and other ani-

mal fibers in a bath containing free acid.

And now about obtaining the colors.

Though originally started in England,
the dyestuff industry for the last thirty-

five years has been centered almost ex-

clusively in Germany. In that country
there are now six or seven factories of

the first class, with enormous capital,

and large and very profitable output.

There are several smaller factories in

Germany, and both France and Switz-

erland have two or three houses of con-

siderable size and importance, whose
output, however, is not brought to this

country as much as the German prod-

ucts. In England and the United States

the industry is small and hardly worth
our attention. All of the large manu-
facturers have active and splendidly or-

ganized agencies in New York, with
branches in the important cities, and are

most energetic and broad-minded in

pushing the sale of their products, and
in introducing novelties.

But here also let me put in a word of
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CLASSIFICATION OF COAL TAR COLORS

warning. It is out of the question for

any dyer, and especially any amateur, to

keep in touch with what is being pro-

duced by each of the large houses, any
one of which may have twenty or thirty

new and interesting colors come out in

one season. It is generally far more
satisfactory to select one or two of the

large houses, who cover the particular

field, and then deal almost exclusively

with them. Above all, the amateur
should if possible avoid the retail seller

of dyes—of whom there are several

—

putting up dyestuffs in small packages
at very high prices under special fancy

names. The dyes, as sold by the manu-
facturer, cost on an average from 50c.

to 75c. a pound ; and, while the pur-

chasing of colors at this price and re-

tailing them under assumed names for

10, 20 or even 25c. an ounce may be
good business, it is more profitable to

the dealer than to the amateur pur-

chaser.

The chief disadvantage in the pro-

cedure, after all, is not the extra ex-

pense,—though, to be sure, that is an
item,—but the ignorance of the true

name of the dyestufF and hence the im-

possibility of knowing how it should be

applied and what the results will be.

Any one who knows anything of the

subject could tell just how and what to

dye with, for instance. Methyl Violet

R, from any one of a dozen manufac-
turers. But it would be a pretty dif-

ficult matter to know just what would
result from a little package of, say,

"Empire State Brilliant Violet," sold,

at ten times its value, over the counter

of some country drug store or grocery
shop.

In these articles, after discussing each

class of dyestuffs and explaining their

application and general properties, lists

will be given of three or four selected

colors from the New York agents of

five of the largest and most reliable Ger-

man manufacturers. Workers wishing
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to obtain these dyes may do so by writ-

ing to The Craftsman for the name
and address of the agent handling the

kind of dye that is required. It would
be best in such cases to give a brief de-

scription of the kind of dyeing they

wish to undertake and the effects they

wish to produce. These agencies are

willing to sell their dyestuffs as called

for, in packages of one pound and up-

wards, and if sufficient demand shall

arise, they will undoubtedly make ar-

rangements, either through their own
office or through some separate retail

agents, to supply still smaller quantities,

properly labeled, at prices not unreason-
ably high.

By the way, it is important to remem-
ber that to identify a color it is neces-

sary to know these three points : First,

the trade name ; secondly, the shade or

distinguishing letter ; and, third, the

manufacturer. The trade name may
have some reference to the class, prop-
erties and color of the dye. as, for in-

stance. Fast Acid Blue ; or to its com-
position, as Methylene Blue or Thio-
gene Brown. But in most cases it is

an arbitrary name, given by the original

manufacturer when the patents were
issued, or assigned later by the local

agents.

The letter or letters following the

name refer generally to the shade, as,

for instance, B for blue, R for red, G
for yellow (German, gelb), and so on.

Thus Methyl Violet is sold in brands
running all the way from 6B to 6R,

—

that is, from full purple shades very
close to blue, to bright violet shades
very close to red. Sometimes the letter

refers to the composition or class, as

Fuchsine S (German, saner), generally

known as Acid Fuchsine, or Alizarine

Blue, D, where the D indicates a direct

cotton color. But usually it is a mark
applied for purposes of identification,

whose significance cannot easily be
learned \j\ those not in the business.
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Finally comes the name of the manu-
facturer or agent, which is absolutely

necessary, in very many cases, in order

to distinguish one dye from another of

the same name. The best of the older

dyes, whose patents have expired, are

manufactured, more or less of the same

strength and shade, by all the large

firms, although not always under the

same names. But the later colors are,

of course, the individual property of the

different manufacturers, and the name
alone gives, often, but little clue to the

color, unless the name or initials of the

maker accompany it.

But with these three essentials cor-

rectly given, name, brand and maker,

a color can be identified and obtained

true in composition and shade, even

after the lapse of many years.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE COAL TAR

COLORS

I. Direct Cotton Colors—
(salt colors).

II. Colors Formed by Oxidation.

(a) Sulphur dyes.

(b) Vat dyes. Indigo, etc.

III. Basic Dyes.

IV. Acid Dyes.

(a) Without after treatment.

(b) Developed by metallic salts.

V. Mordant Dyes.

(a) Alizarine and its allies.

(b) Chrome dyes.

VI. Spirit Soluble Colors.

CLASS I. DIRECT COTTON DYES.

These dyes, discovered comparatively

recently, have the property of dyeing

cotton, linen, paper, and other vegetable

fabrics directly, that is, without the as-

sistance of any intermediary, such as

tannic acid, alum, or similar chemicals,

known as mordants, and used to make
the dye adhere to the fabric.

Before these colors were discovered

it was a matter of some difficulty to

fasten the dye to the material. Vege-
table fibers consist almost entirely of

the very inert substance, cellulose,

which has little or no affinity for the

earlier known dyestuflfs, of the basic

and acid classes. These colors will dye

animal fabrics, wool, silk, feathers,

leather, etc., with great ease, and ad-

here firmly to them, but when they are

boiled up with cotton or linen, under
the same conditions, the dye will wash
right out, unless the fibers have pre-

viously been impregnated with some
mordant or fixing agent.

Since the accidental discovery, in

1885, of the peculiar affinity for cotton

and other vegetable fibers of the bril-

liant but fugitive dyestuff, Congo Red,
a vast number of colors have been intro-

duced and have entirely revolutionized

the dyeing of cotton.

Class names—The principal groups
of dyestuffs belonging to this class are

named as follows : Benzidine, Benzo,

Chicago, Congo, Diamine, Dianil, Naph-
thamine, Oxamine, and Mikado.

General Applications. These colors

are principally used for dyeing cotton,

linen, and paper. They take particu-

larly well on mercerized cotton, and also

on artificial silk, care being taken, with

the last-named material, not to heat the

bath more than lukewarm. As is the

case with practically every dye, they

will take very readily in both wool and
silk, and, indeed, often give faster and
better colors on those than on cotton.

An interesting use of these dyes is

the dyeing of mixed goods, 1. e., cotton

and wool, or cotton and silk. These can

be dyed evenly by these direct dyes, by
flyeing in a cold or lukewarm bath, first,

when the cotton will take, and then, on
wanning the bath, the wool or silk will

take the color and come up to shade.

DYEING DIRECTIONS
For Cotton.—The color is dissolved

in warm water and added to the dye-

bath, which should have a moderate
amount, four or five per cent, (of the

weight of the goods), of soap dissolved
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in it, and also be made slightly alkaline

with soda ash. The cotton, thoroughly

wetted, is then immersed, and gradually

warmed, and then a considerable quan-
tity of salt—or, better, of Glauber salt

—

added, and the bath brought up to a

boil, and kept boiling for half to three-

quarters of an hour. The goods are

then taken out, rinsed slightly in water,

and then dried. The reason usually

given for adding salt or Glauber salt

to the dyebath is that its presence

makes the dyestufT less soluble in the

liquid, and hence more ready to deposit

on and adhere to the fiber. On account

of this practice these Direct Cotton Dye-
stuffs are often called the "Salt Colors."

For Mercerized Cotton.—This has

such a strong affinity for the color that

the amount of dyestufT and of salt may
be much diminished, and the bath not

heated hotter than 140° or 150° F. It

is well, also, to add a litle Turkey Red
oil to the bath before immersing the

goods.

For Linen.—Linen is dyed the same
as cotton, excepting that the amount of

salt is diminished, and some Turkey
Red oil is added, to make the color go
on more slowly, and so penetrate the

fiber better.

For Wool and Silk.—Tliese dyes are

not used on animal fibers as much as the

Acid Dyes. They will, however, dye

wool in a hot bath containing a consid-

erable amount of salt or Glauber salt,

and slightly acidified with acetic acid.

After dyeing, the silk is rinsed in water

slightly acidulated with acetic acid.

Colors Produced.—These direct cot-

ton, or salt dyes, give as a rule very

bright, clear, pretty shades. They are

easy of application and dye evenly.

On cotton the colors are not, as a

rule, fast to light, and are apt to bleed

when boiled with white goods. On
wool and silk the colors, while not, in

most cases, fast to light, are very fast

to washing.

Sclecied Colors.—The dyes men-
tioned in the following table are all de-

cidedly fast to light, far more so than

most of the class :

Badische—Oxamine Blue B ; Cotton

Yellow G : Oxamine Fast Red F.

Cassella—Diamine Fast Blue FFG ; Di-

amine Fast Yellow FF ; Diamine Fast

Red F ; Diamine Fast Brown R ; Di-

amine Fast Grey G.

Elberfeld—Brilliant Azurine 5G ; Chrys-

ophenine G; Benzo Fast Scarlet 4BS.
Kalle—Direct Blue B cone (concen-

trated) ; Naphthamine Yellow NN
cone ; Naphthamine Fast Red H

;

Naphthamine Brown HR.
Metz—Direct Blue 108; Oxydianil Yel-

low O ; Direct Scarlet B.

After Treatment.—To increase the

fastness to washing and, to some ex-

tent, to light, of these dyes, it is cus-

tomary to after-treat them, especially

when dyed on cotton. By the process

known as "Diazotizing and Developing"
these can be made e.rceedingly fast.

The method, however, is hardly avail-

able for any one not a skilled dyer.

It is also possible, by "topping"

fabrics dyed with these colors with

Basic dyes, to get shades quite fast to

washing. Only a few, however, of the

Basic colors, like "Methylene Blue" or

"Methylene Violet," are any faster to

light than the common run of the direct

cotton colors themselves.

The simplest method of after-treating

is to boil the dyed goods for fifteen or

twenty minutes in a bath containing a

little copper sulphate, lyi or 2 per cent.,

and sometimes the same amount of bi-

chromate of potash, acidified with a

little acetic acid. This, in general, fixes

the color so that it will not wash out nor

bleed, and makes it faster to light at the

same time.

This after-treatment is not necessary

for wool and silk dyed with the selected

colors, but, in special cases, will be

found valuable for cotton.
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PERMANENT WELFARE OF THE FARMER

IT
has long been patent to political

economists and students of public

affairs that a serious menace to our

continued prosperity lies in the de-

cadent tendency of agriculture in this

country and the persistent efflux of

fMDpulation from our farming districts.

Whilst the few have realized this peril,

the masses of our people have rested in

complacent satisfaction under the delu-

sion that our manufacturing develop-

ment is quite adequate to the assurance

of our permanent welfare. A greater

fallacy than this is hardly conceivable.

Agriculture is the foundation of our

economic structure. It is the fountain

of our mechanical industries and the

mainstay of our useful arts. Let our

husbandry decline and we must inevi-

tably retrograde as a nation.

The general condition of farming in

our country has reached an alarming

pass. In the east a large part of the

land has been rendered worthless or

capable of yielding only the smallest

returns to the cultivator. The ruinous

methods by which this deterioration has

been brought about are spreading west-

ward. Concurrent with the impoverish-

ment of the soil, and largely owing to it,

there has been, during the present gen-

eration, a steady movement away from

the soil.

The President, with characteristic di-

rectness, has decided to institute meas-

ures for the relief of the situation and

the promotion of a development in a

desirable direction. He is about to ap-

point an agricultural commission to

make a close inquiry into the social

economy of our agricultural communi-
ties and the conditions relating to our

agencies for industrial training. These
will be the main fields of the commis-
sion's investigation. It will not con-

cern itself—except, perhaps, incident-

ally—with questions of technical agri-

culture.

The commission is expected to turn

its attention particularly to industrial

training, and especially such training as

fits a man for the farm and the shop.

It will critically inspect such institutions

as profess to fill this, or similar, pur-

pose. It is well known that a large pro-

portion of our industrial schools are

faulty in their methods and ineffective

in their results. It will be the object of

the commission to give a new direction

and a new impulse to such of these as

are not adequately filling the roles they

have assumed. In this pursuit it is

hardly possible that the commission can

fail to conceive of improved means for

achieving the desired end.

It is believed that the commission

can, and hoped that it will, devise meas-

ures for fostering and improving the

social institutions of the farming popu-

lation. The President is desirous that

these institutions should be increased by

various new organizations. He con-

siders it of the utmost consequence that

our farmers should form societies for
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the express purpose of guarding their

interests against the encroachments of

the several highly organized predatory

commercial agencies that touch the agri-

cultural industry on every side.

Without undertaking the task of ex-

panding the farmer's technical knowl-

edge, the commission will endeavor to

impress upon him that good manage-
ment is the first essential to success, and

that its lack cannot be compensated for

by any degree of scientific attainment.

Attention will be paid to means of econ-

omizing material and labor, systems of

cost keeping, methods of marketing and

transporting produce.

The President is insistent upon the

point of increasing the farmer's income

by other means than the reckless ex-

ploitation of the land. We believe that

two ready mediums exist for the attain-

ment of this object, namely: the cessa-

tion of the haphazard practices that pre-

vail among our landowners, and the

alliance of practical handicraft with hus-

bandry. As to the former, only the

business man who has made a study of

conditions in the farming districts of

our Eastern States can realize the great

loss that is entailed by the lack of system

and provident management on the part

of the farmer. Although he is gener-

ally a shrewd seller, he buys injudi-

ciously. He can seldom give a detailed

account of a year's expenditures or an-

alyze the profits of a harvest. It is

anticipated that the work of the com-

mission will lead to an intelligent cam-

paign of education in these, among
other, desirable directions.

The prospective commission will care-

fullv consider plans for the extension of

the rural settlement. This, one of the

most promising factors in the future

growth and elevation of the agricul-

tural population of the west, is an essen-

tial feature of all the Reclamation Ser-

vice projects. In it, probably, will be

found a great measure of the answer to

the following questions which the Presi-

dent will require the commission to

solve as fully as possible

:

"How can the life of the farm family

be made less solitary, fuller of oppor-

tunity, freer from drudgery, more com-
fortable, happier, and more attractive?

How can life on the farm be kept on the

highest level, and, where it is not on

that level, be so improved, dignified,

and brightened as to awaken and keep

alive the pride and loyalty of the

farmer's boys and girls, of the farmer's

wife, and of the farmer himself? How
can a compelling desire to live on the

farm be aroused in the children that are

born on the farm ?"

There is every reason to believe that

the agricultural commission will accom-

plish highly important practical results,

but if it should do no more than awaken
public attention to the vital questions

affecting our agricultural interests, its

appointment will have been amplv justi-

fied.

NOTES

"A"
N Kxhibition of Work by

Former Pupils of the Art

Students' League" was the

notice sent out by the Na-

tional Arts Oub for the last exhibit of

the spring, and a visit to the Galleries

brought out the interesting fact that

some of the names we are most familiar

with at the National Academy, at Penn-

sylvania, at Pittsburg are numbered

among the League alumni: Irving

Wiles, F. Luis Mora, C. Y. Turner,

Robert Reid, Louis Loeb, Bruce Crane,

Charles Curran, Louise Heustis, George

H. Macrum were perhaps the most

noticeable. And beside the paintings

of importance there were portrait busts,

bas-reliefs, a small group of bronzes, a

case of miniatures, and some excellent

original drawings for illustrations.

The most notable work, as is usually
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the case in an American exhibit, was
the portraits. Irving Wiles exhibited a

brilliantly painted figure, the "Girl in

Black," and this done with such superb

technique and vivid handling of color

that one hesitates to criticise, and yet it

is difficult with all the good painting to

enjoy this portrait because of the arti-

ficial mannerisms which are in every

detail of the pose and expression. It is

all self-consciousness and egotism. Of
course, Mr. Wiles might say "it was
there,"—to which there is really no an-

swer, except that it seems a pity that a

few more really beautiful picturesque

charming women cannot afford to have

their portraits painted and that so much
excellent work in portrait painting is

handicapped, from the lay point of view,

by the kind of subject. And the better

the painting the more one resents the

subject ; that is, the more the ordinary

mind, not looking for good work ouly,

resents it.

Robert Reid calls his portrait (sup-

posedly another picture of his lovely

young wife) "A Gold Screen," a name
derived from the gorgeous background

of gold and blue. But the gold is every-

where in the picture, in the hair of the

beautiful woman, in her flesh tints, in

the draperies, as well as in the splendid

old screen. The blue is repeated in the

girl's eyes and in the shadows of her

gown. It is a most interesting example

of this artist's color feeling, which is

not inevitably beautiful, as one feels in

a second picture of his, hung in a sep-

arate panel in the exhibit, "Spirit of

the Flame," which seems obvious and

scratchy.

In distinct contrast to the rather emo-
tional treatment of color which one feels

in the "Gold Screen" is Luis Mora's

"Portrait Study," all rich browns and

soft shadows, except the delicately

painted face and hands and one splash

of deep red in the dark fur hat. I don't

know that I have ever heard any one

specially speak of the way Mr. Mora
paints hands, but it is done with such

wonderful feeling for the character that

is inevitably in a hand and with such

subtle beauty of expression that the

writer recalls without effort the hands

of most of the portraits of Mr. Mora's
recently exhibited. The "Portrait Study"
is a mellow canvas, rich yet somber, as

the petals of the autumn dahlia might
have these two qualities at once. It is

hard to say whether a certain fine ten-

der appeal in the painting is the quality

of the girl herself or Mr. Mora's method
of treating delightful lines and interest-

ing expression. But there is not the

faintest seeking after the picturesque in

the pose or presentation, not the least

eflfort of the artist to discover tempera-

ment in the sitter or impinge his own as

a substitute. It is just the sort of good
painting that sees beauty in line and
color and knows how to handle it hon-

estly and sympathetically.

Louise Heustis has contributed a

most striking study called "Mother and

Son." It is a portrait of Mrs. Albert

White Vorse and her little boy, done in

a most unusual color scheme, a certain

somber reddish gray pervading not only

the background but the draperies and
even the flesh tints of the woman. The
tender brooding expression of the

mother's face as it rests against the

little boy's head is exquisite. The
child is done in higher tones, the dress

almost white and the face full of light,

revealing a certain subtle radiance

which is characteristic of an essentially

spirituelle temperament. The charm
of the work lies in this contrast of the

child's face and the shadow-gray tones.

C. Y. Turner showed a portrait of

Walter Shirlaw, almost a monochrome,
full of individuality and whimsical

charm. Hung next to this characteristic

portrait was a funny chubby baby with

stubbed out toes and cunning wabbly

legs and a certain sturdy little inde-
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pendence, one of Louise Cox's deliglit-

fully painted children.

The most interesting bronze in the

exhibit was "The Dancer," by Abas-
tenia Eberle, reproduced in The
Craftsman for June. And the most
significant bit of modeling was Roland
Hinton Perry's portrait bust of his

beautiful daughter Gwendolyn. Among
the illustrators who exhibited were J-

Hambridge, Thomas Fogarty and Ed-
ward Peniield.

A late exhibition at the Montross Gal-

lery presents a group of men who
all rank as significant American artists,

though a group of widely diversified ex-

pression and at least of two generations.

First of all there is an Inness (one looks

at the work of Inness the elder these

days with a great deal of curiosity and
interest). This is a very red sunset, a

not wholly satisfying picture. It seems

a little hard and a little unreal, some-

how a bit suggestive of aniline dyes,

but one knows it is a real Inness or

otherwise it would not be in the Mon-
tross Gallery, for there are a few pic-

ture shops in New York that are a guar-

antee of their wares. After the Inness

(which of course had the first sensa-

tional interest) one stopped before "A
Study," by John H. Twachtman, an un-

finished sketch of a wide garden walk,

full of interesting suggestions of color

masses and beautiful light. Looking
at this sketch Mr. Montross said with

much sadness, "It is all wrong about

Twachtman; he should be here among
us now, doing his best work. We could

not spare him, for he was among our

greatest."

There were two pictures of Childe

Hassam's, "A (very) Wet Day" and
"A June Morning," the latter a green

canvas full of glittering sunlight eflfects.

D. W. Tryon showed ""Harbor Lights"

and "An Autumn Study,"—both can-

vases of fine craftmanship. In the place

of honor was Horatio Walker, "A
Stable Interior— Woman Milking," a

masterly Canadian genre piece, beauti-

ful in color. T. W. Dewing showed "A
Portrait Study" ; J. Alden Weir, "An
Approaching Storm," the latter not

quite convincing enough to give one

any sense of uneasiness. Metcalf ex-

hibited "Camden Hill," and Lathrop

three paintings, "A Buckwheat Field,"

"Evening Light," and "A Hillside Pas-

ture," all full of individual charm.

In a smaller "sacred inner room" Mr.
Montross showed for our special pleas-

ure two delightful small water colors

by J. Francis Murphy, of some twenty

years ago. Bits of pasture lots, per-

haps, full of poetry and sensitive under-

standing of Nature's delicate moods.

THE closing, late in May, of the

art, industrial and business classes

of the Young Women's Christian Asso-

ciation was marked by the exhibiting,

in the classrooms, of the most signifi-

cant work done by students during the

year. In this school there are classes in

design, water color, wood carving, clay

modeling, mechanical, free hand and

costume drawing, dressmaking, milli-

nery, feather curling, embroidery, cook-

ing, cooking for the sick, training of

attendants on the sick, writing, com-

mercial arithmetic, bookkeeping, busi-

ness training, stenography, dictation for

stenographers, typewriting, English,

German, French and choir music. The
work shown was notably needlework,

block printing and stenciling, wood
carving, clay modeling, water colors

and drawing in wash and charcoal. The
most significant pieces shown, however,

were some delicate eflfects in stenciling

on window curtains, several excellent

examples of combinations of darning

and drawn work, cut work and ap-

plique and a few sturdy chests and a

chair of carved wood.
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Avery interesting and important ex-

hibition of religious art was held

at the New York studio of J. & R.

Lamb early in May. Besides the work,

the most significant of its kind, of the

two brothers, there were religious paint-

ings by well-known contemporaneous

artists and photographs of important

religious subjects. It is needless to say

that the exhibition drew many enthusi-

astic visitors.

THE first annual exhibition of the

Portland (Oregon) Architectural

Club, held in the winter, afforded an

excellent opportunity for a comparative

study of the work of western architects.

The Portland Club is strongly advo-

cating the formation of a Pacific Coast

Architectural League to hold periodical

exhibitions.

Avery complete exhibition of the

work of Mr. Gari Melchers has

been held at the Cottier Gallery, New
York. These sumptuous canvases

could scarcely be placed in more beau-

tiful and decorative surroundings, with

rare antique rugs, genuine old Period

furniture, exquisite bronzes, and even,

en route to the upper gallery, a Rodin

or two for one's delectation. Many
of the paintings, perhaps all, have been

exhibited before, in Philadelphia, Pitts-

burg and in New York. A number
of them are now owned by museums
and private collections, so that one may
not soon again see brought together

such a fine variety of this man's work.

In considering this work, comment
is made solely of Mr. Melchers as a

great painter, not of his work as an
American artist or in relation to its

significance in helping to develop an

essential American art. It is as a

painter of people, grave, kind, tender,

joyous, tragic, unawakened, indiffer-

ent, stolid, of conditions at once vivid

and realistic and sympathetic, that in

this instance his work is considered.

A great painter indeed, who can flood

a picture with sunshine or show you the

mellow green light in the heart of the

woods, who touches your soul with avis-

ion of hungry mother love and equally

with a story of the pathos of the pass-

ing of love by in poverty and drudgery.

REVIEWS
THE Suffragette movement in

England is taken up with much
earnestness and a great deal of

sympathetic understanding by
Elizabeth Robins in a novel called "The
Convert." The story itself, as a whole,
is strong and well constructed, the only

sign of strenuous insistence upon its

underlying purpose being the somewhat
tiresome repetition of incidents at the

turbulent oj>en-air meetings of the Suf-
fragettes. The plot hinges upon the

conversion of a woman of the upper
caste to the views of the Suffragettes,

an incident which has a great many
parallels in actual fact. In this instance

the woman who is converted was able

to realize the nature of the rights her
humbler sisters were fighting for be-

cause she herself had experienced some-
thing of the bitter and tragic side of

life. But this is merely an incident in

the strong portrayal of the genuine
heroism which for the most part under-
lies the frantic demonstrations of these

women. Friends and foes alike of the

idea of female suffrage would find

much of interest in this book. ("The
Convert." By Elizabeth Robins. 304
pages. Price, $1.50. Published by The
Macmillan Company, New York.)

THE engravings of Timothy Cole

which so marvelously portray the

quality of a painting need no introduc-

tion to any art lover. His copies of the

old Spanish painters have been collected

in a book the text of which is a history
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of Spanish painting by Charles H.
Caffin, with notes on the various paint-

ers by Mr. Cole himself. It is a hand-
some as well as interesting volume.
("Old Spanish Masters." Engraved by
Timothy Cole, with historical notes by
Charles H. Caffin. Illustrated. 175
pages. Price, $6.00 net; postage, 30c.

Published bv The Century Co., New
York.)

A story of old Revolutionary days
that has a good deal of the atmos-

phere commonly understood to have be-

longed to the early times of this re-

public is called "The Van Rensselaers

of Old Manhattan." It is put into at-

tractive form and quaintly decorated,

and the story itself is a romance involv-

ing the adjustment of Tory and Whig
alike to the conditions of the new re-

public and, incidentally, of pride, vil-

lainy and, of course, love. There is no
very subtle psychology in it, but it

would serve excellently to while away
an idle hour in a hammock. ("The Van
Rensselaers of Old Manhattan." By
Weymer Jay Mills. Illustrated and
decorated by John Rae. 215 pages.

Price, $1.50 net. Published by Freder-

ick A. Stokes & Company, New York.)

ANOTHER book, uniform in style

but widely differing in character,

is "Under the Southern Cross," by
Elizabeth Robins. The story deals with
a modem American girl, possessed of

all the characteristics of her race and
time, who has the good or ill fortune

to become the adored one of an im-
passioned and unconventional Peruvian
baron. The scene is laid on shipboard

and in Mexico, and the story is not only

delightfully told, but works itself out to

a conclusion that is at once logical and
unconventional. ("Under the Southern
Cross." By Elizabeth Robins. Illus-

trated and decorated by John Rae. 234
pages. Price, $1.50 net. Published by
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Frederick A. Stokes & Company, New
York.)

THE "Universal Dictionary of
Artists," by Dr. Ulrich fhieme

and Dr. Felix Becker, published in

Leipzig, will prove of interest not only

to artists but to all interested in art.

The work contains concise biographical

sketches of artists in both fine and ap-

plied arts, including those of all times

and countries. The utmost accuracy
has been preserved in all details, and
those associated in the work include

some three hundred authorities from
various parts of the world, together with
special associate editors to deal with dif-

ferent periods and countries. Accuracy,
together with bibliographical informa-
tion showing further sources for refer-

ence appended to each article, make it a

valuable referencework for all libraries.

The dictionary is in twenty volumes.
The first volume has just been pub-
lished, and the editors are expecting
from this on to bring out two volumes
a year. ("Universal Dictionary of

Artists." By Dr. Ulrich Thieme and
Dr. Felix Becker. Price per volume,
$8.00; in half calf, $8.75. Published
by Wilhelm Engelmann, Leipzig. Sold
by Lemcke & Beuchner, New York.)

PROFESSOR Pearson, of Pennsyl-

vania University, has performed a

real service for the cause of the im-

provement of the public health in trans-

lating from the Danish of Professor

C. O. Jensen his authoritative work on

the hygiene of milk. The book has the

advantage of not only being scientifi-

cally accurate but it is also simple and
entirely practical, so that it forms an

excellent working reference book for

all those interested in dairying and san-

itation. The book gives a very definite

notion of what requirements should be

made of dairymen for the proper guard-

ing of the milk supply, and in the ap-
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pendix are brought together various

legal regulations now in use which are

extremely suggestive. ("Essentials of

Milk Hygiene." By C. O. Jensen,

translated by Leonard Pearson. Illus-

trated. 275 pages. Price, $2.00 net.

Published by J. B. Lippincott Company,
Philadelphia.)

THE volume called "Poets' Coun-
try," edited by Andrew Lang, pic-

tures the surroundings that influenced

the characters and work of some of our

best loved poets, without attempting the

hopeless and unwelcome task of fur-

ther describing scenes already made
famous by their pens. While Glasmere

and Alfoxden, Abbotsford, Newstead
Abbey, that little stream called the

Doon, and the churchyard immortalized

by Gray bring up scenes familiar to the

imagination of the poetry lover, this

book, with the charming paintings of

Mr. Francis S. Walker reproduced in

color, and the appreciative descriptive

writings of the distinguished contribu-

tors gives the reader a real sense of

friendliness and intimacy with the poet3

and the places they knew and wrote

about. ("Poets' Country." Edited by
Andrew Lang. Illustrated by Francis

S. Walker. 363 pages. Price, $5.00

net. Published by J. B. Lippincott

Company, Philadelphia.)

AN ingenious way of impressing

upon the minds and memories of

children the beauty and significance of

some of the English masterpieces of

painting has been discovered by Lady
Tennant, who has recently written a

charming book entitled "The Children

and the Pictures." The children in the

case belong to a wealthy English family

and live in a beautiful country home
where the picture gallery is something

to be maintained from generation to

generation. It contains a number of

«xamples from Hoppner, Romney, Rey-

nolds, Hogarth, Turner, Gainsborough,
Morland and other men of that period,

and one of the children, an imaginative

little girl, dreams night after night that

the people in the pictures come out of

their frames and tell her their stories

and stories of their times. The result

is that the pictured people become living

personalities with characters and ways
of their own that will be as interesting

to children who read the book as they

were to the little girl who dreamed it

all. ("The Children and the Pictures."

By Pamela Tennant. Illustrated. 233
pages. Price, $1.50. Published by The
Macmillan Company, New York.)

A biography that gives us a pleas-

antly intimate view of George
Washington is "The Seven Ages of

Washington," by Owen Wister. The
title comes from the division of Wash-
ington's work into seven periods, the

first of which deals with his ancestry

and the last with his immortality. Be-

tween these come the chapters devoted

respectively to his childhood, frontier

life. Mount Vernon, the Revolution and
the Presidency. It is a delightfully hu-

man and sympathetic picture of the man
who to most people is little more than

an heroic abstraction, and is an excel-

lent book to give to young people who
are vitally interested in learning all

they can of the great men of their

country. ("The Seven Ages of Wash-
ington." By Owen Wister. Illustrated

with photogravures. 253 pages. Price,

$2.00. Published by The Macmillan
Company, New York.)

THE art collection in the Prado at

Madrid furnishes Mr. Charles S.

Ricketts with an interesting basis for a

discussion of Spanish art. The book is

written authoritatively and discriminat-

ingly, and is particularly valuable for

its exhaustive discussion of the art of

Velasquez. This book completes the
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"Art Galleries of Europe" series. ("The
Art of the Prado." By Charles S.

Ricketts. Illustrated. 398 pages. Price,

$2.00 net. Published by L. C. Page &
Company, Boston.)

MR. Albert F. Calvert has woven
into his book on Spanish armor

some of the imaginative charm that

centers about the chivalrous days of

the Iron Age. Mr. Calvert has based

his discussion on the v/onderful collec-

tion in the Royal Armory, at Madrid.

Fully half the book is taken up with

photographs of armor, which will be

ai immense value to any student of cos-

tume. ("Spanish Arms and Armour."

By Albert F. Calvert. Illustrated. 390
pages. Price, $1.25. Published by

John Lane Company, New York.)

A book that will probably be inter-

esting to the student of landscape

painting and water color is "The Mac-

Whirter Sketch Book," which gives a

number of ideas and suggestions culled

from the sketch book of John Mac-
Whirter, R.A. Many of these are in

color and others in pencil, and they

range from the rough jotting down of

the artist's impression of an oak branch

to studies for elaborately detailed paint-

ings. ("The MacWhirter Sketch Book."

Illustrated. 56 pages. Price, $1.50 net.

Published by J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, Philadelphia.)

IN America the gigantic scale on
which the Western farms are oper-

ated has served to discourage the small

producer and blind him to the financial

value of the small farm. In "Three

Acres and Liberty" Mr. Bolton Hall

gives an excellent idea of the possi-

bilities of intensive cultivation, through

showing what has already been done.

The book is not a text-book, but gives

sufficient practical and detailed infor-

mation to be of real value to the
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smallest landowner. ("Three Acres

and Liberty." By Bolton Hall. Illus-

trated. 435 pages. Price, $1.75. Pub-
lished by The Macmillan Company,
New York.)

"rpHE Early Italian Poets" —

a

A translated collection that is in-

teresting both on account of the charm
of those quaint old verses and as an-

other evidence of the poetic genius of

the foremost Pre-Raphaelite— is now
published in the Caxton thin paper

series by Scribner. It is a convenient

and beautifully decorated little volume.

("The Early' Italian Poets." Trans-

lated by D. G. Rossetti. 351 pages.

Price, $1.25 net. Published by George
Newnes, London ; Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York.)

IF one is going to spend the summer
in England, one of the best books to

read during the long idle days on the

ocean is "Highways and Byways in

Kent," by Walter Jerrold. It is the

work of a man who knows his English

country and loves it, and who appar-

ently has spent a good part of his life

in absorbing into his inner conscious-

ness all its history, its character and the

wealth of legend that belongs to it. At
any rate, Mr. Jerrold has contrived to

put this quality into his book. To read

it is almost as good as having lived in

Kent and learned its story from the

people and the old gray buildings and

the goodly country itself. The illus-

trations are delightful little sketches in

pen and ink scattered here and there

through the text to illustrate this or

that description. ("Highways and By-

ways in Kent." By Walter Jerrold, with

illustrations by Hugh Thomson. 447
pages. Price, $2.00. Published by The
Macmillan Company, New York.)

A valuable addition to "The Master

Etchers" series is "Etchings of
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Rembrandt," with an introduction,

chronological list and bibliography by

A. M. Hind. The book is illustrated

with a representative collection of Rem-
brandt's etchings, beautifully repro-

duced in brown duotone ink on a deep

cream paper. It is practically a col-

lection of admirable reproductions of

these etchings bound together with ex-

planatory notes, and should prove a

valuable addition to the library of any

one interested in this fascinating me-

dium of artistic expression. ("Etchings

of Rembrandt," with introduction by

A. M. Hind. Illustrated with repro-

ductions from sixty-two original etch-

ings. i6o pages. Price, $2.50 net.

Published by George Newnes, Ltd.,

London. Imported by Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, New York.)

CRAFTWORKERS will give a cor-

dial welcome to two useful little

books by Lewis F. Day. One of them

is already familiar to us, being the third

edition, revised and enlarged, of his

"Art in Needlework," which is a book

about all kinds of embroidery from the

simplest outline and cross-stitch work
to the most elaborate white work and

ecclesiastical embroidery. The book has

all the good features of the former edi-

tions and many more, and its admi-

rably clear directions for the obtaining

of different effects are illustrated by
plates and detail cuts that leave no
chance of confusion in the reader's

mind.
The other book treats of enameling,

with a technical and artistic considera-

tion of both jeweler's and painter's

enamel. The first chapters are given

to the various forms of ancient enamel,

the Roman, Celtic, Byzantine, Gothic

and Barbarian, and the last to the his-

torical and mechanical considerations of

enamel colors. There are one hundred

and fifteen illustrations showing repro-

ductions of masterpieces of each variety

of enameling dealt with in the book.

("Art in Needlework." Third edition.

By Lewis F. Day. Illustrated. 274
pages. Price, $2.00 net. "Enamelling,

a Comparative Account of the Develop-

ment and Practice of the Art." By
Lewis F. Day. Illustrated. 222 pages.

Price, $3.00 net. Both imported by
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.)

A comprehensive study of the life

and work of Rembrandt has been

added to the well-known Duckworth
Series of Great Painters. This volume

is by G. Baldwin Brown, M.A., Pro-

fessor of Fine Arts in the University

of Edinburgh, and it goes without say-

ing that it is a scholarly review of Rem-
brandt's work, although the individu-

ality of the artist himself is not as hu-

manly presented as it has been in some
of the other books on Rembrandt. His
characteristics and the romantic and
tragic circumstances of his life are dealt

with more in their bearing upon his art

than in their effect upon him as a hu-

man being. This does not, however, de-

tract from the value of the book, which
is a valuable addition to this authori-

tative and highly useful series. ("Rem-
brandt, a Study of His Life and Work."
By G. Baldwin Brown, M.A. Illus-

trated. 341 pages. Price, $2.00. Import-

ed by Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York.)

IN place of the conventional books of

travel it is becoming almost a cus-

tom for a man or woman who special-

izes along one branch of art or of his-

torical or scientific research to take a

journey in the interests of his or her

particular hobby and then to write a

book about it which will have a certain

definite significance to people who hap-

pen to be interested in the same sub-

ject.

This is what Charles Hitchcock Sher-

rill has done in his "Stained Glass
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Tours in France," where stained glass

is the object of the journey and the

book, and the time and country are only

incidental as a setting to the main topic.

Mr. Sherrill divides his tours into cen-

turies, examining in the course of one

of them the famous examples of stained

glass that belong to the thirteenth cen-

tury and earlier; in another the four-

teenth and fifteenth century glass, and

in the third that belonging to the six-

teenth century. The description of each

example is accompanied with a good bit

of technical information very charm-

ingly told, and the tone of the whole

b<x>k is so pleasant and intimate that

the reader has almost the sense of being

also a stained glass enthusiast who is

privileged to see the most beautiful ex-

amples of the art in the surroundings

where they were originally placed.

("Stained Glass Tours in France." By
Charles Hitchcock Sherrill. Illustrated.

298 pages. Price, $1.50 net; postage,

14c. Published by The John Lane

Company, New York)

GELETT Burgess, who has for

many years accustomed us to his

own individual brand of foolery, has

perpetrated an amusing book entitled

"The Maxims of Methuselah." It is

very funny in spots, but in other spots

it makes the reader wish that Gelett

Burgess could have absorbed some more

of the wisdom that probably came to

Methuselah with years and experience

before giving us so frankly his per-

sonal opinion of women. Not that Mr.

Burgess has not hit the nail on the head

about seventy-five out of a hundred

times, but where he has missed it he

has, to carry out the metaphor, pounded

his thumb most woefully,—which is a

pity in a book that is so amusing. ("The

Maxims of Methuselah." By Gelett

Burgess. With illustrations, decora-

tions and cover design by Louis D.

Fancher. 108 pages. Price, 75c. Pub-
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lished by Frederick A. Stokes & Com-
pany, New York.)

A book which should prove of much
practical value to travelers who

intend to visit Greece is "Greece and

the Aegean Islands," by Philip S. Mar-

den. It is pleasantly written and con-

veys a very clear idea of the interest to

be found in modern Greece and of the

character of its people, as well as de-

scriptions of bits of history of the

world-famed remnants of the ancient

Greek civilization. Mr. Marden makes

no effort to go into technical details

concerning these works of art and de-

votes no time to scientific archaeology,

but much information is given in a

pleasant and practical form, so that the

book will serve as an education to those

unfamiliar with the subject and as a

refreshment to the memory of students

who have felt the fascination that lies

in the very name of Greece and have

devoted more or less time to learning

what it means. ("Greece and the

Aegean Islands." By Philip Sanford

Marden. Illustrated. 386 pages. Price,

$3.00 net. Published by Houghton,

Mifflin & Co., Boston and' New York.)

ANOTHER book especially intended

for collectors has been added to

the series published by George Bell &
Sons, of London. This volume deals

with the collection of continental china,

giving minute descriptions of the dif-

ferent kinds, reproductions of the hall-

marks and many illustrations of the

pieces themselves. There is also much
historic information as to the different

periods of the best known china and

also a considerable amount of technical

information regarding the making and

decoration of many of the pieces.

("How to Collect Continental China."

By C. H. Wylde. Illustrated. 253

pages. Price, $2.00. Imported by The
Macmillan Company, New York.)
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AMERICAN ART SCORES A TRIUMPH AT THE
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF PAINTING
AT PITTSBURGH: BY GILES EDGERTON

N EXHIBITION of painting is not important so much
for the display of any definite number of technically

excellent or sentimentally interesting pictures, but
for certain tendencies shown, of growth suggested,

or the relation of the quality of an art to its own nation
or to other nations. In other words, the value to us
here in America of a big international picture show

Ues largely in the opportunity it gives us to classify the various mod-
ern schools of painting and to catalogue them for our own understand-
ing and enjoyment. For to thinking people a painting is not merely
a source of pleasure; it is rather a means of wider culture, an oppor-
tunity to establish standards and a chance to contrast art conditions
of different lands and thus better to form a cultivated critical judgment
toward our own progress.

That there has been progress, a very remarkable progress within
the last few years, is unquestioned. Above all things we have grown
courageous about our art. We no longer, at least all of us do not,

wait for foreign approval. We dare to proclaim a man an artist

(an' he deserves the name) even if he has never crossed the Atlantic nor
studied at Julien's nor starved in the Latin Quarter. We have even
gone further than this. Our artists have commenced to study Ameri-
can conditions and scenery and have recklessly proclaimed them
picturesque. From Broadway, New York, to the enchanted mesa
in Hopi Land subjects have been discovered worthy of American
canvases. And because of this assertion of independence, coupled
with the development of great gift, our artists have come to be reck-
oned with in the Munich and Paris ateliers, and even in London the
names of Sargent and Whistler and Chase are known. It is not un-
natural that Europe should resent a little the fact that America has
ceased, or is beginning to cease, her ardent occupation of copying
the works of their great men. It was pleasant to let us roam aljout
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their galleries and grant us the privilege of humbly and apolo-

fetically imitating tneir work, and to offer us kindly patronage,

iut now that we have discovered our own personality and decided—

•

some of us—to express our national temperament in the works of our

imagination, we are no longer candidates for a few kind words and a

pat on the head. We have to be considered seriously and criticism

must be aw-arded us according to our merits. For a while, at least,

this stand will not meet with approval,—it will seem self-assertive

and self-conscious—but in the long run we will take our place in the

foreign galleries, and the indications are at present that it will be a

very high place.

The value of an international exhibit is thus to us no longer that

we might estimate how well we succeed with ^Munich teclinique,

how conscientiously we adhere to French and Dutch subjects, or

how steadily we avoid the distinctly creative expression of an Ameri-

can quality; we have gone beyond all this at last, and today we speak

of a national art without a mortified sense of provincialism. And
also we are beginning to think of an America in the future possessing

an architecture that has grown out of the life of the people, a liter-

ature that is unconsciously history, not only of our times but our tem-

perament; an art which both in technique and subject has developed

out of our own conditions. For a man who is at once creative yet

vividly alive to all actually existing conditions (which is typical of the

American artist) paints not only what he sees but how he sees it, and

technique with such a man is nothing more than his effort to make
you clearly understand exactly how he sees life.

Little by little we find that American painting, the best of it, is

growing typical of American conditions. The qualities which are

temperamental to us as a race are becoming significant in our art,—

•

an art which is not only descriptive of our ways of living but what

we think of them. Possibly the two most dominant qualities in our

painting, for as yet our other arts have not advanced sufficiently to

be radically expressive, are a sense of humor and a very sincere love

of nature. This sense of humor is particularly noticeable in all our

sculpture and in the outdoor painting of city scenes. It is not cari-

cature or anything related to that very obvious thing known as a joke,

but it is the true sense of humor which is at once tender, kind, amus-

ing and even pathetic. It is the quality which seems to bind all other

•rood qualities together with a smile. Our very genuine love of nature

and understanding of all her rare moods is speedily ranking our land-

scape men as among the greatest the world has seen; today possibly
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the greatest, if one can judge from the national and international

exhibits of the last year of two.

THUS we are sufficiently advanced to gain the full benefit of such
a presentation of the world's modern art as the Twelfth Annual
Exhibition of Oil Paintings at the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh,

where modern paintings of practically all European nations were
hung in contrast with the paintings of some of our best American
artists. Unfortunately, the best work of our best artists was not

inevitably hung; but this probably held equally true of the foreign

exhibitors, so that it seems fair to make a critical comparison of the

work shown, contrasting modern x\merican art frankly with can-

vases from Germany, France, Italy, Scandinavia, Spain and even
Russia. Many who have visited this most important international

exhibit have already had a wide opportunity of comparing American
and foreign art in the galleries of different nations. And this is un-
questionably a most valuable method of forming opinions and of

estimating the quality of different national art. Yet, on the other

hand, the bringing together in one building of pictures from all over

the world, as was done at Pittsburgh, is by far the most practicable

and reasonable method of cultivating a finer critical faculty and of

forming well defined valuable judgment on the question of the rela-

tive value of modern art in all that vague, boundless land known as

the art world.

Of the pictures shown at the Carnegie Institute at least one-third

of the three hundred and forty-two were foreign, the work of im-
portant men who rank among the great at the continental galleries.

Monet, Le Sidaner, John Lavery, Zampf, Cottet, Laszlo, Villegas,

Mancini are men well known in Paris and in Munich; not as Millet

is, to be sure, or Cazin, or Puvis de Chauvannes; but, on the other
hand, we are not exhibiting Whistler or Sargent—the balance is there,

however, for we were showing John Twachtman, Winslow Homer.
Irving Wiles, William Chase, Robert Henri, Cecelia Beaux, Willard
Metcalf, Elmer Schofield, J. Francis Murphy, and Horatio Walker,
whom America may claim, if not the United States.

After a most careful comparative study of the paintings from
Europe, north and south, from America, east and west, the impres-
sion is inescapable that America, considered in all the various ex-

pressions in art, in this exhibit at least, is the winner. It seems true

not only of the landscapes but of portraits, of sea pictures and of

interiors. Perhaps one should discriminate here and say of the home
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interiors, for the French cabaret and studio scenes are unquestionably

more brilHant, more splashingly effective than anything alon^ this

line done by American artists. I am not sure that so sweeping a

tribute as the foregoing could ever have been honestly written before

of an international exhibit. We have won out along single lines

and various Hues, from time to time, in contrast with other work, but

I cannot recall that ever before would it have been possible to say

that in a single exhibit at least some of our paintings suggested the

greatest imagination, the subtlest poetry, the most direct methods,

the freest technique, with almost invariably home-grown subjects.

So much of this praise belongs to our younger men that a word to

that effect is due them. Men like Lawson, Glackens, Sloan, Henri,

Lathrop, Metcalf, have done such yeoman service in discovering

America as a beautiful and profitable " subject " that their radicalism

has done much necessary leavening of academic art in tliis country.

But there are other men who have made a significant showing at the

exhibit, men of the generation who connect the elder Inness and
Homer Martin with our younger men,—J. Francis Murphy, J. Alden

Weir, Leonard Ochtmann, Wilham T. Smedley, Bruce Crane. These

men average strong on the line with the best that France has sent

us, and have a quality of individuality of presentation wliich England

seems wholly to have missed in this generation.

APART from the fact that as a whole the American work seems

to stand out preeminent in merit, the foreign work, separate-

ly and individually, suggests failure along wholly differing

lines. The French work as a whole lacks the qualities which just

now American art seems particularly to achieve,—those of poetry

and intrinsic merit; in other words, sympathetic feeUng and a real

reason for painting a picture. The French painting, more often

than not, has chic, sometimes even distinction, but the search for

the great universal beauty, those hidden marvels of tone and grace

whicii life holds perdu for all the artists true of heart, is not apparent.

There is often the presentation of sprightly fancy, more often per-

haps than in our own art, and there is a superficial gaiety, but one

feels that there is but the symbol of gaiety, not real gladness or ten-

derness or even a big sadness, and rarely force, truth or vitality.

These tremendous real issues of life do not seem to find expression

in any of the more popular of well-known French canvases. Instead,

we find strange decadent fancies, emotions of the purely boulevardier

type. Strong feehng of many kinds, jealousy, rage, cruelty, sus-
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picion, cunning,—these qualities lend color, individuality, tragedy

to modern continental art, especially to modern Parisian art. And
taken en masse, it is almost inevitably the impression received, how-

ever clever technically this art may be, that it is spiritless, soulless.

Why does it exist ? is the first question. If it is a revelation of national

conditions it is tragic ; if not, it is meaningless. Throughout France

the search in art, architecture, literature, seems to be essentially for

novelty—the "new art," with its cornerstone of eccentricity. This

criticism does not hold good up in northern Europe. Scandinavia

is thinking and dreaming; she is desperately introspective, perhaps

even morbid at times, but as a poet would be, fearlessly, frankly,

with eyes that see clear from hilltops. And great new art cannot be

born, as Paris has thought, in a studio ; it must spring up somewhere

out of doors and remote, in the Barbizon fields or in Connecticut

meadows, or, at worst, from the vision of these things seen by great

souls in sordid quarters where memory and homesickness cover

canvases.

The English pictures at the exhibit in the main carried too much
paint, as though done slowly, without inspiration, seeking effects

from endless effort and tubes of color. The few examples of niodern

Spanish and Italian art seemed definitely imitative of Paris; yet

as the South is more picturesque this sort of painting from the south-

ern artists seemed more sincere. It was nearer life, with less whim-

sical novelty and inventive degeneracy. The technique seemed

forced, as that sort of imitative work must, but the purpose rational.

Belgium does not seem as yet to have definitely found herself in art;

in music, yes; in hterature, somewhat. But in the main she has

been too divided a nationahty with her Dutch instincts and her

French ways to accomplish aught beyond a strange hybrid of thrift

and emotion, which up to the present has only achieved good govern-

ment and interesting music.

But to return to America. It has been difiicult, at least for the

writer, to understand why the first prize at an exhibit of such pro-

portion should have gone to a little interior called "The Necklace,"

by Thomas W. Dewing. A charming interior, done with Dewing's

inimitable subtlety of expression and extraordinarily interesting

technique, but where there were in the exhibit expressions of at least

some of the greatest achievement in American art, it is confusing to

the writer, as it must be to these same artists, to understand the mean-

ing of this sort of discrimination. The giving of the second prize

to Le Sidaner's "Grand Canal—Moonlight," seemed a more reason-
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able expression of appreciation and understanding, for although less

remarkable than some pictures which were not prize winners, it

nevertheless has rare charm of poetry and color. This picture

has since been purchased by the Carnegie Institute for its per-

manent exhibit. "Bird Song," by Lillian M. Genth, was also

among the purchases made from this exhibit.

THE most interesting sho^\ing of one man's work at this annual

exhibit was a collection of twenty-two paintings of Winslow

Homer, eight of which were loaned from important American

museums. In speaking of this collection, one of the art critics wrote:

"In his originality Winslow Homer is as complete as if he \vere the

sole occupant of this planet. The splendor and amplitude of nature

—not the skill of the painter—are the first and the last things to

affect the mind as one looks at his pictures. 'I count him a great

man,' says Emerson, 'who inhabits a higher sphere of thought, into

which other men rise with labor and difficulty ; he has but to open his

eyes to see things in a true light and in large relations.' And again

—

as if he were actually thinking of Winslow Homer—'he is great who

is what he is from nature, and who never reminds us of others.'

Great men are thus somewhat separate and isolated. Winslow

Homer's feeling for wild, primitive nature and the life of the solitary

dwellers in the wilderness is equally pronounced, and his originality

is manifested in quite as distinctive ways in the delineation of the

mountains and the woods of our vast inland domains. Everywhere

our American hearts respond jo^-fuUy to the broad, hearty, manly and

straightforward American style of "his work, and the intimate and

purely national touch vnth w'hich he clothes all his conceptions.

Among the other pictures which have been labeled notable by gen-

eral consent are Claude Monet's " Stranded Ship," John Twachtman's

"Spring Morning," Willard Metcalf's "Trembling Leaves," J.

Francis Murphy's "Upland Pastures—Morning," Cecelia Beaux's

"Portrait of Mrs. Divine," WiUiam Chase's "Portrait of Alfred

Stieglitz," Alfred East's " Snow in Springtime—Haru-no-Yuki," A.

Baertsoen's "An Industrial Center—Snow Covered Roofs," "A
Portrait" by Anthony Mancini, "Evening Light'' by Birge Har-

rison and Charlotte Coman's "Babbling Brook."

A memory of the exhibit as a whole emphasizes the impression

that American landscape work has struck a note of beauty, individ-

uality and sincerity that places it unquestionably in the position of the

best work of its land that is being done in modern art.
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THE TEMPERED WIND: A STORY: BY EMERY
POTTLE

SHE night was very still. There was no ^-ind, though

now and then a warm, tree-scented breath touched

Hattie Sears' cheek. In the marsh back of the pines

the night things beat and throbbed. The sunset lin-

gered in thin opalescence on the far horizon ; the night

colors were just beginning to flow. A mature peace

lay over the country—a calm of ripened days, full

harvests, and well-won liire—for it was late September.
The girl felt the night with every sense.

"My! it's all so kind o' peaceful an' quiet, it—it—hurts me."
In her blue gingham lap lay a big bunch of China asters. She

buried her face in the clean, wholesome flowers. "We're all happy
together, ain't we .'' You asters, an' John, an' mother'n' me. Oh,
it's so good! I don't know how the Lord ever come to let me have

it so. I ain't deserved it, but I'm a-goin' to work for 'em an'—an'

—

love 'em till my hands get wore to the bone 'f need be. I won't never

do anything to make 'em ashamed o' Jim Earnhardt's daughter."

The cheering little note of some home-belated bird made her

smile confidently up into the shadows where he was hidden. "Thank
you," she said, quite seriously, and then she, too, began to sing.

A meek, sweet-hearted, tiny woman, like the brown bird above
her, was Hattie Sears, full of unquestioning, fierce loyalty to her

husband and his mother. She never could understand why, six

months ago, John Sears had married her, old Earnhardt's girl, and
she had given up trjing to understand, but her stifled httle heart

budded and flowered, and flowered again, in a wealth of affection

for the big, silent man who wanted her.

Her shrill, throaty soprano was very sweet to John Sears as he

set down his brimming pails of milk to put up the bars. She was
singing an old-fashioned tune his mother had sung to him as a boy.

He hoped Hattie would sing it soon to his boy.

"Swee-e-e-t Eelle Maho-o-ne,
Swee-e-t Eelle Mah-o-ne,
Wait for me at Heaven's gate,

Swee-e-t Eelle Mahone,"

"That you, Hattie?" he called.

She left the kitchen poi*ch and hurried down to meet him.

"Cows are givin' a good lot of milk," she commented, slipping her

hand next his on the handle of a pail.
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" Pretty good for this time o' year." His voice was deep and weath-
er-worn. That was all they said for a moment. Conversation is

simple where men and women live close to nature; even the language
of affection comes lame and halt.

"I guess I won't go to meetin' tonight, John," she ventured, tim-

idly. "I'm kind o' tired an' tomorrow's goin' to be such a day of it

—

the Fair's always so hard."
He looked at her soberly, a shade of disapproval on his face.

"All right, Hattie, if you think best, but we mustn't forget that

the Lord is jealous of His house of prayer—always."

She hesitated; then she said again slowly, "I guess I—won't
go tonight."

After she heard the wheels of John's buggy crunching out through
the yard, as he drove off to the village prayer meeting, she came back
into the kitchen and sat down by Mother Sears.

"The quilt's all ready," announced jNIrs. Sears, rocking sharply

to and fro. "1 done it up in two layers of newspapers. You won't
let nothin' happen to it, will you, Hattie ?"—this with an anxious

voice. "My land, the work I've put on that quilt! It's the last one

I'll ever piece, Hattie, an' I want you an' John should have it for the

best room. I wisht I could go to the Fair myself, an' see't they

didn't let nothin' hurt it.

"They's up'ards of a thousand pieces in it, Hattie," she continued,

with solemn joy
—

"up'ards of a thousand pieces, herrin'-bone pat-

tern. They's a piece of my weddin' dress, gray poplin an' expensive,

an' some of John's first linen pants, an' a piece of the dress sister

Mary was laid out in. Mercy! 'Twas forty years ago poor Mary
died, an' I cut a little mite off'n the hem of your weddin' dress, Hattie,

where 'twouldn't show, an' put that in." She sat back in her chair

with a sigh, the gentle pain of old memories on her.

Hattie's heart thrilled with tenderness as she listened. She won-
dered if such a precious heritage of remembrance would be hers when
she grew old.

"An' you put a piece of my dress in, too," she said, reverently.

"I'm so pleased." She felt like flinging her arms around Mother
Sears' neck.

"Dear, dear, it's fifteen years this fall since I went to the Fair.

Seems like yesterday. I went with John's father. He died the next

spring in laylock time. I ain't never been since, nor took a quilt.

John's just like him. Strict an' honest an' a good provider, an' a
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pillar in the church. Nothin' mean or dishonest or deceivin' did I

ever see in either of 'em."

Mrs. Sears broke off suddenly and turned to Hattie.

"You don't think my quilt won't win the first prize, do you,

Hattie ? I never got anything but firsts with my quilts. The las'

time I went I got first on that wild goose pattern—green an' white

—

that's in your an' John's room. Do you think it'll get first, Hattie .''"

Her eyes filled with childish tears.

"Why, Mother Sears, it's just lovely. I know it's goin' to win.

I sh'd feel perfectly awful if it didn't. I'd just like to see the judges

that wouldn't give't first;" and Hattie Sears' plain little face flushed

angry red.

The two women sat silently rocking in the old kitchen. Shadows
crept along the floor and laid long, black fingers on the wall. The
older woman dozed and dreamed of other Fair-times, waking with

nervous starts. Hattie stared into the tomorrow, palpitant with a

hundred joys, and listened for John's return.

"There comes John!" she cried after a long time. They bustled

expectantly about.

Hattie went out on the porch and leaned into the night, her arm
around a weather-beaten post.

"I hope John won't feel it because I didn't go to meetin' with

him," she said to herself, " but I just couldn't. I'm so excited over

thinkin' of tomorrow that I couldn't stand Elder Simpson. I s'pose

I'm awful wicked. O, what if they shouldn't give mother the first

prize tomorrow. She'd never get over it. Well, they just must."

A lantern flitted through the dark.

"John," she called, "you home.>"
"All right, Hattie," he answered, cheerily.

"O John, don't you think mother'll get first prize on her quilt.'"

she queried, anxiously, as he came near.

"If it's all right she should, Hattie." And together they went
into the house.

BY TEN o'clock John Sears and Hattie had driven the four dusty

miles to Palmer, had unhitched the horse from the buggy and
tied him to a tree in a little maple grove just outside the Fair

grounds. It was a proud moment for Hattie as she hung on John's

arm while he pushed the money for the tickets through the tiny win-

dow in the high yellow entrance gate. They crowded in with the

rest, and looked hesitatingly around the big glaring enclosure.
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"I wish mother could 'a' come," she said, excitedly. Hattie had
never been to the Fair before as a bride. She wore her wedding dress

today in honor of her exalted state. It was dove-gray cashmere,

trimmed with velvet, and had a bit of stiff white lace at the throat.

Her hat displayed a long white plume and a bunch of vivid pink roses.

She was very much afraid it would rain. It always did rain Fair-time,

she told John. A neighbor came up and jovially accosted them.

"Howdy, John! Glad to see ye brought the little woman. Howdy,
IVIis' Sears ! Goin' to take some prizes ? My woman's over to the

Fair House. Better go'n' see her. She's got a cartload o' can fruit and
more'n a bushel o' fancy work. Le'sgo'n look over the cattle, John."

"I'll find you there, bime by, Hattie," said Sears, as he went oflf

to look at the long line of stamping, impatient cattle.

Hattie continued her way to the Fair House, carrying the quilt

carefully in her arms. She pushed along through the slowly cir-

culating crowd of men and women in the Fair House, who kept a

watchful eye on their own entries and a critical gaze on those of their

neighbors. She made her way upstairs to the rude gallery given

over entirely to the display of "Art and Fancy Work." She did not

stop to speak to her friends, but hunted out the Committee—three

important, perspiring women, with mouths full of pins, and bonnets

cocked over their eyes.

"I want to know," absently bubbled the head of the Committee

as she took the precious package from Hattie. "An' Gran'ma Sears

has pieced another quilt, has she? You don't say! Well, my dear,

this IS the seventeenth quilt I've hung up this morning, an' my back

is almost broke, but I'll give the quilt a real good place. Right here

on this line. Now, where's your entry ticket.' Land, ain't this hot

weather for September ? How is old Mis' Sears now ?"

The gay little quilt was hung safely and conspicuously. Hattie

breathed a sigh of relief when it left her hands. It looked very bright

and imposing, and she felt a new, fierce thrill of family pride as group

after group came curiously by and stopped with admiring exclama-

tions to read the ticket: "Quilt—herring-bone pattern—pieced by

Amanda Sears, in her eightieth year."

Martha Sabin came up to her as she stood wondering vaguely if

she ought not to stand guard over Mother Sears' property for the

rest of the day. "Why, Hat," she said, with loud cheeriness, "I

ain't seen you since you was married. My, how nice you look!

Getting married agrees with some, I guess." Hattie blushed with

pleasure.
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"You're real kind, Mattie," she answered.
Mrs. Sabin took her by the arm peremptorily. "Come on; le's

look around. I want to go an" see 'f my pillow shams are all right,

an' my artificial flowers that Will's wife give me."
The crowd grew thicker. The noon sun poured straight down

on the blistering tin roof. The narrow gallery was stifhng. Hattie's

dove-gray frock lost its morning stiffness and hung in dejected folds.

Someone had stepped on the back of the skirt and had ripped it from
the waistband. Mattie Sabin had pinned it up awkwardly. Per-

spiration rolled down the faces of the two disheveled women.
"My soul an' body, le's get out o' this;" and Mrs. Sabin pushed

resolutely toward the entrance. "It's time we eat, anyway."
They found John Sears inspecting the sturdy array of lumber

wagons displayed on the green. He took Hattie over to the grove

to eat the lunch they had brought with them. After the food was
eaten, she washed her face and hands at the pump and dried them on
her handkerchief. Her drooping spirits revived.

"Can't we go round the grounds, John.'" she asked, timidly.

"Jus' as well's not, little girl." He took her arm and they joined

the dense crowd that slowly crawled around the enclosure outside

the race-track.

It was a gay scene. White tents lined the high yellow fences; and
before each one stood flashily dressed men barking in hoarse tones

of the unparalleled sights within. A merry-go-round creaked dizzily

to the endless accompaniment of a tootling tune. Young girls,

grasping with moist hands their escorts, trooped by in draggled white

muslins and blue ribbons. The sharp crack of marksmen's rifles

detonated above the squirming mass. Somewhere a woman was
singing shrilly. The heavy thud of an iron mallet on some mechan-
ical contrivance punctuated the periods of the raucous voice of a

man in a red vest who shouted monotonously, "The cane you ring,

tlie cane you get." An eager group of country lads, clad in uncom-
fortable Sunday-best, clustered fascinatedly about a brilliant red

wheel which spun to the alluring cries of its proprietor, "Every time

the indicator turns, you're sure to get a good cigar. Walk up, jump
up " In a secluded corner a man, m a glistening white jacket,

pulled languorous strands of taffy on an iron hook fastened to a post.

The afternoon waned, the crowd grew denser, hotter, more dis-

heveled, more weary, more fretful. Hattie could scarcely drag her

aching legs over the hard ground. The brazen voices of the venders

rasped her nerves. John strode tirelessly on.
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"I'm 'most dead, John," she murmured, plaintively. "I sh'll

drop right here on the ground. I can't stand so much's I could,

since " she blushed at the unspoken condition.

"You go back to the Fair House, Hattie, right off, an' see 'f you
can find a seat there. You be by the west door at five an' I'll find

you." Sears patted her shoulder affectionately. "I hadn't ought
to let you overdo."

She smiled gratefully and disappeared in the stream of people.

The Fair House was less crowded now. Many had left to see the
afternoon ball game. Hattie crept wearily upstairs to the gallery

and sank down on a chair half-hidden by a gaudy screen of pictures

pasted on a green cambric foundation.

She must have fallen into a doze out of sheer weariness. Voices
the other side of the screen awakened her with a quick start.

The head of the Committee was talking. Hattie recognized her
nasal, penetrating tone.

"I do'know why we sh'd give ol' Mis' Sears the first prize on quilts

any more'n anyone else. Look at them stitches—long's your arm.
An' 'tain't bound up well, neither. Here's Aunt Hannah Lyon's
quilt, that, to my mind, is a good deal better."

"Well, Mis' Sears '11 feel real hurt, I guess."

"Let her. Everybody can't wdn."

"Oh goodness, then, mark it first an' give Mis' Sears second.
I'm so hot, I'm nearly dead. Come on and get done with it."

"There! It's done! Say, Ann Campion, what do you s'pose

John Sears ever married that pindlin' little Earnhardt girl for, any-
way ?" The answer was lost as the two women drifted away.

Hattie Sears sat rigid and silent. Her thin little body seemed to

shrink to a pathetic insignificance. In her mind there was no thought
for the slight on herself, but her heart ached for Mother Sears. Two
red spots burned on her cheeks. Angry tears hung on her lashes.

"Oh, they're mean, mean, mean." Her throat felt tight and
knotted, and the words were gasping. She clenched her fists in

futile rage as her mind relaxed its numbness, and a tigerish resentment
swept over her as she whispered, "Oh, I can't tell her, I can't."

"It's so mean—I hate 'em—I wish—they—were
—

" she spoke in

a whisper
—

"in hell."

Hoarse shouts were heard from outside, and cries of approval.

''The balloon! The balloon!" The few left in the Fair House
crowded excitedly out of doors, echoing the words like children,
" The balloon! The balloon!"
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The big structure was deserted and still. The smell of stale

fruit and food hung about the place. Hattie Sears slipped stealthily

from her hiding-place and hurried to the line where Mother Sears'

quilt had been placed. Beside it drooped Hannah Lyon's, the prize

winner. "First Prize" stared at her mockingly.

Something flashed hotly through Hattie's mind.

"It's for Mother Sears," she muttered.

In an instant she had changed the card marked "First" to Mother
Sears' quilt; the other she tore into tiny pieces and flung away.

At five o'clock John found her standing pale and dejected at the

west door, her pretty finery mussed and rumpled. In her arms she

carried Mother Sears' quilt.

"It's a pretty tired little girl, ain't it?" queried the big fellow

as he lifted her into their buggy. Her face quivered pitifully for

answer.
When they stopped at the trough to give the horse a cool drink,

John said, complacently: "I s'pose mother got first on her quilt's

usual."

Hattie felt in her pocket and drew out a crumpled card marked
"First Prize." John laughed with pride.

"Trust mother to beat 'em all. The Searses always get first

when they set out to. They drove on slowly. He spoke again very

gently. "You'll have to take mother's place when she goes, httle

one."

Her eyes filled with stinging tears. She could not speak. Worn
out and miserable, she clasped his arm and burying her face in his

rough coat she sobbed wildly for a moment.
It's nothin'. I'm just tired, John."

Mother Sears was waiting for them at the gate when they drove

in. Hattie smiled at her, brightly.

"You won, mother; you won it," she cried in a queer, pathetic

voice. The old lady took the quilt from her and bore it with dignity

into the house. "I sh'd think I would," and she tossed her head,

arrogantly.

"I'm so beat out I guess I'll go right to bed," Hattie faltered.

She turned impulsively and kissed John's rough red hand.

THE light from the Sears' kitchen window streamed straight

out into the highway with homely cheer. Cowering miserably

in the shadow of the gaunt pine by the gate, Hattie gazed at it

with regretful, anguished eyes. She looked weary and ill.
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The funeral had been held at two o'clock. The house had been
full of neighbors and relatives, who tiptoed noisily about, whispered
in monotonously mournful whispers, and gathered in solemn knots,
aw^ed and estranged, but clinging to each other in dumb desire to be
near something living, breathing. When it was all over they went
away half conscience-stricken by their eagerness to get back to the real

world, chirruping wath chastened relief to their horses, and decorously
discussing workaday topics one with another.

It was like a dream that leaves one sitting up in bed, palpitating
and clammy, as Hattie thought of it. She remembered that the
night following the Fair John had aroused her at midnight. She
was very cold. "Mother is sick," he said. He left her alone and
rode off madly into the darkness for the doctor. She could not re-

member what she had done until they came back. She had never
been near a dying person. INIother Sears lay there, unseeing, un-
hearing, only a plaintive moan now and then. When he came, the
doctor spoke in sharp, stern tones. Toward morning a white-faced
dawn looked in at the windows. She recalled how weak and timid
the lamplight had seemed then. The doctor had faced John and
her quietly. "It's over," he said.

When they had come back from the burying-ground, very late in

the twilight, the house was swept and garnished. A faint odor of

flowers hung in the parlor. The mysterious emptiness of the house,
that comes when a spirit has fled, appalled her. John changed his

clothes in unapproachable silence and went out to the barn. She
had gone upstairs to her bedroom to think it all out. Things grew
very clear to her up there, and after a while she had written the let-

ter. Still in her black dress she had pinned it to the tablecloth at

John's plate beside his supper, and, putting on her hat, had slipped

away before he should come in from the barn.

Hattie shivered, for the night was turning cold. A ball of light

appeared and vanished through the trees in the yard.

"It's John's lantern. He'll be reading it in a minute. O, I can't

bear it, I can't, I can't, I can't." Her voice was thick with sobs.

The light disappeared.

With one long last look, Hattie turned and went down the endless

dusty road, creeping and crawling through sinister shadows.
"He'll never forgive me, never. I lied an' I disgraced his fam'ly.

It'll come out in the weekly paper tomorrow, how Aunt Hannah won
first prize and mother second. O my God! He won't forgive me
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for being mean." Her face worked painfully; her tears seemed dried
up back of her eyes.

"I had to go 'way. I had to. I couldn't bear to tell him face to

face. I'll go back home, or hire out somewhere. I won't be no
burden to you, John. I won't bother you at all; an' when the baby's
born, you can have it to bring up—honest and good. He's read it by
now." She tried to picture how he would look when the knowledge
of her shame shouM be his, but she could not. Her imagination
seemed atrophied; she had lost even the power to remember how the
old farmhouse appeared.

"O, I love him so. I want to stay. I want to go back." She
stumbled hopelessly through the darkness. "I want to go back.
O, my God, I want to go back."

Somewhere behind her she heard the muffled beat of hoofs. The
sound grew sharper. A horse and wagon were overtaking her with
reckless, furious speed.

Hattie caught her breath, gaspingly. It seemed she must suffocate.

"Oh, if it is—is—no, it can't be " The girl shrank to the side
of the road in the black shadow of a chestnut tree.

The wagon was almost upon her. It was passing. She recog-
nized John and old Bet, the mare. Her throat was like steel; her
voice struggled in it as a caged thing. No, no, she must not cry out;
she must not let him hear her—or see her—he was not following
her—it could not be.

A shrill, despairing cry cut through the night air: "John!"
The driver reined up his horse with one strong pull and leaped

from his wagon. A trembling, panting woman flung herself into his

arms and he held her there, closer and closer, his heart thumping
with wonderful joy, his face wet with forgiving tears.

"O, my poor httle girl, my poor, poor httle girl, my little girl!

Goin^ away from me, going away ? And you thought your old John
would let you go, let his wife go 'way from his house and liim ? We
won't never speak of it again, honey—it's jus' between you 'n' me

—

that Fair day—nobody's ever going to know. An' I guess the good
Lord tempers the wind to His little weak lambs. You 'n' me'U not for-

get it, Hattie, but it'll keep us closer together, an' gentler, an' truer
for—for " he pressed his lips tenderly to hers.

With strong, confident, forgiving arms he lifted the sobbing
woman into the wagon. She laid her tired head on his broad shoulder
in silent, childhke content. "We're going home," John Sears whisp-
ered, "home, for always."
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THE CONTROL AND USE OF OUR WATER-
POWERS: THE GREATEST NATURAL RE-
SOURCE OFTHE COUNTRY: BYC. H. FORBES-
LINDSAY

lYDRAULICS is the most ancient branch of engineer-

ing. Doubtless from the very earhest times running
water has by artificial means been subjected to the
control and use of man. A dam of hewn stone was
built at Kosheish, five thousand eight hundred years
ago, to divert the Nile from the spot on which Meua
desired to build Memphis. In Babylonia, India,

Persia, Greece, and many other parts of the world, similar works
were carried out previous to the inception of the Christian era. These
were usually designed to facilitate irrigation or to effect protection

from flood, but even at that early period the value of water as a source

of power was not entirely unknown, and a rude water-wheel was used
in some parts of the East.

The development of water-power was part of the practical states-

manship of that wonderful character, Alexander Hamilton. He was
the chief organizer of a corporation styled, "The Society for Estab-
lishing Useful Manufactures," which was chartered in seventeen
hundred and ninety-one, at Paterson, New Jersey. It erected a
plant over the Great Falls of the Passaic. The company, which was
the first of its character in this country, is in active existence today.

Hamilton was interested in other enterprises of a similar nature and
had the greatest faith in water-power as an agency in the develop-
ment of our industrialism.

The earliest example of the production of electrical energy by water
on a practical scale and its transmission to a distance was afforded

by the installation and operation of a plant set up by the late Lord
Armstrong at Cragside, Northumberland, in eighteen hundred and
eighty-two, for the purpose of lighting a private house. But, although
the utility originated in Great Britain, its development has proceeded
much faster in other countries. The United States has nearly as

niuch water-power in operation as all other countries combined. It

is, however, only within the past ten years that great water-powers
have been applied to the industrial needs of distant cities in this

country, and the art is still in its infancy. Nevertheless, systems
distributing hundreds of thousands of horse-power have been in-

stalled and their number and capacity is constantly increasing. From
nineteen hundred to nineteen hundred and five there was an in-
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crease of two hundred and seventy per cent, in the amount of electric

power in use, and the greater part of it was generated by water.

Fifteen years ago, ten miles was the limit of transmission. Now
the energy is commonly conveyed to points one hundred and fifty

miles from its source, and considerably longer carriage has proved

feasible. The longest line at present in use is that of the California

Gas and Electric Company, stretching from the De Sable power-

house to Sausalito, on the opposite side of the straits from San Fran-

cisco, a distance of two hundred and thirty-two miles. The future

of water-power depends upon increased facilities for transmission

which will not only cheapen the commodity, but also bring natural

powers that are now useless within the field of marketable dis-

tribution.

WATER-POWER is the most valuable resource of the country.

Our fuel supplies are rapidly diminishing with a correspond-

ing rise in prices to the consumer. In the anthracite fields of

Pennsylvania coal seams are being worked that fifteen years ago were

deemed of no account. The cost of the product is fast approaching

the limit at which it can be economically purchased. When it reaches

this point, the bituminous beds will be subjected to a greater drain

and their final depletion hastened.

Coal, oil, timber,—all the sources of energy save water,—are now
in the hands of corporate monopolies and the last of these is threatened

with similar absorption. During the past decade, a few afiiliated

corporations have been acquiring all the water rights possible in the

Western sections where coal is scarce. It is almost impossible at the

present time to find an unappropriated site for the development of

water-power within reasonable distance of a market anywhere in the

Northwestern States, or on the west side of the Sierra Nevadas. The
extent to which this utility is passing into the hands of large compa-

nies is shown by the fact that in California alone four of them have an

aggregate capital of fifty-five million dollars and operate thirty hydro-

electric plants and eighteen steam plants. The largest of these cor-

porations supplies power to twenty-six individual lighting companies

and twelve electric railways, in addition to a number of cities and

towns where it has its own substations. There is in constant opera-

tion in the State more than two hundred thousand horse-power

derived from water.

The complaint against the prevailing conditions rests not so much

upon the vast properties operated by these companies, although they
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charge exorbitant rates for their service, as on the fact that they

are endeavoring to secure all desirable sites AAith a view to shutting

out competition. On four rivers of Northern California, where there is

a potential development of eight hundred thousand horse-power,

only twenty thousand has been utilized and the balance is tied up by
speculative rights. That is to say, seventy-five per cent, of the power
possibilities have been alienated from public ownership and less than

two per cent, turned to account.

IN
THE past, water rights have been secured from the Government

with ridiculous ease. In the Land Office may be seen roughly

penciled drawings on which casual and irresponsible prospectors

have filed water-power claims, without any intention of improving

the properties. In order to keep the claim alive the speculator

goes to the place once a year and dumps a cartload of stone, or ex-

cavates a few cubic yards of earth, and makes affidavit that his works
are in course of construction. Very frequently not so much as this

is done, the grantee relying—usually with success—upon one or an-

other flimsy excuse for extension of time. This farce is main-
tained until the agents of one of the monopolistic electric power com-
panies comes along and purchases the right at a price greatly below

the value, but that yields a handsome profit to the man who secured

the property from the Government for nothing.

In the ten years, eighteen hundred and ninety-six to nineteen

hundred and six. Congress passed thirty-three bills granting the privi-

lege to private corporations and individuals to erect dams across

navigable rivers for the purpose of generating power. In twenty-one

of these cases no work has been done in furtherance of the proposed

improvement and in the majority no plans have been made, so far

as the Hydrographic Division of the Geological Survey can ascertain.

In not a single instance did these bills provide for any compensation

to the people for the valuable properties thus diverted from their

possession. It seems to have been deemed quite sufficient to grant

the privileges "in consideration of the construction of said dam free

of cost to the United States."

Water-power sites worth many millions of dollars have thus

passed out of the hands of the people and in not a few cases it will

be necessary for the Government to regain possession by paying the

owners at rates based on the utmost valuation. The Gore Canyon
case, at present in litigation, affords a striking illustration, though

only one of many that might be cited, of the careless manner in which
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the Legislature has gifted rights without return, and the expensive

process by which the reversion of the property to the State is effected.

Many years ago, the BurUngton Raih'oad secured from the Gov-

ernment the right of way through the canyon of the Gore River in

Colorado. The company made no use of its privilege but a few years

since conveyed it to the Moffett Line. Recently the Reclamation

Service surveyed an important project which involves as an essential

feature a large reservoir in the Gore Canyon. The Service had its

preparations completed to commence work on the project, when the

Moffett Line restrained it from proceeding and commenced the con-

struction of a track through the canyon, though it might, without

great additional cost, carry its line outside. It is absolutely neces-

sary—as the railroad officials fully realize—that the Government

should occupy the canyon to the exclusion of the railroad and the

latter will be compelled to vacate, but not until it has received a com-

pensation which will represent a very handsome profit on a transac-

tion made up of a free gift and a sale to the donor.

IN
JANUARY of the present year, a party of promoters came to

Washington, bent on one of those usually facile coups which have

effected the alienation of public property worth billions of dollars.

In this particular instance the lobby proclaimed its purpose on the

street corners and declared it to be practically accomplished. This

confidence was justified by the assurances of support gained from

members of Congress before the opening of the session. The bills

in which the lobbyists were interested proposed to confer upon certain

affiliated corporations water rights controlling the sources of one mil-

lion five hundred thousand potential horse-power. The bills would

have made these enormously valuable properties a free gift to the

applicants. Placing the value of an electrically transmitted water-

horse-power at twenty-two dollars and fifty cents per annum, which

is a fair average figure, the desired legislation aimed to donate without

material consideration the equivalent of more than thirty million

dollars a year.

Water rights have been acquired by the electric power monopolies

with such ease and absence of question in the past that they did not

anticipate any opposition upon the recent occasion. President Roose-

velt's Waterways ^lessage, sent to Congress in February, created un-

easiness in the water-power lobby by its pointed reference to the neces-

sity of husbanding all our water resources, but consternation spread

through the camp of the petitioners when, in his Message of March,
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the President flatly warned Congress that he should veto any bill that

might be presented to him lacking a provision for adequate compen-
sation to the people for the privileges extended by it. Despite the

caution. Congress, in April, passed one of the bills in question and
the President, in accordance with his expressed determination, prompt-
ly vetoed it.

THE present conservative policy of the Administration is actively

antagonized by the water trust. It has even exerted opposition

to the work of the Geological Survey in the dissemination of

education on the subject. An interesting exhibition of its tactics was
recently given in connection with the only bill that has ever been
presented to Congress for a water right with a provision for compensa-
tion to the Government for the privilege sought. In this case the

petitioner's proposition has been pronounced by the United States

Engineers to be highly meritorious and of great aid to navigation.

It includes supervision by the Government of the company's rates

for sei"vice, an annual rental payment to the United States and the

limitation of the franchise to the term of the tenant's good behavior.

This bill had no sooner been presented than the attorneys of the trust

tried to induce the beneficiary to withdraw it, and plainly intimated

that in their opinion he was violating the recognized rules of the game.
Failing in the first move, they oft'ered to buy him out. and, upon his re-

fusal, began to subject him to a subtle persecution. They submitted de-

rogatory reports to the authorities regarding him, circulated injurious

statements broadcast, and impaired his credit with the local banks.

There are now in use in the United States about sixteen million

horse-power, less than one-fourth of which is produced from water.

These proportions are constantly working in the direction of reversal,

and in the course of a generation power derived from water will have
almost entirely displaced that generated from coal. There is at

present available in mainland United States at least twenty-five mil-

lion water-horse-power. "Available" here is intended to signify

the amount that might immediately be put to use, and that is not any-

thing like all the power that might be practically and profitably de-

veloj^ed, with changed conditions, diminution of coal supply and
increase of its cost, improvement in transmission and other factors

that are continuously exerting influences in this direction. In fact,

there is enough water-power existent in this country to furnish the

energy for all purposes that could possibly be used by a population

twice as large as the present. A great deal of the instantly available
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power has been given away and not less than one milHon six hundred

thousand is now going to waste over Government dams. A clearer

idea of this waste may be gained by the statement that at eleven

tons of coal per horse-power per annum, it would require seventeen

million six hundred thousand tons of coal a year to produce its equiva-

lent in energy. Coal, it must be remembered, does not reproduce

itself, while the permanency of water-power is dependent only on

rainfall and the preservation of the forests.

This monopoly of water-power affects every individual in the

territory where it exists. Heat, hght and power,—particularly the

two latter,—are practically controlled by such a monopoly. Prices

are not based on a fair return from the amount invested but are so

regulated as to fall slightly below the cost of furnishing the same
character of service through the agency of steam. Where fuel is

cheap, the price of electric power is correspondingly so. In New
York, power is supplied from hydro-electric plants at twenty dollars

j>er horse-power per year for twenty-four hour service. In the Caro-

linas, the average charge is fifteen dollars. In California, as much
as ninety-eight dollars is charged to small consumers and fifty-eight

dollars is the lowest rate in force. It is safe to say that from twenty-

two to twenty-five dollars per horse-power would represent a fair

average price for all localities.

WITH the advantage of electrical transmission, water-power

is fast usurping the place occupied by steam-power. In

hundreds of towns of America steam engines have been

almost entirely—if not quite—displaced by electrically transmitted

and distributed water-power. In scores of cities, large steam plants

may be seen standing idle. The economy is available to all kinds

of industries that require mechanical power in large or small units.

No loads are too great to be operated by electrically transmitted

water-power, nor are any too small to be economically included in the

field of its application. The enormous machinery of rolling mills,

or the sewing machines of the shirt factory may be operated through

this agency, not only with saving in expense, but also with greater

safety and less detriment to the health of the laborers.

Gas, like steam, is falling behind in the competition with water-

power. This is true in the fields of light, heat and power, and evi-

dence of it may be found in the cities that have the cheapest gas.

Buffalo, for example, not only has illuminating gas at one dollar

per thousand cubic feet, but also natural gas at thirty cents per thou-
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sand cubic feet. Yet, during the present decade, the consumption
of electric water-power in Buffalo has increased from practically

nothing to twenty-five thousand horse-power annually.

The energy may be transmitted great distances and delivered

at prices below the cost of coal; and while the tendency of the price

of coal is sharply upward, electrical transmission will become very
much cheaper in a few years. Then, the labor cost of operation

is so very much greater in a steam-power than in a water-power plant

that even with free fuel the former could not hold its own in all cases.

For illustration, take the case of Buffalo, where the price of steam
coal sometimes sinks as low as one dollar and fifty cents per ton and
water-power is delivered from a distance of twenty-three miles.

Here, a flat rate of twenty-five dollars per water-horse-power-year
prevails. This charge is for twenty-four hours' sen^ice per day and
for three hundred and sixty-five days in the year. It is made to large

consumers by several transmission systems and is constant for the

number of horse-power covered by the contract without regard to the

time during each day that it is actually consumed. If the purchaser

of electric power on this basis can use it only ten hours per day and
three hundred days in the year, or three thousand hours in all, his rate

per horse-power amovmts to eighty-three cents for the energy actually

consumed. Wliere the power can be used twenty-four hours per

day and every day in the year, the flat rate of twenty-five dollars per
horse-power-year amounts to only twenty-nine cents per horse-

power. He would have to pay as much as this for the mere labor

of shoveling coal into his furnaces if he ran a steam plant.

No factor is so conducive to the development and prosperity of

an industrial community as cheap and convenient power, unless it

be cheap and convenient transportation. We must ultimately de-

pend upon water-power for the greatest amount of the energy applied

to our industrial and domestic affairs. In a comparatively short

time, it will be the force operating our manufacturing plants, our

farm machinery, our railroads and our urban cars. Not only this,

but it will l)e applied to most of the domestic services. The extension

of this utility and its preservation from monopolistic control are mat-

ters of the utmost moment to every citizen, for it will soon become a

vital factor in the daily lives of all. Already, according to conserv-

ative estimates, every man, woman and child in the United States

uses on an average about seven dollars' worth of electricity every

year in some form. Trolley rides account for three dollars, or nearly

half the expenditure, and lighting for one-third.
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THE IMPROVEMENT IN HOSPITAL METHODS
MADE BY HUMANIZING THE RELATION OF
INSTITUTION AND PATIENT: BY ELIZABETH
KNIGHT TOMPKINS

WORK destined to revolutionize hospital methods all

over the country was begun two years ago at the

Massachusetts General Hospital by Dr. Richard
Cabot, of Boston. It was started under protest,

permitted but not endorsed by the hospital author-

ities. Now it is accepted by them as a necessary

part of hospital equipment and is enthusiastically

supported by many of the younger doctors. The principle on which

it is based is, broadly speaking, the humanizing of the relation be-

tween hospital and patient.

Dr. Cabot persuaded the hospital to let him install at his own
expense, in a screened-off corner of the big outpatient's waiting room,

a small force of social workers to cooperate with the usual hospital

machinery, and to act as go-between or interpreter between the Hos-

pital and such patients as need its services. The work of a large

hospital is, or has been thought to be, necessarily mechanical. The
patient is not considered as a man or woman, but merely as a "case."

What Dr. Cabot wishes to do is to transform cases into individuals.

The work of the bureau—not that it is usually called by so formal

a name—is divided into a number of departments. The most ex-

tended of these works with tubercular outpatients. By the old method,

the doctor at the clinic diagnosed the case, dismissed the patient with

a printed circular containing directions for his treatment, and took

no more responsibility in the matter. The bewildered, usually igno-

rant, patient, did not understand the directions, while carrying them
out seemed a hopeless undertaking. He did not know how to arrange

for sleeping out of doors or how to get the necessary equipment;

he did not have the means, or his family did not recognize the neces-

sity for, the diet prescribed; he could not give up his work to live;

it was easier to die of the disease.

Now, the doctor holding the clinic turns the man over to the bureau.

One of the workers takes charge of his case. She begins by putting

him into a tuberculosis class, where he is taught the principles under-

lying the prescribed treatment and how to carry it out ; what had been

Greek to him in print becomes everyday comprehensible Enghsh

or Armenian or Swedish. He is encouraged by the reports of other

members of the class telling of benefit received, and is convinced that
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the treatment recommended is not a doctor's fad, but a tangible good
within liis own reach.

The social worker under whose care he is put goes to his home
and investigates conditions there. She talks with the members of

his family, makes them realize the danger he is in and the necessity

for the treatment prescribed. She investigates the possibihties of

his sleeping out of doors, and if there are no facilities, persuades the

family to move to a place where there is an available balcony, roof

or backyard. The bureau keeps a record of desirable flats whose
landlords are willing to let them to tubercular patients. She teaches

the patient the precautions necessary to avoid communicating in-

fection. She investigates his finances, consults with his family as to

ways and means, and if outside aid is found to be absolutely necessary,

interests the proper societies or individuals in the case.

After the treatment is begun, she makes frequent visits to the

patient, encouraging him and acting as guide, counsellor and friend

to the entire family. If it is found possible to send the patient to a

warmer climate, she helps him to make suitable arrangements and

finds friends for him at his destination, that he may not feel himself

an utter stranger in a strange land. All this outside work is done

by unpaid social workers, women who give either half or the whole

of their time to it.

THE bureau has recently established a department for the benefit

of neurasthenics,—patients for whose illness the doctors can, after

thorough examination, find no adequate physical cause. Such

patients, usually women, are turned over to the bureau for treatment.

The cause is as'sumed to be mental and the social workers try to dis-

cover and remove it. They make friends with the patient, get her

confidence and then investigate all the conditions of her lite. So

many mental causes produce actual disease in women!—such as the

habit of worrying, domestic friction, self-indulgence in despondency

and bad temper, brooding over wrongs, remorse for real or fancied

sins, self-centered lives, lack of courage to face adversity, emptiness

of mind and heart and a host of others. The sympathy and helpful

interest of the social worker itself acts as a powerful tonic; it is every-

thing to those poor souls to feel that they are really of importance to

someone. The woman is persuaded to take more fresh air and such

diversion as is possible; .some change of work or of scene is managed

for her; irritating conditions of home life are often done away with;

sometimes she is led to forget her own sufferings in work for others.
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By the kindest methods she is made to see her selfishness, her coward-

ice, her lack of consideration for her family. Always she is taught

a little philosophy, a httle of the doctrine of "never mind." The
social worker in charge of this department is greatly encouraged by

the success she has had. There are, of course, constant relapses

and retrogressions, but no patient has yet dropped back to her original

condition; there is always a material improvement in health, often

a positive cure.

This department Ukewise interests itself in stammering children,

in deficients and epileptics, advising the parents with regard to treat-

ment and assisting them to carry it out. There is one worker who
devotes her whole time to pregnant unmarried girls, acting as their

friend and adviser.

The bureau cooperates wth the other charitable organizations

in the community; it does not itself give financial aid, but calls the

attention of the proper charity to those whose needs are urgent.

Valuable work is done in the wards of the hospital. The hospital

nurses notify the bureau of any patient about to be dismissed without

resources, and one of the workers takes the case in hand, often pro-

curing an admission to a convalescent home for a week or two, or

looking up some suitable employment.
The bureau also aims to interest the suburbs in caring for their

own sick, and keeps a card catalogue of the charitable resources of

each suburb and small town nearby.

"Friendly offices" is a head under which a great deal of miscel-

laneous work is done, from obtaining crackers and milk for an out-

patient exhausted by a long wait to taking a girl away from a life of

sin. A woman has a painful trouble, curable by a simple operation,

but has no one with whom she can leave her children while she is in

the hospital; the bureau finds someone. In former days a woman
once waited three years in great suffering after an operation was de-

clared necessary; it was no one's business to provide for the care of

her children.

Ignorant mothers, to whom printed slips are meaningless, are

taught to prepare their babies' food properly. A vacation is con-

trived for a patient ill from overwork and an easier job is found for

her. All working people sent to the bureau are questioned about the

conditions under which they work. In this way sweat shop evils are

unearthed and the inspector put on their track. Hygienic instruction

is given to patients in their own homes; they are taught to take care

of their health and to prevent a recurrence of their troubles.
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FOR some time, in a number of hospitals, nurses have been asso-

ciated with doctors to insure the carrying out of their direc-

tions in infants' diseases and, to some extent, in tuberculosis.

Dr. Cabot aims to establish this cooperation in the case of every out-

patient at the hospital, no matter what the disease. The doctor

cannot judge of the effect of the treatment prescribed unless he can

be sure that it is properly carried out. Such cooperation will be of

inestimable value to the doctor as well as the patient, assisting him
in his study of diseases and their cure.

A doctor's duty is to cure his patients by any honorable means,

and not to go merely through the forms of it. When a doctor dis-

misses an ignorant patient with a printed slip of directions and takes

no further concern he is merely going through the motions of curing

him. If a patient is ill because he has not enough to eat, the doctor's

duty does not end with prescribing him a tonic for general debility.

He cannot discharge with a bottle of bromide his obligations to a

woman suffering with insomnia because she is worrying over the bad
company her young son is keeping.

A doctor's province is anything that can cause disease, the whole

of his patient's life, mind, body and estate. And no deep scientific

ardor, no consciousness of ability to cure or to alleviate can absolve

him from the duty of kindness and consideration in the immediate

present. His obligation to his patient extends to every moment of

their intercourse.

But where is the time to come from ? Lack of time would not

excuse a surgeon from cutting to the root of the evil he is to eradicate.

Instead the question should be: Why waste time in measures that

do not cure ? What good to turn off thirty patients in a morning

if you only go through the forms of curing them ? A doctor has no
right to stop short of all human means.

Fortunately, most of the work in this extension of the doctor's

field can be done by women and done better than by the doctor him-

self. Such assistants need not be paid, thouojh every busy doctor

would be the better off for a woman helper working for hire. Nowa-
days women are to be found who are glad to give part of their time

to helping things on a bit, if only because they have learned the lesson

that content in this world, after one's first youth is past, has to be

bought at the price of service. Such women will willingly take the

course of training in social work necessary to fit them for it. Often

they themselves have toiled out of the slough of despond and so are

best fitted to aid others bemired there.
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THE PRISONERS: A STORY: BY MARION
WINTHROP

lVNS, the canary, lived in his cage—light-hearted, you

would have said, from his song,—yet with a swift

wistful glance for the visitor who might bring re-

prieve. Hans, the child, lived in a cage also,—a cage

with walls not of golden wire but of stone and plaster.

Once in a long while Hans, the canary, found the door

of his cage open, and learned to know that at such

times he might fly about the room or pause upon the red geranium

in the window to rest his easily tired wings. Once in a while—not

quite so long a while—Hans, the child, could go out to play in the

street or in the tiny hi^h-walled backyard. The canary never breathed

the outer air except during the brief moment of morning ventilation,

and then only from under the corners of a careful handkerchief

thrown over the cage to save his little yellow life from danger of cold.

The child, for the same reason, was not permitted the outer air too

often. His aunt, the arbiter of both their destinies, was a woman
with a conscience, an American of the class and generation that re-

gards fresh air with suspicion. And so the child spent many weary

days pressing a pale little face that should not have been pale against

the window pane ; and the bird hopped ceaselessly from perch to perch

within his narrow home, questioning fate with his pathetically cheerful

chirp. Neither knew words for his desire.

The child dreamed in these long moments of the green grass and

trees in the park where his father, returning from time to time from

a vague somewhere, would take him. The canary dreamed, per-

chance, also of trees and grass and blue sky and of golden sunshine

among green boughs. And when he caught sight of the solitary

red geranium upon the window sill, or the sunlight sent a wandering

ray into his cage, he would sing as if his little heart would break

with the joy of it.

After his father, the child loved the canary better than anything

on earth. "He has my name," Hans would explain, jo;>iully. "He
is Hans; I, also, am Hans; we are both Hans." And then he would

laugh. This was Hans' joke. He was a quiet child who asked his

questions in shy glances. He liked to become acquainted with a new

object by touching it softly with his hands. He almost never broke

his toys for all his eager little spirit. His voice was low, and his pale

cheeks flushed easily.

Hans' father and mother were German, but Hans had been

born in America. When his mother died there had been no one to
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take him but his father's brother's widow, an American Hving in

Prosperity and comfort, according to her ideas, in Greenwich village,

'here, in a little crooked street, in a little, but not crooked, red brick

house with a white door and brass knob,—which had also three mod-
em bells in a horizontal row signifying its adaptation to the flat class

—

Hans lived all alone with his aunt. There were no children in the

families living on the floors above and beneath them. Even William
Johnson, the colored janitor who lived in the basement, had none.

Next to his father and the canary Hans loved William Johnson,
who always met him with a smile and polished jest. The janitor's

duties not being heavy, and being shared by his ample wife, William
Johnson found time to interest himself also in a tobacco and news
store around the corner. From this base of supplies he sometimes
brought Hans bright-colored pictures of rather consciously beautiful

ladies and angehc children. These offerings Hans' aunt smiled

upon. Upon this cjuestion of taste the three were at one. From
other standpoints, Hans' aunt regarded the child's fondness for Wil-

liam Johnson as indicative of a low taste and explainable by the fact

that Hans was "Dutch."
It had not yet occurred to the child to ask himself whether or

not he loved his aunt, so he did not know that he did not love her.

He only knew that he did not like to watch her as he liked to watch
the yellow-haired girl across the way who was always coming down
or going up her steps. Hans loved bright things like sunshine and
yellow hair and the canary's downy breast. He loved music, too, even
the organ man's music, and perhaps that was another reason why
he loved the canary, for the bird had a wonderful soft song that

sounded somehow like two canaries, and bore no resemblance to the

shrill, meaningless trills of most caged birds. Perhaps Hans had not

been born a captive or perhaps he had caught fragments of the songs
of other birds who had lived in the sunlight. The canary had be-

longed to the child's mother and had come with him when she died.

Hans' aunt did not like the canary, but she tolerated it and cared

for it, being, as has been said, a woman with a conscience.

Hans' father was engaged in some nondescript traveling business

of apparently not too lucrative a nature. From these trips he made
infrequent visits to his child, during which time Hans w as very happy,
for then he took many trips outdoors and was secretly fed much
bright-colored candy. He seemed a cheerful soul, Hans' father,

although given to superficial sighing fits when reflecting upon his

inabihty to stay at home "bei mein Kind." Hans never kDew pre-
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cisely when his father was coming, but he knew—and his heart would
give a great bound of joy when he heard the heav-y step in the hall

—

that when the door was open he would be lifted high by big strong
hands with the loving

—
"So, mcin Kind! Jetzt Papa kommt wieder!"

It was in the time of the spring cleaning when it seemed as if

Hans' little spirit could hardly contain itself indoors that there came
a sudden warm "spell," as his aunt called it, and she decided it to be
more than ever essential that Hans should stay indoors. Hans, the
canary, came under the ban also.

"Cannot the cage of Hans hang outside the window today.?"
asked Hans one perfect spring morning. "So hangs the bird 'across
the way."

"Want your bird to catch cold and die ?" was the answer.
Later in the day when the sun was almost hot the child ventured

to plead again. "Surely, good aunt, Hans cannot now catch cold
if he is by the window "

But his aunt only replied, "In that hot sun, you silly child! Don't
tease. I'm just clean used up wnth all the work I have to do."

The next day being warmer the bird was banished even from the
daylight. The cage was placed on top of a wardrobe in a dark cor-
ner of the inner room. Hans pleaded in vain. "He loves so much
the sunshine. . . He sings ever in the sunshine. He is so sad in
the dark."

"You don't know what you are talking about," his aunt reproved
him. "That hot sun will make him sick and then you won't have
no more canary. Besides, I get tired hearing him screech all day.
It makes my head ache."

Hans' eyes filled, but he knew better than to protest. Moreover,
it was not his way. He was a submissive child. So the canary lived
in darkness through the wonderful spring days and scarcely ever sang
any more, although he never failed to answer with a cheerful " cheep

"

when Hans stood at the foot of the wardrobe and called up to him.
And the child spent long hours kneeling in a chair by the window,
watching the swift wliite April clouds roll past. Then, one day, unex-
pectedly, came the sound of the beloved step on the stairs, the familiar
stumble at the turn near the top and the hand feeling for the knob,
and Hans was at the door, crying, ''Vater, mein lieber Vater," and his

aunt was telling him to stop making such a racket and Hans was not
hearing, for by that time his pale cheek was against a ruddy, prickly

cheek and the big bass voice was saying cheerily, "So, Tuein Kind!"
Soon it was discovered that the child was to go to the park,

—
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not at some distant promised time, but right away that very minute,

and in the joy of that reahzation the silent canary in his darkened

cage was forgotten.

And so it was through the bhssful week that followed. The child,

because he was a child, forgot the bird's dark little life in the new
lightness and freedom of his own. But at length came the morning

—

the gray miserable morning—of the last day, yet not so unhappy
as some last days, for lieber Voter was to come back soon again,

and there was even the rosy hope of a time when there would be no
more separations, when they could be together all the days.

"But now for many days I shall have no one but Hans," said the

child, sadly. Then recollections came to him and he exclaimed,

"Poor little Hans! He sings no more. He is ever in darkness."

"Why, then," asked his father, suddenly realizing that he had
not seen the bird. " Why, then, is the Vogelein in darkness .^ It is

not kind."

"The bird bracket was taken down at house cleaning," the aunt

returned, shortly, "and I haven't had time, with the extra work and
all, to put it up." She did not care for Hans' father, who seemed
to her foolishly expressive and unreasonably cheerful for one who
had achieved so little in worldly success. Nevertheless, she had the

deference of her class toward his sex and did not dare to put him aside

as she had Hans. So when he demanded firmly, "Where, then, is

that bracket.^ I, myself, shall nail it, und the Canarienvogel shall

sing once more " she did not refuse.

So the bracket was brought out and Hans' father put it up again

in the window and hung the canary's cage upon it then and there.

When the bird found himself once more in the sunlight he flew

up to the top perch with swift turns of the head and an inquiring
" tweet;" then, when he found it all quite true, such a song of joy rushed

from his yellow throat as no one had ever heard before. And Hans
danced for the very happiness and wonder of it, and his father smiled

and ejaculated, " Wu7iderschbnr' several times with a beaming face.

Then he told Hans to run and get his coat, for they were going to the

park for their last walk. As they left the room the bird was still

singing—singing his wild little song of joy. But after the door had
closed the song twittered and faded away, and the bird fluttered to

the bottom of his cage, suddenly still.

When the child came home it was late and the heavy night cloth

was thrown over the bird's cage. It was the last evening with lieber

Vater, and so again the canary was temporarily forgotten.
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Hans' father left early in the morning before he was awake, and
directly after the child's breakfast his aunt went out for her morning
marketing. Left, alone, Hans, who seldom dared take the initiative

in the presence of his aunt, ran up to the bird's cage and threw back
the cloth. But there was no cheerful chirp and upward flash of yellow

wings in answer. Instead, a strange sight,—Hans lying on his back
in the bottom of the cage with helpless little claws upturned.

Hans had never seen death in any form, yet something about the

bird's stillness sent a pang through him. He chirped and called the

canary by name; he coaxed it, he whistled to it; then, with a curious

sinking about his heart, he carefully opened the cage door and slowly

put in his hand. But the bird did not start up as he had half ex-

pected. He touched the downy feathers softly. The wings were
curiously stiff, but the little body was limp. Very gently his hand
closed over it and drew it out of the cage.

He was still standing there, looking down at it, when his aunt
came in. He looked up at her with frightened eyes when she spoke
to him, but it was not his aunt that he feared this time.

"Hans is very still. He sleeps, perhaps," he whispered. "Yet I

fear—I fear he is ill, good aunt."

His aunt glanced at the bird. "He is dead," she said. "I told

you that hot sun in the window would kill him."
"Dead," repeated Hans, troubled, wondering. "What is it to

be dead, good aunt ? Is it to be very ill ?"

"To be dead is to be dead," was his aunt's explanation. "Your
bird won't sing any more, Hans. You'd better go out in the yard
and dig a little grave for him. It's a pleasant day. I guess it won't
hurt you if you wrap up good. You can have the trowel if you're

careful not to lose it.
'

Confused and trembling, Hans stumbled out of the door, down
the stairs, and out into the dingy little backyard. Out there he sat

down on an empty box, still holding the bird in his hands. From
time to time he spoke to it and liftea it to his cheek, saying its name
softly. So William Johnson, coming out with a fluent song and a can
of ashes, found him.

"That you, honey? What you doin' over there so still? What
you got deah ?"

Hans held out the dead bird with mute questioning. He tried

to speak, but could not.

The darkey's smiling face became clouded with sympathy and
consternation.
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"Suah, honey!" he ejaculated. "The pore Httle bird's daid!

How come he died ? I hear him singing so hard only yesterday."

The child's lip quivered. "So he sang when I went away with

lieber Vater then—this morning—
—

" his voice sank to a whisper,

"in his cage, I found him so."

There was a painful silence which William Johnson broke twice

to say, "It's a shame, honey, it cert'nly is."

"Oh, William Johnson." cried Hans, suddenly sobbing, "Won't
he ever, ever sing again ?"

"I'se feared not, honey," William replied, reluctantly. "Dis
yere little bird won't sing no more. But I reckon yore papa '11 buy
you another bird

"

But Hans interrupted him, passionately. "I don't want another

bird, never—never—only Hans."
Then kind William Johnson had nothing more to say except,

"Doan' you cry, honey, doan' cry."

"Oh, William Johnson," sobbed Hans, "do you think the good
God will let him in the Himmelf"

William Johnson looked doubtful a moment, then, the cliild's

sobs being very distressing to him, said, soothingly, "I reckon so,

honey. I jus' reckon He will, for we cert'nly hear tell about the birds

of Paradise, so there surely mus' be birds a-dwellin' there."

"WilHam, I wish also to go there."

"So you will, honey, ef you's a good child, as you mos' usually is.

But you doan' want to go right now jes cause yore little bird's done
died."

Hans cried more softly. "He was so happy to be once more in

the sunshine . . . he sang so beautiful a song
and now ... he will not sing any more."

"I reckon the sunshine here ain't a patch on de light ob de glory

ob de Lord," said William Johnson, solemnly, "so doan' you cry

any more 'bout yore pore little yellow bird. He may be singin' in

Paradise dis blessed minit."

"Oh, William Johnson, do you really think so," Hans whispered,

ecstatically. Then seeing the change in the child's face, William
Johnson reiterated, positively, "I'se jes plum sure of it, honey."

"Hans, Hans!" his aunt's voice called from an upper window.

Come in. The sun is getting hot, and here is a letter from your father."

And one Hans went back to his prison from which he was soon to

be free. And the other Hans, freed from his prison forever, had
flown—where .-'
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HOW TO MAKE SMALL FARMS YIELD LARGE
RETURNS: PREPARING POOR SOIL FOR IN-

TENSIVE AGRICULTURE: BY E. J. HOLLISTER
IT HAS been amply demonstrated, especially in Europe,
that farming, when intelligently done, may be made
very profitable on lands that seem naturally unpro-
ductive. The recognition of this fact in our own
country has already encouraged a movement from
the high-priced lands of the Middle West to the cheaper
lands in the South and the Atlantic Coast States.

The demonstrations made here are largely responsible for the move-
ment that is now setting in from city to country, and the outlook

grows steadily brighter for those who are striving to change from the

dependent life of the wage-earner in the city to the independence to be
found in the country, where, by their own efforts intelligently applied

to the cultivation of a few acres, it is possible for them to produce
enough to meet the needs of a family and to have something left at the

end of the year. But to do this, the city man must realize that it is

much easier to apply the fundamental principles that bring success

in agriculture to a small acreage than to a larger tract. Very few
farmers, gardeners or fruit growers take into account the possibilities

that lie in an acre of land, representing as it does forty-three thousand
five hundred square feet—an area equal to seventeen city lots twenty-
five by one hundred feet.

In buying a small farm it is well to purchase, if possible, at least

ten acres, even if it should not be feasible for the first few years to

bring the whole area into condition to produce the best results. Rough-
ly estimated, the cost of putting ordinary land into such physical

and chemical condition as to yield large profits would be about one
hundred dollars per acre, fifty dollars of which would be expended
for underdrainage and other means of controlling the moisture in the
soil, and a like sum for fertilizing. For the first year it would be
much more practicable and profitable for the man of moderate means
to prepare thus thoroughly only one acre of a tract of ten acres, re-

serving the other nine for future use.

The one acre could be prepared as described in detail later in this

article, while the remaining nine are being prepared more gradually

by first sowing leguminous crops to be ploughed under, and then by
putting the tract into clover until it should be found expedient to drain

and prepare it with a view to getting the utmost results from the soil.

If one hundred dollars should prove too great an initial expenditure,
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it would be better for the first season to drain and fertilize a half or

even a quarter of an acre, at an expense of fifty or twenty-five dollars,

as the case might be, rather than to half prepare the larger area. If

the preparation of the land should begin in spring, it would be wise to

sow the resei-ve portion at once to clover, which builds up the physical

and chemical condition of the soil and also yields a fairly profitable

crop. But, if the work begins in midsummer, it is best first to sow
oats, which will make a rapid growth of stalk before the frost comes

and can then be ploughed under, leaving the ground to be reseeded

with rye for the winter covering that is so beneficial in protecting

the soil against packing under the beating rains,—this to be in its

turn ploughed under in the spring. The land then, with the aid of

chemical fertilizers, will be ready to produce fairly good crops, so

that it need not be held at a loss during the time that must elapse

before the whole tract can be drained and prepared for the quick

and larere results that accrue from scientific methods of intensive

agriculture.

If, however, it is possible to do without more profitable crops for

a year or two, the land would be brought into much better condition

by sowing with clover until it is needed for other crops. If it should

be possible to leave it entirely to the business of preparation, more
leguminous crops, such as soja beans or cow peas, could be sown

and ploughed under after they reached their growth. These are not

profitable crops, but they make excellent fertilizers. If a certain

amount of chemical fertilizer can be added to each one of these fertiliz-

ing crops when it is planted, so much the better for the land, which will

be gaining strength all the time and can be drained and thoroughly

cultivated, acre by acre, as seems practicable to the farmer. In the

end, of course, the whole area should be drained and prepared with

regard to the physical and chemical needs of the soil, so that it may
do its work sufficiently well to produce a comfortable income for the

family living upon it.

IN
BEGINNING the thorough preparation of the soil, it should

be understood that plants in their growth make use of thirteen

chemical elements. The most important of these,—and the ones

which may be replenished or increased through artificial sources,

—

include nitrogen, phosphorus, potash, lime, magnesia, sodium, iron,

chlorine and sulphur, all of which in their natural state are secured

from the soil by the plant when acted upon by moisture, heat and the

gases of the air. The minerals available to plants are situated in the
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space or depth of soil that extends to five feet below the surface, and,

through a wise provision of nature against the too rapid exhaustion

of these mineral plant foods, the processes by which such minerals

are transported from the lower stratum and prepared on the way to

the earth surface are very slow. Hence, the secret of success in pro-

ducing a large yield of any particular crop depends very largely on

the amount of assistance given to increase the normal capillary action

by which the soil water carries to the surface the minerals in solution.

The necessity for underdrainage rises from the fact that in early

spring the soils are saturated with water to such an extent that this

process of bringing to the surface the mineral plant foods is prevented

until such time as rains cease and summer heat evaporates the surplus

moisture. It will also be understood how, with a return of wet

weather in the later spring months, the process would again be checked,

and, as such weather conditions sometimes extend well into the sum-

mer, many of the seeds decay soon after planting, and there is but

a poor growth of those that by reason of extra vitality have sprouted

and come to the infant plant period.

A good idea can be gained of the process of capillary attraction

in soil by filling a common lamp chimney with dry sand, then placing

the bottom of tke chimney on a plate on which enough sand has been

placed to raise it a little and so leave a space between the edge of the

chimney and the plate. Then fill the plate with water and watch

the process. To the naked eye, the water seems to be absorbed by

the sand, but the movement is actually brought about by the fact

that the soil particles attract sufficient water to form a thin film of

moisture around each one. These films of moisture, as they form,

move from one soil particle to another, gradually creeping up and

dissolving and carrying with them the minerals in solution to the

surface. Thus the lime, potash, phosphorus and other minerals are

brought up to a level where the earth has been warmed by the sun

to the point that makes fermentation possible. Here much of the

water passes off into the air, leaving the salts, which are too heavy

to evaporate, in what we will call the "foot surface" or feeding ground

of the plants, that lies within reach of the action of the soil fermenta-

tion wliich prepares the food.

These processes are assisted and protected by the introduction of

underdrainage. Moreover, by draining, the land can be prepared

for crops much earfier in the spring. Seeds germinate uniformly

and plants root deeper by reason of the removal of surplus water

and the consequent increase of soil temperature. The roots are also
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out of danger from the surface droughts which usually appear after

the spring rains cease. Plants so situated, by reason of the enlarged

nourishing area, not only grow faster and mature earlier, but give

almost a certainty of increased yield and greatly improved quality.

ANOTHER strong reason for draining is that wliile it is abso-

lutely necessary to remove surplus water in the spring in order

to promote the growth of plants, it is just as necessary to pro-

vide a sufficient absorbent by which the moisture may be conserved

from shower to shower during the development of the crop. The
necessity of this will be better understood when it is remembered that

it takes sixty gallons of water to make a pound of hay, for the reason

that the minerals must be in very weak solution before they can

be taken up by the plants by absorption through the root hairs.

Moreover, these root hairs contain a mild acid, the density of which

must exceed that of the soil water before the process of absorption

can take place. Thus it will be seen that a constant stream of water

slightly charged with minerals must continually flow up through the

system of the plant during the growing period. This water, after

having assisted the other natural processes of development, is thrown

off by the plant into the atmosphere. The tangible result of this

action may be found by burning some plants and analyzing the ashes,

which represent the mineral matter so taken from the soil.

Underdrainage is necessary even in parts of the country where

irrigation is practised, because of the rapid rising of the salts in solu-

tion to the surface. This process, in the semi-arid regions, is pro-

moted by the action of the water in dissolving the salts and the rapid

evaporation that naturally takes place in all dry atmospheres. In

these regions the evil effects of alkali would be prevented by the use of

underdrainage, and the deeper rooting of the crops would increase

the amount of decaying vegetable matter in the soil which is so neces-

sary in the conservation of moisture during the growing period of

plants. The moisture thus conserved is within reach of prompt de-

livery to the plants, and, moreover, the decay of this vegetable matter

furnishes a counteracting agent by its combination with the alkaU,

thus forming a neutral body.

In the matter of providing foods for different crops, the Germans
have already adopted a very good idea, which also has been found to

work successfully in this country. The soil is regarded by them as the

resting place of plants, therefore a place in which a good supply of all

fertilizing elements should be put. These foods have been classified
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under four heads,—chemically speaking.—nitrogen, phosphoric acid,

potash and Hme. The application of lime, however, is m most m-

stances necessary only once in four years, and then only at the rate

of five hundred pounds to the acre on ordinary soils, while it is neces-

sary to apply bone, sulphate of potash and such nitrogenous foods

as nitrate of 'soda, dried blood, cotton seed meal and farmyard man-

ures annually in order to furnish a sufficient amount of food to get

profitable results. Generally speaking, two hundred pounds of

sulphate of potash, one thousand pounds of fine bone meal and two

hundred pounds of nitrate of soda applied to an acre of land annually

with ten tons of farm manure or its equivalent in green crops turned

under,—and always with the precautionary measure of underdrainage,

—would get really phenomenal results, which again might be largely

increased by the selection of seeds and the careful tillage of the soil,

care being taken not to plant so closely as to induce competition

among plants beyond the power of the water-holding capacity of

the soil.

The average cost of underdrainage would be fifty dollars an acre a

cost which is but nominal when it is considered that tile drains last for

a hundred years or more. The annual expense covering a period of

years would not exceed fifty cents per acre. Moreover, as we have al-

ready said, it would not be necessary to complete the improvement the

first year. The start thus obtained, though, would increase the profits

sufficiently to carrv on the improvements until completed. The annual

expense of fertilizing would not exceed thirty dollars per acre.

Where land is stony or it is thought best to remove superfluous

fences, the expense of underdrainage may be greatly reduced. It is

quite practicable to dig the same sort of trenches for underdrainage

that are used for drain tiles. In both cases the stones are so placed

that an opening is formed at the bottom for drainage, the trench

is first filled within two feet of the surface with stones, oyer which

earth is placed to the top. Another cheap method of draining is in

the use of poles cut from small trees and placed in the trench, two on

the bottom and the third on top, forming a right angle of the three and

leaving an open space for drainage. These poles are first covered with

straw, leaves or sod, which prevents the loose earth with wliich the

trench is filled from working down and clogo;ing the drain. "Where a

farm is located near mills that use wood as tuel, the expense of ferti-

lizing can be easily reduced, for wood ashes make a fine fertilizer when

the expense of cartage does not have to be counted. Leaf mold

from the woods helps to cut down the fertilizing bill.
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THE THATCHED ROOFS OF ENGLAND: AN
ANCIENT CRAFT WHICH STILL EXISTS AND
CONTRIBUTES MUCH TO THE CHARM OF
THE COUNTRY: BY HERBERT M. LOME

UST how and why some English villages with which

the writer is familiar, and certain English country

houses of which he has the freedom, are possessed

of an atmosphere of "homeness" that seems^peculiar

to them, had, in a way, puzzled him for long. And
it was not until a recent springtime that the pleasant

problem was solved. Fanciful as it may sound, the

mystery lay to a very great extent in climbing roses and thatched

roofs, especially the latter. So it is with these same roofs that this

article has chiefly to do.

As has been said, it was springtime. Also it wasn't raining, and

the sun shone placidly. And the setting was in North Somersetshire,

by which you, who know your England at such periods and in such

places, will understand that the air was sweet and bland, having a

clarity of touch and vision ; that overhead was a translucent blue such

as is rare in any other clime; that an evasive glitter to the northward

gave hint of the proximity of the British Channel, the normal amber

of which, filching the tone of the sky, brought into being a flood of

indescribable but fascinating hues. The peaks and upper stretches

of the arc of hills surrounding the little village were brownish-gray with

budding heather. Valleys and woods and meadow-lands wore gar-

ments of tender green. On hedge bank and copse slope were prim-

roses; thick and of the color of July moons. In shady places, one

discovered clumps of violets, dense and odorous. From near-by

orchards, throstles whistled, and there was a constant flutter of

happy wings between pink and white blossoms. Blackbirds sprang

from leafy fastnesses only to dart out of sight again, shouting naelo-

dious defiance to the wayfarer. Hosts of small birds flirted and flitted

in the Scotch cedars which dotted the lawn, or discussed mating

affairs on the lawn itself, or in the rose bushes and'syringas of the

long garden. One could catch the pleading notes of the wood pigeons

in the trees of the little "combe" that lay to the east. And the cas-

ual sountls of human presence and labor which seemed part of, yet

dominated, all else were pleasant, even comforting. There were

broken bits of a shepherd's call to his dogs: faint and stray shoutings

from ploughable lands, and nearer, the gossip and tinkle of a farm

dairy mingled with the drone of a neighbor talking bees to a crony.
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So, being not many days removed from the roar and rattle

of New York, a chair was drawn a trifle closer to the bay-window
which stretched almost from the ceihng to the floor; and there fol-

lowed the closing of a magazine and a restful reveling in pleasant

sights and sounds. But seeing that one's birthplace was some thou-
sands of miles westward, there came a sort of unacknowledged sense

of shame in that one felt so entirely and comfortably "at home."
And then, by degrees, came the revelation that, apart from people,

a sense of "home" is more or less dependent upon externals. When,
furthermore, the chief of these externals takes the form of walls covered
with josthng growths of Marshal Neil roses, while the roof above
has a wheat-straw thatch vfiih broad eaves which invite house swal-

lows to build their nests beneath them,—such eaves being cool in

summer and snug and warm in winter, and fitting into the scheme
of the surrounding landscape marvel ously,—it follows that cottage

or villa or homestead, so fashioned by man and nature, is well nigh
irresistible to one having the home-hunger.

Now it would seem that only the people of those lands in which
the climate is fickle, or doesn't invite a life in the open, are

possessed of real homes; by which term is meant dwelhngs
large or small which have an indefinable something about them that

makes for comfort of body, peace of mind and an affection for the

dumb things which bring these qualities into being. Such homes
are the human reply to the total unkindness of nature, especially

to that phase of it expressed in weather conditions. And because
of all this, the thatched roof is satisfying to a degree, because it ap-
peals to the art instinct by reason of its shape, hues and associations;

it hints at home ties of the firmest and home people of the dearest,

and it gives promise of that ease and protection which are all the

more acceptable after stress of storm.

That England has not a monopoly of thatched roofs is made plain

to the tourist on the other side of the water. In Holland such roofs

abound, and in this connection it may be noted that the thatches
which, happily, are beginning to be favored by owners of country
estates in the United States, are for the most part distinctly Dutch in

design. Especially is this true in New York, Pennsylvania and the
New England States. While the house itself may hold to an accepted
style of roof, yet thatches are on the increase when it comes to garden
pavilions, shrubbery houses, shelters and the offices and attached

buildings in general of a summer home. Another use of thatches
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in this country is that of sheltering EngHsh pheasants and other game
birds whose natural habitat during the winter months is in a milder

climate. In these cases the shelter itself is usually made of bark,

while the thatch on three sides slopes almost to the ground. The
southern exposure has a somewhat abbreviated roof. So harbored,

the birds pass in comfort the season which would otherwise prove

fatal to the majority of them.
Rural Germany also affects straw or reeds for house coverings,

and the same remark holds good with regard to many sections of

agricultural France. But some of the quaintest of these roofs are

of Japanese model and fashion. In these, as well as in the Dutch
forms, ridge poles, spurs and gables of an ornamental sort are fre-

quently seen, and also the edges of the thatch itself are cut and
trimmed decoratively.

As has been said, wheat or barley straw, preferably the former,

is commonly used by the British thatcher, who, by the way, is looked

upon as an artisan of repute in the districts in which his services are

in demand. And rightly, too, for his craft is ancient and honorable,

being both useful and beautifying. However, for "fancy" work,

long meadow grass is sometimes used, also a species of rush, and a

reed which is found in rather spare quantities in the south and west

of England, and has, it is said, the quality of getting tougher as it

grows older.

ONCE upon a time, two amateur botanists were hunting bog
mosses on Exmoor, on the confines of the land of Lorna Doone.

About the hour of luncheon they found that their enthusiasm had
led them far afield, a good hour and a half from the farm house which
they had made their temporary headquarters. The only place which
yielded promise of food was a shepherd's shack half a mile distant,

so thither they went. That the shack, or rather its owner, a small,

wiry, dark man with curly hair, could offer nothing better than brown
bread, which was woefully "clit" or heavy, and raw onions, is neither

here nor there. The point was, that the roof of the shack was artisti-

cally thatched with layers of pleated reeds.

"Feyther taught I th' way to do un," explained the shepherd

with an upward jerk of liis thumb toward the roof. "An' his feyther

taught 'im avore that, an' his feyther avore that an' back an' back

t'will nobody can think."

"An hereditary art, evidently" said one of the moss hunters to

his companion. "But I never saw thatches like these outside of the
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Low Countries. Safe bet that this fellow is of Dutch descent."

Then he said to the man of Devon, "And what is your name, may

I ask .'"

"Well," replied the shepherd, "most volk call I Van, but ma
right name be Henry Van Torp. They do say that ma gurt grand-

feyther were a-vitin' against England and were took prisoner and

married a Devon girl an' settled 'ereabout"—he indicated the south-

ward sweep of the moor—"but these be a lot of voolish tales to ma
thinkin'."

Which statement proved among other things that the shepherd

himself was historically a rather mteresting issue of the times of

Admiral Blake and that a craft or art persists if it does not come in

contact with modifying or disturbing influences. But, anyhow, the

Exmoor pleated-reed thatch is the sole specimen of its kind that the

botanists ever knew or heard of outside of Holland.

As has been said, the thatcher's calling is an honorable one, as well

as picturesque. Whether he, clad in an apron of some tough material,

armed with comb and beetle, shears and mallet, is patching up a roof

that for a quarter of a century has bidden defiance to rain, snow or

wind; or whether he is bringing into being a totally new thatch, he

is usually serious, intent, busy, yet not quite unmindful of the interest

shown in him and his work by the inevitable crowd of children and

loungers. He who records this knows, for has not he watched the

thatcher at his task many a time and oft when the eaves of Mary

Green's cottage had grown scant and scraggy; or a gusty night had

played havoc with the house-leek laden roof of Rob Hodges, or sud-

den holes had developed in the thatch, beloved of bats and sparrows

and swallows, which crowned the rambUng homestead of Farmer

Jorkins? Be it said, too, that never was there known a thatcher

who did not take a pride in his craft or who was not willing to subse-

quently talk the job over,—its art and its mysteries,—at The Pot

and Plough.

THIS being no dissertation on the trade of thatching, there will

be no effort made to tell how the thing is done, except from the

layman's viewpoint. The framework of the roof seems to need

no special preparation to receive the thatch, except that laths and

rafters in general shall be fairly close together, to afford the needed

support for the layers and bundles of straw. As a preliminary, the

thatcher packs the ex-terior roof with his bundles, each of which is of

the proper length and usually bound with withes, or willow tvngs.
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Then comes a pressing and pounding with the mallet so as to get an

evenness of surface and a solidity of foundation.

Then follows the laying of more bundles, which are kept in place

by long poles pending the arrangement of the straws with fingers and

with the combs ; this for the purpose of getting them even and point-

ing in one direction. After the bundles have been so laid, beetled,

combed and laced into place with added willow twigs, the poles are

removed. When the required thickness has been reached, the shear-

ing of the thatch in general, and of the eaves in particular, begins,

and it is now that the art of the thatcher is made apparent. To lay

the foundation was a comparatively simple matter, but to trim and

finish ofl" the roof calls for true handicraft. The shape and thickness

of the eaves varies with the taste of the thatcher, or the demands
of his patron. Not infrequently the willow lacing is apparent near

the edges. In other instances, however, it is hidden, the roof pre-

senting a smooth surface which is as pleasant to the eye as it is im-

penetrable to rain or snow. The final layer of straw is kept in place

either by what is known as underlacing, or by being thoroughly ham-
mered and smoothed Avith the mallet. Simple as is the teUing of all

this, the actual work is more or less difficult and it isn't every thatcher

who is qualified either by nature or practice to put together a roof

which both artistically and practically is of just the right sort.

It may be said here that the tliickness of the eaves does not indi-

cate that of the thatch. There are reasons for this, the chief of which

is that the eaves bear the brunt of weather conditions, and they are

constructed with this in view. More than that a thick cave suggests

a sort of richness of roof, which, by the way, is not always justified

by the facts. And the experienced cottager will tell you that the

dimensions of the eaves, particularly those which come over windows,

have much to do with the coolness of rooms in summer and their

warmth in the winter.

Given the skill and patience which are required to thatch a roof

evenly and properly, the art required to finish it off, especially the

ridge of the thatch, is considerable. This much in regard to English

thatches. In the case of those of Japanese and even Dutch model

the difficulty is increased. Sometimes in these last cases ridge poles

are used with ends projecting beyond the gable. Others are wrought

in a general upward curve, and there are still others in which a round

ridge pole projects through the thatch at the gable peak, at which

point a flat spur of wood springs up from the ridge, to which is at-
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tached at right angles a structure made of wood which projects two

feet or more beyond the gable.

In some sections of Great Britain that are near the sea and ex-

posed to the wind the thatches are interlaced and held down with

withes which are visible on the exterior of the roof. Thus in the

case of the majority of Scotch clachans, or groups of farmhouses, the

roofs are of the type just spoken of.

There are also ridges made of tile, but these are few so far as

England is concerned. In America, however, such ridges, together

with other decorative forms borrowed from European and Eastern

nations, are to be seen in plenty. And it may be added that the eaves

of such thatches are fancifully made, and differ widely in character.

In Pennsylvania, for example, the writer remembers seeing a thatched

roof with a flat ridge of Japanese design, on wliich was a luxuriant

growth of iris and red lily. Such ridges are characteristic of village

life in Japan.
Sometimes, although rarely, the British cottager so far departs

from conventional lines as to have his thatch so trimmed that it sug-

gests a series of thick layers rather than one smooth, sloping surface.

These layers may be shingle shaped, circular, etc. It is said, how-
ever, that they do not stand the weather as well as the ordinary roof.

On the whole, then, and from an artistic as well as a wearable stand-

point, the old-fashioned form of thatch is the best.

A curious illustration of the decadence of the thatch as a covering

for dweUing places is furnished by London. We are informed that,

fifty years or so ago, roofs of straw were not unknown in the British

metropolis. They were then fairly numerous in the suburbs and dis-

cernible at odd intervals near the central sections of the city. Today,

thatched roofs in London are pretty nearly as rare as eggs of the

Great Auk. There is a well-preserved thatch in Camberwell Grove

that is declared on authority to be the work of a highly skilled artisan.

Then there is an inn called the Plough at the eastern end of the

Grove which wears an ancient thatch with distinguished effect.

Furthermore, there is a thatched house on the Bow Road not far from

the depot of the North London railroad. Unless a real estate boom
has recently swept them away, there are a couple of thatched cot-

tages on Hackney Downs. But these are about all. Although every

Cockney knows that there is a Thatched House on St. James Street,

it has nothing to justify its title but the tradition of that which it once

was.
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MODERN FIRE-PROOF THATCHED ROOF

THE best straw for thatcliing is that of wheat

or of rye, which has not been threshed and
whei-e the pipes are whole and un-

bruised by the flail. The straw should

be combed and cleaned free from short

straws, weeds and grass, and the ears cut

off with a sharp sickle. The
thatch should be laid not less

than fourteen inches thick;

many cases eighteen inches

even twenty inches is

found to be more ad-

vantageous. As a remedy
against damage by fire,

the straw should first be

saturated in a solution of

silicate of potassium soda

or natrium dissolved in

water. This method is

both cheap and efi^ective.

Thatched roofs, owing to

their absorption of rain,

are very heavy, requiring

stout rafters and purlins

at short intervals. The
accompanying sketch shows a method by which fireproof blocks can

be used as a secondary preventive for the spread of fire. These

blocks can be made of clay or of asbestos. Perhaps those known

as book tiles, which are usually three inches thick, twelve inches

wide and seventeen and a half inches long, would answer the pur-

pose, and they can readily be secured in any section of the couritry.

The chimneys should be high, six feet or more above the ridge

if possible, the outer walls double thick and the flue carefully lined

with tile. A fine wire netting at the top of the chimney in the flue

is a further protection against fire. A well laid straw thatch will last

thirty or forty years—some are known to be seventy years old.

The thatcher begins his work at the eaves and continues to the

ridge. An interesting thatch is occasionally made by the using of

fagots of birch, ash or hazel, well dried—\\\\s is important. The
bundles should not be less than eighteen inches long and twelve inches

thick. Soft tarred cord is used to secure to the lath.
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PATCH QUILTS AND PHILOSOPHY: BY
ELIZABETH DAINGERFIELD

I

HE price of most things, in Appalachian^America, is

"just what you think you can afford to pay." The
price of quilting is a dollar a spool. The first stand-

ard is more logical than the student of economics is

ready to admit. If your crops have done well and
your hogs have brought a good price, you can afford

to pay more for the work I can do for you than Aunt

Sudy Crofton can, whose man has been ailing all summer and whose

hogs died of the cholera. I do the work for both alike, and each

pays "just what you think you can afford." Quilting is different.

Everybody knows just how long quilting takes, just how laborious

it is, and the spool is the measure of excellence. Three spools will

quilt a bedspread of ordinary size neatly, four will allow some beauty

of execution. I have seen a patch quilt of eight spools—that was a

generation ago, but people still talk of "the time Abby Thompson
made that eight-spool Ball and Cherry patch quilt" and come from

far to see it. It was worthy the admiration it excites. I have an

Ostrich Feather quilt (commonly called Oyster Feather in a region

where ostriches and oysters are equally rare) quilted in Hoop and

Feather design with six spools, and this treasure has twelve stitches

to the running inch. Measure your running stitch and see to what

excellence your sister in the Cumberland Mountains, bending over

the quilting frame, has attained. If my six-spool quilt has twelve

stitches to the inch what must be the number in that eight-spool

Ball and Cherry quilt ?

There is much beautiful and skilful handiwork hidden away in

these hills. The old women still weave coverlids and towels and

table linen of wool from their own sheep and flax from their own gar-

den. The girls adorn their cotton gowns with "compass work,"

exact, exquisite. In some places the men and boys, girls and women
make baskets of hickory, reeds and willow, to delight the heart of the

collector. But from the cradle to the grave the women make quilts.

The tiny girl shows you with pride the completed four-patch or

eight-patch, square piled on square, which "Mammy aims to set up
for her ag'inst spring." The mother tells you half jesting, half in

earnest, "the young un will have several ag'inst she has a house of

her own." No bride of the old country has more pride in her dower

chest than the mountain bride in her pile of quilts. The old woman
mumbling over her pipe will show you a stack of quilts from floor to

ceiling of her cabin. One dear old soul told me she "had eighty-
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four, all different, and ever' stitch, piecin', settin' up, quiltin', my
own work and ne'er another finger tetched hit."

To every mountain woman her piece quilts are her daily interest,

but her patch quilts are her glory. Even in these days you women
of the low country know a piece quilt when you see one, and doubtless

you learned to sew on a "four-patch" square. But have you among
your treasure a patch quilt ? The piece quilt, of course, is inade of

scraps, and its beauty or ugliness depends upon the material and

colors that come to hand, the intricacy of the design and one's skill

in executing it. I think much character building must be done while

hand and eye cooperate to make, for example, a Star quilt, with its

endless tiny points for fitting and joining. But a patch quilt is a

more ambitious affair. For this the pattern is cut from the whole

piece and appliqued on unbleached cotton. The colors used are

commonly oil red, oil green and a certain rather violent yellow, and

sometimes indigo blue. These and these only are considered rehable

enough for a patch quilt, which is made for the generations that come

after. The making of such a quilt is a work of Oriental patience.

These neighbors of mine learn patience far from our modern turmoil

and opportunity,—shut in by the eternal hills, "up on Duck Fork,"

"down in Town Hollow,"

"out on Hell Creek."
There are fixed quilting

designs which go with cer-

tain patch patterns. An
Oyster Feather, for instance,

is occasionally made up T^dth

a diamond, but its approved
complement is the Hoop
and Feather quilting design.

The large curled "feather"

is not in reality a feather

at all, but a conventional-

ized design taken bodily

from the great curled dry

leaves that rustle under the

foot of the mountain woman
as she goes to the spring,

with the water bucket on
one hip and the baby on the

PEONY PATCH QUILT DESIGN. othcr. Thc Hoop and
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN DESIGN.

Feather quilting pattern ap-

peals to the eye and mind for

its fitness with the appliqued

design. The hoop is "drawn
off" around a dinner plate and
the feather is the segment of a

saucer's circle. Among my
treasure trove is a patch quilt

whose red flowers springing

from small green leaves de-

lighted the eye that saw it in a

brown-walled log cabin. "Hit

hasn't got any right name," I

was told. "I call hit the

mountain hly. I just drew

hit off from these here mountain lilies that bloom along in July.

Then I had to work out the right quiltin' for hit. A body couldn't

do hit in squares; Hoop and Feather don't suit a pattern that goes up

and down as much as this here ; diamants was better but they wasn't

right. So I just made up my mind to follow the pattern ag'in in the

quiltin', and I think hit does right well." The beautiful amaryllis

of the mountains brought out in its own brave colors in the "patch"

and repeated Hke a ghost flower in the quilting made an effect of

which no artist need have been ashamed. I have always hated the

people who called whatever they admired "a poem," but that was the

word that came to me while this mountain woman told me how her

mind had seized and her hands made captive the beauty of the moun-

tain lily in the one form of expression that was her own.

Doubtless the Piney quilt—again green and red are the only colors

used against the white,—was evolved in just this fashion by the grand-

mother of its present owner. I have never found another just Uke

it and it has the same effect of distinction and originality, grace and

spirit that mark the Mountain Lily.

The tuhp pattern is usuafly quilted with great elaboration, as

befits its somewhat complex design. The "tulips" have yellow

centers, the next leaves are red and the outer ones green. The one

I have is quilted with Hoop and Feather in the spaces and diamonds

within diamonds in the squares on which the "tulips" are apphqued.

As I drew near Aunt Cynthia Steele's house one pleasant day in

May, I found her at her quilting frame in the pleasant shadow of a

beech tree just outside her cabin. Her daughter was busy in the
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MOUNTAIN LILY DESIGN.

house and Aunt Cynthia
was surrounded by the

grandchildren, happy in

the early sunshine. The
little girl played house-

keeping with corncob

dolls and acorn cups and
saucers. The four-year-

old boy tousled a pup in

the sunshine and the

baby rolled contentedly

on an old quilt near Aunt
Cynthy's feet. The old

lady's mind was at rest,

though her hands were

busy, and I found her

hospitable, as always,

and more than usually

ready to talk. When I give, as nearly as I may, the form of my dear

neighbor's speech, I take you into my confidence, sure that you will

not misunderstand. I trust I know my Shakespeare too well to

think that the quaint words that fall so pleasantly on the ear in

this hill country are corruptions.

"I'm proud to see you, said Aunt Cynthy. "Go in, ef you can

get in for the children, or ef you are willin', we can talk right hyar.

I couldn't miss the first good
quiltin' weather this spring. All

winter I piece and patch, me
and the gals, and when pretty

weather comes I set up my frame

right hyar under this beech tree.

I'd rather piece as eat, and I'd

rather patch as piece, but I take

natcherally delight in quiltin'.

I'm an old woman, honey, and

I tell ye, a woman can do her

work better ef she has some-

thing pretty to her hand to take

up whenst she air plumb worried

out. Whenst I war a new-mar-
ried woman with the children
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round my feet, hit 'peared like I'd git so wearied I couldn't take

delight in nothing; and I'd git ill to my man and the children, and

what do you reckon I done them times? I just put down the

breeches I was patchin' and tuk out my quilt squar'. Hit wuz

better than prayin', child, hit wuz reason.

"I don't reckon you want to see my quilts, do you? I reckon

you've seen a sight better, but they are always new to me. Thar's

hist'ry in 'em, and memory. Now, this Swarm o' Bees,—I made

that when my man and me were a-talking." {i. e. courting,—see

King Lear.) "Thar's right smart of this speckled pink in hit, see.

I put hit in because Tom 'lowed I looked mighty pretty when I wore

hit. A body's fooUsh, child.

"I always liked this here Flower Basket. I made hit when Jack

war the baby. He had a little green dress like this here base, and

Tom and me 'lowed he looked so sweet in that dress that I put ever'

bit an' grain I could cut out of it in this here Flower Basket. We
buried Jack thirty-five year ago, but I can see him, crawhn' into

ever'thing and always a-laughin' so a body couldn't scold him, as

plain as the day I begun to make this quilt. Here's my Radical

Rose. I reckon you've beared I was the first human that ever put

black in a Radical Rose. Thar hit is, right plumb in the middle.

Well, whenever you see black in a Radical Rose you can know hit

war made atter the second year of the war. Hit was this way, ever'^

man war a-talkin' about the Radicals and all the women tuk to makin'

Radical Roses. One day I got to studyin' that thar ought to be some

black in that thar pattern, sense half the trouble was to free the nig-

gers and hit didn't look fair to leave them out. And from that day

to this thar's been black in ever' Radical Rose.

"This here Rocky Mountain I made atter Belle's man went out

West and couldn't stay away. But atter he come back he talked a

mighty sight about the Rocky Mountains and about the way the sun

come up over them mountains in jagged peaks, like he said, 'Thar's

the sun, and thar's the road a-trailin' back.' Lor,' no, I didn't draw

hit off out of my head, I reckon hit war made before my time, but

I made mine to remember Lome's goin' and comin'. Thar's one

quilt here my grandmother made. Hit's the Wilderness Road and

I've got it in my head that she made hit up herself, because I know

she rid to Kentucky horseback behind her man over the Wilderness

Road.
"A body can take comfort in layin' herself out on the quiltin' of a

patch quilt. Hit's somethin' to show whenst you are gone."
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WHAT OUR CITIES ARE DOING FOR THEIR
CHILDREN: BYGEORGE ETHELBERTWALSH

NE of the most urgent problems the modern city has to

face is the need of making such provision for its chil-

dren that they will develop morally and physically

into good citizens. A "childless city" is an incon-

ceivable proposition; yet, if we are to accept the con-

clusions of some writers, the little ones are not wanted
and their presence in the streets constitutes a public

nuisance. But no one can cjuite imagine "race suicide" carried to

the extent of totally eliminating all the boys and girls from our cities,

so must a solution of the problem gradually work itself out.

In New York especially, the " race suicide" question is of secondary

importance to the problem of what to do with the children already

with us. A picture of a crowded street in the tenement districts

is illuminative. In the foreground and background there are children

—babes in the arms of mothers, boys and girls playing in the middle

of the street, mischievous urchins climbing fire-escapes or fighting

among themselves, half-grown children lazily gossiping or hanging
around the corner saloons, all trying to find some outlet for their

animal spirits. The middle of the street in some sections is so crowded
by children at play that it is almost impossible for a wagon to thread

its way through them safely at any speed greater than two or three

miles an hour. The toot of an automobile horn is a signal for a gen-

eral rush for the sidewalks, accompanied by pushing and shoving

that endangers the lives of the smaller ones. Through some of these

crowded thoroughfares run street car lines, and it is manifestly not

so much the carelessness of motormen as it is the fault of present

congested conditions that an annual toll of many innocent lives is

exacted by our street railway companies.

In summer the condition of the tenement children is rendered

almost unbearable. The sultry temperature drives them from stuffy

tenements, and the hot pavements scorch and hurt them. They
attempt to play a little in the shadow of the brick walls of their home
in the early morning and late afternoon hours, but at midday they

become languid and slothful. At night they seek the roofs and
fire-escapes where they may catch a little of the passing breeze, and
through the torture of it all they slumber fitfully until the dawn of

another day repeats the story.

The city owes certain debts to the children which are just begin-

ning to be realized. They are not intellectual debts, but physical

and moral. The physical debt has been contracted through the
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artificial environment imposed upon the children. The cities have
attempted to rob them of their birthright of free and independent

expression of their physical natures. They have taken away their

playgrounds, their fields and woods, their trout and fishing streams,

their very dooryards. The result has been that the children have

degenerated morally and physically, and the citizens of the future

must suft'er as a consequence. The work of restoring these natural

rights to the city children must develop through years of planning and
farsighted policies, and the children mutely demand it. It was no

choosing of theirs that they were brought into the world between

brick walls and hot pavements.

CHILDREN, to retain their physical, moral and mental balance,

must have breathing and exercising space and a normal de-

velopment of all their faculties through association with natural

conditions. This is the problem which many cities are seeking to

solve. Compulsory physical exercise does not always produce the

desired results. The physical training in public schools for this

reason falls far short of the ideal. The children find no pleasure

in it, for to make pleasure out of exercise the imagination must be

stimulated. This is best accomplished in games, and outdoor games
under congenial surroundings are always the most productive of good.

Taking all the factors together it is the city's duty to provide

open air playgrounds for its children, workshops for the development

of their creative instincts, farms and gardens for the healthful exer-

cise in the cultivation of new life, and places of amusement, such

as indoor gymnasiums, bowling alleys and swimming pools for recre-

ation in winter. These are the things which the normal country

child has provided for him by the very nature of his environment,

and the city has robbed its children of them through artificial con-

ditions, and these are the things that must be restored if the children

of the cities are to produce types of future citizens the nation needs.

New York is facing the problem acutely. Chicago is only a little

better off, and the other large cities are treading the same thorn-

strewn road. The park systems are being extended at a great ex-

penditure of public money, and these breathing spaces are being

more and more used for the children. Not many years ago the parks

of New York City were beautiful places to look at and pleasant

strolling grounds, but they were not in any sense of the word play-

grounds. Today they are turned over to thousands of children for

open-air recreation. Any day in spring, summer and fall, tennis,
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baseball, cricket, lacrosse and other games are in progress in Central,

Van Cortland, Riverside and other municipal parks. The old sign,

"keep off the grass," is rapidly disappearing. The city is partly

atoning for its past neglect of the children by opening the parks for

their unalloyed pleasure. The change has in no way injured the parks,

but rather has increased their value by making them useful as well

as ornamental. In the boroughs of Bronx and Queens provision

is being made to accommodate the vast army of children who in the

near future will people the outlying districts. New York is spending
millions for its parks where a few years ago it spent thousands. It

is true that these expenditures are made only indirectly in the interest

of the children, but wdiether they have this purpose distinctly in view
or not they must prove a blessing for future generations of boys
and girls.

The small parks in the congested districts of the city are of more
importance in the solution of the city-child problem than the larger

playgrounds in the outlying districts. The few additional "breath-
ing places" on the East Side of New York where open air gymna-
siums are established have proved a great boon to the little ones. The
river front parks, with their free swimming and bathing houses, have
cost the city millions of dollars in the past ten years, but they no more
than represent a part of the debt the city owes its children. The con-

templated extension of these parks and swimming piers includes also

more recreation piers. Indeed, the need of the city is for sufficient

recreation piers, river front parks and swimming places to accom-
modate the whole population of boys and girls. Within the next

ten years many more millions of dollars will be expended in this

direction.

CHICAGO has had similar experiences with her small parks and
recreation centers. The attempt made in that city to provide

within the city limits a comprehensive system of small places for

the recreation of the poor is the most costly yet undertaken by any mu-
nicipality. The fourteen recreation centers have already cost Chicago
seven million dollars and from twenty-five to thirty thousand dol-

lars annually to maintain each one. In these playgrounds there are

clubhouses, gymnasiums, baths and athletic grounds. The attend-

ance on all pleasant days has been so large that the city authorities

feel that the money has been wisely invested. The extension of this

system of outdoor recreation centers for children is now being con-

sidered, and as fast as the money is appropriated new small parks
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will be opened and equipped. Chicago is better prepared to cope

with such an experiment than New York, for it has no such narrow

congested section as the lower East Side of the metropoUs, and the

cost of land for park purposes in the poorer quarters is much less.

The question of establishing outdoor recreation centers in the

older parts of New York is one that involves an immense outlay of

funds, and the solution of the problem must be reached in other ways.

One that has been suggested is to utilize the roofs for playgrounds.

Half a dozen schools have playgrounds on their roofs, and many com-
mercial buildings have roof gardens and gymnasiums where young
and old can play at games at the noon hour. But to make tliis inno-

vation of real value to the cliildren of our cities the roof playgrounds

would have to be planned on a comprehensive scale. At present

there are many acres of flat roofs which are wasted. The construc-

tion of extensive systems of playgrounds on these by the city would
reheve the congestion in the streets below and make the mortality

among children far less than it is today. No city has yet made any
extensive attempt to utilize the roof space for park purposes and
playgrounds, but New York is reaching the point where it must look

for more space either above the ground or below. It is not likely

that the children's playgrounds will be placed underground and the

only other place left is above on the city's roof.

Architects no longer leave out of consideration the question of

utihzing the flat roofs, and many of the new buildings designed have
model roof gymnasiums and gardens. Some of the model tenements
are provided with similar equipments where the occupants can safely

turn their children loose to play. A number of new plans of model
tenements now under consideration will emphasize the use of the

roofs for recreation centers more than ever. These contemplate the

building of complete outdoor gymnasiums, gardens and playgrounds

for the younger children, including trees and plants, all surrounded
by a high wall to prevent accidents. In the summer time these roof

gardens of the tenements could be utilized for sleeping purposes, and
it is proposed to erect poles thereon so that several tiers of hammocks
can swing to the cool breeze. The importance given to the value of

outdoor sleeping for consumptives and others suffering from pul-

monary ills has led to the consideration of such improvements in the

tenements. It is one of the surest methods of combating the "white
plague" now so threatening to the densely crowded tenement people.

One of the greatest needs of boys and girls in our cities is the

opportunity to cultivate the soil and learn the secrets of nature's
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growth and development. The work of making flowers and plants

grow has long been recognized as having great influence in awakening

dormant faculties in the child's mind. The country boy is brought

up under such environment that he learns from infancy secrets of

nature which the city boy of the tenements may never understand.

Years ago the present movement to bring nature closer into the lives

of the poor children was started by encouraging the growth of flowers

in pots and boxes. On a summer's day one may see the window
siUs of the poorest tenement houses decorated with flowers and green

plants. The fidelity with wliich some of the poor will tend their

few plants indicates their appreciation of even such glimpses of

nature. Following this cultivation of plants in the tenements, the

public school authorities took up the question of teaching students in

the schools the art of flower and plant cultivation from seeds. Some
of the schools have excellent gardens in their windows where the

children daily get practical illustrations of how nature increases her

species year after year.

But this has not been enough, and the school garden has been

evolved from the few indoor attempts at window gardening. The
school garden has flourished in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, St.

Louis, Cleveland and many other towns and cities. The first school

garden was started seven years ago under the auspices of the Boston

Normal School. Today there are a dozen such gardens in Boston

and the suburbs where boys and girls have the opportunity to do

manual work and learn real gardening and farming. The school

garden as a factor in village improvement has spread throughout the

land, and scores of small towns and Adllages have estabhshed such

gardens for their children. At first these gardens were used only

during the warm seasons of the year, but now they are kept open from

frost to frost and in a few instances attempts have been made to roof

over a part of the land with glass, and carry on operations through

some of the cold months.

The establishment of such gardens by the different cities is no

longer in the experimental stage. Their value has been fully dem-

onstrated, and the cities owe it to the children to make such provisions

for their welfare. Topography here as in many other respects is an

important factor. New York is more hampered in this respect than

most cities, but school gardens planned for the boroughs of the Bronx,

Richmond antl Queens mark the spread of the idea. More and

more mil the boy of New York and other large cities have the oppor-

tunity to "garden" and "farm" his small place even though it is
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only a few feet square. There are many waste places and empty
fields close to the densely populated districts of the cities which could
be utilized temporarily for such school gardens and the movement
is gaining headway to induce the cities to preempt these for the
children.

A number of cities have entered more or less tentatively into the

work of establishing summer camps for the children within their

boundaries. The Fresh Air Fund, which has done such noble work
in the past, is not sufficient for the future. It would prove less costly

in the end for the cities to acquire wild land within a reasonable dis-

tance and establish summer camps for the children where they could
spend weeks and months living in tents and out of doors. These
summer camps under the control of proper men and women would
prove valuable beyond any present estimation. The land could be
obtained at a nominal cost and the city could send its charges there

every summer, especially the sick and weak. Camping, farming and
playing in the fresh air would within a few short months transform
many an undersized and backward child.

These summer camps should multiply in the future as rapidly
as parks and recreation centers have in the past. With them will

come gardens and workshops. It is estimated by philanthropists

who have studied the question that such farms and workshops could
within a few years be made almost self-supporting. The handling
of tools is a necessary part of every boy's education and instead of

compulsory work in the shops it should be made selective.

The duty of our cities has not been thoroughly appreciated in the
past, but the boys of the future will have a better time of it than those
of the past or even of the present. In return for the immense sums
expended in their interest the cities will get better and stronger chil-

dren. The average type of citizenship will be raised. The moral
influence will be almost as great as the physical, and this will affect

our percentage of crime. There will be less need to increase our
cost of police protection at the present rapid rate and our asylums
and hospitals will not be filled so steadily with the wrecks of humanity.
The normal child is a strong, healthy animal, physically as well as
morally, and anything which robs him of this birthright must be
abolished or its influence counteracted. We cannot abolish the city,

but we can modify its environments so that it will less systematically

and persistently destroy the little ones.
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A SMALL BUNGALOW WORTH STUDYING

ABOUT three and a half miles

from Pasadena is located a bun-

galow, here illustrated, designed

and built by Mr. Louis B.

Easton for Mr. C. C. Curtis. The
house 44 feet x 32 feet, and barn 20

feet by 80 feet, together form a ranch

house, and the barn, built in the form

of an "L," makes a court at the back

and adds mass to the combined struc-

ture. At the rear, and within easy

view, stands Mt. Lowe with its obser-

vatory, and running down the mountain

the inclined road of the Pacific Electric.

The house has the lines of the old Mex-
ican buildings of adobe, but differs

from them in construction, being built

of boards running up and down and

heavily battened. Such a bungalow,

carefully built, would be entirely prac-

tical for an all-the-year-round home
in California, and, where one wishes to

live the simple life, is much better

adapted to winter use in this locality

than the regulation small house.

The central living room, 20 feet x 23

feet, has a big fireplace with a high

settle at one side, which serves a double

purpose. The back of this settle faces

the entrance door, thus helping to form

a vestibule and making a convenient

place for hanging wraps and coats,

while at the same time it shelters the

fireplace from the wind.

At the opposite side of the fireplace

is a built-in bookcase nine feet in

length, beyond which are a desk and

typewriter desk, furnished with a long

bench upon which, when at work, one

may easily move from one to the other.

A couple of magazine racks, a rough

table and a few chairs complete the fur-

nishings of this room. In the dining

room are a built-in buffet, a round table

and old splint chairs, which lend an air

of homely comfort and cheer.

All lumber throughout the house is

of rough redwood, smoothed with a

steel brush. The ceilings are of 14-

inch boards battened on the upper side,

and these, as well as the boarding on

the outside of the buildings, are the

color of weathered driftwood. Beams
and trim are finished in a dark brown

tone, with which the burlap above the

wainscot is in harmony.

Provision is made for hot and cold

water, the plumbing is much better than

that which is provided in the usual five-

room house, and under all is a good

cellar.

Facing west, the house fronts on a

beautiful lawn, with a young orchard

at the north and a rose garden at the

south. The bungalow as a whole seems

simply to have found lodgment at the

foot of a great mountain, where it

makes no pretense beyond that of offer-

ing shelter and comfort.
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A BLNI.ALOW NEAR PASADENA FJESIGNED BY

LOUIS B. EASTON, WHICH HAS THE LINES OF

THE OLD MISSION HOUSE, THOUGH BUILT OF

BOARDS.

LOOKING FROM DINING ROOM THROUGH SIT-

TING ROOM TO BEDROOM, SHOWING INTEFEST-

ING INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION.
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A COBBLESTONE CHIMNEY IN THE FRONT OF A RED

WOOD house: PERGOLA SUPPORTS ALSO OF COBBLESTONE.

TWIN CHIMNEYS BUILT OF BOULDERS, COBBLESTONES

AND ARCH BRICK, GIVING AN IMPRESSION OF STRENGTH

AND RUGGEDNESS.
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THREE HOUSES SHnWING THE DECORATIVE

POSSIBILITIES or RUGGED CHIMNEYS,



MODERN CHIMNEYS THAT ARE DECORA
TIVE AS WELL AS USEFUL
THERE is, perhaps, no one of the

external structural features of a

house which can so add to or

detract from its quality of indi-

viduality as the chimney. This fact is

now being recognized to such an extent

that the modern chimney has become
much more than "a funnel for the crea-

tion of draughts to carry off smoke and

other offensive products." It is true

that the first requisite of a chimney is

the possession of the essential quality

that, according to Pope, distinguished

the chimneys of Marlborough House,

which were "so well designed they never

smoked in any wind," but nowadays the

possession of this strictly utilitarian

quality is almost a matter of course.

The modern architect goes farther and

uses his chimneys also as distinctly dec-

orative features in the general plan of

the house.

With this end in view the plain brick

chimney of a few years ago is becom-
ing more and more rare. Undoubtedly,

that chimney "drew" as well as the pic-

turesque modern construction, but it

certainly added little to the beauty of

the house. In the revolt from its pro-

saic ugliness many really beautiful

chimneys have been built, but like other

revolts, it is frequently carried too far,

often producing bizarre effects that are

more distinguished for originality than

for fitness. The examples reproduced

here, however, seem to have attained

the object for which the best modem
builders strive,—that of connecting a

house with its surroundings by provid-

ing some one central feature that shall

be akin both to the material used in the

building and to the soil upon which it

stands.

The materials used in these chimneys

are boulders, cobblestones, cement and

arch brick. The last, which is really the

over-burned brick that comes from the

arch in the top of the kiln, has only re-

cently come into popularity. It used to

be discarded as worthless and could be

had for the asking, but some architect

who had the courage of his convictions

found that this brick is the most effect-

ive that can be had for building chim-

neys, as its coloring shows a number of

shades,—varying from rich dark red to

a shade just off the black,—which com-
bine well with most of the tones used

in staining exterior woodwork. Al-

though the vogue for it has brought up
the price of arch brick, in many parts of

the country it may still be bought for

almost nothing and at the utmost it costs

no more than ordinary pressed brick.

It combines well with stone, especially

the small lichen-covered cobblestones

which are frequently scattered through

the brick, giving an irregularity that is

sometimes very attractive.

The first illustration shows a single

large cobblestone chimney in the front

of a redwood house planned somewhat
like a bungalow. The wood is darkened

to a rich brown tone and the roof is

white, and the varying colors of the

stones used in the chimney range

throughout the whole gamut of shades

between. The ruggedness of effect ac-

cords well with the rugged construction

of the porch and pergola, which are

made of rough beams used just as they

came from the mill, and the use of stone

is repeated in the lower part of the

porch pillars, which serve as bases for

the square upright beams that support

the roof of the porch. In many cases

cobblestone is improperly used, for the

reason that it is combined with the

daintiness of effect given by slender

forms and wood that is smooth sur-

faced and delicately tinted. But here

the character of the stone-work accords

so well with the character of the build-

ing that the chimney and pillars form
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CHIMNEYS THAT ARE DECORATIVE

really the distinguishing feature of the

whole house.

The second house illustrated is built

around a patio, Spanish fashion, and the

two front gables show twin chimneys

built of a combination of boulders, cob-

blestones and arch brick, and exceed-

ingly decorative in effect, especially as

the structural idea is repeated in the

two heavy square pillars at the entrance

to the inner court. The house is one of

those low-walled massively constructed

cement or plaster houses so commonly
seen in Southern California, with roofs

of red tile. The plaster is given a tone

of warm pinkish cream, and the wood-
work of redwood has a deep reddish-

brown tone that harmonizes well with

the color of the plaster and the red of

the tiled roof. The materials used in

the chimneys and pillars repeat all these

varying shades, and give just the needed
touch of irregularity to the lines of the

house. The idea of strength and rug-

gedness is excellently carried out in the

shape of the chimneys, which are much
broader at the bottom than they are at

the top and suggest the natural piling of

large and small stones and brick.

Another chimney that has the effect

of naturally piled stones is seen on the

lower left-hand corner of page 538. In

addition to the flare that gives the

appearance of massive strength and
solidity, this chimney has the additional

interest of accommodating itself at the

base to the natural slope of the hill,

which drops imevenly away from the

wall of the house. In this case the

boulders are combined with plaster on
a brick foundation and the cap above
is of cement. The stones are piled

solidly at the bottom and become scat-

tered in the upper part, seeming to

crop out irregularly from the plaster.

An unusual chimney and one that is

very satisfying when considered as a

decorative structural feature is that

shown in the topmost picture of the sec-

ond group of illustrations. It is almost

the only decorative feature of a large,

square and otherwise very plain house,

and is built of boulders, cobblestones

and arch brick with the different divi-

sions marked by little sloping roofs. The
lower part of the chimney, which is

solid, is built almost entirely of stone,

but above the first floor it divides into

two chimneys built of brick with only

an occasional outcropping cobblestone.

The two run up above the roof, where
they join again in an arch below the

broad cap. The division between the

two parts of the chimney is made wide

enough to accommodate a window on

the second floor and another in the at-

tic, and the little balcony that leads from

this adds the last touch of quaintness to

this picturesque chimney. Vines clam-

bering all over the stones below and

hanging from the balcony above lend an

indescribable touch of grace and charm
to the rugged outlines.

The last chimney shown stands in a

nook of the building so that it has the

effect of being partly hidden. This

chimney makes no attempt at rugged-

ness, being built of smooth pressed

brick and showing graceful but severely

plain lines. Its chief beauty lies in its

admirable proportions with relation to

the roofs below; also it was a happy
thought of the owner to clothe the plain

surfaces of brick with a mantel of ivy

that relieves the surface and softens

every line.

It is a definite gratification to have

one's home fit, witliout apparent fore-

thought, into its surroundings ; to give

it the appearance of having happened

in nature's own way. The chimney,

more emphatically than any other fea-

ture of the house, gives this impression

and if one has the good fortune to

have it laid up with stones found on

the building lot, it is sure to be satis-

fving both in color and texture.
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BUILDING A DECORATIVE CHIMNEY
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THE unusual construction of one

of the cobblestone chimneys

shown on page 538 has led us to

devise some means by which the

open fire and the mantel and the use

of natural stone shall become appro-

priate decorative elements.

The drawings show the measure-

ments of every important item. At-

tention should, however, be given to

the hardness of the bricks, particularly

where they overhang, forming the

dome-like shape of the fireplace.

Great attention also must be given^ to

the relative proportion of the opening

and the flue, as its inches are of great

NorrE3 :

FlreWace of, roo_^ ^ield.=)^o>ies

lir^tcL tVirou^Vout WAV» V>atd

baXccL ImcKs- Xnne' WartK,

CK\y> o\ \>Ac\ taiiL ^\cvt iiv

Utpe. tnortar, cviilj o| hricK

on edge. Outer heurth o^

moment. This is not easy for anyone

but a skilled mason. That part of the

fireplace which comes in direct con-

tact with the heat and the flame must

be of brick. The brick may be tailed

into the stone work, in most cases this

stiffens the construction,—but on no

account must the stone be allowed to

run into the fireplace proper. Stone

will not stand the fire. Brick loves it.

The paving bricks of Ohio and Illinois

with their slightly rounded edge and

wonderful heat resisting texture are of

the greatest value to builders. The
joints should be wide and the mortar

of lime uncolored.
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. A SE

RIES OF LESSONS: BY ERNEST A. BATCH
ELDER: NUMBER XI

"It does not follow, even when our minds

.... are stored with the terms and the

motives of Design, that we shall produce

anything important or remarkable. Impor-

tant work comes onlv from important peo-

ple. What we accomplish, at best, is merely

the measure and expression of our own per-

sonalities." —Dentnan Ross.

AS the concluding article of this

series will be given to color, it

is well at this time to direct at-

tention to a few general points,

some of which have been emphasized

during the year. It will be understood

that a few typical problems only have

been chosen to indicate a gradual de-

velopment from simple beginnings to

more complex questions. The step

from one problem to another represents

merely a new version under slightly

varying conditions of the same elemen-

tary ideas. Each art rests upon prin-

ciples peculiar to itself, inherent within

the tools, materials and constructive

processes involved. The principles pe-

culiar to one art are not necessarily ap-

plicable to another art. But somewhere

beneath them all are questions common

to them all. We sometimes speak of

the principles of architecture, as applied

to the designing of—a book cover, for

instance. The statement is misleading.

The principles peculiar to architecture

are not applicable to the designing of a

book cover. Architecture is an art of

wood, stone, brick, concrete, iron, de-

veloped through the acceptance of con-

ditions that have given us types as

widely divergent as the Parthenon, a

California bungalow and a Chinese

pagoda. If there is any relation be-

tween an architectural composition and

a book-cover design, it must be sought

in principles that are common to both,

in abstract questions that belong to one

quite as much as to the other. There is

no infallible criterion by which beauty

can be measured; and there will be an

inevitable disagreement as to a defini-

tion of the most essential of the elemen-

tary principles. But if we eliminate

the questions that are peculiar to each

art in an effort to define principles that

are common to the practice of many
arts, we shall find our discussions cen-

tering about the composition of lines,

forms and tones. Something, at any

rate, has been done if we can find

through practice that there is some

common principle shared by the work

of the primitive basket maker, the tex-

tile of the mediaeval weaver, and the

carving of the Japanese artisan,—that

the product of each is an interpretation

under different conditions and influ-

ences of the same principles of compo-

sition. The things that count for beauty

in the vigorous expression of the primi-

tive weaver occur again in the work of

the Orient—but infinitely more subtle

and refined.

We have always to accept with a

grain of doubt the judgment of an in-

dividual when applied to the critical

study of design. His opinion will prob-

ably be toned by his own practice and

experience. We have likewise to ques-

tion our own free choice. The things

that appeal to us with most force may,

indeed, narrow our judgment when ap-

plied to a broader field of criticism.

Nor can we accept without reserve the

general verdict of our day. There was

a time when the best architects of Eng-

land were building classic temples for

use as town halls,—when Gothic was a

term of derision. Even now there are

those who profess to find neither inter-

est nor beauty in the art of Old Japan.

There would seem to be, however, at

the present time a bright hope for a
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change that suggests itself; he should

be able to recognize and seize upon any

variation that will lend additional in-

terest or beauty to his work. His final

choice may be far removed from his

first thought. It is better to be able to

adapt oneself to a new version of an

idea that may develop with the process

than to stubbornly push a first thought

past all suggestions that may appear.

The first tentative lines may give way
to an entirely dififerent adjustment as

^iiifi

FIGURE SEVENTY-ONE.

real, vital, twentieth century art. Every

demand for sound construction and

simple, honest beauty in the things that

we gather about us in daily life is a long

step in the right direction.

It is very likely that there is no par-

ticular merit in any system or method
for teaching design. In fact, the very

term design implies a wide margin of

freedom for individual thought and ac-

tion. Work that is helpful to one pupil

may not be adapted to the best interests

of another. Soil in which a rose will

thrive may not be suitable for a lily.

The personal influence of a teacher is

bound to be stronger than any system

that he may devise. He must be much
broader than any theory that he ap-

plies, must be able to recognize and en-

courage the merit in ideas that run

counter to his own. No teacher can

equip a pupil with an imagination, no

system or theory can take the place of

an unique personality.

The value of working from the whole

to the parts has been often emphasized.

It is the final and logical method. A
design, for whatever purpose, should be

felt out, gradually developed from a

few tentative lines to the completed re-

sult. With the blocking in of the first

idea the designer should be alive to any

FIGURE SEVENTY-TWO.

the design progresses. Many sketches

may be necessary, roughly blocking in

the idea, before a choice of one for fur-

FIGURE SEVENTY-THREE.
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FIGURE SEVENTY-FOUR.

ther development is made. There
should be throughout the process a

measure of elasticity; but in the end a

clear and unmistakable statement.

The intent of a design should be
clear; if it lacks interest there is still

hope through continued practice. An
inarticulate, mumbled product is no
more creditable in a design than in

speech. A design is thought expressed
in terms of line, form and tone, because,

perforce, it cannot be expressed in any
other way. If the designer's thought is

not clear to himself he surely cannot
hope to make it clear to others, and can-

not expect others to interest themselves
in a disorderly, mumbled result. A
clear statement of an inferior idea is

preferable to a vague, indefinite design

that has to be reinforced by verbal ex-

planations. An unexplained product is

a fair index to a designer's thinking

powers. If you feel that you have fine

ideas, but that you are unable to give

them adequate expression in terms of
design,—try something else ; nature
never intended that you should be a

designer. It is safe to assert that na-
ture seldom endows a man with brill-

iant ideas without furnishing him some

544

means for expressing them with clear-

ness.

It is always important to know when
enough has been said in a design, to

know where to stop. A logical con-
struction is often more beautiful with-
out enrichment than with it. The sim-
ple charm of a vast amount of good ma-
terial is often lost through a mistaken
idea that beauty is a question of en-
richment alone, the more lavish the
enrichment the more beautiful the
product. Brick, stone, wood, iron,

glass, they are all beautiful when prop-
erly treated, and any enrichment that
robs them of their true character must
be looked upon as a design of doubtful
value.

A thoroughly competent craftsman

—

that is to say, a man who has thoughts
that are worth while in design, and who
possesses the skill to execute his de-
signs in a workmanlike way—does not
necessarily require an accurately de-
tailed drawing on paper. Such work-
men, alas ! are rare. A rough sketch on
paper may serve to define his thought

;

but this sketch is made on a basis of
hard-earned experience. To him it is a
significant symbol, a shorthand note, a
mere means to an end. He may well
prefer to dispense with even this first

aid and block in his design directly on
the material in which it is to be exe-

FIGUBE SEVENTY-pr
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FIGURE SEVENTY-SIX.

cuted. The primitive worker needs no
paper design to guide him. The mediae-

val craftsman seldom required one. The
Japanese ivory carver

sits at his bench with-

out any preliminary

sketch to refer to.

Any study of the his-

tory of design is in-

complete unless one

has given careful
study to methods of

production. And any
study along this line

would seem to indi-

cate the futility of

trying to teach de-

sig^iing through a pa-

per product on a

basis of theoretic
knowledge or book
learned information

as to tools, materials

and processes. We
may hope to define

elementary principles

on paper, to appre-

ciate and express an

abstract beauty of

line, form and tone,

to stimulate, in some
measure, the imagi-

nation, to learn the

value of clear and orderly thought ; but

if we wish to go beyond this abstract

expression let it be on a basis of prac-

tical experience in constructive work.
With an experience that gives one com-
mand over the tools and materials of a
craft, the lessons learned through the

solution of abstract problems may be
given a real and vital application. The
two should go hand in hand in order

that there may be an immediate and ef-

fective correlation between them. Of
one thing you may be sure : if you can
impart character and interest to the

lines and forms employed in the defini-

tion of elementary principles under the

comparatively simple limitations of ab-

stract design, you will find that much
has been done to clarify your ideas when

PLATE SIXTY-FrVE.
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PLATE SIXTY-SIX.

you attempt to speak through construc-

tive work. The underlying principles

of composition are not essentially dif-

ferent whether we weave an idea into

cloth, beat it into metal, or carve it in

wood.
We have seen that nature may enter

into a design in various ways : We may
start with an abstract symbol of imag-

inative origin, giving to the result a

character suggested by natural growth

or form. We may find in nature mate-

rial for direct conventionalization.

though the process may lead us so far

back toward the geometric that the

original source of the motif is lost from

sight. We may find in the analysis of

some particular form from nature ma-

terial for our purpose, as for instance

in Plate 65. In the first example the

designer broke his large measure of

light into smaller measures suggestive

of a clue derived from the cross section

of a fruit. In the second example, a

pomegranate, we may be reasonably

sure that a section of the fruit fur-

nished the suggestion for a breaking of

the large measure. In Fig. 71 is a pen

sketch from a section of the pomegran-

ate. The contrast between the rich red

seed masses and the creamy core of the

fruit is strikingly beautiful. Incident-

ally, one wonders if the so-called "pear

motif" of the Persian designers was not

suggested by a section of this fruit so

common to the land.

There are a number of different

ways then in which nature may be of

assistance. But when you first go to

nature, let it be as a test of your abil-

ity to think in terms of design. Ques-

tion your own inventive skill ; ask

yourself what it is that will give char-

acter and distinction to your design

regardless of the beauty of your nat-

ural prototype. Choose a simple motif

and set yourself the problem of im-

parting as much beauty to your design

as is possible. There is no need to

start a frantic search for something to

adapt or conventionalize. There is

scarcely a thing on the face of the

earth that is not adapted either in

whole or in part to purposes of design.

Through the whole realm of nature,

from the crystal to the human form,

the designer may choose as he will.

And if he has any imaginative force

or inventive skill he may likely as not

find ample material for his purpose in

the first weed that is plucked by his
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back door-step. Nature is

ever at hand to offer sug-

gestion and help in the com-

bination of lines, fonns and

tones, providing you are

equipped with thinking

powers for yourself.

Problem :—As a final

test of an ability to ap-

proach nature from a de-

sign point of view let us

choose a motif from animate

life and adapt it to forms of

different shapes and meas-

ures, such as a circle, rect-

angle and triangle. The
peacock suggests itself as

peculiarly appropriate for

such a problem. With a

wide range of practice a

solution of the problem may
lead one to a close adher-

ence to the natural character

of the motif or far back, into the geo-

metric. In Figs. 72 and "/T^ are two
examples not far removed from the

problem of the May Craftsman. In

the former, the interest is largely in

the relation of lines to each other and
to the enclosing figure. In the lat-

ter, the breaking of black and white
areas is of chief interest, with a

strong, dominant movement of all the

elements within the circle. Plate 66 is

our little problem of the fishes all over
again with a few additional difficulties.

It is a balanced distribution of these

values in which the lines and forms are

related in a common movement. In

Figs. 74 and 75 are two constructive ap-

pHcations of the motifs. Here our ab-

stract problems join once more with

questions of utility, tools and materials,

and it may be found that the relation

between them is, after all, very close

;

practice in the former has not been

without value to the latter. A lamp

shade has to be seen in the davtime with

PLATE SIXTY-NINE.

the light shining upon it as well as at

night with the light shining through it.

With this condition in mind one must
give thought both to the space and mass
arrangement that will be most effective

when the lamp is lighted and to the

composition of lines, forms and tones

that will be attractive in daylight hours.

Plate 67 is a lamp of this character. In,

Fig. 76 is another peacock design in-,

tended as a slight enrichment to a con-

structive problem. That it shall con-

tribute something to the unity of a con-

:-tructive whole is of first importance.

Its position in the design, its relation to

the rest of the problem, is indicated in

Plate 68. It is, in itself, little more than

a problem in line, ^pace and mass, mere-

ly an expression of the idea in beaten

copper. In Plate 69 is a peacock motif

clipped from a modern wall paper. The
name of the designer is unknown to the

writer. It is an interesting treatment,

in line with our present problem, of

^pace breaking within a "square.
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TOOLS AND TABLE FOR CARVING

ALL wood-carv-
ers will be in-

terested in the

device shown
here for holding the

work ill place, and
also in the sugges-

tions for the handles

of tools. A singular

interest is rightly

given by many carv-

ers to the variation

of these handles,

whether for chisels

or gauges, parting

tools or veiners. Find-
ing that the greatest

progress is made in

his work by the cen-

tering of his efforts

to the adroit, eating-

out of the design, the

workman so adjusts his tools as to be
able to recognize them by touch of the

handle. He varies the size, the shape, metal

the texture of the wood—indeed some-
times he even uses bone, ivory or

for a handle. The woodyards
are searched for material

that shall give a change of

texture ; so that he can read-

ily identify the tool by his

fingers alone. The right

hand, as shown in the illus-

tration, is reserved for guid-

ing, directing and turning

one way or the other, while

the left is employed in pre-

venting the chisel from slip-

|)ing forward, adjusting both

by manipulative skill rather

than actual pressure. The
worker will feel the grain of

the wood, its direction and
density, ever changing, and
secure a delicate passage by
means of a delicate touch.

It is rather by a skillful

nibbling away of texture

than by mere force that the

work is done.
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THE EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR DYEING AND
THE COLORS FORMED BY OXIDATION: BY
PROFESSOR CHARLES E. PELLEW, OF
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY: NUMBER III

and it is always best to have one or two
large pots set aside for heating water,

or for boiling out the raw goods, and
another used, when very fast colors on
cotton or linen are employed, for boiling

out, and brightening the finished mate-
rials with soap. These pots should be

reserved for these purposes and not

used for dyeing, to avoid danger of

staining the goods.

The top of a kitchen range will, of

course, do for heating, but whenever
possible it is best to have a separate

stove, set low, so that the top of it will

not be more than two or two and one-

half feet from the ground. This en-

ables the operator to look down into the

dye pot, and stir the goods without
straining or excessive fatigue.

While the material is being dyed it

should be kept constantly in motion.

When working with small amounts of

material, or light goods such as straw,

raffia, muslin and the like, or delicate

or easily spoiled material like silk in

skeins, it is far more satisfactory in

every way to use for stirring heavy
glass rods, thirteen or fourteen inches

long, well rounded at the ends. These
can be obtained, at little expense, from
any dealer in chemical apparatus, and

BEFORE discussing the next class

of dyestuffs, probably the most
important of all for the arts and
crafts worker, it may be well to

say a few words about the general

equipment necessary for dyeing, and to

give some general rules which may
be of assistance to the beginner.

The articles which are necessary for

even quite elaborate work are, fortu-

nately, few and comparatively inexpen-

sive. For dye pots by far the most
useful are agate ware vessels, large cups

being used for class work, and for prac-

tical work boilers in sizes varying from
one to five gallons capacity, according

to the quantity of material to be dyed
at one time. It is always best, especially

for amateurs, to dye in one batch

enough material to complete the work
on hand, whether rug, portiere, piece of

tapestry or the like, so as to avoid the

necessity of exactly matching the shade

afterward. For three and a half or four

pounds of cotton rags, such as is used

for rag carpets, 3J^-gallon pots are

about the right size. This amount of

material will be enough for one rug
6x4 feet or so, woven on a hand-loom.

For heating it is best to use a gas

stove with four or five ring burners,
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are always clean and smooth if care-

fully handled and thoroughly washed.

Of course, they are liable to crack and

chip if exposed to sudden variations of

heat and cold, and when working with

large quantities of heavy materials, ten

pound batches and upward, are liable to

break and do injury. In these cases it

is best to use wooden dyesticks, as, for

instance, broomsticks cut into two-foot

lengths and with ends carefully rounded

by whittling with a sharp penknife. But

for really careful work it is necessary

to have several sets of these dyesticks,

two for each main color, and they must

be carefully washed each time after be-

ing used, or they will stain cloth that is

being dyed in light shades, and will soon

get soft and rotten from the action of

the alkali in the dye baths.

Good rubber gloves are extremely

useful, while dyeing, to protect the

hands not only from being stained and

discolored by the dyes, but also from

the action of the chemicals, especially

in dyeing with indigo and other vat

dyes, where caustic alkalies are used.

Both before and after dyeing it is

very important to have at hand a good

clothes wringer, preferably with metal

frame. In fact, for very careful work

there should be two wringers, one to

wring out the raw materials, after boil-

ing them in soap and water, or, if clean,

in plain water to insure that they are

thoroughly wet, and the other to wring

out the excess of dye liquor from the

goods before rinsing, or, as in some

cases, before hanging up to oxidize.

Sufficient room should be provided

for hanging and drying, and usually or-

dinary clothes lines conveniently fas-

tened are all that are necessary. For

special purposes, as in class work, for

instance, or when working on very deli-

cate material like silk in skeins, it may
be necessary to build simple clothes-

horses made of thick glass tubing, one

inch or so in diameter, supported on

wooden frames.

One word of warning here about the

use of the colors. Nothing more marks
the unskilled workman than the depend-

ence for his shades on individual dyes.

The most difficult and the most impor-

tant part of the art of dyeing, and one

that can only be mastered by constant

practice and application, is the mixing

of simple "primary" colors so as to get

the desired color effects. Three, or, at

the most, four good colors—a red, blue

and yellow, with perhaps a black to

save trouble—are all that are really nec-

essary in any one class to get any con-

ceivable shade. Another important

matter is to study the gradation in tone

that can be produced by "topping" one

color with another. For instance, in

dyeing some particular shade of green,

—say that produced on cotton by Kati-

gen Green 2 B, Elberfeld,—this color

can be fairly matched in shade by mix-

ing in proper proportions solutions of

one of the sulphur blues with a sulphur

yellow, and dyeing the cloth in this mix-

ture. Or the same shade can be reached

by first dyeing the cotton blue and then

topping it with yellow, or by dyeing it

yellow and topping it with blue. The
shade will be the same in each case, but

the tone will be more or less different,

and, almost invariably, the effects from
mixing or, better, topping the colors

will be more interesting than from the

use of a single dye. This is very

marked in some other materials, as, for

instance, in leather staining.

CLASS II.

Colors Formed by Oxidation on the

Fiber.

(a) Sulphur dyes.

(b) Vat dyes.
'

The dyestuffs belonging to this class

are particularly valuable for our pur-

pose because, while applied in one bath

and with but little difficult}-, they pro-
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duce colors which are exceedingly fast

to washing and, in most cases, to Hght.

(a) Sulphur Dyes.—These dyes,

which are now very numerous, have all

resulted from the discovery by one of

the French dye manufacturers that by

heating sawdust and other organic ma-
terial with caustic alkali and sulphur a

coloring matter could be extracted

which has certain interesting properties.

It was insoluble in water or acids, but

dissolved readily in an alkaline solution

of sodium sulphide. If cotton or linen

was heated in this solution the color

would be absorbed by the fiber quite

readily, and then, on exposure to the

air, the dye would become oxidized

and would be fastened to the fiber so

permanently that no amount of wash-

ing could dislodge it. This coloring

matter, known as Cachou de Laval, gave

orange brown shades of but little value,

but, as in so many other cases, it started

investigations which during the last

four or five years have entirely revolu-

tionized the dyeing industry.

Every important dye firm has discov-

ered and put on the market a line of

colors, blacks, blues, browns, violets,

yellows and in one case a red, which

have the rare peculiarities of being sol-

uble in alkaline sodium sulphide, of ad-

hering readily without mordants to veg-

etable fibers and of being set or fixed

by exposure to the oxygen of the air.

Class Names.—While in general

known and identified as the Sulphur col-

ors, the different manufacturers have
given special class names to their own
series, thus

:

Immedial, Katigen, Kryogene, Pyro-

gen, Thiogene, Thion, etc.

General Applications.—These colors

are almost exclusively used for dyeing

cotton and linen, when shades are re-

quired fast to washing, without the

necessity of going through a mordant-

ing process. They are dyed in one bath

•with verv little more difficultv than the

Salt colors described in the last article,

and while not faster to light than the

very best of that class, they are not

nearly so liable to bleed.

On wool they are very rarely, if ever,

used. Wool is almost always dyed with

the acid colors in an acid bath, and

when there is need for extremely fast

shades these are usually obtained by the

aid of the mordant colors, as, for in-

stance. Alizarines with chrome mor-

dant.

But for silk they are occasionally val-

uable, as, for instance, in cases where
silk yarns are used for embroidery on

cotton or linen goods that are expected

to stand washing with hot soap suds.

Silk dyed in the usual way with acid

colors will "strip" almost completely

after a few minutes' immersion in boil-

ing soap and water; while when dyed

with Sulphur dyes the colors are per-

manent.
It must, however, be always remem-

bered that hot alkaline solutions are

ven,- destructive to animal fibers, and so

special care must be taken when silk is

to be dyed with these dyestuffs.

On mercerized cotton and also on

artificial silk these dyestuffs take easily

and well—in cold or lukewarm baths.

DYEING DIRECTIONS.

For Cotton.—The color, carefully

measured out, is dissolved in hot water

to which has been added twice as much
sodium sulphide (crystals) and a quar-

ter or one-third as much soda ash. In

all these formulae cooking soda may be

used in place of soda ash—only in quan-

tities almost twice as large.

The cotton, well wetted, is heated in

this dye liquor until it boils, and then

salt is added, about two spoonfuls for

every spoonful of the dye-stuff. After

boiling for some fifteen minutes, keeping

the cotton as far as possible below the

level of the liquid, the heat is removed

and the cotton, as soon as cool enough,
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is run thoroughly backward and for-

ward through the wringer, till all extra

liquor is squeezed out. It is then

shaken out, hung up for half an hour or

so to oxidize, after which it is well

washed in a boiling soap bath, rinsed

free of soap and again hung up to dry.

In case light shades are desired, or

the material is tender, the dyeing can be

done at lukewarm temperature, or, if at

the boil, without the addition of salt.

For Silk.—For each spoonful of dye-

stuff used, there is measured out one

spoonful of sodium sulphide and two of

glucose. These are dissolved in boiling

water and added to the dyestuff, which
should contain a little soda, some Tur-

key red oil and a considerable quantity

of Glauber salt. (For three gallons of

dye liquor the amount would be about

one teaspoonful of soda ash, five of

Turkey red oil and two or three table-

spoonfuls of Glauber salt.) The silk

is boiled in this dye liquor for ten or

fifteen minutes, taken out, squeezed

through a wringer, shaken out and hung
in the air for half an hour, then washed
in a hot soap bath and finished by pass-

ing through a bath containing a few
teaspoon fuls to the gallon of acetic acid

or strong vinegar.

Colors Produced.—These Sulphur

colors are particularly strong in various

shades of black, blue and brown. Some
of the yellow shades, also, are very fast

and good.

As a rule the shades are softer and
deeper and much less brilliant than the

Direct Cotton or Salt colors descried

before. They are fast to washing and,

in most cases, fast to light.

Selected Colors.—
Badische—Kryogene Black T G O.

Direct Blue G.

Brown R B.

Casella—Immedial Black N R 7.

Indone B B F cone.
" Yellow Olive G.

Elberfeld—Katigen Indigo B extra.

Yellow G.

Brown 2 R.
" Green 2 B.

Kalle—Thion Black 2 B X extra.
" Blue B cone.
" Yellow G G.
" Indigo Red B.

Metz—Thiogene Black M.
" Cyanine C.

Gold Yellow O.
" Brown G 2 T.

After Treatment.—The colors in the

above list are all fast to washing, and in

most cases fast to light. When exposed

to verv fierce sunlight some of them are

liable to change their shade somewhat,

but even then will be found to fade to

nice soft shades not out of harmony
with the original.

For very extreme cases it may be

worth while to after treat them, as de-

scribed in the last article, by keeping for

twenty or thirty minutes in a hot bath

(not necessarily boiling) containii^

small amounts of copper sulphate, bi-

chromate of potash and acetic acid.
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ALBUMS. PORTFOLIOS AND GUEST BOOKS:

BY MERTICE MACCREA BUCK

THE question of color harmony
enters so largely into our fur-

nishings today that we are often

impelled to try to manufacture

in the home workshop articles of daily

use which we have failed to procure

ready made. Fitness of material is also

an important part of this problem of

making a room harmoniously beautiful,

and this applies even to the bindings of

the books, which in a general living

room should share the character of the

rest of the furniture. In a library there

may be scope for elaborate and fanciful

bindings, but books like guest books and

albums which are used in a living room
should be not only durable but simple

and sturdy in effect. Albums especially

should be built to endure the hard

knocks of family life, for in these days

of kodaks they hold the record of many
a holiday and are frequently referred

to. For this reason home-made albums

are preferable, for each of the parts

may be chosen for some special quality

:

strong hand-made paper of a dull gray

or brown for the leaves, cowhide or

sheepskin for the cover, and the col-

oring of the whole selected with a

thought as to the style of photographic

paper the family kodak fiend affects, a

brown color scheme for sepia prints,

blue-gray with gray-brown covers for

black and white. If more vivid color is

desired there is a certain leather pre-

pared with vegetable dye called Niger

Morocco, to be had in a dull red which

deepens with age.

The making of an album is a task

which requires no great skill, although

patience and accuracy are essential. Let

the would-be binder investigate the

family workshop and see that he has

in hand the following:—a hard pencil;

a ruler with a metal edge ; two pairs of

dividers, both large and small ; a car-

penter's try square; an awl; a large

paste brush; a glue pot and brush; a

couple of good smooth boards. There

are also necessary some drawing instru-

ments, a T square and triangles, and a

few special bookbinder's tools, an ivory

paper knife, called technically a bone

folder, a paring knife for leather, a

small letter press, a finishing press,

backing boards and a backing hammer.
This small outfit, although it seems to

contain so many articles, may be bought

for a few dollars.

In the way of materials, a few sheets

must be procured of bookboards of

various styles, strawboard, a finer style

for delicate work, and a few sheets of

paper of the desired color. Half a

dozen sheets of charcoal paper make a

good-sized album. Two sheets of a

mottled paper called Morris or Oxford
make pretty end papers, and the color-

ing may harmonize with that of the

leaves. A quantity of cheap unprinted

newspaper sheets should be kept on

hand to cover delicate work; there

should also be at least two sets of

smooth tins and a yard of coarse book
linen.

The album is best made with flexible

covers, and should be made all in one

section, that is one set of leaves foldetl

one inside another. Six sheets of paper

will be ample.

Take one sheet and lay it out on a

large flat board. Divide the left edge

into three equal parts and draw lines

across at right angles to the left edge.

Find the center of the top edge and

draw a line down exactly at riffht anplcs

to the cross lines. Mark the corners

with xs as shown in the drawing (111.

No. i). Cut the cross lines with a sharp

knife held against the edge of a metal

rule, and fold each piece very carefully

on the up and down line, so that the

upper edges exactly coincide. Cut and

fold each sheet in the same way. This
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gives eighteen sheets, two of which may
be made into en<l papers. Cut a piece

of Morris paper tlie size of each of the

two sheets. Lay tliem figured side

FOLDINi; SHEETS FOR .\LBUM. .METHOD
OF OBT.MNING SQU.\RE : ILL. NO. I.

down on a clean sheet of paper. Dip a

large paste brush into flour paste which
has been strained smooth, and cover

every part of the paper, holding it in

the center with the thumb and fore-

finger. Lay the charcoal paper on the

Morris paper, lay a clean paper over

and rub down with the bone folder. Do
each end paper the same way, and put

them to press between tins covered with

clean papers.

When they are perfectly dry take out

of the press and fold, figured side in.

i
END PATER. SHOWING BOOKni.NDIN'G

CRASH : ILL. NO. 2.

Rub down the creases with the bone

foMer. Cut a piece of book linen ijX

inches wide and the length of the fold

just made. Paste this and lay the two
end papers on it about 1/16 of an inch

apart, as shown in the sketch (111. Xo.
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2). Press till dry, and fold around the

other sheets, with the book linen out, as

it will come between the book and the

cover. Press the book thoroughly, and
"knock it up," by holding it between
the two hands and tapping the "head"
or top on a horizontal surface. Next
place the book on a stone and lay a try

square across the head as shown in the

sketch, being careful that the try square

is exactly perpendicular to the back of

the book (111. No. 3).

This is all the cutting edges necessary

in an album, so the next step, after the

book has been well pressed, is sewing.

This should be done with embroidery

Cl-TTIXG HEAD OF ALBUM—TRY SQUARE AT
EIGHT ANCLES AT BACK OF BOOK : ILL. NO. 3.

silk, of a color to blend with the book,
or contrast with it. Orange silk is ef-

fective in a brown album. The stitches

shouM be an inch apart, and holes

should be pricked (111. No. 4) through
pencil marks laid off with a rule before
any stitches are taken. Begin inside,

leaving a thread an inch long. The
stitches go over and under, from top to

bottom, returning in the same holes

with an eiTect like back-stitching. When
the top has been reached tie the ends of

silk in a flat knot, cut about two inches

long and fray out the ends (111. No. 5).

.A. flexible cover is suitable for an
album, but it is necessary to have inside

the cover a light board to make the

leather lie flat. The boards should be

the exact size of the leaves and pasted

to the end papers, with paste in which
a little glue has been stirred. Tins

should then be placed between the end
papers and the first sheet of the book,

and the book put in press. To make the

pattern for the leather, which should be
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PREPARING FOR PRICKING HOLES : ILL. NO. 4.

made to project Y^ an inch beyond the

leaves of the book, place the book, back

down, on a large piece of manila paper

and draw around the back, then tip the

book to the right side and draw around

it ; same with the left. Remove the book

and correct these lines with the ruler,

and draw another set J^ an inch outside

of these. The leather may then be cut

by this pattern, the lines being drawn
later on the wrong side to correspond

with those of the pattern. The leather

should be glued in place, the glue being

applied to the boards and back of the

book, and the leather quickly folded in

place (111. No. 6). Clean paper should

then be laid over, and the bone folder

used to rub down the back and sides

until every particle of leather is stuck.

The book may then be put under slight

pressure till dry.

SEWING A SECTION : ILL. NO. 5.

The last step is lacing the back with

thongs. Holes should be made with an

awl about i inch apart, and the thongs

of leather run through in cobbler's

stitch as shown in the sketch : the ends

being tied in the middle (111. No. 7).

A guest book is almost as simple of

construction, except that it should

l)e made of several sections of any de-

sired size, and sewed on tapes to allow

of free opening. Charcoal paper and

smooth, thin water color paper are both

good materials and, if the paper is

folded twice, that is, cut in half and

each half cut in half, a good size is

obtained. Each section should be pre-

pared as described above and the end

papers made and lined as in the album

;

but each end paper should have, instead

of a piece of book linen, a guard of

cobbler's STITCH : ILL. NO. 6.

thin strong paper wide enough to fold

one over the first section and the other

over the last section. These being put

in position the book must be carefully

"knocked up" and put in press as

shown in the sketch (111. No. 8), with
the head and back vertical. It should be

under heavy pressure over night. A
better style of end paper, too elaborate

to be described here, may be found in

Douglas Cockerell's book on Binding.

In sewing a book there are certain

stitches called kettle stitches, taken
about 3^2 an inch from each end, and
lines must first be drawn for these with
the try square exactly perpendicular.

LEATHER THONGS RUN THROUGH
IN cobbler's STITCH : ILL. NO. 7.
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HEAD OF BOOK MVST BE VERTICAL: ILL. NO. 8.

Then the space between may be divided

up in tapes, five equal .spaces if four

tapes are to be used. Lines must be

drawn across with a soft pencil, and

on each side of each of these another

heavy line half the width of the tape

away. These lines should all be made

very distinct, and it is well to saw in

the lines for the kettle stitch with a

back saw, about 1/16 of an inch. The

other marks should be pricked through

in each section. The sewing always

begins with the end paper, and a long

thread of embroidery silk should be

used, with the end tied to a tack in the

table, so that it will not pull through

into the book. The thread goes through

the right - hand kettle stitch hole,

through the end paper and first section

and comes out of the hole at the right

side of the first tape, crossing the tape

and going in at the other side, and so

on till the last kettle stitch hole is

reached, when the second section is laid

on the first and the thread goes into

the kettle stitch hole just above, as

shown in the sketch (111. No. 9). The
further method and kettle stitches are

illustrated in the drawings. Every

three or four sections a buttonhole

stitch is made catching the threads in

each tape. The ends of the thread

must be tied with a weaver's knot. The
sewing complete, the last thread is se-

cured with a triple kettle stitch, and the

first end untied and secured in the same

way.
Rounding is an important process, as

it gives shape and style to the Tolume.

The back of the book should be soaked

with glue, which is allowed to nearly

dry, the book is placed on a table, and

the top pressed forward with the palm

of the hand. The back is then tapped

with a backing hammer. The book is

then reversed, and the other side of the

back rounded.

Backing makes the rounding per-

HEAD

y
•J

JITCH

SEWING ON TAPE—KETTLE STITCH: ILL. NO. p.

PRESSING—BOOK READY FOR

backing: ILL. NO. 10.

fectly solid. To back the book it must

be put in a press, with the backing irons

placed the thickness of the boards below

the edge, as shown in the sketch. The

edges are tapped with the backing ham-

mer so they form a joint, as .shown in

the end view (111. No. 10). The whole

back is then tapped until it is solid, a

strong wrist blow being used.

The book must be allowed to dry,

and thin boards may then be pasted on,

with ys of an inch of space between the

joint and the board. These should be

glued in place as in the album, and if

the tapes are thin, they may be glued to

the boards and the leather put directly
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WRITING PORTFOLIO OF WHOLE
CALFSKIN : ILL. NO. II.

over, but generally an extra paper or

thin board is necessary. The leather

cover may then be put on with project-

ing edges as in the album.

In case the worker has found the

work of sufficient interest to wish to

learn the method of turning in the

leather and "finishing," a more detailed

article by the writer, which appeared

in The Craftsman of October

1906, may be consulted.

A word on the subject of

portfolios may not come amiss.

The size and proportion being

decided, the number of pockets

should be considered. A very-

practical style is made of a

whole calfskin, the pockets be-

ing formed inside the covers, by

folding the skin, as shown in the

sketch, and the top and bottom

being laced with thongs, which

also form ends to tie at the

front (111. No. 11). The cen-

ter of the back should be stiff-

ened by putting on an extra

piece of leather extending in-

side the pocket. The opposite

side should be cut away so as

to form a writing pad in which

blotting paper may be inserted.

Another portfolio is intended

especially to hold sketches,

which are often too long to go
in the pockets of the ordinary

size (111. No. 12). It is made
of calf or sheepskin, lined with

a thinner leather, the two parts

sewed together all around with

cobbler's stitch. An extra piece

of thicker leather stiffens the

the back. When the sewing is com-

pleted slits are cut with a sharp knife

through which leather straps are run,

forming on the inside the equivalent of

a pocket for long narrow sketches

which may be slipped inside the strap.

If desired, the latter may be finished

with buckles.

SKETCHING PORTFOLIO WITHOUT
POCKETS : ILL. NO. 12.
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HIGHER WAGES AND LESS COMFORT
THERE come times in the lives of

nations, as of individuals, when
it is well to take pause and
calmly review conditions. Such

a time has come to us, the American
people, and there are indications that

we recognize tlie occasion for rest and
reflection.

The history of our republic, and par-
ticularly that of its last hundred years,

is a record of the most marvelous mate-
rial progress. We have pursued, over-
taken and passed civilizations that had
centuries the start of us. We lead the
world in mechanical arts. W'e are
proud, justly proud, of our supremacy.
But our satisfaction is beginning to be
tinged with an uneasy suspicion that,

perhaps, we are paying too great a price

for our prosperity. That, perhaps, this

mighty nation which our fathers build-

ed and we are exploiting, is not upon so

stable a foundation as we had fondly
supposed.

\\'e are learning that the race for
wealth in our proud "age of steam" has
involved a prodigal expenditure of fuel

and raw material. We are adopting
belated measures for the conservation
of our impoverished natural resources.

Let us, also, give thought to means for

the relief of our deteriorating humanity.
For, in the fevered rush of our prog-
ress, we are heedlessly sacrificing flesh

and blood to the Machine ?\[oloch.

Our latter-day development has been
almost entirely in the direction of in-

^6o

creased maiuifactures. We have be-

come lopsided and need rebalancing.

Fifty years hence we shall have a popu-
lation of two hundred million souls. B>
that time, unless our agricultural pro-
duction is increased to its right propor-
tion, we shall be a foofl-buying instead

of a food-exporting people. But that

is almost the least evil to be anticipated

from a continuance of the undue pre-

ponderance of our mechanical indus-
tries.

We are seriously threatened by hy-
pertrophy of manufactures—if, indeed,

we are not already suffering from such
a condition. It is becoming increasing-

ly difficult to find markets for our
goods. The cost of production is ris-

ing, while competition with our Euro-
pean rivals grows ever keener. With
temperamental optimism, we pin our
faith on the Panama Canal. But the

Canal will benefit every commercial
country more than it will ourselves.

Many of our mills and factories turn

out goods with the object of creating

desire, rather than of meeting any ex-
istent demand. They often sell their

output at cost, or less, for the sake of
keeping the wheels running. The result

of this superfluous production of cheap
articles is to create a taste for unneces-
saries which in time develops into a fan-

cied need for these things.

Life is becoming constantly more and
more complex with us. And each ad-

dition to its complexity means one more
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point at which our happiness and com-
fort are vuhierable. You must strip

the loin-cloth off a Hindu, or raze his

flimsy hut to the ground, if you would
inflict an injury on him. But the peasant

—and more especially the artisan—of

our refined civilization may be touched

to his detriment at a thousand points.

With a constantly increasing wage, he

is becoming constantly poorer. For a

man is rich in proportion to his ability

to command the things that he desires.

And "the Fraction of Life can be in-

creased in value not so much by increas-

ing your Numerator as by lessening

your Denominator."
The American mechanic, with twenty

dollars a week, should be able to sup-

port a family in decent comfort and

save money. But he can not, because

his style of living involves so many un-

necessaries, which he has come to con-

sider as essential to his well-being. He
must wear broadcloth on Sunday, and
his wife a silk gown. His daughter

must have a piano and his son a gold

watch.

We would not begrudge these things

to the workingman if they were in any
true sense conducive to his happiness.

For his life is pitifully hopeless and joy-

less. He is a slave to the system that

subordinates the man to the machine.

Stunted in body and mind, he toils

through a life of mechanical routine, a

"mere anatomy," of less individual im-

portance in our industrial economy than

one of the wheels or cranks of the en-

gine that he tends. For wheels and
cranks cost money and carry responsi-

bility, whilst the workman is a drug in

the market and is fast becoming an un-

reasoning automaton. As a social unit

he is of even less consequence. His
service is that of a slave. His individ-

uality is crushed. His life's work
reaches its finality with his death. He
creates nothing. He leaves nothing be-

hind him. His country is no better for

his having been. His children are born

to a heritage of unintelligent drudgery.

And so the line of bond-servants to the

inexorable Machine God is perpetuated.

There is no denying that we must
have machines and we must have men
to tend them. Many of our processes

can be profitably performed only by
mechanical methods. Also, there are,

and always will be, among us men of

such limited intelligence as to be fit only

for the life of the factory and the mill.

But, in the pursuit of mechanical

means, we have gone so far that the

machine designed to be our servant has

become our master. We have lost the

sense of values and have come to dis-

regard the worth of the workman's
brain and his individuality when re-

flected in the product of his hand. We
violate true economic principles by
making cheapness the chief object to be

sought in our manufactures. Ten cents

worth of labor is expended upon a dol-

lar's worth of material with the result

of spoiling the material and wasting the

labor. Craftsmanship is at a discount.

Everything we use is turned out by the

thousand from a snorting contrivance

of iron and steel. To be thoroughly

consistent, we should adopt the Budd-
hist convenience of machine-made
prayers.

But the pity of it all rests not so much
on the flimsy product as on the paralyz-

ing effect of the system upon our peo-

ple. The loss to our workers—and re-

flectively to the nation at large—is vast-

ly greater than we suspect. Handi-
craft and the intelligent self-direction

of labor involve the most valuable

training. The use and control of tools

quicken a man's mind, sharpen his re-

source faculty, train him to correct

vision and stimulate that sense of pow-
er that comes of creation. All this, and
more, we suppress in hundreds of thou-

sands of our people when we draw to

our power-plants men who are fitted
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for better things, and convert them into

dull automata. In this terrible waste

of human material, thousands of tons

of sentient beings are used yearly, just

as we use pulp, or steel, or wool, and
with no higher purpose or result. It is

the tribute to our materialism and uni-

versal mechanism.
And is there not here food for re-

flection and occasion for pause? "For
what is a man profited, if he shall gain

the whole world, and lose his own
soul?" What shall be the fate of the

nation whose intelligence is devoted to

mere money making and its people de-

graded to mere machines?
Our cities are congested with wage

slaves, bound to the iron wheel of the

Machine God, blind beings struggling

in a grimy, depressing environment for

places in the hopeless ruts in which they

live. If we might thin out the more
promising and lead them away to fields

of free endeavor, their betterment

would entail alleviation of the lives of

those that should be left.

This twentieth century must see a

movement back to the soil, if we are

to fulfill our promise of national great-

ness. The crying need of our country

is for a yeoman citizenry—that back-

bone of every democracy. It is only in

the free, open life upon the land that

we may breed the men of brawn and
brain who alone can form a stable

foundation of our republic. Do not let

us cherish the delusion that because our

city workers display the ability to per-

form arduous tasks, their children and
grandchildren will enjoy similar vigor.

The business man and the mill hand of

today are using- vitality derived from

forebears who grew in the nursery of

nature, but they are not transmitting it

in like degree. Where it is not replen-

ished from the same source, this

strength of mind and body is gradually

dying out. even as the forest dies under

continuous cutting without replanting.

It is only on the land that you may
find the independent man, for your fac-

tory slave and your drudge of the desk

are not such. Under the open canopy
of heaven we must look for our free-

men. "America is here or nowhere."

The husbandman is master of his own
actions, moulder of his own fortune.

As regard the others, the Captains of

Industry may command their System:

"Make this nation toil for us, bleed for

us, hunger and sorrow and sin for us."

Chiefly by fostering and upbuilding our

agricultural interests may we find es-

cape from the culmination of our drift

toward control by a greedy and re-

morseless plutocracy.

Let us put men behind the plow and
we need not concern ourselves about a

standing army. Your son of the soil is

a natural patriot, for he has a definite

possession in his country. Its welfare

and its safety involve the prosperity

and existence of all he owns. He will

take up arms in defence of his home
and the heritage of his children instinct-

ively, as the tiger will protect its cubs.

The history of every country teems with

examples of this truth, but the most fa-

miliar illustrations are furnished by the

Anglo-Saxon race. Who does not re-

member Henry's stirring appeal at

Agincourt

:

"And you, good yeomen . . . show
us here

The mettle of your pasture; let us

swear
That you are worth your breeding."

When the "Invincible Armada" men-
aced England's freedom and her faith,

she had neither army nor navy to with-

stand it, but her rustic patriots poured

into every port and manned the ships

that repelled the formidable foe. So, in

our struggle with the mother country,

the men who handled the flint-lock were
fresh from the farm.

Nor may it be supposed that the yeo-

man soldier is less efficient in these later
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days. During our war with Spain, the

largest proportion of our volunteer

army was drawn from the rural dis-

tricts and in the Boer war no better

service was rendered for England than

by her colonial and yeomanry regi-

ments.

Let us strive then to win the best

blood and sinew of our country back

to the soil where it rightfully belongs.

No more important task lies before us.

Its performance is essential to our fu-

ture prosperity. The conservation of

our natural resources is a vital neces-

sity, but not more so than the develop-

ment of that great national resource in

peace or war—a sturdy, prosperous

yeoman citizenry.

A large and very handsome vol-

ume that might almost be

termed a portfolio of illustra-

tions with explanatory notes

is called "Country Residences in Eu-
rope and America." Italy, France,

England and America are represented

and the villas, chateaux, manors and
country seats are given in chronological

order, showing the development of

architecture from mere splendor to

comfort, the relation of one style to

another and how the later buildings

developed from the earlier.

The first part of the book is devoted

to a notable group of Italian villas,

especially those built in the fourteenth

century by the Roman cardinals. These
are purely Renaissance in character and

were the work of the famous Italian

architects, who seem to have been in-

spired by the times, conditions and the

climate. These villas were designed for

a hot, sunny climate and were used

solely as summer residences and places

of entertainment. Therefore, the ques-

tion of home comfort in the buildings

themselves is kept rather in the back-

ground and the chief attention is de-

voted to the magnificent formal gardens

witli tlieir box parterres, clipped hedges

of cypress and yew, avenues and bos-

cage of ilex, stone pine, plane, poplar,

orange and lemon trees. The illustra-

tions of these villas and gardens are

large and beautiful reproductions of

photographs, showing both general

views and details, and giving an ex-

cellent idea of the stately arrangement

of terraces, fountains, stairways and

the like, and also of the wonderful
statuary which this age produced and
used so abundantly in its landscape

architecture.

The French chateaux form the next

group, and here, especially in the earlier

period, which is about contemporary

with that of the Italian villas just men-
tioned, the chief attention is paid to the

architecture of the chateau and not so

much to the elaboration of the sur-

rounding grounds. Wide stretches of

lawn and natural woodland take the

place, to a great extent, of the formal

gardens, and even when these appear

they are not so fanciful in efltect as

those in Italy. Water is used to the

best advantage in a decorative sense,

but more in the form of natural lakes

and streams than of artificial fountains,

basins and cascades. With the advent

of Le Notre in the fifteenth century

and the building of Versailles, the style

changed to something much more
nearly approximatinsf the Italian.

Perhaps the division of the book
that will make the closest appeal to

an American audience is that dealing

with the English country places. The
examples given show the different

periods of domestic architecture from
the Gothic prior to 1500 down to the

present time, and it is interesting to

trace throughout the development of

that home loving and home making
spirit for which the English people have

been noted ever since their national his-

tory began. While much attention is

given to the stately historic manors like
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Haddon Hall, Warwick Castle, Mount
Edgecombe and the like, there is also

a place made for the less imposing

country seats of more modern times.

Not only is the architecture most inter-

esting in all the examples shown, but

the surrounding landscape has a charm
which seems to belong to this country

alone. The plans give some idea of the

extent and design of these places, and
the illustrations convey an excellent

conception of that indefinable air of

repose and antiquity, of the richness

in color and mass and the noble spaces

that seem to have been the product of

a happy combination of natural con-

ditions instead of something made by

the hand of man.
The last division is given to the re-

production of country places in Amer-
ica. With excellent taste and judgment
the earlier examples in New England
and in the South are chosen as being

more representative of American life

than the later places which show such

marked traces of foreign influence.

Longfellow's home is beautifully illus-

trated, also Mount Vernon, Hampton
in Maryland, Arlington and a number
of others. ("Country Residences in

Europe and America." By Louis Val-

coulon Le Moyne. Size ii x 15 inches.

Illustrated. 460 pages. Price, $7.50
net. Published by Doubleday, Page &
Co., New York.)'

AN excellent book of instruction for

school children, and of reference

for others whose knowledge of Greek
mythology has faded into the past with

their school days, is "Greek Myths and
Their Art," treating Greek myths as

an inspiration in the art and literature

of the world. The story of each myth
is plainly and simply told in language

that is easily understood by any child

who can read, and the book is illus-

trated with half-tones of the most
famous pictures and statues of the
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Greek gods, goddesses, heroes and
nymphs. It is attractively bound in

gray linen, but is not so dainty that a

book-loving child cannot take solid

comfort with it. ("Greek Myths and
Their Art." By Charles E. Mann,
M.S., Superintendent of West Batavia

Public Schools. Illustrated. 155 pages.

Price, $2.50 net ;
postage, 25c. Pub-

lished by the Prang Educational Co.,

New York and Chicago.)

THE charming series entitled "Mas-
terpieces in Colour," edited by

T. Leman Hare, now contains fourteen

volumes. Each one of these is devoted

to a brief historical and biographical

sketch of some one of the great mas-
ters and his times, illustrated by repro-

ductions in color of his best known pic-

tures. The whole set is almost indis-

pensable to any one who is sufficiently

interested in painting to wish to keep
well informed of the main facts con-

cerning the world's great masters of

painting and to be able at any time to

refer to accurate reproductions of

famous pictures. The books are about

the size of an ordinary duodecimo vol-

ume, but light and thin (averaging

eighty pages each), so that they are

easily handled. They are very artisti-

cally bound in wood-brown pasteboard,

roughly lettered in black and bearing on

the front cover a color reproduction of

the best known painting of the partic-

ular artist of whom the book treats.

The typography is beautiful, having al-

most a black letter effect, and the books

have every appearance of being hand-
made. The series at present includes

"Velazquez," "Reynolds" and "Titian"

by S. L. Bensusan ; "Turner" and
"Romney" by C. Lewis Hind : "Greuze'"

by Alys Eyre Macklin ; "Botticelli" by
Henry B. Binns ; "Rossetti" by Lucien
Pissarro: "Bellini" by George Hay;
"Era Angelico" by James Mason

;

"Leighton" by A. Lys Baldry; "Rem-
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brandt" by Josef Israels; "Watts" by

W. Loftus Hare, and "Raphael" by

Paul G. Konody. Others are in prep-

aration. ("Masterpieces in Colour"

Series. Edited by T. Lenian Hare.

Illustrated in color. 80 pages each.

Price of each volume, 55c. Published

by Frederick A. Stokes Company, New
York.)

HAMLIN Garland knows his West
as one knows the home of his

childhood, and his story "Money
Magic" is Western in the very fiber of

its being. The plot is interesting, of

course, and well worked out. It treats

of a typical Western girl, plucky,

straightforward, clean minded, who
bears the burden of supporting her

family until it grows too heavy for her

and then marries an elderly gambler

whose love for her is so great that he

renounces the calling which hitherto

has stood between them. Just before

the wedding the man is shot and nearly

killed, so that he is a helpless invalid

and entirely dependent upon the care

of his young wife during aH their brief

married life.

The gambler owns a mine an<l he

can give his wife money in plenty.

What this money does for her. not only

in the little Western town where they

live but in Chicago and New York, is

well told, and also the unfailing adap-

tability of the American girl to luxuri-

ous circumstances appears in her devel-

opment under the magic influence of

wealth. The final sacrifice of the old

gambler, which frees her to marry the

man who has really won her love, is the

climax of the book, which is not only

interesting and convincing, but has a

big human quality in it that grips the

heart of any one who knows the West
as Hamlin Garland knows it. ("Money
Magic." Py Hamlin Garland. Illus-

trated by J.M. Marchand. 355 pages.

Price, $1.50 net. Published by Harper

& Bros., New York.)

ENTHUSIASTS over Sheffield plate

will be interested in a book upon

this subject by Bertie Wyllie, who is an

acknowledged authority. The book is

not so much a history of Sheffield plate

as it is a text book whereby genuine

pieces may be distinguished from imita-

tions, so that it is a volume more useful

to the collector than to the general

reader. It is illustrated with reproduc-

tions of a large number of fine exam-

ples which of themselves are almost

sufficient to so familiarize the reader

with the predominant style that a spu-

rious piece would at least be looked at

sharplv instead of being purchased on

faith and the assurances of the dealer.

("Sheffield Plate." By Bertie Wyllie.

Illustrated. 117 pages. Price, $2.50

net. Imported by Charles Scribner's

Sons, New York.)

EVEN in this country of few tradi-

tions and fewer ancestors there has

been developed a very well defined in-

terest in heraldry. Just why this is so

it is difficult to say, for the escutcheons

that date from the ancient days of chiv-

alry would seem to have little to do with

twentieth century America, but never-

theless it is a fact, and people who have

taken it up as a fad will probably be

glad to know that a recently published

book entitled "Heraldry as Art" has

been brought to this country from Eng-

land. The subject is treated more from

the viewpoint of the artist than that of

the man or woman who cherishes a

genealogical tree, as the decorative sug-

gestion of heraldic devices is given the

most prominent place in the book.

Nevertheless the symbolic use of vari-

ous animals and monsters and laws gov-

erning armorial accessories of all kinds

will make the book valuable to all
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students of heraldry. ("Heraldry as

Art, an Account of Its Development and
Practice Chiefly in England." By G.

W. Eve. Illustrated. 308 pages. Price,

$5.00 net. Imported by Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons.)

A luxurious volume printed upon
heavy deckle-edge paper and illus-

trated with beautiful photogravures has

been published as a tribute to the mem-
ory of Augustus Saint-Gaudens. The
biographical sketch and descriptive

notes are by Royal Cortissoz, who has

made use of a portion of the material

which he used in different magazines

during the lifetime of the sculptor. Mr.
Cortissoz shows a most sympathetic un-

derstanding of the man of whom he

writes, as well as a keen critical appre-

ciation of his art. The illustrations not

only convey a most adequate idea of

Saint-Gaudens' work, but are unusually

beautiful when considered merely as

pictures. ("Augustus Saint-Gaudens."

By Royal Cortissoz. Illustrated with

reproductions of Saint-Gaudens' works.

85 pages. Price, $7.50 net. Published

by Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston and

New York.)

THE drawings of Alichael Angelo

form the subject of a book that

might almost be termed a portfolio, for

it consists chiefly of reproductions of

more or less unfinished drawings made
by the master in red and black chalk,

pen and bistre. There is no attempt

made in the text to give a sketch of the

life of Michael Angelo or any general

appreciation of his work as a whole.

The book is devoted entirely to the

drawings which are such interesting

proofs of his exhaustive studies in

anatomy and which are now found here

and there in the principal galleries and

museums of Europe. The selections

made for this volume are mainly from
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the Royal Collection at Windsor, the

British Museum and the University

Gallery at Oxford, and they represent

admirably the methods employed by

Michael Angelo in gaining his astound-

ing effects. ("Drawings of Michael

Angelo." Text by E. Borough John-
son, R.I. Illustrated. 60 pages. Price,

$2.50 net. Imported by Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, New York.)

THE man or woman who can afford

the luxury of a country home,
whether costly or inexpensive, elaborate

or simple, generally delights in planning

it, and it is universally admitted that no
type of country house contains so many
kinds of charm as the bungalow. People

who are interested in summer and

country homes will like to see a book
concerning bungalows, camps and
mountain houses that contains a large

variety of designs by a number of archi-

tects, showing buildings that have been

erected in all parts of the country.

These include camps, hunters' lodges,

log cabins, bungalows and also perma-

nent dwellings suitable for a warm
climate such as would be found in Cali-

fornia or the Southern States. The
book is amply illustrated and contains

floor plans, full descriptions and esti-

mates of cost. It is full of useful in-

formation and is very suggestive in

character, showing as it does the

achievements of dififerent architects

who have become noted for this style

of building. ("Bungalows, Camps and

Mountain Houses." Selected and Com-
piled by the editor of the Architects'

and Builders' Magaainc. Illustrated.

1 1 1 pages. Price, $2.00. Published by

William T. Comstock, New York.)

OF books about Italy there is no ena,

but there is rather unusual in-

terest to be found in "Cities of Italy,"

which are the impressions of a traveler
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who not only enjoys the cities as they

are now, but is also interested in the

wonderful history that forms the

greater part of their charm. It is un-

like most books of travel in that it is

a series of vivid pictures of this or that

city, the chapters being somewhat in the

form of short essays upon the charac-

teristics of each place. It would be a

delightful book to take to the country

and pick up when one is tired of news-

papers and novels, for it is not pro-

found enough to make any great mental

tax, nor yet light enough to be a bore

to the reader surfeited with "summer
reading." ("Cities of Italy." By Ar-

thur Symons. Illustrated. 267 pages.

Price, S2.00 net. Published by E. P.

Dutton & Co.. New York.)

IN describing the development of a

most livable country home, from the

day when the owners first found the

site on which it was subsequently built

to its final complete state after four or

five years' habitation, Frances Kinsley

Hutchinson has written a book of real

value to country dwellers. It is easy

and conversational in style and full of

the kind of information about house-

building and gardening that people sel-

dom get except by experience. ("Our

Countrv Home." By Frances Kinsley

Hutchinson. Illustrated. 278 pages.

Price. $2.00 net. Published by A. C.

]\IcClurg & Company, Chicago.)

THE title of the book "A Woman's
Journey through the Philippines"

causes a momentary doubt in the

mind of the prospective reader—its en-

joyableness depends so much upon who
the woman is and how she journeyed.

\\'hen one is told, however, that she is

a young army officer's wife, with a de-

lightful American sense of humor, who
journeyed on a government boat to

parts of the Philippines never before

visited by a white woman, and when

one is further informed that she has a

keen power of observation whoee im-

pressions are recorded by an extremely

facile pen, if after that doubts about its

interest and charm are not entirely

gone, they will be completely dispelled

by reading the book. ("A Woman's
Journey through the Philippines." By
Florence Kimball Russel. lUustratecl.

270 pages. Price, $2.50. Published by

L. C. Page & Company, Boston.)

PEOPLE who worry, whatever the

cause, would do well to read

"Worry, the Disease of the Age," by

Dr. C. W. Saleeby. It is not especially

a technical book, nor is it very profound

or scholarly, but it goes briskly and

sensibly to the root of a great deal of

our modern nervous tension and gives

some plain talk to people who are in-

clined to "fuss." Not only does it go

into the psychology of worry, but it also

takes up in detail its consequences in

relation to physical disease, as well as

in its effect upon health of mind. Upon
reading it one is surprised to learn how
many things can be traced back to

worry as the primal cause and how
many ways one is worried without

knowing it.

As to the other side, some of the

good efifects of worry are given. For
example, its services as a maker of re-

ligions and the aid it has given to the

progress of the world. Also, there are

some practical suggestions regarding

methods of curing the bad habit of

worrying, so that the merciless analysis

of one's weaknesses does not leave one

entirely discouraged. ("Worry, the Dis-

ease of the Age." Bv C. W. Saleeby,

M.D., F.R.S. (Edin.) 311 pages.

Price, $1.35 net. Published by Fred-

crick A. Stokes Company, New York.

)

A somewhat unusual theme was
adopted by Mark Lee Luther

when he wrote "The Crucible." It is
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a strong novel, and it deals with the

everlasting stigma left by the reform
school upon a girl who was sent there

by her people. There is nothing wrong
with the girl excejit that she is a fear-

less, indejiendent creature who does not

take kindly to the ways and opinions

of a mother and sister who are dis-

tinctly of a different social grade. The
girl's father was a gentleman and a man
of ability, and she reproduces these

qualities as faithfully as the other sister

reproduces the narrow meanness and
commonplaceness of the mother.

The two combine in harassing the

girl until she is goaded to revolt, when
they promptly send her tn the reform
school. The first part of the book deals

with her life in the institution and all

the rest is devoted to her efforts to get

away from the disgrace of having been

sent there, however unjustly. Of
course, a love story is woven in with

it. and it all ends happily, but it is a

searching analysis of some of our

methods of dealing with what are called

unruly children. ("The Crucible." By
Mark Lee Luther. With ilhistrations

bv Rose Cecil O'Neill. 341 pages.

Price. .$1.50. Published by" The Mac-
millan Company. New York.)

A beautiful special number of the Iii-

tcrnaiional Studio is devoted en-

tirely to the gardens of England, espe-

cially those of the southern and western

counties. It opens with a brief history

of garden making in England with just

a glance at the foreign gardens from
which the accepted styles were adapted.

.A. comprehensive review of the prin-

ciples of garden making follows, and

the rest of the book is given up to the

reallv wonderful illustrations, some of

which are in color, but the greater part

in half-tone. These show .nil the rich

(|uality of the typical English garden

and should be full of suggestion to all

who love beautiful gardens. ("The
Gardens of England." Special Winter
Number of The Studio, 1907-8. Illus-

trated. 162 pages. Price, in paper,

$2.50 net
;
postage, 25c. ; in cloth, $3.00

net ; postage, 35c. Published by The
John Lane Company, New York.)

ANARCHISM in all its phases is the

subject of a book called simply

".Anarchism,'' by Dr. Paul Eltzbacher.

It enters tersely and clearly into the

main principles of anarchism and the

teachings of Godwin, Proudhon, Ba-
kunin, Kropotkin, Tucker and Tolstoi,

showing the tlifferent points of view of

these radical thinkers and giving a

fairly clear conception of their theories

of "no-government. " The book is

hardly wide enough in its scope to com-
mand a large audience; nevertheless, to

students of .social conditions it is a good
book of reference for the settling of

(juestions concerning true anarchism
and the radicalism that sometimes ap-

jjroaches so near it as to pass for it.

( "Anarchism." By Dr. Paul Eltz-

bacher. Translated by Steven T. Ry-
ington. With portraits. 309 pages.

Price, $1.50. Published by Benj. R.

Tucker. New York.)

MANY questions that occur to the

( )ccidental when he come? in

contact with the confusing and subtle

civilization of that mi.vture of races and
mingling of religions and customs called

the Turkish Empire find their answer in

a recent book by Mr. W. S. Monroe. It

would be a valuable guide to the trav-

eler, an authority for the student, and
equally a book of interest to the ordi-

nary reader. ("Turkey and the Turks."
By W. .S. Monroe. Illustrated. 340
pages. Price, $3.00. Published by L.

C. Page & Company, Boston.)
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MODERN SPANISH ART TO THE FORE IN THE
SALON OF NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHT:
DECADENCE OF FRENCH INFLUENCE: BY
PROFESSOR ERNEST E. FENOLLOSA

ECAUSE France has so long held the lead in what
the Western World accepts for art education, it is

well to come to Paris year after year and attempt,
not as the members of the jury to measure results by
standard, but rather as students of sociology to test
standards by results. The duty of a critic is more
than an amiable editing of studio jargon; rather

must he, while deahng sympathetically with his present, steadily
refuse to take it at its own valuation. For self-interest so necessarily
narrows the artist's aim to current technique that he can hardly
relate himself consciously to the universal in human achievement.
But the true historian, just because he knows his past, is all the more
anxious about the future,—anxious that it shall neither adore nor
condemn that vital continuity which it can never escape. Is it for
health or decadence .' Will it engraft strange fruits on the old stock,
or tear itself up by the roots ? How thrilling to follow the varied
curve of time, with its rises and dips, and note at just what critical
angle it comes to pierce the mathematical point of this year!

As an introduction to our study of the paintinw, let us first glance
at other exhibits in the Salon for Nineteen Hundred and Eight.
Here are acres of architectural designs ; but across them few fitful rays
of hope struggle. For architecture in France seems to have well-nigh
closed its own circle. The past is here a tyrant. Evidently when
young students have started to draft a new palace, a library, or a
terraced garden, the very first act of their brains is warped by classic
tradition. What can they do but make the massing of their renaissance
arcades still more grandiose, the texture of their surfaces still more
varied with superficial incrustations ? Unfortunately it is too often just
such ready-made limestone gingerbread that we import into New York

;
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and its sad relation to the industries is that they too become crushed
into a stupid succession of Itahan-derived arabesques. The Prim-
aticcio ceihng, with its flourishes of pink-soap nudes and auroral clouds,
goes wriggling down through the centuries. Yes, here it is, right and
left in the corridoi's!

Now sculpture, against her besetting sin of breaking down into
abject realism, is best championed by architecture,—yet only when
architecture is normally free. The woolly excrescences of plaster

gorillas and the unseemly gyrations of polished marble ladies are
checked in most countries by the practical builder, who finds them
out of sympathy with his structural contours. He it is who coaxes a
truce in the eternal conflict of art's two motives. Man's sheer economic
need for utensils,—and notably for the chief of all utensils, houses,

—

compels those quarrelsome t\\ins, thought and beauty, to work in con-

cert. But where, as in France, architecture comes to abdicate her
creative pri\dlege, these electric fluids fly so violently apart that pro-

duction is possible only at the extreme poles.

If we look up at the pediment of any old or new French building,

—the triangle over the front columns of the ^Madeleine, for example,

—we note the balanced mass of heavy nude figures derived first

from ancient Greek practice and second from Michel Angelo's swollen

muscles. Here is "decorative sculpture" for us, suave, finished,

musical; and here we might suppose it to attain normal triumph. Yet
what is it but an unnatural triumph of masquerading corpses ? No life,

no joy, no meaning for contemporary man lurks in its frozen symmetry.
Let us now look down from the Salon balconies upon those queer

patches of white stone in jumbled chunks that dot the vast sanded
court. Here is "real sculpture" for us, i-epresentative and naked as

our modern world knows her,—glorying in her hatred of bloated

deities, reveling in bald appeal to the story-loving intellect, striving

against the ideal to the last gracelessness of vulgarity. We sometimes
ask ourselves why, having already the flexible medium of literature,

we strive so painfully to force poignant thoughts into such cold, un-
yielding symbols. Where can we put these ugly stones .^ Why should

any one want to see them ? Alas, how shall any but the clearest headed
critic escape this blatant claim of the radical statue-chopper that

he alone in modern art is to he hailed champion of democracy, of the

health of fact, of the deification of toil ? And so we have the soiled

baggy trousers of wounded zouaves and the amorphous cargo of

sweaty coal-heavers apotheosieed in virgin marble!
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IN
AS far as the minor industrial arts, such as tapestry, minister

to the estabhshed architecture, they too share its tiresome excesses.

But when the ornamental objects are small, and not clearly

related to building,—as for example in the low modeled relief of

medals and in the refinements of modern jewelry,—a new hope and
facility have found birth. A third quality, a life-embracing beauty,
has again become possible. How tenderly the French medalist adapts
his human forms, fresh and contemporary enough, to the filling of his

bronze and silver spaces! It seems hard to think hini of the same
breed with the moulder of dauby lumps and retina-splitting planes.
So too the delicate worker in gems, gold, carved shell and transparent
enamels is learning how to translate many charms of natural sugges-
tion,—ferns, maple keys, butterflies and marine forms,—into organic
and useful structures. Here sculpture's unfortunate divorce between
thought and vision has been abolished, almost as naively as in genuine
Japanese work.

How then is it with that major art of painting, of which the world
thinks itself so fond, yet manifests such ignorance ? Is it its fate to be
torn in pieces, like sculpture, between two hostile camps ? Or does
it yet, like jewelry, find it possible, while taking life real, to mould it

for higher ends than curiosity ? At first sight the situation seems des-
perate. On the one hand, plenty of decorative pink ladies squirm
on filmy ceilings or repose on obliging waves. On the other, plenty
of brutal men and homely women have done martyrdom to plain truth
by sitting for their portraits. And where a third course is tried, and
fancy reigns supreme, sanity and restraint seem lost. Green Buddhas
seated on artichokes leer at smoochy lank females tumbling through
space; and the new technique sometimes degenerates into irrespon-

sible strings of black macaroni. But on second view it becomes clearer

that, in spite of the realistic bias of government juries and the wild
rebellion of the long-haired, a goodly fraction of the exhibitors are
still striving, however vaguely, for something beyond avoirdupois, are
still conscious, however dimly, that art demands some admixture of

soul-magic, some transfusing charm of motion, lines and color-chemis-
try. It is from such seed alone, if at all, that we must hail promise
of future harvest.

And yet this seed can be no strange manna, fallen abruptly and
miraculously from heaven. Even in its very newness it is bound to

betray healthy human parentage. Its very power to vary must be
rooted in past frictions. Was not Puvis de Chavannes' coming proph-
esied five hundred years before by Piero della Francesca ? Does
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not Vermeer of seventeenth century Delft seem more modern than
the latest illuminati of the Latin Quarter ? Faculty of creative vision
Is essentially the same through changes of age and race. Souls sen-
sitive to color discern delicate values instantly under whatever new
scales and tonalities. Whence, then, out of the prolific past can a
live pictorial germ have fallen on our fresh, if rocky, soil ? My brief
answer is,

—"from Spain!" And this, I take it, is the primary lesson
of the present Salon.

FROM Spain, forsooth! Are then contemporary Spanish artists

the greatest ? Not necessarily that ; but they are indeed simpler,

more earnest in temper and perhaps closer to great technique.
For it is clear that all this advantage derives in last analysis not from
sheer nationality, but from that which was concentrated so long ago
in Spain's supreme genius, Velasquez.

The simplicity, directness and robustness of Velasquez's method
quite outclass the most popular of his European successors. And
yet for two centuries the bad taste of the world doomed him to obliv-

ion. It forgot how his clear insight had shaken almost free of the
fashionable and artificial studio-shadows that plunged Christian
painting into gloom. It did not see how he had made the rich "local
tones" of royal stuffs, and of still more royal flesh, the basis of his start-

hng effects. It ignored his glorifying of black into a lovely, glossy,

controlling color, standing out against rich carnations and warm grays
in almost flat spots. In vain had he pierced, with this equipment,
to the heart of human character, photographing life with the clearness

of a modern orthochromatic plate. It was reserved for another
Spaniard, Goya, six generations later, to dig out this mighty hidden
Velasquez from mouldy Madrid museums, to base upon his example
a new startling realism of clear values, and to carry his premature revi-

val over into France. For here indeed he and his innovations suffered

a second temporary eclipse, until a Frenchman, Edouard Manet, about
eighteen hundred and sixty had the insight to rediscover in them a seed
of new vitality, wliich the stupid world derided for still a third while

as "Impressionism."
Here then are the steps of the transmission:—-Velasquez, Goya,

Manet! And out of Manet has sprung the rich recent school of Degas,
Renoir, Whistler, Sargent and a hundred others. Widely modified
in special features, this school flows today no longer a narrow and
sickly stream, but has grown almost as wide as the whole realm of

good painting.
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The present state of this broad stream we find exempHfied in the

Salon by several large pictures, mostly government commissions, in

each of which some recent pubhc event finds record. They will go

down in the national archives beside Vernets and Davids ! The chief

of these, by Guillonet, reproduces a great garden party given to Presi-

dent Fallieres, in which the presence of a thousand persons is suggested

and more than a hundred men, women and children,—many of them

portraits,—are literally flashed into the foreground. It is a medley

of life, light and movement, of which the coarse splintery touches

seem meaningless until viewed across the room. Blasts of orange

light wedge themselves into a shadowed wilderness of blues and purples

representing ladies' white dresses. But it all resolves into plain fact

at the right focus. We see it to be a legitimate outgrowth of those

weird crowds which Manet and Renoir painted in the old Paris cafes.

But no one now speaks of such clever handling as Impressionism; it

is just normally good work.

AND now, lest this succession of the Manet line become indeed

too Frenchy, one marks a new contemporary effort to get back

by shorter route to the force and simplicity of Velasquez him-

self. This movement is best seen in the large and powerful canvas

entitled "March of the Lansquenets" by Martin-Gautherau, which

easily carries off a second medal. It illustrates the OTeat virtuosity

and resource to be found among the pupils of Albert Maignan.

Against a wild yellow flag with device of four scrawny gray eagles

scowls the unhelmeted visage of a mediaeval condottiere. Mailed in

black, he rides—forward out of the picture hke a kinema film—

a

colossal black horse armored in blue steel and gold. The footmen are

berserkers in white steel and slashed doublets of strawberry-toned

leather. The stains of their flesh, rich and low, melt naturally into

this strawberry note, which reappears in the lifted shafts of many
spears and in the shield of the hoarse eagles. The procession moves

on desperately under green skies, and powdered with a light gray film

of dust. It is a flashlight photograph of mediaeval character;—

a

Colleone done into color;—a Donatello turned modern painter.

Yet if we were to criticise the two pictures just described, we

might have to say that they do not yet quite so concentrate and flatten

their darks as either of their Spanish predecessors. And so we are not

surprised to find still a third attempt to reach the common goal, by

building directly upon the manner of Goya, without any intervention

of modern French feehng. The best example of this, "Victims of a
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Pogrom" by the Pole, Minskowsky,—almost brutal in its hard, flat,

somber clearness,—shows a crowd of emaciated sufferers huddled on
the straw-strewn floor of an improvised hospital. They are all

wounded and bandaged, with despair set in their pale faces and dull

eyes. But it is the low grays and olives of their garments with simple

patterns of blue and red check that, devoid of shadow, mosaic almost

like the flat tints of a Japanese print.

So far we have discovered in the Salon three different species of

Spanish revival, in attempts to rebuild upon Velasquez, upon Goya
and upon Manet. Yet it might be charged against all of them that,

though partially successful in their technical aim, they are not after

all genuinely Spanish in feeling. There is just the slightest taint

about them of decking in borrowed plumes. They might indeed

serve healthily to bridge over an interval of uncertainty; but have

they found solid basis in vital impression 'i If we are to have a

genuine Spanish illumination, must it not root in the vividness of the

present, as well as in the glamor of the past .^ Which is as much as to

ask, are there any Spanish artists who have sent to this Salon paintings

of Spanish subjects, and are they great in the sense of being original

and powerful leaders .^ The answer is, yes. In the art of Salas,

Vasquez and Luloaga we taste the most pungent flower of the year's

work.
Tito Salas. a native of Venezuela, fairly thrills us with his great

Andalusian peasant-dance. There on the right a woman, seen from
the back, whirls violently the red-brown discs that pattern her silver-

gray calico, crossing the diagonal line—made wavy with tossing arms

—

of the toothless old man with tilted head. The dust of the ancient

court rises from its footing of broken tiles, powdering the bronze flesh

and matted hair with blue. On the left a scornful senorita in dull

orange mantilla turns against a rickety table to eye the dancers.

Here is genre worthy of Velasquez if you like, but reinterpreted from

a fresh contact with Spanish life. And Velasquez was court-painter

to an effete line of kings; while such modern lovers of black eyes and
wine-stained skin are court-painters to the kings of the gypsies, of the

toreador's arena, and to the cjueens of the poultry-market. And the

lines here are more frankly lines of motion than Velasquez's. Salas

sets the whole composition tipping and rocking, like a cavalry charge

of the old Japanese Tosas. And, like so much of recent work, the

foreground figures are all cast into quick shade, leaving a rim of

orange light only for the ))ackgroiuid of a distant hill. Yet these

shadows are not heavy brown stains, like those of Rivera and the old
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dungeon painters, but an out-of-door device to intensify the clearness

of the local tones. Have we not all noticed how much more green the

grass looks on a cloudy day ? The pasty yellow glare of direct sun-

light just kills out the proper colors of stuffs, whereas the diffused

hghts of sky and earth merely film them over with soft peachy reflec-

tions. And here all is flashed together as a kaleidoscope upon an eye

which has no time to follow individual passages with separate focus.

If this is Impressionism, it is also frank scientific common-sense,

—

a law as well of optics as aesthetics ; for nothing is more viciously un-

true in a picture than a tempting of the eye to peck successively at

visual kernels scattered in a hundred lines and planes.

BUT a still greater revelation awaits us in the large canvas by
Carlos Vasquez of Barcelona. It is only a domestic group of

four life-sized figures, whose local colors are saved by an in-

door diffusion of light from the gray walls. A quarrel between two

young married Spaniards has left the wife,—whose yellow lace shawl

covers an orange bolero jacket literally encrusted with gold spangles,—

-

still pouting on the right. In the center sulks her dandy husband,

biting a cigarette, and viciously throwing his glossy velvet leg over a

chair-arm. His claret-brown waistcoat is sewn with large silver coins,

and a knotted scarlet kerchief escapes under his tilted black hat. His

black breeks, lined with chocolate brown, are slashed at the side and

buttoned with lumps of silver. His mother-in-law—who gives the

picture its title,—expostulates with him at the left with superb attitude

;

bending over forward toward the spectator, and then looking up back-

ward into his surly face. She has braced for strength in setting her

arms akimbo, and every muscle of her keen old face vibrates with

vituperative argument. Behind her the old man looks on with mas-

terly neutrality. Such is the skeleton of thought over which the artist

has proceeded to weave one of the most solidly massed yet richly

varied tissues of modern coloring. The scheme centers with incred-

ible opulence upon the dominating figure of the old lady. Let us first

point out that her skirt shows a glossy warm green, and that her right

hand lies against it like the pulp of a purple fig. Hence the gamut
starts oft" with the bag at her belt, a luminous opaque black, embroid-

ered heavily in rusty red, yellow brown, and tarnished silver. Just

over this bag falls her sleeve, of a greenish-yellow cream broken by

clover-leaf patterns in quiet brown. But this is only a beginning; for

now from sleeve to hand gather the lines of a dull orange bertha, half

concealing in their folds small flower-knots of green and scarlet, and
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shading off at the edges into chocolate brown and olive. This again
leads the way to a splendid kerchief that throws forward from the bent
head a ground of indigo blue starred with crimson roses. And over
the forehead, with its escaping silver hair, this kerchief is knotted up
into a ribbon of clear dark blue with little thin tassels of citron yellow.
Lastly, let us add, kerchief, bertha and sleeve ground against a deep
orange-brown in the old man's shawl. Here is passage as opulent as

Whistler, as broad and direct ; yet without vagueness of hue or loss of

form in enveloping ground. Wealth is not borrowed from an adventi-
tious fund of shadow-mottling, as in old masters ; but built up from a
dozen colored stuffs as frankly as a Persian rug. Tints are clear and
local, yet subdued and interposed. Nor has tliis subduing aught of

the brown woolly texture of Israels and L'hermitte. Nothing has
been left to happy accident. The picture glows in conscious depth,

bathed in its own silvery tone, like a Velasquez. Only the one criti-

cism falls due, that the orange of the wife's skirt is just too fierce to

keep in key with the low-toned left. So, if we cut the wife out with
hand raised before our right eye, the wonderful tone on the three left

figures grows all the finer. Lastly, if we frame out by herself the

upper half of the grand old lady, it is hardly too much to declare that

she stands beside a Rembrandt portrait, one of the most powerful and
brilliant figures in all art."&"

THE third Spaniard, Luloaga, has chosen to exliibit in the "New
Salon" only, where his three great canvases outweigh the rest

of that show. Brutal they are, in their reaUsm of low genre

;

even as Millet is brutal in subjects like his pig-sticking, or Velasquez in

his monstrosities of dwarfs. In the central picture an undersized half-

witted boy, blear of one lost eye, stands laboring under the weight of

two enormous pig skins distended with wine. The right shows a young
peasant girl exposing her half-veiled saucy face to the ruddy light of a
lamp. The left startlingly groups some six toothless old peasant
women, so emaciated that they seem caricatures, yet made serious with
large, wet, flat brush-strokes of dark violets, browns, blues, greens and
blacks. A dark gray light struggles in the sky. The gloom is ele-

mental, titanic. These might be old Greek Fates, hoary in forgetful-

ness, glad to masquerade as pitiful Spanish hags that cannot die.

But the vitality of this modern school does not exhaust itself with
the work of artists Spanish-born. It has been already assimilated by
many French painters of power, some of whom go directly to Spain for

their motives, some using the new language to translate similar vivid
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effects from the life of Normandy, Holland and the East. Of the
former, Henri Zo, born and bred in the very shadow of the Pyrenees,
has sent a large canvas representing two Spanish belles driving into
the great square of the arena. Here the artist has followed the modern
tendency to cut out an arbitrary fragment from a moving crowd, by
filling his whole center with a carriage that brings its fair freight quite
close to the spectator's eye. The external composition, of white wall,

Spanish flags, mounted police, feasting crowd and the large red wheel,
is awkward enough;—and perhaps designedly so, the skill in concen-
trating attention upon the proud donnas being all the more marked.
For what happens here is an optical triumph. The eye is literally

glued to the two aristocratic heads wth their sloping shoulders; not
by the more obvious device of a minutely sharper drawing, but in virtue
of an unwonted intensity of notati effect. Upon the nearer figure, it is

the repeated contrast of the large black spots of her lace mantilla with
the light pink dress patterned in strawberry reds,—a focus intensified

by the isolated note of scarlet geraniums at her breast. The second
woman recedes, not only through perspective drawing, but in virtue

of the greater softness of the wliite lace of her mantilla, which becomes
a creamy ecru against her purple bouquet. Yet her head, too. belongs
to the central focus through the sheer glory of her jet black hair and
eyes. The clear pale olive of their faces, without a hint of shadow,
accentuates the haughty and patrician in their cameo-like profiles. K
the central passage of their joint heads and bodies be now isolated by
the hand, it stands out like the color-photogaphy of a Lumiere plate.

It is a new insistent note of piercing values. It is Goya modernized.
It is Spain itself.

OF THE foreign translations, we have the large triptych—(trip-

tychs, by the way, are well in fashion)—by Gustave Pierre, also

medaled, of a crowd of ancient Norman pensioners, with hard,
bony faces settled into an olive gray that seems almost as lifeless as
their threadbare garments.

So vital is this school, however, so sure of its adopted French tech-
nique, that it can extend its vision far beyond the keenly observed
present, and dare imagination to pierce to the flashing, piquant life of

vanished genres. What if a modern impressionist—and that means
an accomplished realist!—were enabled by some legerdemain of time-
reversion to visit Egypt and the veritable Greece, and transcribe for

us, not the stilted classic poses which have come down in the colorless

ruins of sculpture, but the life of a picturesque Attic peasantry, a riot
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of palace orgies, or the sun-stained gorgeous crowds of plaza, quay
and palmy terrace! This is exactly what has been done for us by
Rochegrosse—past master in a dozen of the older styles—in a flexi-

bility of temper that might have its dangers were it not rooted in

supreme genius. Let us pass over his Egyptian princess, and come to

his troupe of ancient Hellenic belles at Alexandria,—the most brilliant

and perhaps the most prophetic painting in this year's Salon.
It is only four feet square, yet hints of the whole Roman Empire,

—

Greece in Egypt, with Persians in the background, and all kept peace-
ful by two of Caesar's legionaries who kick their heels over the sea-
wall,—quite as today a couple of British Tommies, with tincans tipped
over their left ears, hold in leash the surly city of Cairo. All of a piece
it is with that modern technique we have been studying; for it cuts,

rather than composes, a quite unbalanced fragment out of an endless
panorama, and then throws its foreground group into shade. It is

charged wth motion, too, though not so violent as that of Salas'

dancers. The three young dames, in the pink—(and green, shall we
say .?*)—of fashion, just walk languidly out of the picture's right edge,
ignoring the little groups, drawn small in perspective, who turn to

scoff,—groups designed to diversify, but not to fill, the somewhat
empty left. For in this unbalanced space we feel the very void these
gay ones have just left, and into which their garments still flutter.

Against a background of blue-green sea five delicious figures, three
girls and their two maids, fill the canvas from upper to lower rim.
Their plane is forward, near the spectator's eye. And upon them
Rochegrosse has lavished the Spanish coloring far beyond its custom-
ary scheme. The foreground shade is cast by nothing more substan-
tial than a warm pink umbrella, which just serves to reveal, and then
to intensify, the lively local tones of the dresses, and even to bid an
added warmth of flesh respond through the gauzy textures. More-
over, this restricted shadow, barely cutting a silhouette from the sur-
rounding glare, allows the varied tints, already kaleidoscopic, to be en-
riched and lightened with two separate sets of reflections,—blue fire

from the sky and yellow fire from the dusty quay. The under side of

every fold is just as brightly lighted as the upper, and with a strange
excess of warmth. And thus we see a new thing in art,—forms
modeled indeed, but not in terms of notan; pulsing surfaces solely in a
scale of varying hues. Only the sharp spots of hair and eyes, with here
and there a streak of embroidered pattern, gleam as contrasting darks.

The nearest girl walks with haughty head set in pure Greek profile.

She leads a pet monkey; and her hanging bare arm. lovely enough to
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belong to an antique statue, has its strawberry shell-pinks literally

dusted with films of citron and azure. Her black hair is filleted in

scarlet ribbons spangled with gilt. Her single sweeping robe of topaz-

yellow gauze thickens in the folds to sea-green, but in the thinner
spaces takes rosy fire from her breast and limbs. Soft blue medallions
of double peacocks dot all its varied length. Finally the incredible

color decides to center at her throat, in a spun-gold collar framing a
band of sapphires, and a broad Egyptian gorget of looped enamels,—
deep ultramarine and blue malachite, crusted with orange butterflies.

It is, after all, no accident and no strange forcing that have ex-

pressed all this blinding light and gaiety and riot of Oriental fabric in

semi-Spanish categories. This binding of Rochegrosse to Velasquez
is not as far stretched as one might think. It is true that Velasquez
and Salas are silvery in their Spanish peasants, Rochegrosse copper in

his Egyptian princess, and again gold in these Greek ladies ; yet are

they not all Mediterranean.' Ionian Greeks had colonies at Barce-
lona, Marseilles and Naples long before Alexandria. Such Italian

painters as Nancini give us today only slightly different draughts from
the same vine. And is it too much to hope that the new Spanish
school may soon expand into a genuine Mediterranean movement,
where the native genius of Greeks, Sicilians, Proven9als and Andalu-
sians may yet achieve an outburst of color as characteristic and vital as

has proved for the introspective North our Teutonic outburst in music ?

Many times as I sat studying this Greek picture, that seemed to

sparkle and foam afresh like newly poured wine, I heard feminine ex-

clamations in French or English,—"What charming Japanese women !"

Then the gruff voice of a husband, "Stuff! Not Japanese; they're

Greek!" But the mistake was not, after all, so strange; for the free

loose robes, falling from shoulder to sandal, bear indeed some resem-

blance to a kimono. Also the gay frank colors, mosaiced in local tone,

do not differ so utterly, in system of composing, from a Japanese print.

And I thought to myself,
—"Alexandria and Yedo! After all. East to

East, shoulder to shoulder!" And again, "How can we measure our
unconscious debt to the subtle suggestions of Japanese art ?" French
painters now perhaps forget that obligation, having long ago accepted

the clearness for an axiom. They are too occupied in breaking up the

flatness with reflections. And indeed other men, like Whistler, have

founded on this wide eclecticism. Manet and Degas knew just what
they wanted to borrow from Utaman and Hokusai. The very Salon

jury requires an unconventional cutting of fragments from the con-
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tinuous tissue of life, quite unconscious that it was the Oriental who
first taught us to rehsh such bizarre placing.

BUT, speaking of Wliistler, a last point of comparison strikes me.
May it prove also a prophecy. Let us admit that experiment
in modern painting has exhausted itself in newer and fuller

color-orchestration. There still remains something to incorporate
from past art; namely, a sensuous beauty of form and proportion, that
we have long let slip from our thought. Loveliness of shape may be a
more recondite glory than loveliness of color; but it is at least as real,

and more basic. For the very enamels of color, so to speak, must be
set in the cloisonne of line. Is it too much to ask that the element of

Greek form be as thoroughly revitalized for modern uses as has been
the element of Japanese color .'' Is it too great a strain for our genius
to reunite the long divorced parents of visual art .' Even here Whistler
is already to the fore, with his studies of lightly draped nudes, so like

Tanagra figurines. His Mediterranean idyls almost sing in paint
what Keats sang in verse, meriting for title " Ode to a Grecian Lover."
But now comes Rochegrosse, with slightly coarser taste but a more
normal manner, essaying solution of the same ultimate problem. For,
with all his seething golds and greens and crushed strawberries, he
pours them into human contours essentially Greek in grace. And here
we come back to our original proposition, that an over-study of antique
fragments, colorless from excavation, has well nigh paralyzed the
vision of our sculptors. Their beauty seems so unearthly; we cannot
breathe ordinary vitality into them. But Greek life itself.'—surely it

was not this, not limited to this! Not only its Oriental gorgeousness,
but a far greater pictorial plasticity of line,—supple quickness and
unity of motion, and a thousand flashing charms of bodily expression,

—must have wonderfully heightened the beauty of that real procession
of knights and maidens that surged upward through the newly-con-
structed Propylaeum. As transcendent indeed to some privileged

painter's eye as his marble frieze to the sculptor Phidias! And if it is

through the loss of Greek painting that we have escaped a second
tyranny over modern vision, let us celebrate our thanks not by leaving

void the part it might have filled, but by exercising a privilege of re-

creating, as naively as children, the vital space-play of a vanished art.

Will Greece herself ever do this ? Shall Spain be first in the field .'

Is Whistler's example dead for Americans ? Or will the French take

Rochegrosse seriously enough to make of him a point for departure.'

These are the vital problems of the future, and of the present Salon.
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POSTAL SERVICE EXTENSION: WHAT POST-

AL SAVINGS BANKS AND A CHEAP AND
EFFICIENT PARCEL POST WOULD MEAN
TO FARMER AND WAGE EARNER: BY THE
EDITOR

]HE urgent necessity for stopping short on the road along

which we as a nation have been traveling, and for be-

Ifginning afresh on a basis which shall lead to broader

and sounder national prosperity, is now universally

[acknowledged, and also it is being admitted more and
' more generally that no phase of the present movement
toward better conditions is of more vital importance

than the turning of the tide which hitherto has been flowing steadily

from the country into the cities, back to the country again. With
the needs of our rapidly increasing population,—especially with the

flood of immigration pouring in so rapidly that at times it threatens

almost to submerge our national life,—has come a realization of the

importance not only of conserving our natural resources so that the

tremendous population of the future may not be deprived of its

natural heritage, but also of taking measures to increase the yield

of farm products upon which such a mighty multitude depends for

food,—a thing that can be done only by increasing the number and
eflBciency of the tillers of the soil. It is toward this end that our

economists and social reformers are working, and much of our recent

legislation has been directed toward finding some practical means by

which it may be accomplished. Unquestionably, under modern con-

ditions, the revival of farm and village life can be brought about only

by making life in the country as attractive to an energetic, capable

business man as life in the city, and the sole way to do this is to in-

crease its comforts and conveniences, to remove the sense of isolation

which more than anything else has helped to drain the farming dis-

tricts of the best part of their population, and to give to the farmer

and the country merchant the same opportunities for advancement

that hitherto have been regarded as the exclusive property of the

dwellers in cities.

Among the many plans suggested of late for the bettering of con-

ditions in farm and village life none promises to be more speedily or

widely effective than the proposed measure to increase the efficiency

of the postal service by extending the present parcel post system, in-

stalling a special parcel post on rural routes and establishing a postal
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'savings bank in connection with every rural delivery route and

every office having a money order department. That this measure,

so strongly urged upon Congress by Postmaster-General Meyer dur-

ing the past session, will be passed either during the next session or

in the course of the coming Administration is practically a certainty

now, for not only has the wide publicity given it won cordial support

from all parts of the country, but it has been formally endorsed in the

platforms of both great parties.

Naturally that part of the measure which has attracted the lion's

share of public attention has been the proposal to install a system of

postal savings Ijanks, a plan for benefiting the public which has been

urged by one Postmaster-General after another upon Congress ever

since eighteen seventy-one, and which has been put into effect and

carried on with the utmost success in a number of European coun-

tries during the last thirty or forty years. The benefits that would

accrue from such a measure are obvious, both from a theoretical

point of view and from the results of actual experience in other coun-

tries, yet hitherto the opposition of the interests arrayed against it

has been strong enough to prevent its enactment. This opposition,

which comes chiefly from private savings institutions, is precisely the

same as that encountered in England during the fifty years that

elapsed between the first suggestion of postal savings banks and their

actual establishment, but there, as in all the other countries where

the plan has been tried, the postal savings bank, far from injuring

the business of private savings institutions, has greatly increased it

because of the opportunity given to the great mass of the people to

cultivate habits of thrift and economy from very small beginnings.

In England the private savings banks increased their capital by more

than ten millions of dollars during the first fifteen years that followed

the establishment of postal savings institutions, and the statistics show

that in all of the eighteen countries which followed the lead of England

the deposits in savings institutions of all kinds have about doubled

in the past eight or ten years.

IN
THIS country the greatest need for postal savings banks is felt

in the South, Middle West and on the Pacific Coast, where pri-

vate savings banks are comparatively few and not within easy

reach of the greater part of the population. In New England and

the State of New York the savings institutions are quite sufficient to

accommodate the people, but it is alleged that while, by reason of

the number and location of savings banks, there is one savings ac-
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count to every two of the population in New England, in all the

country outside of New England and New York the average is only

one savings account to every one hundred and fifty-seven of the popu-
lation. As people in all parts of the country are pretty much the

same in the essentials of character it is obvious that the people of

the South and the West do not save their earnings as do those of

New England, merely because of the lack of secure places in which
to make their deposits.

And even where there are savings institutions comparatively near

at hand they do not always meet the wants of all the people. They
are not open at all times and seasons, nor at convenient hours for

many of the working people, nor for long continued periods. They
are not always situated at convenient points, and in times of financial

stress it is hard to make the people, especially foreigners, believe

that such institutions are able to afford adequate protection to their

savings. This has been shown very conclusively by the investiga-

tions made by Postmaster-General Meyer, who has obtained accurate

data of the enormous amounts of money sent out through the post

office to various European countries. The sum total for the year
nineteen hundred and seven was about ninety millions, of which
twenty millions went to Italy. These sums were made up of money
orders averaging about forty dollars, the amounts showing the little

savings that workmen had accumulated and put by. It has also

been discovered by careful inquiry that the larger number of these

small deposits were sent abroad to be placed in postal savings banks
in other countries, the people feeling sure only of the savings institu-

tions which in their native land had government security back of

them. A number of Italians being questioned on the subject, said

frankly that it was a practice among them to send their savings

abroad to be put into savings banks in Italy, the reason given being
that the poorer class of Italians come over here with very little knowl-
edge of our language and that they are nervous concerning our pri-

vate banking institutions, but have absolute confidence in the govern-
ment. Many letters from postmasters to the Department have also

stated that foreigners were in the habit of coming to them and asking
them to take care of sums of money. When the request was refused,

as of course it had to be, a great many bought money orders payable

to themselves, such orders being good for a year. This was done
only in instances where they did not send the money away.

Of course, from the economic point of view the importance of

keeping this money in the country is very great. When the money
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thus sent abroad in a steady stream is added to the money that is

withdrawn from ordinary banks by small depositors and hoarded

during times of panic, the drain upon our currency during periods

of stress is enormous. It is estimated that during the late panic

more than half a bilUon dollars disappeared from public use in these

ways, and that this enormous sum was almost entirely made up of

the small savings of poor people.

IT
IS by no means the object of the government to accumulate

these savings in the Treasury, where they would he idle, but to

restore them to circulation by working in cooperation with the

national banks and regular savings institutions. No one person

would be allowed to deposit more than five hundred dollars in a

single year in a postal savings bank, and no more than two per cent,

interest would be paid. The money so deposited would be brought

into circulation by asking authority from Congress to place it in the

national banks of the country, not in a few financial centers but in

the banks of the district where the money has been deposited. The
Postmaster-General asserts that he has been assured by a number of

presidents of national banks that they would pay for such money

turned over to them a rate of interest varying from two to three per

cent. The Postal Department would guarantee the depositor only

two per cent.,—or one per cent, semi-annually, so that the postal

savings banks would not in any way compete with the regular savings

banks, as the rates of the latter are usually from three to four per

cpnt.

As regards the expense of establishing and maintaining such a

system, Postmaster-General Meyer recently sent an expert to Canada

to study the postal savings bank system which has worked so success-

fully there, and the report brought back was that practically no addi-

tional clerk hire is required for the savings banks in the various post

offices, the entries being made in each instance by the money order

clerk. Adapting the same system to this country, a report would be

made daily to Washington and from Washington the acknowledg-

ment of the deposit would be forwarded to the original depositor.

That this is a safe method is best shown by the fact that in thirty-

nine years four himdred and sixty-five millions have been received

and disbursed in Canada with a loss to the Canadian government

of not more than twenty-five thousand dollars. The total deposits

in Canadian postal savings banks at the present time amount to

about forty-five millions.
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Naturally the most far-reaching effect in this country of such a

system of savings institutions would be the opportunity afforded for

the cultivation of thrift, a quahty in which as a nation we have been

wofully lacking. When a man keeps his money by him, he is very

apt to spend it, but when such money could be deposited safely and

without trouble by giving it to the postman or carrier, there is a good

opportunity provided to begin to accumulate, and when once the

habit of accumulation is formed it quickly takes root. In the large

cities the banks are often closed at the hour when the laborer is going

home at the end of the week with his wages in his pocket. There is

no place for him to deposit such portion of it as he might feel he

could put aside from the week's expenses, but there is always the

saloon, and many a dollar which would wiUingly and gladly be put

aside for a rainy day, had the opportunity offered at the right time,

is spent unthinkingly in passing conviviality. This is in the city, but

in the country the opportunities are even fewer and the inconvenience

greater. There the money must be kept in the house until a trip

is made to the nearest town large enough to support a bank, and the

temptations thus afforded for theft and other crimes form the basis

of many a sensational story of murder and robbery in our daily

papers. Also, the presence of ready money in the house makes the

farmer and his family easy prey to the itinerant salesmen of all sorts

of commercial concerns, as well as to the allurements of department

store catalogues, so that many a trashy and unnecessary thing is

purchased on impulse, which would have been refused had it been

necessary to draw the money from the bank.

In Canada the statistics show that the deposits of farmers in

postal savings banks comprise over one-third of the whole; that the

deposits of married women come next, being nearly one-fifth of the

whole; while next in order come mechanics, single women, laborers,

widows, clerks and tradesmen, the professional men and women being

at the foot of the list. The postal savings bank is first of all intended

for people whose savings are small and whose deposits are frequent.

It goes to places where the express company does not reach and

where banks cannot afford to locate, and it makes the beginning of a

bank account for the man, woman or child who has from ten cents

to a dollar to put away at a time, as well as affording a means of

temporary safe deposit to the farmer who has just received a cash

payment for crops or stock.
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THE establishment of the postal savings bank in this country

would afford to the workiiig; man or woman the opportunity to

accumulate by degrees sufficient money to buy a home or be-

come a property owner in a small way, and this is universally ad-

mitted to be the start toward good citizenship. But the other meas-

ures included in the proposed reform, namely:—the extension of the

parcel post system at more reasonable rates and the installation of a

parcel post on the rural routes, would be almost as far-reaching

in their effect, for the reason that, if carried out as suggested, they

would inevitably favor the establishment of small shops in villages

and towns, afford an incentive to shop keepers already in business

to improve and increase their stock and give to the farmers a service

as adequate as could be obtained in the city. This extension of the

postal service is no newer than the question of postal savings banks,

nor is its desirabihty less assured. As the matter stands now, the

United States is far behind other countries in the matter of postal

service. We pay a higher price for a more limited service than ob-

tains in any other of the thirty-three countries with which we have

postal conventions, w'ith the result that the express companies reap a

rich hai-vest while this important branch of the public service does

not now fill more than a fraction of the field intended for it. In this

country everything that exceeds the weight limit of four pounds must

be sent by express and even within the limit it is cheaper to send a

package by express than by mail at sixteen cents a pound. In twenty-

four foreign countries with which we have postal conventions the

weight limit is eleven pounds and the postage in all but four cases is

twelve cents per pound, so that it is actually cheaper to send a pack-

age abroad by mail than it is to send it from one point to another

within the limits of the United States.

The natural consequence of this is that the parcel post in this

country is used only to a comparatively limited extent. In England,

where an eleven pound package three feet six inches in length may
be sent for twelve cents a pound, the parcel post service on liberal

and efficient lines has been maintained tor the past twenty-five years,

with the result that a tremendous saving of time and expense has

been effected in many branches of industry. The growth of the

parcel post in Great Britain has been astonishing. Shortly after the

system was established, the owners of small farms in remote localities

asked for an agricultural parcel post and the growers of spring flowers

in Kerry urged that it would enable them to compete with the South

of France and the Scilly Isles. Both demands w^ere granted and
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now the produce of all manner of culturists goes by post in tremen-

dous volume to London and other large cities. Fresh fish are sent

from seaport towns to the big hotels and are delivered promptl)^,

while meats, cheese, fruits, vegetables and freshly laid eggs in mail

packages form a very considerable factor in the commerce of Great

Britain. Big retail stores of London use the parcel service for the

delivei:y of goods; laundries return washing by parcel post and all

sorts of goods are sent and delivered in this way. In Germany and

Switzerland the service is even cheaper and the weight limit is placed

at one hundred and ten pounds.

SPEAKING of the success of the rural routes, of which there are

more than thirty-eight thousand already established in this coun-

try. Mr. Meyer says: "The isolation which existed in many
parts of the country has been overcome; the people are in daily com-

munication with their friends in the rest of the world ; the daily papers

and magazines come to the door of every farm house on the rural

routes, and enlightenment and information are being spread broad-

cast through the land. Medical men have said that already the es-

tablishment of the rural service is having its effect upon the mentality

of our country patrons, and that because of it insanity is on the

decrease. The extension of the rural routes to include a parcel post,"

he asserts, "will be a boon both to the rural population and to the

store-keeper, as the latter can receive his orders by mail or telephone

and despatch the desired merchandise by the rural carrier. The
farmer will be saved from hitching up his horse and losing the time

he needs for planting or harvesting his crops, and it will enable the

store-keeper to increase his sales and meet the recjuirements of

modern trade."

Much of the opposition to this measure has come from the coun-

try store-keeper, who very naturally dreads that such largely in-

creased facilities for delivery by mail would simply extend the already

wide domain of the department store and drive him completely out

of business. But this objection has been met by the plan for a special

postal service for the rural routes, which would be given at a much
lower rate than that prevailing throughout the general system of

parcel post. This special rate as advocated by Mr. Meyer would be

five cents for the first pound and two cents for each successive pound

up to the limit of eleven jjounds, thus enabling any one along the

line of a rural route to use the mails for delivery of packages at a

charge of twenty-five cents for the maximum weight, as opposed to
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one dollar and thirty-two cents for the same weight if sent at the

regular rate of twelve cents a pound,—which regular rate would
necessarily have to be used by department stores unless they should

go to the trouble and expense of maintaining a large system of rural

agencies throughout the country.

THE result of such a system in bringing about the general dis-

semination of business throughout the country by fostering

small individual enterprises is almost beyond calculation, espe-

cially as a secondary result would be the growth of small villages and
settlements throughout the thinly settled farming districts. And these

two changes in the present state of affairs would go far toward solving

the whole problem of the possibility of turning the tide from the

city back into the country. The hardships and discomforts of many
of the conditions of city life, particularly among people of limited

means, and the uncertainty of the wage-earner's means of livelihood,

are now endured chiefly because of the greater disadvantages that

are attached to farming in remote parts of the country or to under-

taking the responsibility of working independently of any large com-
mercial or industrial organization. For months The Craftsman
has been urging the establishment of rural settlements and the intro-

duction of handicrafts in connection with small farms. Nothing
that is likely to be done in the way of legislation to this end seems to

us to make so possible a general change for the better along these

lines as the postal measures recommended by the Postmaster-General,

supported by the President and now recognized by Republicans and
Democrats alike as a reform that will not be downed, no matter how
Eowerful are the interests opposing it. Given the postal savings

ank as an encouragement to thrift, and transportation facilities that

will not only bring all necessary merchandise within reach of the

farmer, but also take the products of his own industry and a great

part of the output of the village workshops to the nearest market at

a reasonable rate, and the rest will follow almost as a matter of course.

When a man has a fund of several hundred dollars, there is hardly

any question as to what he will do with it if he has a chance. The
desire to own a home and a little patch of land is universal with

civilized mankind and when to the possibility of gratifying this desire

is added facilities that render life in the country as interesting and
as much abreast of the times as life in the city, the tenement question

in cities will soon cease to be the serious problem it is now.
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THE ETHICS AND ESTHETICS OF THE
PUSH CART: BY MARION WINTHROP

^,^'ERY now and then we hear of an altercation based upon

somebody's wrongs in connection with the push cart. It

may be that viewed from certain individual standpoints

this little street institution is a nuisance; but the sociology

of the push cart is not, after all, so simple as it seems, and

not to speak of its nice adaptation to certain human
needs not unworthy of recognition, its {esthetic phase

is one to be taken seriously, for the push cart furnishes one of the few

notes of color in our dingy streets. In the uptown quarters we do

not ordinarily see any wares for sale other than fruit and peanuts

—

to which the Italian takes as naturally as if they were a product of

his own soil. These little carts piled up with oranges, red and yellow

bananas, lemons, red and green apples make a truly Roman color

combination, gay and pleasing upon sunny days, acquiring a cu-

rious vividness in relation to a rainy street and gray skies. And
the dark-skinned owner of the cart usually composes harmoniously

with its contents. Occasionally we will see some picturesque pusher

of a cart—perhaps a Syrian or an Armenian—passing through the

street, his wares covered with a cloth of divers colors that undoubtedly

came with him to the New World, perhaps tied about his simple

possessions.

In the foreign quarters of the town push carts are as thick as

dandelions in April. They may be seen drawn up in a regular row

at the curb, packed side by side, apparently containing everything

needed for the simple life, from patent collar buttons to hats, gar-

ments of all descriptions, shoes, vegetables, fruits of all kinds, cakes,

jewelry and even rosaries. In fact, these little carts that line the

streets in the tenement districts are the New World substitute for the

Continental street booths and market days. And in certain quar-

ters it is customary to have a regular day for gathering together to

buy and sell, as on the European market day.

One has only to walk down the streets south of Washington

Square or east of St. Mark's Place to come ujjon these push-cart

market neighborhoods, although they are to be found in far greater

numbers in the congested quarters farther south and east. It must

be admitted that in the Jewish quarters there is more that the eye

must pass over and ignore if it is in search of pleasure. We cannot

reasonably expect from first generation steerage emigrants of the class

that we are now receiving very definite ideas of cleanness, and the

Jewish variety of uncleanness is unpleasantly mixed with grease and
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disao-reeable associations of food, wliereas the German and Italians

acquire easily certain surface phases of cleanness that makes them

pleasanter to look upon. Then, too. the Jews have not as a race

the beauty of the other Orientals or of Greeks and Italians.

The push cart not only meets the demand of the neighboring

laborer, the passer-by and the street child for cheap fruit to be

obtained at the siBallest degree of retail, it is often the commercial

stepping stone of the foreign emigrant. The average Greek or Italian

starts with a little capital which he invests in a push cart and its

stock in trade. The next move is to the little stationary street stand,

then a little shop. It is a legitimate progress, far more so than that

of many of our emigrants, and it is difficult to understand why there

should "be so much hostility toward the first step. Yet the push cart

man, who has paid for his license, is the prey of the street gamin

whose cruel little pranks are invariably winked at by the policeman

on the block. He is roughly treated by the officers directing traffic,

and is a general object of street persecution. Some of this may be

that guerrilla warfare that invariably exists between Irish and "Dago",

but whatever its cause, it is cruel and unjust. It is not easy work

pushing that heavy cart about the crowded streets, dodging traffic

and the teasing little hoodlums driving deliver)- carts who are un-

mercifully beating their horses, crashing pell mell into anything and

everything, and deliberately charging into foot passengers and push

carts. It would be far more to the point to put the energy which is

used in denouncing push carts into enforcing the law which forbids

boys under a certain age to drive in the streets.

It is undoubtedly true that the Italian, whose maxim is to work

when he works and play when he plays, gravitates naturally toward

the strongly marked light and shade of the push cart profession. For

if, when he moves about, his work is heavy and difficult, when he

stands still in the sun waiting for customers he can observe the passers-

by or entertain callers at his ease, and not infrequently he may be

seen partaking of his wares with the evident enjoyment in small

pleasures which is the heritage of Southern peoples.

The only matter that needs watching in this push cart traffic is

the manner in which the well-intentioned but often ignorant little

dealer cares for his wares. But when we come to the microbe ques-

tion we come to a problem which is tied up with the subject of foreign

emioration in many and manifold ways. And as for the push cart

man,—his is a humble success and one that no one need grudge him,

for in the majority of cases it is hardly and honestly won.
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PIONEERS IN MODERN AMERICAN ART: A
GROUP OF MEN WHOSE INFLUENCE HAS
GREATLY AIDED ITS DEVELOPMENT: BY
GILES EDGERTON

"^MERICAN art has become a legitimate subject of

conversation in Paris and Munich, and even in New
York and Boston. Having secured recognition, it has
begun to awaken curiosity. The most practical

among us have commenced to say: "It could not, of

course, have become good all at once; crude yester-

day, and technically interesting this morning; futile

and imitative last spring, but vital and individual this fall." And
thinking thus, it is natural that our interest should be stirred toward
the men of power, of patience, of courage, who for some decades
past have been setting the example of good painting in this country,—
men of culture and critical judgment developed by wide travel and
study; men with vast confidence in the art possibilities in America,
which they have fostered more by deeds than words. One marvels
not a little at the greatness of these workers and their apparent ob-
liviousness to the press agent's broad and smooth path to fame.

But evidently fame was not the question with them, nor the great-
ness of American art, nor any definite self-conscious motive. Their
own best development was what they were aiming for in the first

place, and in the second place the most convincing expression of that
development in their art. It was their relation to the progress of this

art that they considered, not the relation of their art to the world.
The latter point of view is not to be despised however in the progress
of a country, for the more national and, in a way, insular, art be-
comes, the more historical and definitely valuable it proves to a na-
tion. This however is wholly a different story, and one that has
often been told in The Craftsman.

But of these men, who by their quiet greatness have helped to

build up the sturdy, permanent foundations of our art, there is another
tale to tell, one in which neither the nation nor the individual pre-
eminently figures—but rather an objective art, through which each
man has striven for his highest achievement. Some of these men
have held close to the traditional greatness of foreign lands, already
established for centuries, both in subject and expression; others,

holding to the classic in technical expression, have chosen subjects

from their immediate environment or from historical events of sig-

nificance in their own lands. The tremendous pull of the picturesque
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conditions of America in the process of strange and swift develop-

ment has not appealed to them as a whole as it has to our younger
men, who find tne very big crudeness and infinite variety of our nation

a constant inspiration. These older men have painted or modeled
as the desire came, in Florence or New Hampshire, in Munich or

Boston, seeking only to reach the, to them, supreme goal in art, their

own highest standpoint of perfection.

There is one man whose portrait appears among the illustrations

for this article, yet who may not properly be ranked as one of the

group of objective workers. Gutzon Borglum, while in one sense

he belongs with the men who are beginning to influence American
art, is nevertheless essentially subjective,—a sculptor of natural en-

vironments, a man who is contributing largely to the present awaken-
ing of a national spirit in our art. He is neither an idealist nor a

dreamer,—rather is he a seer of visions, a prophet, a worker in the

midst of vast surroundings and extraordinary conditions, yet one who
sees beauty always in the real and poetry in all truth; and also he is

preeminently of the present, with fresh and vital power to convince

other workers of the force and truth in which he himself believes.

The man who will step into the future quite alone in the rare

quality of his influence on American art is Childe Hassam, an artist

who has in turn been both an intensely vivid individualist, and a

classicist without apology. In his younger days he unaffectedly re-

produced the technique of Monet, but quickly evolved from it a

method of his own, at once new and brilliant, as definite a forward step

in art as Monet's own creative methods had been. He saw color in

mighty, splendid volumes, and discovered a new way of holding it

to the canvas,—not the splashes of deep, rich color which Paris had
always been crazy about, but color put on in so vivid, so sparkling a

fashion that the wonder of his sea and sky and flesh tint has made
an overwhelming impression upon the art in his own time the world

over. Naturally such work as Mr. Hassam's has brought forth scores

of imitators, good and bad. He has indeed unconsciously come more
nearly to establishing a school of American landscape-painting than
almost any other of our artists, with possibly the exception of the

late John Twachtman. And he is undoubtedly more imitated than

Twachtman because the style which he has created is more noticeable,

more brilliant, though not more creative.

To many of our artists here in America, our critics, our laymen,

John H. Twachtman ranks as the greatest of our landscape painters.

Certainly as a dreamer of mysteriously beautiful dreams, as a lover
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of nature in every spiritual mood, as a painter of fine, gray thoughts,

of fleeting memories, of atmospheric conditions that carry to the ob-

server tenderness or sadness, and all those very subtle joys and sorrows

that nature brings or withholds as a man is poet or plodder, Twacht-

man is without peer in America. He was one from whom artists

young and old sought inspiration as well as knowledge.

It is hard to tell to what extent this painter of nature thrilled

consciously to the sights and sounds of sea and sky and woods; or

how much of the poetry of his canvases is due to pure genius that

sees color and form only, but sees it so finely and sensitively that all

else is included therein. Only a painter's dearest friends or most

intimate pupils may give us the solution of this problem. But of

one thing we feel sure, that the greatness of Twachtman we, as a

nation, are just beginning to realize and his influence has but com-

menced to fulfill its task.

The definite effect of the work of a man like Irving Wiles is al-

ready noticeable in the portrait work of the younger school of Ameri-

can portrait painters. In many ways Mr. Wiles' method is more

often imitated than those of Sargent or Whistler, for it is less whimsi-

cal in technique, more reasonable in composition than these men who
rank as the greatest in our country. Hence his methods are more

actually at the service of the students who are striving for the best

possible results for their efforts. Mr. Wiles' own progress is not at

an end; from year to year one finds in his exhibited work added

beauty of color and simplicity of brush work.

Daniel Chester French's sculpture has one quality in common
with Augustus Saint-Gaudens'—unerring good taste and almost fault-

less execution. He is essentially an intellectual sculptor, a man who
never forgets the standards and art histories of all times and peoples.

Whatever his subject, his personal impression of the work is always

more or less classical. But what splendid conceptions of greatness^^in

all its human manifestations French has given us—national ideals to

attain to and hold to for our country's permanent uplifting! And
always given with enduring beauty!

Karl Bitter is another one of America's sculptors, the power of

whose achievement has reached men and women who are working in

our schools and studios. He is less conspicuously modern and na-

tional than Borglum, and on the other hand shows distinctly less

classical influence than French and Saint-Gaudens. There is a fine

spontaneity about his figures and groups, coupled with originality of

feeling and a certain real suggestion of very vivid temperament in the
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artist. Although still a distinctly young man, Mr. Bitter is a force

in all matters of national art development.

In all gathering of artists in this country for the discussion of

important art matters; wherever the real beginning of American art

in landscape work is known; whenever one remembers the founders

of our successful art societies; when one wishes to refer to the first

of our painters of serenely beautiful landscapes, the name of J. Alden

Weir is registered. Mr. Weir was among the first of our landscape

men (after the time of Inness and Martin) who painted familiar

country as he felt and saw it. He listened to no other man's message,

nor sought to evade the straightforward honesty of his own at a time

when there was much fear and confusion in the native art expression

of our country.

Although the seven men presented in this m-oup of artists in no

way form a school of art, nor are they related in any technical ex-

pression, they nevertheless are so significant, as representing a particu-

lar period of our art development, that it seems natural that they

should be presented in one article as being more or less pioneers at a

time when their work was of widest significance to the nation.

THE MIDNIGHT LUNCH ROOM

WITH httle money one may enter here.

And yet those haggard faces watch outside

The frosty window—and the door is wide!

The clatter to my unaccustomed ear

Of dishes and harsh tongues, is like a spear

Shaken within the sensitive, wounded side

Of Silence. Soiled, indifferent hands provide

Pitiful fare and cups of palHd cheer.

In my warm, fragrant home an hour ago

I wrote a poem on the peace they win

Who worship Beauty. Let me breathe it low

:

What would it mean if chanted in this din 'i

Wliat would it say to those out in the snow.

Who hunger, and who may not enter in ?—Elsa Barker.
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THE TURN OF THE FLOOD: A STORY: BY
MARY HEATON VORSE

LIZABETH ALLEN had her first ghmpse of the

situation before she had been a week in her son's

house. What had happened was simple enough, but

it o-ave her food for thought. Luke was sitting in

his mother's room when Ada came in. Luke's

back was toward the door and he did not turn his

;.;head at his wife's approach. When she put her

hand on his shoulder and said

:

"Luke," in a low tone, "Well, Ada," he replied, and there

was a perceptible tinge of resignation in his voice, the voice of a

man who says, "Well, I'm in for it now."

At that, without another word, Ada fled from the room like a

whirlwind. That the door didn't slam behind her was a tribute to her

early upbringing.

Luke Allen glanced at his mother, shrugging his shoulders. Mrs.

Allen asked succinctly:

"What ails Ada.?"
" I wish youd tell me what 'ails Ada,' " he burst out impatiently.

"7 don't pretend to understand women." Then he added dryly,

"Ada has a great many 'feeUngs,' you know—any amount of them."

"Do you mean her feelings are hurt?" his mother asked. She

was very much bewildered. Never in her well-ordered life had she

fled whirlwind-like from any room, nor could the circumstances have

arisen to make her act in this way. To her question her son answered

again.

"bh, I suppose so." His tone was weary; the boyish blitheness

which made him so charming died out. Mrs. Allen's serene brow

wrinkled itself into a perplexed little frown.
" I am afraid, my son, that you and Ada are not as happy as I

should like to see you."

"Oh. we jog along." said Luke.

He rose in the same weary, lack-luster way. He knew so well

what would happen next. It was part of the emotional treadmill that

Ada should come to dinner as full of gaiety as a child. She was

dressed in a lovely pink gown, ruffled like a rose, its silken rustling

talking eloquently of parties.

"Where are we going tonight ?" Luke asked, and let Ada read in

his eyes how very lovely she was.

'"'To the Tallent's," she answered, and shot him a look of sus-

picion, as if to surprise any latent unwillingness in him. He caught
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the look, and his face fell, but when they drove oft" together, Luke's
blitheness had returned and Ada was in the best of high spirits. As
Mrs. Allen saw them off, they seemed to her the incarnation of youth
and gaiety, and she went to bed with the consoling picture of them,
thoiigh still perplexed as to what the scene had been about.

Elizabeth AJlen had always had an unspoken pride in Ada. She
enjoyed watching the neighbors stare at Ada's dresses, and at Ada
herself, who was so incomparably more splendid than anyone else's

daughter-in-law. Not that she felt comfortable with Ada, for Ada was
to the httle, quiet lady larger than life ; the intensity of her enthusiasms,

her loud ringing gaiety, seemed to Mrs. Allen like some elemental

quality which might at any moment sweep away all the familiar

landmarks.
The first week had begun her life of surprises. Breakfast had

been the first.

"Doesn't Ada come down.^" she asked.

"Never!" Luke had replied, with a satisfaction in his emphasis
which foreshadowed their attitude toward each other.

Breakfast became a pleasant hour to mother and son. Soon Luke
formed the habit of going to his mother's room when he came home
from business. His mother would greet him with a gentle, " Have you
had a satisfactory day, my son ?" and further made no demand upon
him. They talked very little together, for between them was always

the shadow of Luke's and Ada's last unpleasantness—and there

always was a last unpleasantness. Between scenes, so to speak, Ada
would be gay and gracious, while Luke unbent also ; but like a careful

mariner in strange waters, he was never quite at his ease. He was
perpetually on the watch for shoals, his ear quick for the sound of

breakers, and often fancying he heard them when there were none.

Ada would ask, for instance, in all candor:

"You can't come with me tonight, can you ?"

"I can't, as you know," Luke would reply, and then add gratui-

tously, "And I woidd be glad if you wouldn't make a scene about it."

"There is trouble and to spare in this house" was Mrs. Allen's

summing up of her first days under her son's roof. " What irritated

Luke so, and why were Ada's feelings hurt.''" was what she asked

herself, after one of Ada's furious exits, as Luke walked the floor.

The walking of floors and the flying from rooms was only the

beginning. They soon became so used to her quiet presence that by
the time she had completed her first month with them, they were mor-

ally, so to speak, in their shirt-sleeves, their stocking-feet on the table.
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As they quarreled at their ease before her, Mrs. Allen would sit very

quiet, her heart beating like a trip-hammer. Each storm left her in

fear of a worse; she was fully prepared for the cyclone. Yet, when it

came at last, she was as shaken as if she had never expected such a

thing. It began in a trivial way, as did all their storms. Luke said:

"Oh, I suppose I've got to go tonight—though I'd give a dollar

to stay home."
Ada replied quickly:

—"You needn't go if you don't want to."

What was there in that to warn one the cyclone was coming ?

"Wiiy can't you go without me?" Luke asked. At that Ada
drooped—she could droop like a sunstruck flower.

"For heaven's sake, don't cry!" Luke gave back, turning to his

paper, " I shall go whether you do or not."

It was when Luke actually went without Ada that the cyclone

broke, for Ada burst into an abandon of weeping the Hke of which

Mrs. Allen had never seen. It appalled her; she would have been

glad to fly from it, but a certain awful fascination held her; besides,

she didn't dare to go, for it didn't seem possible that anyone could

give way to such grief without ill consequences. After a while, the

fury of the storm abated, and died away with the suddenness of

cyclonic storms, leaving behind the wreck of Ada. Her beautiful

hair was disheveled into tragic strands, her eyes were puffed and

swollen; there were dark red marks on her wrists, where she had dug

her nails deep in.

"I wish I were like you," she said, for Mrs. Allen had weathered

the gale sitting quietly in her chair. She had fluttered over to Ada
and had murmured timid comforting words which were as straws

in the flood of Ada's agony, and had fluttered back to her chair, in

horrified silence, but outwardly unshaken.

"I suppose you think I'm an awful fool," Ada said next.

Elizabeth Allen didn't answer; she felt as if what she had passed

through had carried all her words away.

"It isn't, you know, just because Luke went without me," Ada
explained, in a matter-of-fact tone. "It's because we're—drifting

away from each other." And the little break in Ada's voice touched

Mrs. Allen more than all the tears she had shed.

"Oh, Luke's so blind—Wind—Wind! He doesn't see where

we're going! I can't make him see. We're losing each other, Luke

and I; we're losing each other!"

Ada rose to her feet, towering a tragic figure before the little

woman.
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" You must have seen me trying. You must have seen me coming
to him all affection, fairly offering my heart to him—and seen him
turn away. And yet he cares for me—some. He isn't all indiffer-

ence to me—yet. Oh, it's awful, awful to see the thing that makes
life worth living go before your eyes, and try to help it and yet have
it ebb from you like the tide!"

It was very sad ; it was also very amazing, for of all the unsatisfac-

tory explanations of the discord between Luke and Ada that Elizabeth
xVllen had inspected and then discarded as inadequate, she had never
suspected for a moment that Ada's abrupt exits, her tragic manners,
were because she was attempting to keep Luke's love. She turned
it all over in her mind.

"I am sure Luke loves you very dearly," was what she finally

brought out.

"He's letting me go; he's letting me slide," Ada insisted, forlornly.

Her eyes were dry now. but desolation was in every bend of her lovely

body; even the folds of her dress seemed to take on their wearer's

forsaken air. "He'd let me go alone, if I would; he'd let me go by
myself—you saw that."

"It has sometimes seemed, my dear, that Luke would enjoy
going out with you all the more if you sometimes did go out alone,"

Mrs. Allen ventured.

"You don't know how men swarm around a woman who's seen

about without her husband," Ada replied, simply. "If I once got

the reputation of being unhappy, that would be—the end."
They sat in silence for a while, each one brooding over her own

thoughts, Mrs. Allen trying to understand in all its complications the

society Ada had shown her—and shown her with such unconcern ; one
of Ada's most upsetting traits was her way of bringing out appalling

things with the same tranquilhty with which she might remark that

the day was fine.

Presently Ada took up her plaint. "And Luke won't help me.
Luke won't see! I feel as if we were both in some swift-rushing

stream that was bearing us away. We might fight it together, but if

we let go each other's hands, we'll be drowned. So I grab hold of

him and cling to him, but—it's no use."

Mrs. Allen was not skilled in the use of metaphor; it occurred to

her however that people who fought too hard against drowning,

drowned all the more quickly. Ada looked at her mother-in-law,

and what she saw in the delicate, distressed face touched her.

"You poor dear!" she cried. "I've worried you awfully; I'm
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a beast. But anyway, you've seen enough before this, and I love

Luke "

She stopped, then for a moment Mrs. Allen looked mto Adas
heart and turned her eyes away ashamed, for in that moment she

had seen how it was Ada loved Luke. It was a love which burned

Ada and tortured her. an all-devouring flame that would give her no

rest, nor could she in her turn give any peace to Luke.

It was soon after this that Mrs. Allen began to venture on timid

words of counsel. When Luke broke out:

"She's got to stop these scenes, you know! I can't stand them;

no man could!" Mrs. Allen answered, wistfully:

" She loves you very dearly, Luke. All she wants is your affection."

"She's a queer way of showing it," he answered, with his weary

bitterness. "Why don't she leave me alone sometimes? I love her

too. I'm very fond of Ada; but a man's got to be left alone some-

times—and by God, I'm going to be! I won't stand it!"

And when ^Irs. x\llen suggested mildly to Ada after one of her

volcanic explosions:

"Don't you think, my dear, that one should choose one's times

and seasons with a busy man "

"Oh, I'm not politic," Ada would answer, recklessly. "People

in pain seldom are. It's when I'm hurt that I cry out. When you

love people so terribly you can't be tactful."

There were two things that no one could dispute. One was that

Ada did love her husband "terribly," as she said, and the other was

that she suffered ; she didn't make scenes out of sheer unreasonable

wantonness. Rather, they were wrung from her by her pain, and

deep in Elizabeth Allen "a responsive chord stirred. She remem-

bered how long ago her husband failed her, how the rainbow colored

dreams she had dreamed as a young woman turned to gray. She

had made her own timid, ineffectual attempts to make her dreams

come true; after a while she had stopped dreaming, and had given

her dreams to her son instead, and had waked up one morning a

sedate married woman, happy as another. But Ada had no one else

on whom to spend her affection, no one to think of but Luke.

Elizabeth Allen watched them, an agonized spectator of the bat-

tle, but while they had days when they harked back to their first

happiness, :Mrs. Allen watched for the storm. And the storm never

failed her, though she saw its nature was changing. Ada was more

reckless, her gaiety on an ever higher key, her anger fiercer, while

Luke's nerves were worn to breaking.
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" Things can't go on as they have," Mrs. Allen told herself. There
would be some sort of a change, she was sure, some final storm.
Nor was she mistaken. When it came, she heard its fury far off.

It was followed by three days of cloudy silence, when Mrs. Allen
saw neither Ada nor Luke but for a few meaningless minutes.

The heavy hours dragged on, but neither of them came to her.

In the stress of their own affair they forgot her. The strain made
her ill. It was in her bed she heard of what had happened.

"I simply told Ada she would have to control herself better in the

future," was Luke's version. "I told her that I could not go out with
her every night. My health won't stand it. My business suffers."

"What did she say to that?" his mother asked him.
"Oh. she made a row at first," he answered. "I expected that;

but afterward she became reasonable—surprisingly reasonable for

Ada. I ought to have taken a stand sooner."

Mrs. Allen feared this reasonableness of Ada's, from whom she
soon learned the other side.

"I don't know whether Luke's told you or not," Ada said, "what
he's done. He's practically cut me adrift. He's through with me.
You see, I've quite tired him out," she explained—there was no bit-

terness in her tone, only grief
—"So I give up, too; but always, what-

ever happens, remember I stayed by him till he turned me out."
" What do you suppose will happen ?" Mrs. Allen quavered.
"I don't know," Ada returned, her tragic eyes fixed on vacancy.

Then she rose and kissed her mother-in-law.

"I'll do my best," she said. "I'll do my very best—for your sake
as well as Luke's. You're an angel. There are lots of women in

your position who would blame me."
Poor Elizabeth Allen was not seeking to place blame. Disaster

of some sort threatened, and her mind was busy as to how this might
be averted, busy in wondering what it was that was happening to

Ada, who since the night Luke had "taken his stand" had been
exemplary.

Luke was very much pleased.

"I should have acted much sooner," he told his mother. Of his

own accord, he began to be more expansive with Ada.
"Oh, if he prefers me like this,'' Ada told Mrs. Allen, "he can

have me!"
Mrs. Allen had always been a frail woman, and now she became

a shadow, so fast had she fed herself into the furnace of their lives.

Even Luke noticed it, and called in a doctor, who said that she was
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run down and gave her a tonic. But tonics were of very little ac-

count beside what Mrs. Allen now had to face. The catastrophe

she had so di-eaded began to take form.

Its form was, as from the first she had imagined it would be, that

of a young man. He was tall, dark, intense, and he kept his eager

eyes ostentatiously on Ada. Ada ignored him, snubbed him, flat-

tered him, petted him, and ignored him again. But that was not the

significant part of it to Mrs. Allen. She had seen Ada ring the

changes of her moods with a series of men. In Ada's world Mrs.
Allen had realized early in her stay the perpetual presence of young
men was part of the social game. This young man. however, was
difterent from the others. Neither Ada's rudeness nor her indifter-

ence moved him, for Ada gave her admirers the full broadside of her

moods; not Luke himself got them less veiled. If one couldn't live

at Ada's emotional pace, one could go. Ada had never concealed

anything in her life, and now, far from concealing her friend, an
enemy might have said she flaunted him. Luke and his mother
ignored the situation as long as they could. Luke had from the first

treated Ada's friends with the good-natured tolerance a large boy
accords a small one. It was a very becoming attitude, but at present

hardly an adequate one, as Mrs. Allen told her son as the moment
came when it could no longer be ig-nored.

"A man ought to protect his young wife, " was how she put it.

Luke laughed.

"I'd like you to suggest how I'm to go about 'protecting' Ada."
"You trust Ada, don't you .^"

"She'd better let me trust her!" replied Luke, grimly.

"I've sometimes thoug-ht," his mother went on, and no one would
have suspected the anguish under her calm manner, "I've sometimes
thought Ada didn't want you to trust her quite so much."

"Oh, I don't know what Ada wants," Luke broke out, "but I'll

tell you what she won't get—and that's a scene from me. I do trust

Ada, I trust her absolutely—but she can make her mind up to the

fact that I'm not going to play jealous husband."
Mrs. Allen could only repeat, "I think a man owes it to himself

to look after his wife."

"I think he owes it to himself not to be a fool—no matter what
his wife is!" Luke replied. "Ada's making a fool of herself. She'll

stop—or she won't."

At the grimness of his tone, Mrs. Allen's heart stopped Ideating,

then raced on at full speed.
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"And you won't lift your finger ?"' she asked, feebly.

"Ada's always made a great fuss about how much she cares for

me," he answered, irrelevantly. "Let her prove it, then. I've borne
a good deal from Ada, but she needn't try me too far!"

"Do you mean you'll—cast her off .^"' Ada's tragic phrase came
of itself to Mrs. Allen's lips.

"It seems to me that it s Ada who 'casts me off,'" her son replied.

As time went on, Ada brought up the subject of what Mrs. Allen
termed, for want of a better word, "the state of things," at first ten-

tatively and then with more and more frankness.

"You see now, don't you.'" she told her mother-in-law, "that
what I said at first is quite true ? Luke's through with me."

"I don't think, my dear," Mrs. Allen replied, mildly, "that you
have a right to say that."

"I call shoving your wife—fairly shoving her down other men's
throats, being through with her," Ada lucidly explained her position.

"If Luke were prepared to play the part of complaisant husband,
he couldn't shut his eyes more firmly

"

"Luke trusts you, Ada," Mrs. Allen interrupted, "and you know
the part of 'complaisant husband,' as you call it, is one which Luke
could never play.

'

"Oh, I know that," Ada laughed, bitterly. "He'll go on what
he calls 'trusting me' until he can't trust me any longer; then he'U
throw me over—unless I save him the trouble."

"Do you really mean that you think Luke will ever have cause

not to trust you .''" Mrs. Allen inquired, anxiously.

"I can't live this way forever," Ada asserted.

"But you love Luke, Ada!" Mrs. Allen cried. "You know you
love him!"

"I don't know anything else all day and all night," Ada rephed,

somberly. "That's the worst of it! That's the awful part of it!

If I didn't love him, things would be simple enough. I've thought
so often lately that if I cut myself off from him forever, perhaps I

could endure life better."

Mrs. Allen was silent. She sat in her customary tranquil pose,

a little troubled frown her only sign of disturbance. Ada was
stretched out on the divan, abandon and despair in every fold of

her elaborate wliite peignoir. After a moment of reflection, Mrs.
Allen spoke.

"I suppose there are few women in this world who have all the

love they want."
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Ada raised herself abruptly, and her chin in her hand, stared

at her mother-in-law with beautiful, tragic eyes.

"Do you mean all women in the world are hungry—as I am?"
she demanded.

"Most women set great store on being cared for " "Love"
was a word that passed Mrs. Allen's lips with difficulty.

"Did you ever feel that way.*" Ada demanded again.

Mrs. Allen flushed delicately. It did not come easy to say such
things. She hesitated a moment.

"As a young woman I did," she confessed at last. "But I got
over it—I had Luke, you see—and in the end Luke's father grew to

depend on me. Women have to be patient in this world, Ada."
But at this Ada flamed out. "I'm not patient—I don't want

to be patient! A woman's youth goes while she's patient, and then
there's nothing left for her! No one will care for her then. I don't

want a life empty of love! And if Luke won't care for me as I care

for him, why the best thing would be for me to forget him!"
She rose partly from the divan and fixed Mrs. Allen with somber

eyes; and as the older woman returned the gaze she knew that for

herself Ada spoke the truth.

"Luke does care for you, Ada," she said in a low voice.

Ada's laugh was dreary.

"He's an odd way of showing it. Why does he let us go as we
are?" She spoke as if the march of events was quite outside her
control; and so, in a measure, they were, Mrs. Allen acknowledged.

"Luke won't lift a finger—you'll see," Ada finished.

"Oh, Ada!" cried Mrs. Allen. "Oh, my child! I'd give my Hfe

to help you!" The wish of her heart found utterance.

Ada put her hands on her mother-in-law's shoulders, and looked
down on her from her greater height.

"I believe you would," she said. "I believe you'd do just that!

Well, I'll do my best, but that won't be much. When things get to

the breaking point, they just break."
Disaster lay heavy in the air. Mrs. Allen began to watch Ada's

comings and goings. She prowled the house at night, waiting, a
wan little ghost in a gray flannelette gown, for the tragedy. She
would wait until one o'clock, two o'clock, three o'clock, for the

clang of a carriage door and the fumble of the key in the lock, and
Ada's soft silken rustle as she came rapidly up the stairs. Then only

would Mrs. Allen go to her rest. Often she would open the window
and lean out, looking for the carriage.
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To do this, she had to leave her own room at the back of the
house and make her way to an empty guest chamber. One night she
was leaning out of the window, in an agony of expectation. A pre-
sentiment of evil hung over her. She felt herself grow chilled in the
cold air, but she couldn't leave. She must stay there until the familiar
carriage swung around the corner and Ada was home, safe for another
day. So absorbed was she that she didn't hear a footstep behind her,

until a voice said: ''What are you doing here.^"

She turned, trembling with cold and fright, to find herself face
to face with Luke.

"What are you doing here, mother.''"' he repeated. By the

electric light which shone in from the street, she could see his face was
pale and drawn.

"I'm—I'm waiting for Ada," she faltered.

"Are you waiting for her to come, or for her to stay away?"
he demanded. "What made you wait tonight.''"

"I often wait. Luke," she answered him.
"Oh, you often wait, do you.''" he said. "Perhaps you wait

every night—as I wait. Do you? Answer me! Do you?"
He would have gone on, the flood-gates of his bitterness open

at last: but,

"Hush!" his mother said. "Hush! What right have you to talk

like that! Youve only to raise your hand to make it come right.

Its your miserable pride; it's your hardness. You've only to let

her know that you've waited
"

She paused abruptly. "Hush!" she said again.

The door was closing, Ada's foot was on the stairs; and Mrs.
Allen, in her gray flannelette motlier-hubbard, swayed to and fro

like some absurd rag doll, and would have fallen but for her son.

Together they carried her to her bed. They didn't speak until

Luke explained giimly: "She was waiting for you to come back."
At that Mrs. Allen opened her eyes and said feebly, her accusing

eyes on her son: "He was waiting for you, too." Then, after her
supreme effort, she closed her eyes again, and it was the last coherent

word she said for many days.

There followed a space of time that did not divide itself off into

nights and days, and. through her fever, Mrs. Allen had the sensation

of being taken care of. She fancied herself a little girl again, and
a large, shining presence enfolded her in its caressing care. In

her delirium, she called this presence "mother." There were other

people there too, men and women, but Mrs. Allen's brain refused
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to untangle their personalities. She clung resolutely to that stronger

one, that took care of her as her own mother had when she was a

little girl, so many years ago. Then, as her consciousness came
slowly to the surface again, the other personalities resolved themselves

into a nurse and a doctor and Luke, hollow-eyed and haggard; little

by little, her "mother" transformed herself into Ada. But though

the \ision of her mother had faded, there remained with ^Nlrs. Allen

the memory of incessant care, of long nights of watching.

She looked at Ada. Unlike Luke, she showed little trace of

the strain she had been under. There was not nearly as much distress

\dsible now as after one of her conflicts with Luke. There was,

indeed, a high, shining serenity about her, as of a person who has a

work to do, and who knows how to do it. How true ^Irs. Allen's

instinct was. she could gather from the doctor, who turned to Ada
with quiet admiration.

"You've pulled her through," he said.

Ada's large eyes rested on him in beautiful surprise.

"Of course I've pulled her through," she said. There was a

hint of indignation at the doctor's suggested alternative. "What,"
she seemed to demand, "do you think of me .^ Do you think that

I'd let my mother die like that—die when I was here to prevent it.'"

Her beauty shone on Elizabeth Allen like a reassuring star after

a night of tempest. Vaguely, somewhere in the back of her brain

Mrs. Allen noticed that Ada seemed steadier than she had ever yet

seen her. She went over and slipped her hand into Luke's. She

did it almost absent-mindedly, as one takes a comrade's arm. There

was none of her old challenge in it; and as for Luke, he seemed

grateful for this attention. They had fought Death shoulder to

shoulder, Ada commanding officer, the captain of their forlorn hope,

Luke under her command. Their greater anxiety had been a solvent

of all their old bitterness. Weak and sick as Mrs. Allen was, one thing

shone out so luminous that she could not but be aware of it, and it

was the shifting of balance which had gone on between them all.

During the time she had been in the vague country of sickness, on

the borderland between life and death, momentous things had been

happening between her children.

As the days wore on, she noticed, for instance, that it was Luke
who sought out Ada tenderly, and asked her permission to spend

time beside his mother. They had much silent intercourse, the

mother and son, and the things that Luke had to tell her were not

the things one can speak aloud. But it gave Mrs. Allen courage to
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approach Ada on the subject that occupied her mind so much. What
she said summed up all her observations since she had come back
to life. They were:

"You seem happier than I have ever seen you before."

"I am," Ada met her vi^ith promptness. "I've saved you," she
explained with her customary lucidness, "out of the wreck of things

that Luke and I between us so nearly made. And," she went on,

"I am going to keep on saving you. You're going to be happy.
Mrs. Allen almost found herself fancying that Ada had added,

"—whether anybody else is or not."

She put her arms around her mother-in-law's frail shoulders
with almost savage passion. It was a gesture as of a mother. Mrs.
Allen might indeed have been the little girl she fancied herself in

her delirium, Ada's little child.

"You poor little thing!" Ada murmured, "don't worry about
Luke and me ever again. You've seen for yourself everything's all

right between us, all right for ever and ever."

She held her mother close for a moment. Then she went on
superbly

:

"Luke understands what a stiff-necked brute he was to let things

go on as he did, when he cared so awfully. Tliink of his waiting
up night after night!" A little clear flame blazed in Ada's eyes.

"Waiting up night after night for me, and never letting me know he did
it, and making you all that trouble! It was all so unnecessary!"
she cried, "all our trouble! Wliy, if I'd known he waited up once,

not anything would have happened. But it's his waiting and not
letting me know—letting things get to such a pass, that's so hard to

understand, when it's so easy to let people see when you care for them.
But I've forgiven him, don't be afraid; we have made a clean sweep of

it. And it was you made us. I don't for a moment mean I'm not to

blame as much at Luke," Ada conceded with a large gesture. "I
ought to have seen myself what was happening; I ought to have
protected you, and both of us; but I was so wrapped up in Luke,
you know."

Mrs. Allen thought over the things that Ada had put before her.

"Do you mean," she said at last, "that you are less wrapped up in

him now?" "I mean," Ada replied, "that I understand now that

there is more in the world than just Luke and my love for him and
his for me. There is you. Nobody," she repeated, " shall ever bother

you again, nobody!"
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THE SCHOOL NURSE AND HER WORK: BY
ABBIE I. HEFFERN

IT WAS my good fortune to be associated, almost from

its inception, with a sanitary movement which has

been of incalculable and lasting benefit to the health

and happiness of a vast number of people compelled

to live in poverty and in ignorance of the simplest laws

of hygiene. I refer to the establishment of the school-

nurse corps in the public schools of New York city,

an idea which has spread rapidly to other municipalities throughout

the country.

One day some four years ago Miss LiUian D. Wald, a settlement

nurse living in New York's swarming East Side, happened to read that

in a single month ten thousand children had been excluded from the

city's pubHc schools on account of diseases contracted through their

uncleanliness and lack of personal care. The unpleasant statement

made a deep and lasting impression, and resulted in the formation of

a plan, the operation of which is now helping half a milhon children

to lead sweeter, cleaner, and purer lives.

Miss Wald was a friend of Dr. Ernest J. Lederle, then head of the

New York city Department of Health. To him she protested against

this wholesale exclusion of children from the schools. Doctor Lederle

deplored the exclusion and the necessity for it, but declared that his

inspectors were forced to insist upon the withdrawal of children whose

condition made their continued presence in the schoolroom a menace

to the health of their companions.

It was all right, the nurse admitted, but, she argued, why not

strike at the root of the evil ? Why be satisfied with turning the

children out of school.' Why not teach them how to live sanitary

lives, carrying this teaching into their homes ?

The problem was both big and difficult. Every year at least

forty thousand children are added to New York's registered school

population. Three-fifths of the whole come from the tenement

districts, where hundreds of thousands of persons have barely space

enough to breathe. With large famihes crowded in such tiny

quarters that the simplest cleanliness becomes an effort, it is small

wonder that the children fall victims to ailments of every description.

Politicians took up the cry against exclusion. "This is all non-

sense," said one district leader, endorsing the complaint of a con-

stituent that his child had been sent home from school because it was

suffering from a slight attack of the measles. "Every child

ought to have the measles, and you have no business being so
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finicky—spending the city's money to pay men to send children home
from school just because they have 'em."

If the health commissioner did his duty, he was certain to arouse
antagonism. The inspectors were trying to please every one, "nith

the result that the juvenile mortality was showing a steady increase,
and it became evident that something must be done. Then the
settlement nurse offered a suggestion. Just because in every boy and
girl there is an inborn love of being "mothered," a woman's influence
with a child is greater than that of a man. For this reason Miss
Wald advised that a woman be given opportunity in this public-
school emergency. Her plan for the inculcation of the simple princi-

61es of hygiene was adopted provisionally, and a nurse, Lina L.
Rogers, a hospital graduate, was appointed, without salary, for one

month.
The spectacle of a "woman doctor," as the pupils called her,

questioning school children in the class-rooms, amused the teachers.

When she told the children they must keep bodies, heads, hands,
and teeth clean, the "command" was ridiculed. "The idea." said
one teacher, "of saying that my children are in a shocking condition!

If dirt gives her a shock, she ought not to live in New York. Such
impertinence!"

OFTEN, in the tenements which reeked most with dirt and disease,

where ignorance ruled and intelligence rarely dwelt, there was
pitiful recognition of the crying need of wholesome, hygienic

conditions. There was a faint reaUzation that there might be a
choice between sickness and wretchedness on the one hand, and
health and happiness on the other. Still, there was no lack of re-

bellion on the part of the mothers at the new suggestions. "This
was good enough for me mother, and it's all right for me," said one
woman to the nurse in speaking of certain household conditions.

"Don't you want the children to be well and comfortable ?" the nurse
asked. " There ain't no comfort for poor folks," the woman answered
grimly. "An' I don't want them children to get too high-toned."

Despite the objections of parents, the children became interested

in the proposition that made for cleanliness and neatness. The
idea was new.

Never before had anyone told them they should keep clean.

Many of them lived in that section of New York city of which it has
been said, "There is no God east of Center and south of Fourteenth
Street." And strange to say, the school teachers, as a rule, opposed
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the idea. It meant more trouble for them, said some. Others called

it interference.

Conditions, opportunities and results of effort, outlined in the
report submitted by Miss Rogers when the month of probation ended,
showed the experiment to have been a success. Four additional
nurses were appointed, all on salary. The school-nurse movement
was now on a working basis. Shortly afterward, seven more nurses
were added to the force. My own tei"m of service, which continued
for nearly three and one-half years, began at this time. All the
appointees were graduates of hospitals of high standing, but the most
difficult "case" that had previously come to any one of them was a light

task compared with the difficulties encountered in the performance
of their new duties.

"More fads and frills—another nuisance," was the cheerful
reception I received from the principal of the first school to which
the health department sent me. The principal was a veteran opposed
to progress outside of stereotyped lines, and her attitude reflected

that of the majority of the city's educational officials. "It's a waste
of money to pay people to teach these ragamuffins to keep clean,"
said an outspoken member of the board of education whom I met.

Nevertheless it soon became apparent that the school nurse was a
permanency. The city superintendent of schools upheld her. although
the teachers in some cases still oppose her. I was obliged to get a
written order from the district superintendent before the principal of

one downtown school would permit me to work among her pupils.

Another principal instructed his teachers not to pay any attention to

what the nurse said. It was an uphill task. Finally the city super-
intendent issued an order to all principals instructing them to co-
operate with the nurses. After that the opposition became less open,
but did not cease.

That the influence of the teachers' opposition should affect the
pupils was but natural. Much of their previous experience with
health department officials had been in connection with compulsory
vaccination, an operation both dreaded and hated. Thus the children,

at first, were always on the defensive, declining to commit themselves
by truthful answers to questions put to them. But as soon as the
children realized the real benefit from routine inspection, opposition

on their part practically ceased. The parents in many instances

were still to be reckoned with. "Mary," said a nurse to a little girl

in the class-room, "did your mother take you to the doctor as I told

you she should .*" "Well, you see, miss," said the child, "my mother
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didn't have a minute yesterday. She was busy fightin' with the lady
upstairs."

THE nurse's first duty of the day is routine inspection. This
consists in having the pupils in every class-room pass before her
in single file, each child pausing long enough to permit a brief

examination of head, hair, eyes, teeth and throat. Note is also

made of the general condition of neatness. A close watch is kept for

symptoms of any serious ailment. When such cases are found they
are promptly reported to the medical inspector, the health department
physician in whose district the school is located.

Perhaps the chief benefit of routine inspection is the part it plays
in the warfare against trachoma. This is an eye affection, and is

so prevalent in the tenement districts of New York city that more than
two hundred thousand cases are treated in the course of a year.

The nurse does not treat trachoma. Sufferers are either attended
by specialists and the medical inspectors at the two city dispen-
saries devoted to this work, or they are sent, circumstances per-
mitting, to their own physicians for treatment. The nurse's duty is

to report promptly a case of trachoma, and the inspector gives the
necessary instructions.

The children in many cases find their parents the greatest obstacle
to folloAving the instructions of nurse and inspector. In Public
School Number Fifty-Six on Eighteenth Street, New York city, a child

was instructed to go to the dispensary for treatment. Days passed,
and the instructions were ignored. The reason given was that the

mother refused to permit the child to do as she had been told. The
nurse attached to the school called on the mother, who, when the nature
of the errand was revealed, seized a flatiron from the hot stove beside
her, and holding it close to the nurse's face shouted: "Get out o'

here! I takes no orders from the likes o' you."
The nurse stood her ground, undismayed, and the woman quailed

at sight of the big brass badge of authority worn by every nurse.
Sullenly she agreed to take the child to the dispensary, which she did.

An Italian shoemaker's son, attending one of the West Side down
town schools to which I was assigned, was sent home several times
to make himself more clean of person. He invariably returned to

school in a condition worse if anything than that which had caused
him to be sent away. Finally the nurse determined to make a "house
visit," as calls at the homes are termed. She went first to the father's

shop, which proved to be in a dark and filthy basement. The man,
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low-browed and insolent of manner, said angrily, when the nurse
told him her errand: "You maka da clothes, 1 keepa him clean.

No money for clean clothes. You senda ma boy home ag'in I maka
da stilett' for you!"

Of course the man was trying to frighten the nurse, and she was
greatly alarmed. But retreat was out of the question. She argued
and insisted, with the result that the man changed completely, vowed
the boy should keep clean, and calling him told him to begin his

course by shining the nurse's shoes.

THE work has been an uphill task in many ways, and is still

most difficult. While the medical inspectors, whose work is

of the highest importance, and the nurses labor jointly in the

same schools, they have vastly different fields. It is the inspector's

duty to treat illness. It is the nurse's to discover it if it exists and
to see that the necessity for cleanliness and sanitary living is made
known in every home where the condition of the children attending

school indicates such a lack. The closest watch is kept upon the

children. When they visit the dispensaries they are given a card
with the date of their visit stamped thereon. This they must show
to the nurse as proof that they have obeyed instructions. Seldom
has the plan failed. The only notable exception that came to my
notice was the case of a boy who bought a rubber dating-stamp,
and achieved marked popularity by stamping the dispensary cards

of the children to whom the visit was, in their estimation, a useless

hardship.

The main effort of the school nurse's work is the constant pros-

ecution of a campaign of cleanliness. "What do you think of first

when you see me," a nurse asked of the children in a class-room in

Public School Number One Hundred and Twenty-five. As one person
the youngsters shouted "A bath!" "I see, Maria," said another
nurse to a smiling child, "that you are taking care of your teeth.

Have you really a tooth-brush ?" " Yes, ma'am," the child answered.
"Now, that is a good girl. Do you use the brush often.?" "Yes,
ma'am," was the answer, in a tone of delight. "How often do you
use the brush?" "Every Sunday, ma'am," was the reply, accom-
panied with a beaming smile.

The house visit is by no means the least important feature of

the school nurse's duty. In fact, without it the work of the school

nurse would be a failure. By means of these visits she comes into

immediate touch with the families of the children, and it is often
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by the influence she is thus enabled to exert that the most striking
reforms are accomplished. If the nurse remains in a district any
length of time, as should be the rule, she takes high place in the
community regard. The fathers and mothers among the older
residents remember her from the first, and the newer residents speedily
learn that she is a power to be reckoned with. If she is tactful,

she secures and retains the confidence of children and parents. Often
her authority is reckoned by the power that is behind her, and in
that case her influence is less potent for permanent good. No oppor-
tunity is given the nurse to pick and choose her district. Like a
soldier, she must go where she is sent.

NO matter how much she may find it necessary to discipline,

provided she tempers discipline with justice and kindness,
the children are her stanch friends. The street boy is neither

cultured nor scrupulous, but the nurses learn that he is a tower of

strength to them in emergencies. A nurse whose duty called her
to a Thompson Street tenement was accosted by a drunken loafer,

just as she was entering the door. A half-dozen boys, all out of
the "protectory," a reformatory, on parole, heard him. In a moment
the loafer was lying flat on his back in the gutter, receiving a trounc-
ing that he must have remembered.

The school-nurse staft' has grown with the years until now the
number exceeds fifty. The nurses are scattered through the five

boroughs of New York city, in the schools where their aid seems to

be most needed. Up to nineteen hundred and six, they were kept
busy with house visits during the summer, but an appropriation
ended their work in June of that year, duty being resumed October
seventeenth. In order that all may be able to cope with trachoma,
each is required to give a certain amount of service at the dispensaries
where trachoma cases are treated. The doctors at the dispensaries
are eye specialists, the regulation inspectors acting only as their

assistants.

While the tour of duty of the school nurse extends from nine in the
morning to four in the afternoon, with three hours devoted to house
calls on Saturday, her position is far from being one of ease. The
primrose path is not for her. If she is a womanly woman, she finds

her chief pleasure in the regard in which she is held by the people
among whom she works, where her appearance on the street brings

smiles to the faces of the children she meets and a kindly greeting

from the parents whose accjuaintance she has made. Where such a
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state of affairs exists her labors are for good. The number of children
excluded from school because of disease is now triflings. The im-
provement in cleanliness, personal appearance, and home conditions
in thousands of cases, the result of the work of the school-nurse staff,

is amazing.
Although for many months the most rigid opposition on the part of

the teachers in the public schools was encountered, today, with rare

exception, the entire corps of teachers aid the nurses to the full extent

of their power, and give tangible evidence of cordial approval. On
every side opposition has diminished until today the value of the
school nurse's work has become so generally recognized that other

cities are following New York's example. Philadelphia inaugurated
the work in nineteen hundred and six with a school nurse who under-
went her preliminary training in New York.

The present head of New York city's Department of Health, Dr.
Thomas Darlington, is an enthusiastic supporter of the school nurse's

work. "I believe in the school nurse," he said, "because she is doing
the ijreatest good to the ereatest number." Could there be a' more
potent uplifting force .'' The work is quiet, unostentatious to a degree,

but it is helping hundreds of thousands of children to grow into

useful men and women. Through it the gospel of cleanliness has
entered countless homes, in many cases paving the way for decency
and honest livino-.

IN AN OLD FRENCH GARDEN

ONCE more down alleys sweet and dim
Glimmers the Spring begun:
The merchild on the fountain-rim

Romps naked in the sun:

The marble Pan has poised his reed

As though in act to play.

Yet pipes no summons: who would heed
Now you have gone away ?—Grace Hazard Conkling.
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POOR MARY
HO made of me a human ?

I never gave consent.

They fashioned me a woman
And thrust me in a tent.

They trained of me a mincing ape
Conforming to a crowd.

They never gave my soul a shape
Or wrapped it in a shroud

!

It fares as best it chooses

What way its mood may seek.

A reptile in the oozes

A God upon a peak.

If cities chance to lure it

It purrs amid the roar

Then, laughing to abjure it

Rides on the storm once more.

Yet, though a living spirit

It is not all divine:

For if a comrade near it

But smile the counter-sign

It hurtles back unwary
To burn the flesh away.

Then wise ones say, "Poor Mary,
She's not so well to-day!"—jVIary McNeil Fenollosa.
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PHOTOGRAPHS OF MIST AND TWILIGHT:
WHAT THE CAMERA REVEALS IN THE
HANDS OF CHARLES VANDERVELDE

jHE familiar argument of the opponents of modern pho-
tography, that the camera is nothing more or less than
a mechanical contrivance and therefore utterly out of

the question as a means of true artistic expression,

seems to be falling to the ground of its own weight.

It was only a few years ago that one or two daring

pioneers startled everyone with the wonderful subtle

eflfects they were able to obtain by the use of the camera plus their

own temperament, artistic perception and technical skill. But now
artists who use the camera are springing up on every side, as the

possibilities of the instrument are brought more and more into evi-

dence. Portrait photographers who seem to have acquired the art

of making the camera reveal the inner soul of man or woman even

as it is revealed by the brush of a great painter who puts on the can-

vas what he alone sees; landscape photographers who see and reveal

the soul of sunshine, wind and mist, bare hillside and wooded lane as

they were seen and revealed by Corot or Inness; impressionist photog-

raphers who give elusive glimpses of the mystery of form and mass,

lignt and shade,—all these have added their quota to the sum total of

beautiful achievement.

There is a fascination about the camera that leads one who uses

it rightly on through unknown paths to ever fresh discovery,—and
those who have learned to use it rightly are using it now as the painter

uses his colors, or the sculptor his clay, to express not only what they

see but the way it looks to them at the inspirational moment.
In The Craftsman we have given examples of the work of a

number of men and women who have blazed new trails in the de-

velopment of the powers of the camera, and now there has come to

our notice still another type of work that for delicate, elusive charm
in composition, and especially in the suggestion of atmospheric con-

ditions, is so far unrivaled. These photographs are being made in

a quiet and entirely unostentatious way by Mr. Charles Vandervelde,

who lives quietly in the city in which he was born,—Grand Rapids,

IVIichigan,—and amuses himself by making photographs that have

all the quality of great landscape work. Mr. Vandervelde seldom ex-

hibits his work, and, when questioned about his methods, says simply

that they do not differ in any technical point from those of other

pictorial photographers. He has been working at photography now
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for eight or nine years and acknowledges that he has been through

all the stages of little camera, bio-ger camera, biggest camera and
• 1 1 • 1 1

then down agam to the present 3^x4| size, coupled with a good en-

larging apparatus, which he regards as constituting a safe and sane

level. The only point upon which Mr. Vandervekle admits that he

may differ from his fellow workers is his liking to work alone, not

that he does not enjoy the company of his friends in the local camera
club, but he regards his serious work as a thing to be approached at

a time when there are no distracting influences. As he says himself:

"When you are alone, the feeling is not present that another may
regard the thing you look at as trivial and unworthy of the time spent

on it. Or it may be that one wishes to sit do\\ n for an hour or more
and simply contemplate a landscape, letting it 'soak in' as it were,

and at such times, there must be no one to say: 'Let us move on.

Maybe we shall see something from the top of that little hill.' All

of which means. I suppose, that I like to make pictures as my fancy

dictates."

Some of the pictures, taken by Mr. Vandervelde according to the

dictates of a fancy so delicate and sympathetic that it draws forth the

very soul of what he sees through the tiny lens, are reproduced here.

Take for example the one called "Winter". It is nothing but a

stretch of open country with a line of woods beyond.—light showing

through the slim trunks and tracery of thin, bare l)ranches. There
happened to be a craggy tree in the foreground that etched itself

against the sky. as such trees do on a winter day. and the ground
was covered with snow that fell into soft creases and cast transparent

shadows with here and there a tiny clump of bushes breaking through

the soft white surface. But there was a winding stream covered

with ice and a veiled sun overhead struggling to break through the

clouds and casting a white glow down through the middle of the

picture, a glow that is reflected from the ice-covered stream as from

a shield of dull silver. That is all, yet the picture holds everything

you have ever felt on a pearl-white winter day.—all the stillness,

peace, and that mystic virginal beauty that is at once soft and austere.

In '"The Last Mooring" the effect of mist and subdued light is

again shown. It is only a schooner stripped of all her canvas and
moored to a little dock that projects diagonally into the stream.

Some people in a small boat are pulling away from her toward the

shore. There is a wooded bank to the right and the same bank in

the far distance curves across the center of the picture, showing the

least suggestion, throuph the haze, of buildings with towers. The
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two small docks combined with the vessel give a triangular effect to

the composition in the foreground and the stretch of sky and water

is broken by the sharp lines of the slender, slightly tilted masts. It is

one of those days when the water is agate and the air is filled with a

pearlv mist that softens every outline and brings every color down
to its lowest tone. The reflections in the water, massed as they are

below the bank and docks and scattering more and more faintly

through the water beyond, give a certain definite note to the fore-

oTound. but only enough to emphasize the soft mistiness of the whole.

Perhaps the most remarkable of the group is the picture called

"Evening". It is literally a photograph of the gloaming and as

you look at it your eyes seem to grow used to the gloom, so that ob-

jects define themselves more clearly the longer you look, as they do

in the actual twilight. There is a dimly seen country road and the

shadowy figure of a sturdy peasant woman walking away from you.

Only the white kerchief over her head and her dark jacket prevent

her from melting into the gray evening. After yoiu- eyes grow used

to the twilight you can make out farm buildings and haystacks in

the distance. Bare trees border both sides of the road and far away
other trees fling their branches against the dull afterglow in the

evening sky.

The last picture, "The Misty Morning", is still another evidence

of -Sir. Vandervelde's fondness for dim, elusive atmospheric effects.

As in all the pictures the composition is wonderfully simple and
strong. A barren hillside slopes directly away to a dimly seen horizon

line, where there is a suggestion of woods. This line is broken by

the stems and leafless branches of a group of slender birches, and the

stretch of bare hillside below is relieved here and there by a clump

of scrubby bushes. But for the gracious veil of mist it would be a

bleak scene, yet the picture yields in charm to none of the landscape

work of this artist. They are all expressive of the same idea,—an

intense appreciation of the mystery and delight of varying atmos-

pheric effects. Beyond that, they are bits of composition which in

their severe simplicity and perfect balance suggest the work of Japan-

ese artists. All this, of course, is but the expression of the individual-

ity of this quiet man who likes to work alone, the story of what he

sees in sky and water and bare hillside, yet, more than all, it is a new
and significant revelation of the extent to which the camera may be

employed as a means of expression for the inspiration of an artist.
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SATURDAY NIGHT: A STORY: BY ALICE
BROWN

ERRY NORTON stopped for a moment swinging his

axe and crashing it into the grain of the tree, and took

off his cap to cool his wet forehead. He looked very

strong, standing there, equipped with great shoulders,

a back as straight as the tree its might was smashing,

and the vigor bespoken by red-brown eyes, a san-

guine skin and thick bright hair. He seemed to be re-

garding the pine trunks against the snow of the hill beyond, and again

the tiny tracks nearer by, where a winter animal had flurried; but

really all the beauties of the woods were sealed to him.

He was going back five days to his quarrel with Stella Joyce, and
scowling as he thought how hateful she had been in her injustice. It

was all about the ten-foot strip of land the city man had claimed from

Jerry's new building lot through a newly found flaw in the title. Jerry,

Stella mourned, had relinquished the land without question.

"I'd have hung on to it an' fought him through every court in the

country," she had declared, in a passion of reproach.

"You're so numb, Jerry! You just go pokin' along from day to

day, lettin' folks walk over you—an' never a word!"
Jerry had been unable, out of his numbness, to explain that he gave

up the land because the other man's title to it, he had seen at once, was
a valid one, nor could she, on her side, tell him how her wounded feel-

ing was intensified because old aunt Bray, come from the west for a

visit, had settled down upon him and his mother, in all likelihood to

remain and go into the new house when it was built. But there was
no time for either of them to reach pacific reasons when every swift

word of hers begot a sullen look from him, and before they knew it

they had parted.

Now, while he was retracing the path of their disagreement,

lighted by the flaming lamps of her upbraiding, he heard a movement,
light enough for a furry creature on its way to covert, and Stella stood

before him. She did not look either obstinate or likely to continue

any quarrel, however well begun. She was a round little person, very

complete in her miniature beauties, and now her blue eyes sought him
with an extremity of emotion very honest and also timid. She had
wrapped herself in a little red shawl, and her hands, holding it tight

about her, gave a fantastic impression of being clasped in mute appeal.

Jerry looked at her in wonder. For an instant they both stood as still

as two wood creatures surprisingly met and, so far, undetermined upon
the degree of hostility it would be wise to show.
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Stella broke the silence. She retreated a little, in doin^ it, as if

words would bring her nearer and she repudiated that degree of

intimacy.
" I just want a favor," she said humbly.

Jerry advanced a step as she withdrew, and the interval between

them stayed unchanged. Now the trouble in her face had its effect on

him, and he forgot for a moment how he hated her.

"Ain't anything the matter, is there ?" he asked, in quick concern.

Stella shook her head, but her eyes brimmed over. That evidently

annoyed her, and she released the little shawl to hf t a hand and brush

the tears away.
"Aunt Hill has come," she said.

He had an impulse to tell her, as a piece of news that would once

have concerned them both, that his own aunt was making her plans to

fo
west again, and that she had furnished the money for him to buy

ack the precious strip of land. The city man, seeing how much he

prized it, had sold it to him. But while he reflected that now Stella

cared nothing about his intimate concerns, she was rushing on.

"An' mother's sick," she ended.

"Sho!" said Jerry, in a sympathizing blur. "Real sick.'"

"No, nothin' but her rheumatism. But it's in her back this time.

She can't move hand or foot."

"Wliy, yes," said Jerry, leaning his axe against the trunk of the

wounded tree, "Course! you want 1 should go over 'n' help Hft her."

Stella shook her head in definite finality.

"No, I don't either. Aunt Hill 'n' I can manage well enough.

I guess mother'd be provoked 'most to death if I run round caUin' the

men folks in."

"Well, what is it then ?" asked Jerry, in palpable disappointment.
" What is 't you want me to do .?"

He thought he had never seen her cheeks so red. They made him

think of the partridge berries under the snow. She began her tale,

looking indifterently at him as she proceeded, as if to convince them

both that there was nothing pecuUar in it all.

"Aunt Hill's an awful trial to mother."

Jerry took up his axe in one hand, and began absently chopping

off a circle of bark about the tree. Stella was near saying, " Don't you

cut your foot!" but she closed her lips upon the friendly caution and

continued.

"There's nothin' she don't get her nose into, an' it just wears

mother out."
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"Slie'.s a ureat talker, seems if I reineml)ered,'" said Jerry absently,

wisliing Stella would keep her hands under the shawl and not get them

frozeiito death. He was about to add that most women did talk too

much, but somehow that seemed an unfortunate implication from one

as unpopular as he, and he caught himself up in time. Stella was dash-

ing on now, in the course of her obnoxious task.

"If anything's queer, she just goes at mother hard as she can pelt

an' keeps at her till she finds it out. An" mother hates it enough when
she's well, but when she's sick it's just awful. An' now she's flat on

her back."
"Course." said Jerry, in a comprehending sympathy. "Want I

should carry your aunt Ilill off to the Junction.^"

"Why, you can't! She wouldn't go. You couldn't pry her (out

with a crow l)ar. She's made up her mind to stay till a week from to-

morrow, an' till a week from tomorrow she'll stay."

Jerrv looked gloomily into the distance. He was feeling his own
limitations as a seer.

"Well," he said, venturing a remark likely to involve him in no

way. "I s'pose she will."

"Now, see here," said Stella. She spoke with a defiant hardness,

the measure of her hatred for what she had to do. "There's one way
you could help us out. She asked about you right away, an' of course

"she thought we were—goin' together, same's we had been."

Here her voice failed her, and he knew the swift color on her cheek

was the miserable sign of her shame in such rememl)rance. It became

his task to hearten iier. "Course," said he. "Anybody would."

•Well, I can't tell her. I ain't even told mother yet. an' I don't

want to till she's on her feet again. An' if aunt Hill gets the leastest

Avind of it she'll hound mother every minute, an' mother'U give up, an'

-—well, I just can't do it, that's all."

Jerry was advancing eagerly now, his lips parted for speech; but

her task once l>egun was easier, and she continued.

"Now, don't you see 'i I should think you could."
" Yes," said Jerry, in great hopefulness. " Course I do."

"No, you don't either. It's only, she's goin' to be here not quite a

week, an' it's only one Saturday night."

"Yes," said Jerry, "that's tomorrer night."

"Well, don't you see ? If you don't come over, she'll wonder why,

an' mother'U wonder why, an' mother'U ask me, an', oh, dear! dear!"

Jerry thought she really was going to cry, this time, and it seemed

to him that these domestic whirlwinds furnished ample reason for it.
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"Course!" he said, in whole-hearted misery for her. "It's a bad
place. A man wouldn't think anything of it, but women folks are
different. They'd mind it terribly. Anybody could see they would."

Stella looked at him as if personal chastisement would be too light
for him.

" Don't you see ?" she insisted in a tone of enforced patience. " If

you'd only dress up an' come over."

Light broke in on him.
" Course I will. Stella," he called, so loudly that she looked over her

shoulder to see if perhaps some neighbor, crossing the wood lot, might
have heard. "You just bet I will!"

Then, to his wonderment, she had vanished as softly as she came.
Jerry was disappointed. He had thought they were going on talking
about the domestic frenzies wrought by aunt Hill, but it seemed that
further sociability was to be denied him until tomorrow night. He
took up his axe, and went on paying into the heart of the tree. But he
whistled now, and omitted to think how much he hated Stella. He
was debating whether her scarlet shawl was redder than her cheeks.
But Jerry never voiced such wonders. They seemed to him like a
pain, or satisfaction over one's dinner, an ultimate part of individual
experience.

The next night, early after supper, he took his way "down along"
to the Joyce homestead lying darkly under leafless elms. There was a
light in the parlor, as there had been every night since he began to go
with Stella, and liis heart beat in recognition, knowing it was for him.
He tried the front door to walk in, neighbor fashion, but it resisted him,
and then he let the knocker fall. Immediately a window opened above
and Stella's voice came down to him.

"Oh, Jerry, mother's back is worse, an' I feel as if I'd ought to be
rubbin' her. You come over another time."

Jerry stood staring up at her, a choking in his throat, and some-
thing burning hotly into his eyes. But he found his voice just as the
window was sliding down.

"Don't you want I should do somethin' .^ I should think she'd
have to be lifted."

"No," said Stella, quite blithely, "I can do all there is to do.

Good night."

The window closed and he went away. Stella ran down stairs to

the bedroom where aunt Hill sat beside her mother, fanning the in-

valid with a palm-leaf fan. ^Irs. Joyce hated to be fanned in wintry
weather, but aunt Hill acted upon the theory that sick folks needed air.
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Aunt Hill was very large, and she creaked as she breathed, because,

when she was visiting, even in the country, she put on her black silk of

an afternoon. She had thick black hair, smooth under a fictitious

gloss and done in a way to be seen now only in daguerreotypes of long

ago, and her dull black eyes were masterful. Mrs. Joyce, gazing

miserably up at her daughter, was a shred of a thing in contrast, and
Stella at once felt a passionate pity for her.

"There, aunt Hill," she said daringly, "I wouldn't fan mother any

more if I's you. Let me see if I can get at you, mother. I'm goin' to

rub your back."
Aunt Hill, with a quiver of professional pride wounded to the quick,

did lay down the fan on a stand at her elbow. She was listening.

"Where's Jerry.'" she demanded. "I don't hear nobody in the

foreroom."
Stella was manipulating her mother with a brisk yet tender touch.

"Oh," she said, "I told him he'd have to poke along back tonight.

I wanted to rub mother 'fore she got sleepy."

"Now you needn't ha' done that," said Mrs. Joyce from a deep

seclusion, her face turned downward into the pillow. "He must be

awful disappointed, dressin' himself up an' all, an' 'pearin' out for

nothin'."

"Well," said Stella, "there's more Saturday nights comin'."

"I wanted to see Jerry," complained aunt Hill. "I could ha' set

with your mother. Well, I'll go in an' put out the foreroom lamp."

Stella was always being irritated by aunt Hill's officious services in

the domestic field, but now she was glad to watch her portly back

diminishing through the doorway.

"You needn't ha' done that," her mother was murmuring again.

"I feel real tried over it."

"Jerry wanted to know how you were," said Stella speciously.

He's awful sorry you're laid up."
" Well, I knew he'd be," said Mrs. Joyce. " Jerry's a good boy."

The week went by and her back was better, but when Saturday

night came, aunt Hill had not gone home. She had, instead, slipped

on a round stick in the shed wliile she was picking up chips nobody

wanted, and sprained her ankle slightly. And now she sat by the

kitchen fire in a state of deepest gloom, the foot on a chair, and her

active mind careering about the house, seeking out conditions to be

bettered. She wore her black silk no more, lest in her sedentary

durance she should "set it out," and her delaine wrapper with palm

leaves seemed to Stella like the archipelagoes they used to define at
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school, and inspired her to nervous laughter. It was the early evening
and Mrs. Joyce, not entirely free from her muscular fetters, went back
and forth from table to sink, doing the dishes, while Stella moulded
bread.

There was a step on the icy walk. Stella stopped an instant, her
hands on the cushion of dough, the red creeping into her face. Then
she dusted her palms together and went ever so softly but quickly to

the front entry, closing the door behind her. Aunt Hill, pricking up
her ears, heard the outer door open and the note of a man's voice.

"You see 'f you can tell who that is," she counseled Mrs. Joyce,

who presently approached the door and laid a hand on the latch. But
it stuck, she thought with wonder. Stella was holding it from the

other side.

Jerry, in his Sunday clothes, stood out there on the step, and Stella

was facing liim. There was a note of concern in her voice when she
spoke, of mirth, too, left there by aunt Hill's archipelagoes.

"Oh, Jerry," she said, "I'm awful sorry. You needn't ha' come
over tonight."

"She ain't gone, has she.''" inquired Jerry, in a voice of perilous

distinctness.
" Don't speak so loud. She's got ears like a fox. No, but I could

ha' put her off somehow. I never thought of your comin' over tonight."
" Well, I thought of it," said Jerry. "I ain't seen your mother for

quite a spell."

"Oh, she's all right now. There! I feel awfully not to ask you
in, but aunt Hill's ankle an' all—goodnight."

He turned away after a look at the bright knocker that, jumping
out at him from the dusk, almost made it seem as if the door had been
shut in his face. But he went crunching down the path, and Stella

returned, to wash her hands at the sink and resume her moulding.
"Law!" said aunt Hill, "Your cheeks are's red as fire. Who was

it out there ?"

"Jerry Norton." Stella's voice sank in spite of her. That un-
swerving gaze on her cheeks made her feel out in the world, in a strong

light, for curiosity to jeer at.

"Jerry Norton.'" Aunt Hill was repeating in a loud voice.

"Well, I'll be whipped if it ain't Saturday night an' you've turned him
away agin. What's got into you, Stella .'' I never thought you was
one to blow hot an' blow cold when it come to a fellow like Jerry

Norton. Good as gold, your mother says he is, good to his mother
an' good to his sister, an' now he's took his aunt home to hve with 'em."
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"1 can't "tend to callers when there's sickness in the house," Stella

plucked up spirit to say, and her mother returned wonderingly

—

"Why. it ain't sickness exactly, aunt Hill's ankle ain't. I wish 1

could ha' got out there. Id have asked him in."

Before the next Saturday aunt Hill's ankle had knit itself up and
she was gone. When Stella and her mother sat down to supper in

their wonted seclusion. Stella began her deferred task. She was in-

wardly excited over it, and even a little lireathless. It seemed
incredible to her still, that Jerry and she had parted, and it would, she
knew, seem so to her mother when she should be told. She sat eating

cup-cake delicately, but with an ostentatious relish, to prove the

robustness of her state.

"Mother," she began.
"Little more tea.''" asked Mrs. Joyce, holding the tea-pot poised.
" No. I want to tell you somethin'."
"1 guess 111 have me a drop more," said Mrs. Joyce. "Nobody

need to tell me it keeps me awake. I lay awake anyway."
Stella took another cup-cake in bravado.
" Mother," she said. " Jerry'n' I've concluded to give it up."
"(live what up.^"' asked Mrs. Joyce, finding she had the brew too

sweet and pouring herself a drop more.
"Oh, evervthiny! We've chanoed our minds."
Mrs. Joyce set down her cup. "You ain't broke off with Jerry

Norton ?"

"Yes. We l)roke it off together."

"You needn't tell me 'twas Jerry Norton's fault." ^Irs. Joyce
pushed her cup from her and winked rapidly. "He's as good a boy
as ever stepped, an' he sets by you as he does his life."

Stella was regarding her in wonder, a gentle little creature who
omitted to say her soul was her own on ordinary days, but rousing
herself, with ruffled feathers, to defend, not her young, but tlie alien

outside the nest.

"If he had give you the mitten, I shouldn't l)lame him a mite,

turnin' him away from the door as you have two Saturday nights

runnin'. But he ain't done it. I know Jerry too well for that. His
word's as aood's his bond, an' vou'll m throu<jh the woods an' <ret a

crooked stick at last." Then she looked across at Stella, as if in

amazement over her own fury; but Stella, liking her for it and
thrilled by its fervor, laughed out because that was the way emotion
took her.

"You can laugh," said her mother, nodding her head, as she rose
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and beoan to set away the dishes. "But 'fore you git through with

this you'll laugh out o" t'other side o' your mouth, an' so I tell ye."

Upon her words there was a step at the door, and Stella knew the

step was Jerry's. Her mother, with the prescience born of ire, knew

it too.

"There he is," she said. "Now you go to cuttin' up any didos,

things gone as fur as they have, an' you'll repent this night's work the

longest dav you live. You be a good girl an' go 'n' let him in!" She

had returned to her placidity, a quiet domestic fowl whose feathers

were only to be ruffled when some terrifying shadow flitted overhead.

Stella flew to the door and opened it on her lover, standing still and

calm, like a figure set there by destiny to conquer her.

"Jerry," she burst forth out of the nervous thrill her mother had

awakened in her, "you're botherin' me 'most to death. It's awful not

to ask you in when 'you come to the door, an' you a neighbor so. But

I can't*. You know I can't. It ain't as if you'd come in the day time.

But Saturday night—it's just as if—why, you know what Saturday

night is. It's just as if we were goin' together!"

Jerry stood there immovable, looking at her. He had shaved and

he wore the red tie she had given him. Perhaps it was not so much
that she saw him clearly through the early dusk as that she knew from

memory how kind his eyes were and what a healthy color flushed his

face, it seemed to her at this moment as if Jerry was the nicest

person in the world, if only he wouldn't plague her so. But he was

speaking out of his persistent quiet.

"I might as well tell you, Stella, an' you might as well make up

your mind to it. It ain't tonight only. I'm comin' here every Satur-

day night.

She was near crying with the vexation of it.

" But you can't,' Jerry." she said. " I don't want you to."

"You used to want me to," said he, composedly.
" Well, that was when we were

"

" When we were goin' together." He nodded in acceptance of the

quibble. "Well, if you wanted me once, a girl like you, you'll want

me ag'in. An' anyways, I'm comin'."

Stella felt a curious thrill of pride in him.

"Why, Jerry," she faltered, "I didn't know you took things that

way."
He was answering quite simply, as if he had hardly known it

either.

"Well, I don't know myself how I'm goin' to take things till I've
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thought 'em out. That's the only way. Then, after yeVe made up
your mind, ye can stick to it."

Stella fancied there was a great deal in this to think over, but she

creaked the door insinuatingly.

"Well," she said, "I'm awful sorry
"

" I won't keep you stannin' here in the cold. I'll be over agin next

Saturday night."

Stella went in and sat down by the hearth and crossed her feet on

the head of one of the firedogs. She was frowning, and yet she was
laughing too. Her mother, moving back and forth, kept casting in-

quiring looks at her.
" Well," she ventured at last, "you made it up betwixt ye ?"

Stella put down her feet and rose to help.

"Don't you ask me another question," she commanded rather

airily. "It's all over an' done with, an' I told you so before. Le's

pop us some corn by'n'by."

Before the next Saturday something had happened. Stella walked

over to the Street to buy some thread, and Matt Pillsbury brought her

home in his new sleigh with the glossy red back and the scrolls of gilt

at the corners. Matt was a lithe, animated youth who could do many
unexpected and serviceable things : a little singing, a little violin play-

ing, and tricks with cards. He was younger than Stella, but he re-

jBected, as he drove with her over the smooth road, nobody would ever

know it because he was dark and she was fair, and he resolved to let

his moustache grow a little longer and curl it more at the ends. Mrs.

Joyce was away when this happened, quilting at Deacon White's, but

all the next day, which was Saturday, she remained perfectly aware

that Stella was making plans, and when at seven o'clock the girl came
down in her green plaid with her gold beads on, Mrs. Joyce drew the

breath of peace.

"Well, there," she said, "if you behave as well as you look, you'll

do well, an' if Jerry don't say so I'll miss my guess."

Stella was gazing at her, trembling a little, but defiant also.

"Mother," she said, "if Jerry comes, you go to the door an' you

tell him—oh, my soul ! I believe there he is now."
But in the next instant it seemed to her just as well. She could

tell him herself. She flew to the door in a wdiirl. But she got no

further than his name. Jerry took her with a hand on either side of

her waist and set her back into the entry. Then he shut the door

behind liim and laid his palms upon her shoulders. She could hear

his breath, and it occurred to her to wonder if he had been running,
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the blood must be pumping so through his heart. He was speaking

in a tone she had never heard from any man.
" What's this about your goin' to the sociable w-ith Matt Pillsbury ?"

She stiffened and flung back defiance.
'* I'm goin', that's all. How'd you know it ?"

"I was over to the store an' Lottie Pillsbury come in an' I heard

her tell Jane Hunt: 'Brother Matt asked her, an' she says she's

"Well, it's true enough. I expect him along in three-quarters of

an hour."
"Well, he won't come." That strange savage thrill in his voice

frightened her, and before she could remember they were not going

together, she was chnging to his arm.

"Oh, Jerry," she breathed, "you ain't done liim any mischief?"

But his arms were about her and she was locked to his heart.

" No," he said, " I ain't—yet." He laughed a Httle. " I stood out

in the road till I heard liim go into the barn to harness. Then he went

back into the house to change his clo'es. An' I walked into the barn

an' unblanketed the horse an' slung away the bells an' druv the horse

down to the meetin'-house, an' left him there in the sheds."

Stella laughed ^\-ith the delight of it. She felt wild and happy, and

it came to her that a man who could behave like this when he had

made up his mind, might be allowed a long time in coming to it.

But she tried reproving him.

"Oh, Jerry, the horse'll freeze to death!"

"No, he won't. He's all blanketed. Besides, little Jim Pills-

bury's there tendin' the fire for the sociable, an' he'll find him. Now
— "his voice took on an added depth of that strange new quality she

shivered under. " Matt'll be over here in a minute to tell you he's

lost his horse an' can't go. You want me to harness up an' take him

an' you in the old pung. or you want to stay here with me ?" Stella

touched his cheek with her finger in a way she had, and he remembered

and bent and kissed her. "All right," he said. "That suits me. We'll

stay here. Only, I don't want to put ye to no shame before Matt.

That's why I played a trick on him instid o' breakin' his bones."

"Oh, Jerr}'!" She had not meant to tell him, but it seemed she

must. " I wasn't goin' with him alone. Lottie was goin', too. I told

him I wouldn't anv other way."
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PHYSICAL CULTURE FOR THE BLIND: WHAT
IT HAS DONE TO INCREASE THE RESOURCES
OF THE AFFLICTED AND TO MAKE POSSIBLE
A NORMAL DEVELOPMENT: BY STANLEY
JOHNSON

CHOOLS for the blind in the United States have been
doing a verv remarkal:)le work within the jjast few
years, especially those which furnish the sort of educa-
tion that enables the unseeinfj ones amony; us to be-
come selt-supporting citizens. For a number of years,

even with the modern attitude toward the deficient and
helpless, it was thought sufficient if our blind people

were taught to read and write and to get some little pleasure in life,

but lately the managers of these schools have come to realize how
essential it is that blind citizens should not be the derelicts of the na-
tion, but should be enabled by proper instruction not only to earn
their living but to contribute to the beauty and profit of life as a whole.
IVIen who have devoted their lives to educational matters have been
able to impress on the minds of Boards of Trustees and Legislative
Committees that blind people should be made useful people, and that
to accomplish this they must be afforded the best possible physical
conditions. So that just at present there is a wide-reaching effort to

include physical culture of the most comprehensive sort in the curric-

ulums of all schools and colleges for blind men, women and children.

The most enlightened of these schools,—those at Louisville, Ken-
tucky; Batavia, New York; Columbus, Ohio; and Overbrook, Penn-
sylvania,—are now surrounded by spacious grounds which afford

abundant ojjportunity for outdoor exercise, and the school buildings
are fitted up with the most modern form of gymnasium ec|uipment.
In some cases the entire institution has been remodeled from the
physical culture point of view, and new buildings have been added
where the best possible exercises can be indulged in by the students.

The result is the opening up of a new condition of life for those who
live in perjietual darkness—a condition which means better health,

and so better brains, and eventually better men and women. Recent
statistics of the New York Association for the Blind show us that the

old way of educating the nation's helpless ones is undergoing a radiAl
reformation;—for this former method of education was little more
than a school for mendicants, a preparatory training for the alms-

house. It is easy to understand that the first elements of the three
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Rs, a superficial smattering of some impractical industry, coupled with

a physical constitution much below the normal, would hardly prove an
adequate preparation for self-support.

And also a fact to be borne in mind from the Ijemnning is that blind

children are as a rule sub-normal, both physically and mentally. This
is the result usually of overindulgence on the part of parents and
friends who love these helpless members of their family not wisely but

too well. Thus it is easy to see that blind students need physical

preparation for their work even more than those blest with sight, for

they start out with the heavy handicap of being almost unavoidably
spoiled children.

DR. SA:MUEL GRIDLEY HOWE, the first principal of the

Perkins Institution for the Blind in Boston—which was founded
seventy-five years ago and was the first venture for the educa-

tion of the bhnd in the United States—realized that the building of a

strong body was the first great need of the blind child. For tliis reason
Dr. Howe strongly advocated taking blind children away from their

homes at the earhest possible age.

"At home," Dr. Howe said in an address delivered over a genera-

tion ago, "blind children are helped when they should be encouraged
to help themselves; they are kept at home where they should be per-

mitted to face the world as often as possible; they are placed in I'ocking

chairs and waited on when they should be tumbling about the house
and garden; they are spared exertion when they should be constantly

urged to eft'ort; they become enervated where the effort of the home
should be to harden them, and as they grow older they are often de-

moralized by receiving as gifts what they shoidd have earned by their

own effort or have been taught resolutely to forego."

This may seem a Spartan doctrine to those to whom the appearance
of a blind person is often the inspiration of selfish charities which only

work for injury ; but it is the doctrine which made possil)le the freedom
of a girl like Laura Bridgeman from a trinity of a,ffliction—deafness,

dumbness and blindness. Laura Bridgeman was one of Dr. Howe's
pupils, whom he was enabled to take from her home just at a time

when a learned Royal Commission in Great Britain reported that any
effort to educate the blind-mute was wasted energy. Dr. Howe's prin-

ciples, as embodied in this woman, have been the broad foundations

upon which have been established since his time over forty schools for

the bhnd in the United States. It is also due to his influence and to

that of his son-in-law, the late Michael Anagnos, that so large a per-
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centage of the graduates of the Perkins Institution are self-supporting.
Many of the more modern schools today possess better facilities for
physical training than this famous one, but none have a better record
for sending out men and women who, in spite of their afflictions, are so
competently doing their share of the world's work.

The introducing of physical culture into school work has been a
greater benefaction to the blind than to our normal jjeople. It has
made possible the dictum of the Boston teacher that "blindness has
become only an inconvenience, no longer an affliction." As has
already been shown, the building up of a healthy body for a blind child
is naturally a more difficult undertaking than it is for a seeing child,

since from the start there has been a greater neglect of the blind. Not
only have they not been taught actual physical exercise, but they have
missed the opportunity for outdoor playing, which makes such a large
part of the growth of normal children. Also, it has been proven by
physiologists that sight is much more important in mind growth than
is hearing, so that there is an added handicap in the development of

the blind from the first stages of growth. In the autumn of nineteen
hundred and five, sixteen children were entered in the kindergarten
for the blind in a Pennsylvania school, and of these sixteen only four
were able to dress and care for themselves. The thoughtlessness of

parents was to blame for this condition of helplessness, and the wise
and systematic work of trained physical instructors was the only hope
that these twelve children could have for salvation from a life of men-
dicancy. So, after a careful study of the question by important
educators, the conclusion has been reached that, while physical educa-
tion for the development of the blind is now conceded to be of more im-
portance than book knowledge, it must be systematic and most care-
fully planned out. In the first place, there must be a great deal of out-
door exercise. As one of the educators has remarked: "Normal boys
and girls may possibly romp and play too much, but this can never be
the case with blind children." Besides the outdoor exercise and the
romping and playing a great deal of important bodily development
must be done in the gymnasium.

IN
the New York State School for the Blind at Batavia, some of the

best work for the blind is being accomplished. It is, in fact, be-
coming a standard school, and is showing remarkable results as to

what can be done in the way of bodily improvement from carefully

studied physical training. It is making self-reliance a most valued
possession of children who would otherwise go through life trembling
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with fear and with outstretched hands to ward off peril. The physical

culture work at Batavia is diAdded into eight classes: kindergarten,

primary boys and primary girls, intermediate boys and intermediate

girls, junior boys, senior boys and senior girls. Children in the kinder-

garten are trained by marching and simple exercises with musical

dumbbells. They graduate to rings and wand exercises in the primary
classes and attain to barbells in the junior year. In the senior classes

boys are exercised with dumbbells and chest weights and by running
and military marches. The senior girls use dumbbells, barbells and
Indian clubs, and are also trained in marches. Work is given outside

of the regular hours to those whose interests or needs are greater.

Earnest attention is required to follow the Swedish method of

physical culture, and it is for this very reason best adapted to the needs
of the blind. On the other hand, because exercise is more fatiguing to

blind pupils, it must be used with greater moderation. The Swedish
system is an admirable preparation for the muscles for "exactness of

coordination,"—which is the scientific term for grace—a preparation

which goes far toward relieving the natural awkwardness of movement
so prevalent among the uneducated blind. In estimating the results

of physical culture for the blind, it is interesting to recall that to begin

with the pupils are all below the normal standard of physical develop-

ment. The value of the Swedish method does not stop with physical

development only; great as that is, the mental and moral improvement
of bhnd children through this course of treatment is as great as in

health and strength. They are also more obedient, and think more
readily as the position and carriage of the body becomes nearer and
nearer the perfect poise. In a certain institution for the blind at Louis-

ville, the physical improvement in a year's physical culture work for

boys was in total strength eighteen per cent., in lung capacity twelve

per cent., in the strength of back twelve per cent., in strength of legs

thirty-one per cent. The improvement in girls who had worked m
the gymnasium and had indulged in vigorous outdoor sports was, in

total strength forty-two per cent., in lung capacity forty-four and a

half per cent., in strength of back forty-five per cent., in strength of legs

seventy-five per cent. ; nearly a fifty per cent, gain for the average of the

entire school.

IT
is impossible to overestimate the value of beginning outdoor ex-

ercise for blind children at the earliest age. It is the custom of

many schools for the blind not to receive children in the kinder-

garten departments under the age of eight. It stands to reason that
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this must add greatly to the physical inertia that eventually must be
overcome before education of value can be received. In New York,
etiort is being made to persuade the managers of the day nurseries

to take in blind children. And private philanthropy has already suc-

ceeded in providing a place for blind babies.

Verv good results indeed have been obtained in some schools bv
arranging for athletic games which are especially adapted to the

peculiar individual needs of the l)lind. It is the rough and tumble
game that the blind l)oy fears most at the beginning, and needs most be-

cause of this very fear. Some wise school managers have even intro-

duced a modified game of football, and baseball is already widely
played. Before a child can be readily benefited l)y exercise he must
understand that there is an open field liefore and about him in which
he can romp and run without fear of being harmed. The transforma-
tion that this consciousness of space awakens in the average blind child

is beyond calculation. The very expression of the face is changed,
and the hands cease to have that pathetic outstretched appeal as

though danger were ever near. It stands to reason that for the best

physical development there must be a sense of freedom. Children
must forget themselves to enjoy their sport, and blind children can
do this only through a sense of space freedom.

Some of the individual cases of the transformation by systematic

physical training of vicious, helpless, blind children into happy, use-

ful, helpful personalities are lessons in favor of a healthy body at the

very start in life. Tommy Stringer, a deaf, blind, and dumb boy who
was taken to the Perkins School at Boston, was at the beoinning one
of the most unpromising students that ever entered the school. The
first annual report after his arrival described him as a "perfect little

animal." He was even un\\illing to stand uj), and the pi'esumption
was that thoughtless parents had allowed him to drowse away his life

without regard to any future development. It was through the ett'orts

of Miss Helen Keller that he was taken to the Boston school, one of the

few institutions in this country whose doors are open to the deaf and
dumb as well as blind. This boy was reached first of all through his

taste for physical exercise. It was astonishing that a boy so weighted
with affliction should have had interest in anything wholesome or bene-

ficial; but his teacher's record shows that he was extremely fond of

going fishing with the other boys and became an expert fisherman. In

the course of time he equaled any boy in the school in climbing ladders

or ropes. And in the gymnasium he worked with a dogged persever-

ance which soon ranked him with the most athletic boys in the class.
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To a boy so handicapped as Tommy bar-vaulting in a gymnasium
might easily have seemed an impossible feat; but after touching one of

the boys who was springing over the apparatus the sense of the correct

motion seemed to come to him in a minute and he vaulted fourteen
poles at the first time. Next to his love of exercise Tommy's strong
point now is his remarkable facility in the use of tools, and this he un-
doubtedly owes largely to the fine physical training he received at

school. It was through physical culture that he gained a steady hand
to take the place of the keen eye which fate had denied him.

AS the matter now stands in the United States there is actually

more attention being given to training through physical culture

in the schools for the blind than in the usual public schools, and
the results of the w^ork have been so far beyond what was ever hoped
that it is not unreasonable to believe that the public schools will in time
come to realize that they are not giving enough attention to the matter
of bodily health of their pupils. Physical culture, first; manual train-

ing, second, and then the luxuries of education, make a platform which
would be worth the while of superintendents of public instruction to

carefully consider. One of the first things which physical culture
teachers in the blind schools discovered was that all bodily exercises to

be beneficial must be done daily. The intermittent lesson and the
intermittent exercise have proved of little avail. What children need
in order to gain big results is the systematic every-day exercise which
keeps the body on a certain plane of related activity just as the child

to be healthy needs regular food at regular hours. One does not need
to argue the value of such a system in every public school in the
country.

The most significant impression to be gleaned from a visit to a
school for the blind where physical culture is an important item in

the curriculum is the spirit of rare joyousness wliich seems to pervade
the place. Usually in visiting such a school one is prepared to give
largely of sympathy and compassion as to a sorely afflicted people.
But in the blind schools of which we have been talking there is no
demand for pity; one is universally met with cheerful contentedness
and receives a very real impression of joy in hving.
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A CRAFTSMAN HOUSE THAT IS INTENDED
FOR SUBURBAN LIFE IN A LITTLE RESI-
DENCE PARK THAT OVERLOOKS THE
VALLEY OF THE BRONX, NEAR NEW YORK

T HE dwelling il-

lustrated here

is a Cr,'\fts-

MAN house
is now beingthat

built at Colonial
Heights, Westchester
County, New York.

Although it is not

yet completed we are,

through the courtesy

of the owner, publish-

ing the plans and per-

spectives for the rea-

son that they may
contain some sugges-

tion to our other

readers. We have
found that the sug-

gestive value of pic-

tures and descriptions

of Craftsman houses
that are built to suit

individual tastes and
needs is greater than

that of the purely the-

oretical plans which
we published a year
or two ago, as, after

all, the individuality

of a dwelling is large-
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VIEW OF HALL ANIl STAIRWA'l WITH CLIMTSE

OF DINMNG ROOM AT THE RIOIIT.

BILLL\RD ROOM n.V THIRD FLnoK OF (RAFTS

MAN HOUSE.
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A SUBURBAN CRAFTSMAN HOUSE

ly a matter of what the owner wants

and the requirements of the Hfe that is

to be lived in that particular house.

This house overlooks the beautiful

Bronx Valley and is designed with a

view to the harmony of its lines with

the contour of the surrounding land-

scape. The lower story and the chim-

neys are of field stone laid up in dark

cement with wide joints well raked out.

A heavy beam, running entirely around

the house, rests upon the stone walls of

the lower story, and forms a base for

the upper stories, which are of frame

construction covered with shingles. This

beam not only adds greatly to the

strength of the building but is one of

the most interesting structural features

of the exterior, giving as it does a defi-

nite horizontal line

that separates the up-

per and lower walls,

which differ so widely

in character, and af-

fords an apparent, as

well as an actual, rest-

ing place for the up-

per structure. The
upper walls are cov-

ered with shingles

stained to a cool gray

brown tone, and the

shingles of the roof

are moss green. Any
effect of monotony in

the color is removed
by the white porch

pillars and window
frames, the color in

the latter emphasizing

the effective grouping

of the windows, some
of which are double-

hung, with small
panes in the upper

sash, w-hile others are

casements.

At the front of

the house is a square

porch sheltered by high parapets of

stone with cement copings, and sup-

ported by large square stone pillars, the

rugged lines of which are relieved by
two round columns of white at the en-

trance. Above this porch is a balcony

opening from -the central bedroom in

the second story.

The floor plans appended will give an
excellent idea of the interior arrange-

ment of the house. With the exception

of the kitchen and pantry, the whole

lower floor is practically one open space.

The living room runs all along one side

of the house, with a broad window seat

across the front and an ample fireplace

built in the center of the side wall. This

fireplace is flanked on either side by
built-in bookcases, over each one of

OMpTLOOR,
PLAW

'
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AT.TIC ANoRpOF

which is shown in

one of the illustra-

tions. The window
seat extends all

across the front, be-

neath the row of lat-

ticed windows that

overlook the balcony

below. At the back

is another seat and

a glass partition that

separates the billiard

room from the stair-

case and hall out-

side, thus assuring

an even temperature

and freedom from

drafts in the coldest

winter weather. A
side door opens into

the nursery, which

is fitted with a com-

fortable fireplace

and wide, low win-

dow seats, and af-

fords ample space

for play.

which is a small high casement window.

The hall, of which the details are shown

in one of the illustrations, leads directly

across to the dining room. The ceilings

of hall, living room and dining room

are beamed, and all the rooms are pan-

eled high with quartered oak stained to

a soft grayish brown tone, so that the

friendly effect given by the liberal use

of wood is felt as soon as one enters

the house. The decorative use of lights

is exemplified by the newel-post lamp

shown in the picture of the hall.

The second floor has three bedrooms

and a sun room grouped around the

central hall. The storeroom occupies

the space left under the slope of the

roof at the rear.

On the third floor the central space

is occupied by a large billiard room,
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THREE CHARMING COTTAGES DESIGNED
FOR SUBURBAN, SEASIDE AND MOUNTAIN
LIFE

THE three cot-

tages, shown
here as exam-
ples of what

our architects are do-

ing in the way of

country dwellings, are

designed respectively

for the country, the

seaside and the moun-
tains. The architect

is Mr. F. J. Lippert,

whose home is at

East Orange, New
Jersey, and whose de-

signs show his famil-

iarity with the re-

quirements of suburban and country

life. All three exemplify the modern
spirit which demands simplicity and
freedom in the planning and decorating

of the interior, and all are excellently

adapted to the uses for which they

were intended by the designer.

The first one shown is rather un-

usual in exterior form, as it has twin

gables at the front, giving a very broken

roof line for such a small building.

This is redeemed from fussiness by the

FIRST FLOOR PLAN FOR SUBURBAN COTTAGE,

SECOND FLOOR FLAN FOR SUBURBAN COTTAGE,

extreme simplicity of the cottage as a

whole, a simplicity which is shown in

every detail of the interior arrangement

as well as in the plan of the exterior.

The whole lower story is finished in

Harvard brick, and the upper stories

are of wooden frame construction cov-

ered with shingles stained a silvery

gray. Asbestos shingles are used for

the roof and the gable boards
;

pillars

and window trimmings are painted

white, completing the color scheme.

The living room
is quaint in design

and rather severe as

to its general effect.

The walls are pan-

eled with white
wood to a height of

four and a half feet

from the floor, and
the walls are hung
with dull blue bur-

lap. The curved bay
window is fitted

with double - hung
sashes glazed with

small square panes,

and the space below
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THREE COUNTRY COTTAGES

FIRST FLOOR PLAN OF SEASIDE COTTAGE.

is filled with a window seat. The cur-

tains are of the same blue burlap as the

wall covering. The fireplace gives a

touch of contrasting color, for it is

built of red brick laid with broad white

joints and the hearth is made of dull

green matt-finished tiles. The deep

built-in settle afifords a pleasant loung-

ing place by the fire. A low arched

opening leads to the dining room, which

is also paneled in white wood. The
upper walls and ceilings are of rough

gray plaster. The parlor, which is at

the other side of the living room, and

the adjoining stair hall are both finished

throughout with weathered oak, the

paneling here being six feet in height.

All the rooms upstairs are finished

with white wood, and the floors

throughout are of hard wood. The
kitchen pantry and the two bath rooms

are tiled, and all the closets are lined

with cypress as a safeguard against

moths.
The cottage intended for the seaside

is more rugged in eflfect and even more

simple in design than the dwelling just

described. The lower story is built of

rough field stone of a kind often found

near the shore, and the upper story is

of shingles, with the window trim and

shutters painted green. The porch

pillars are also built of stone. The
porch, which is well protected by the

overhanging roof, affords a pleasant

outdoor lounging room, and the dormer

arrangement of windows in the upper

story adds a charming structural fea-

ture to the house.

The interior is especially designed for

a summer home. It is as open as pos-

sible, the dining room being practically

a part of the living room, and the

kitchen and pantry occupying nearly all

the rest of the lower floor. A door

from the vestibule opens into the space

beside the fireside nook, and a heavy

Dutch door leads directly out upon the

porch. This door forms an especially

SECOND FLOOR PLAN OF SEASIDE COTTAGE.
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deep in an ingle-

nook. The fireplace

proper is built of

big terra-cotta
blocks, with red

brick used for the

inside and for the

hearth. At the left

side of the living

room, as shown in

the illustration, three

broad, shallow steps

lead up through the

stair hall to the main
entrance on one side

and to the kitchen

vestibule on the

other. Both the liv-

ing room and the

effective feature in the construction of

the room, as the lintel is slightly arched

and the upper door is filled with small

square panes of leaded glass surround-

ing a decorative device in stained glass.

The windows show the same low arch

in the framing and also the small panes

of leaded glass. In the upper story

there are three bedrooms and a small

sewing room and bath, and the height

of the attic allows space for

two additional chambers.
The mountain cottage is

also built of field stone and
shingles, and is planned so

that the living room may
command the best view over
the surrounding country. A
part of the porch is recessed

and covered, but the greater

portion of it is in the form
of an open terrace, allowing

plenty of opportunity for

sun baths in the clear moun-
tain air. In this cottage also

the living room is unusually

homelike and comfortable,

as it contains a huge, old-

fashioned log fireplace set
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN OF
MOUNTAIN COTTAGE.

dining room are fin-

ished in walnut, and in the former the

ceiling is beamed and the frieze divided

off into panels by broad strips of wood.
The bedrooms are all finished in white
wood stained in light tints to suit the

furniture and hangings.

The plan, which shows clearly the

arrangement of the rooms, presents a

somewhat unusual feature of a laundry
and servants' bath on the first floor.

.stCU.ND 1-LOUR PLAN OF
MOUNTAIN COTTAGE.



NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD: BOTH LABOR
AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS ARE
CHEAPER THAN THEY HAVE BEEN FOR
FIVE YEARS, BUT A SPEEDY RISE IN PRICES
IS PREDICTED
ONE of the paradoxical results

of the financial stringency we
have so recently passed through
has been the impetus given to

building operations. Men who are

trained observers of the signs of the

times are advising those who intend

to build at any time in the near future

to begin right now, for the reason that

the price of raw materials of all kinds

and also of labor is very considerably

lower than it has been, and consequent-

ly the builder would be assured of a

much better return for his investment

than would have been possible had he
built at a time when every price was at

the top notch and labor was costly and
difficult to obtain.

This is one of the signs by which we
know that hard times, dreaded as they

are by all, are not entirely evil in their

effects. The prosperity of the past

seven years has been almost unparallel-

ed in the history of this or any other

country, but the law of compensation,

which is as inevitable as the ebb and
flow of the tides, decreed that we
should pay for our material ease and
wonderful advancement in a general

slackening of all the standards that

make for the permanent welfare of a

nation.

One of the first evidences of wealth

that is too easily obtained is a tenden-

cy toward wastefulness—a carelessness

regarding details which are considered

insignificant amid the press of larger

aiifairs. During the seven fat years

that have just passed, a certain element

of wastefulness has crept into all forms
of production and all raw materials

have been treated as part of an inex-

haustible supply. This has been shown
with startling clearness by the recent

revelations concerning the prodigality

we have shown with regard to our tim-

ber and coal supplies, but this has been
only a part of it—the same spirit of
wastefulness has permeated every in-

dustry in the land. Partly because of
our great commercial and industrial ac-

tivity, and partly because our careless

methods have greatly reduced our sup-
ply of raw materials, the price of near-
ly every stable commodity has risen

above the normal during the period of
what seemed our most phenomenal
prosperity. Manufacturers have felt

this to such an extent that for the last

two or three years a number of our
largest concerns have actually been run-
ning on a basis which allowed an as-

tonishingly small margin of profit. It

has been impossible to raise to any ex-
tent the prices of manufactured goods,
which were fixed at a time when raw
material was abundant and compara-
tively cheap, but the output has been
so enormous and the factory methods
so wasteful of material, that before the

crash came last fall many of our promi-
nent manufacturers were forced to

acknowledge that they were not running
their plants on a paying basis; that they
could not raise the price of the prod-
ucts sufficiently to reimburse them for
the greatly increased prices they were
paying for raw materials and labor.

Exactly the same state of affairs has
prevailed among the building contrac-
tors and those who look to the rental

of buildings as a source of income.
With prices abnormally high both for

labor and materials, the possibility of
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loss on tlie investment was too great to

tempt a man to take the risk of build-

ing, unless he could afford to lose or to

wait a long time for his profits, especi-

ally as those profits, even when they
came in, represented a far smaller re-

turn from the investment than would
naturally accrue from the extent of the

outlay in the beginning. Also, with a

job waiting for every man who could
work, the demands of the labor unions
grew more and more arbitrary and an
enormous percentage of building oper-
ations were tied up for indefinite peri-

ods by strikes.

All these conditions combined to

slacken building operations at a time
when the general logic of events would
seem to demand that they be unprece-
dentedly brisk, but improved real estate

always has been and always will be
considered the best possible investment
for people of all classes. The man
who is thriftv and who looks to the
future, whether he be man of business,

salaried employee or wage earning la-

borer, will invest his savings in real

property, which will either provide a
home for himself and his family, or
from which he can derive a certain set-

tled income beyond what he can earn.

To these people we say: Now is the
time to build, for now is the time to

buy building materials at prices which
practically assure a good return for all

building investments. With the com-
ing of renewed activity along all lines

—and this is near at hand—the prices
will once more begin to rise. This is

but the natural course of events.

Not only are construction materials
lower in price just now than they have
been for years, but labor is cheaper.
The reason in both cases is the same

—

the supply is now largely in e.xcess of
the demand. It looks as if the bottom
had been reached and as if the time
had come when stock must be made to
move and tied-up capital must once
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more be made to earn its way. This
can be done only by stimulating the
demand even at the cost of selling, for

a time, at an absolute loss.

A movement that has developed mto
a very active campaign was started a
few weeks ago by The American Lum-
berman. It was inspired by the start-

ling statement of a Cleveland, (Ohio)
lumber dealer, who recently awarded
the contract for building a house he
was prevented from building in 1907,
because of the too great cost. He was
able to save over last year's estimates
nearly thirty per cent.

Here are items supplied by him that
give specific and indisputable informa-
tion :

fooi
1907 1908 dec.

Masonry and
grading $1,329 $944 29.0

Plastering 585 313 46.8
Plumbing 640 500 21.9
Heating 730 570 22.0
Painting 530 400 24.5
Lumber, $4 to $6 per M feet less . . 20.0

By striking an average of these fig-

ures it will be seen that there is a net
saving of twenty-eight per cent.

This, of course, is an individual case,

but in substantiation of its fairness in

depicting the general condition of af-

fairs in that section of the country we
quote from a letter received from one
of the largest supply houses in Ohio:

"Answering your letter of the nth
inst., beg to advise that the prices on
Portland cement, sewer pipe, partition

tile, wall plaster and other materials
of like nature which we handle are ap-
proximately twenty-five per cent, to
thirty per cent, lower than they were
last year at this time. From the ma-
terial standpoint, buildings can be
erected much cheaper at this time
than for the past several years, not
only owing to the fact that building
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materials are lower in price at the

present time than they ever have been

in the history of building industry, but

also because of the increased amount
of work the contractor can obtain from
his labor at the same or even less rate

per hour than heretofore."

From a little further West, the Chi-

cago Tribune, in an editorial under
the caption, "The Time to Build," says :

"The time to build is right now.
The warehouses are full. There are

large stocks on hand of lumber, build-

ing hardware, lime, cement, and other

materials needed in construction.

While there has been no special an-

nouncement of reduction in prices,

competition is accomplishing the same
end. People want to get business and
are ready to make concessions to se-

cure it.

"Glassmakers, lumbermen, hardware
dealers, brick and stone men—in fact,

those who handle almost every article

of construction—are anxious for sales.

The mills and factories which have
been run on short schedules or have
been shut down are eagerly awaiting

opportunity. The workmen who have
been idle are ready to handle the ma-
chines and will have more zest in it

because of their enforced inactivity.

"Money is much easier. The banks

have funds available and at reasonable

rates. Yellow pine, hemlock, spruce,

northern pine and hardwoods are offer-

ed at considerably lower rates than

those of last year. In fact, no matter

in what direction the builder may turn,

he will find conditions far more satis-

factory from his point of view than

for a long time. Those who have
wanted to build but have held back

because of high prices have a splendid

opportunity at the present time. The
right time to build is most certainly

now."
The Craftsman, by interview and

•correspondence with many of the larg-

est manufacturers of building materials

in the country, has been able to verify

these reports. Though there is a great

variance in the percentages of decrease

in cost, there is, in every line of build-

ing material, a decrease of from five to

forty per cent. The statement made
in many of the replies to letters of in-

quiry, that at no period during the past

five years has it been possible to build

to such signal advantage as at the

present time, should appeal very strong-

ly to all who intend to build either for

personal use or as an investment.

This is simply a practical application

of the principle of buying when prices

are low and the market is rising, and in

this case it should give unusual returns,

for not only will the individual builder

be benefited by the increase of pur-

chasing power of any sum of money he

may have at his disposal to invest, but

the revival of business that will inevi-

tably be brought about by such an in-

ducement to investors will tend more
than anything else to bring back the

whole business situation to its normal

state of activity. So many manufac-
turers and so many trades are involved

in the various details of building that

any slackening along these lines is felt

severely and in a great many directions.

Hence it is hardly exaggeration to say

that a revival of activity in building

will do more to start renewed activity

along all lines than would be possible

with almost any other form of industry,

especially as it is rather a coincidence

that this decline in the prices of build-

ing materials and of labor has come just

at a time when the movement toward

the building of small dwellings, espe-

cially in the country, seems to be gath-

ering force. Many a man who could

not otherwise afford to own his cottage

will now venture to build it and so save

the regular drain of the rent,—and

rents have not gone down.
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DESIGN IN THEORY AND PRACTICE : A SE
RIES OF LESSONS: BY ERNEST A. BATCH
ELDER: NUMBER XII

"If we sing we must sing sweetly; if we
color we must color rightly."

—

Ruskin.

A discussion of color without def-

inite examples of color work
must, beyond a certain ele-

mentary point, lead one to con-

clusions of doubtful value. It may be

assumed that every craftsworker is sin-

cere in a desire to use colors harmoni-
ously. The chief aim in following any
systematic study of color is to be found
in the acquisition of assurance in the

mixing of colors, discrimination in the

comparison of colors, appreciation of

beautiful colorings, and, perhaps of

most importance, ability to select and
arrange colors in harmonious combina-
tions.

The question arises, where can one

turn for a start in the study of color?

A study of the science of color will

lead to a theory based on the admixture
of colored lights ; the painter employs
pigments. The conclusions of the for-

mer are often at variance with the prac-

tice of the latter. A student might
delve through many volumes without

recognizing the very information that

he seeks. Again, science deals with the
cause of color; taste concerns itself

with the effect. A man of wretched
taste might be a profound student of
color science ; and, on the other hand, a
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person of consummate taste might be
quite uninformed on the scientific side

of color. With all, color is a question
of many complex phases.

It is not the purpose of this article,

then, to attempt a discussion of color in

terms of language; but rather to sug-
gest a few experiments that may be ser-

viceable to the beginner in the mixing
of colors, and in the discrimination of
certain color relations. The six-color

boxes, furnished for use in public

school work, with the addition of char-
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coal gray paint, may serve for the work
to be outlined. The scale shown in Fig.

8i is based on the experiments of Dr.

Denman Ross, of Harvard University.

For any consideration of color, how-
ever limited it may be, we must begin

at the simple band of colors known as

the spectrum. Suffice it for our pur-

pose to say that this spectrum may be

seen by placing a triangular prism of

glass in the sunlight in such position

that a ray of light passing through it

will throw upon a convenient surface a

band of colors of such brilliancy and
intensity that, with the purest pigments
at our command, we can make but a

dull approximation. Lacking a prism
of glass, the rainbow itself may serve

as an example of the decomposition of

white sunlight into its colored constit-

uents.

How many distinct color intervals

may be noted in a careful examination
of this spectrum is not of immediate
concern. It is enough for our purpose

to choose six intervals of color and
give to them the commonly accepted no-

menclature, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue, violet. In the selection of six pig-

ments with which to make a record of

these colors for purposes of experiment
we must have si.x colors equally distant

one from another in quality. If, for

example, the six color notes were to be

placed at equal intervals about the cir-

cumference of a circle, as in Fig. "j"],

each note must be distinctive in quality

;

the orange must not verge upon yellow

on the one hand, or upon red on the

other. The color boxes adapted to

school work fulfill this condition in a

fairly satisfactory way.
Even a casual examination of

Nature's spectrum will bring two facts

to notice. First, the colors are un-

equally distributed as regards area. Red
covers a much larger area than yellow

;

the latter appears as a very narrow strip

of color near the center of the spec-
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trum. Second, the colors in the region

of yellow are very much higher in value

than those at the ends of the spectrum.
In other words, while the colors are

equally strong and intense, those bor-

dering upon yellow approach nearer to

white light than the others. The un-
equal distribution of colors in the spec-
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trum is not an essential factor in the
experiments to be suggested. Hence,
in the diagram shown in Fig. 78, the

colors have been equally distributed as

regards space. The question of relative

color values, however, is one of impor-
tance. In this diagram the relative

values of the colors when given their

full intensities in water color pigments
are indicated. The writer is not pre-

pared to say that these color values are
scientifically exact, in accordance with
the wave lengths of the different colors.

They approach a very close approxima-
tion, however, and are justified by the
convenience afforded in a svstematic
adjustment of tone relations for pur-
poses of study.

The next definite step to be taken in

the adjustment of a scale of tone rela-

tions would be to bring this spectrum
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and the scale of values, already noted in

the February Craftsman, into some
definitely established relation. In the
value scale shown five equal value con-
trasts from black to white inclusive

were made. The number of the notes
in this scale may now be increased to

nine by the addition of another gray
value between each pair of the first

scale, the middle value, or keynote of
the scale, remaining the same in each
result (Fig. 79). Now a reference to

the spectrum, indicated in Fig. 78,
shows that it may be divided at the
center into a group of cool colors and
a group of warm colors. This division
is made on a basis of association, the
warm group suggesting warmth and
sunshine, the cool group suggesting
cooler tones and shadows, as in Nature.
Now, if you will compare Figs. 78-79

with Fig. 80, it will be noted that a

Warm Colors Neutral ScAle Cool Colons

FIGURE EIGHTY-ONE.
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composite diagram has been made in

which the colors of tlie spectrum have

been given their relative value relations

with the neutral scale of nine notes.

The group of cool colors has been given

the right side of the scale, the group of

warm colors the left side. The com-

pletion of such a scale as this, in tones,

of course, offers the first opportunity

for the careful comparison of color

values. Thus far no question of color

mixing is involved. It demands merely

a careful discrimination in the adjust-

ment of the value relations indicated by

the diagram. The next step, leading to

the completion of the scale, as shown in

Fig. 8i, would be the addition of the

intermediate tones obtained by mixing

the colors expressed in the abbrevia-

tions used;—blue-violet, for example,

would be obtained by mixing blue and

violet. Of course, by varying the

amounts of these two colors, a number

of intermediate notes might be made;

but to simplify matters one such step,

half way between the two in quality

and value, will be sufficient. The ad-

justment of these intermediates with

the rest of the scale demands unusual

care; because it will be found here at

the start that a mixture of any two

colors produces a result less clear and

intense than either of the originals.

We now find ourselves in possession

of a simple, ideal color unit with which

much valuable work of an experimental

character may be done. Indeed, in the

completion of such a scale alone, there

is need of clear thinking and good judg-

ment—sufficient to justify the trouble

involved. As a backbone our scale has

the invariable ladder of values from

black to white inclusive, with the six

colors of the spectrum and their inter-

mediates arranged in approximate value

relations, all keyed to a fixed note, the

middle value of gray. The relation of

the various colors to this middle neutral

and the important principle of color

R?d 5cd.le Neutr(i\ 5c«sJe Greenpeak

w

FIGURE EIGHTY-TWO.

mixing to be found are matters of con-

cern to one who would make practical

use of the scale.

Briefly stated, this principle is as fol-

lows :—Any two colors on opposite

sides of the neutral scale of values that

can be joined by a line passing through

the middle note, as shown in Fig. 8i,

will, when carefully mixed, produce a

neutral gray tone. That is to say, a

neutral gray may be obtained by mixing

yellow and violet; the same neutral

gray may be made by mixing red and

green, or orange yellow and blue violet.

If you will take a brush full of yellow

pigment and a brush full of violet pig-

ment and carefully bring them together

on a sheet of white paper, it will be

found that one completely neutralizes
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the other. It may be difficult to obtain

a pure gray; but an approximate gray

will be apparent at once. These colors

are known as complementary pairs, and
a working knowledge of the effect of

these colors, whether mixed or used in

juxtaposition, is very essential to any
intelligent use of color. There is an-

other vital point to be learned here. We
must resort to the complement of a

given color, not only to wholly or par-

tially neutralize it, but to darken it as

well. Suppose, for instance, that it is

desired to make a scale of yellow, the

lightest color of the spectrum, that will

pass in gradation from the pure color

down to black, and still retain through-

out its yellow quality. If you try to

darken yellow by adding black (or neu-

tralize it by adding gray), it will be

found that a dingy sort of mud soon

results. But by a careful intermixing

of yellow and violet it is possible to

send the former down in value close to

black and still retain the yellow char-

acter. So we find that with practice in

the use of complementaries we can neu-

tralize a given color without changing

its value, or we can change its value

without materially altering its distinc-

tive color value. One may be skeptical

of the truth of this statement; but it

must be remembered that a third ele-

ment always enters into the combina-
tion,—water used in moistening the pig-

ment, rendering it more or less trans-

parent, thus bringing the white of the

paper into the scheme as a factor of

considerable influence. Indeed, there

is another factor that inevitably enters

into any orderly study of color mixing,

the same factor that is so essential in

any design work,—good, wholesome
common sense.

Many experiments or tests for color

discrimination might be suggested on

the basis of our scale. One will serve

as typical (Fig. 82). Choose a pair of
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complementaries from Fig. 81, in this

case red and green. With the charcoal

gray paint make a scale of carefully

adjusted neutrals. See if you can send

your colors down to black, up to white,

and then fill in the half neutralized

notes indicated in this diagram. A few
such experiments should serve to give

one some definite control over the me-
dium employed and make the question

of color mixing a matter of certainty

rather than luck. Continued practice

should enable one to analyze a given

color scheme with ease and strike with

assurance for the various color mix-
tures necessary for its production.

After all, to the craftsworker, it is

largely a question of material, texture,

finish, that is of immediate concern. He
must know and love his materials, must
learn through practice the action upon
them of various dyes, stains, chemicals,

etc., must know how to preserve the

distinctive character, the unique texture

or finish most appropriate to each ma-
terial that he employs. The quality pe-

culiar to stone, metal, brick, wood,
cloth, leather, the combinations in which
these materials may be employed for

the most effective results, cannot be

covered by any theory or system of tone

relations worked out on paper with

water color pigments. There was a

time when interior decorators wasted

much time in working out a water color

scheme for the benefit of their clients.

Disappointment often resulted. It is

now a common practice to assemble the

actual materials to be used, properly

treated, and thus discuss on a practical

and sensible basis the effects that it is

intended to produce. The clue to the

wonderful coloring of the mediaeval

beaded glass was found in the melting

pots ; and in constructive work of all

kinds experience with the materials

counts far more than paper made
theories.



CHIP CARVING IS GOOD FOR PRACTICE

THE beginner in wood carving

can have no more valuable ex-

ercise than what is known as

"chip carving," which enables

him to get well in touch with his tools

and to learn the grain and fiber of the

different woods. This is a very primi-

tive form of carving and some interest-

ing exainples of it may be seen by
studying the canoe paddles of the

South Sea islanders, which may be

found in many museums.
The repetition of small squares, not

over % of an inch in size, should be

done with a J^'i^^ch chisel, of which
the corners must be kept very sharp.

Subtle changes in detail may be made
as suggested in the sketch. It will

be noticed that in design A there is a

narrow border which reduces the com-
parative size of tlie square, while de-

sign B is simpler in form. Of course

the design is first laid out with a

pencil ; if possible the sectional depths

are then determined by the cutting of

L^

V Design ana ^ecttOn

DESIGNS FOR CHIP CARVING.

a small piece of wax, clay or soft

wood; the angle is determined by the

nature of the wood and the pressure
of the wrist.

SUGGESTIONS FOR SHAPING HANDLES
TO BE IDENTIFIED BY THE TOUCH.
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INDIGO AND THE VAT COLORS: FOURTH
PAPER ON DYEING: BY PROFESSOR CHARLES
E. PELLEW OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

THE small group of colors known
as the Vat colors comprise, at

once, the most ancient and the
most modern of all dyestuffs.

The most important member of this

group, indigo, has been known and
used, in a more or less impure form,
from the days of the ancient Egyptians.
But it is only some five or six years
since it was first put on the market in

a perfectly pure condition. The other
members of the group, the Indan-
threnes, Algols, and the rest, are even
more recent in origin.

The dyestuff indigo does not exist
in nature as such, but is prepared, by a
comparatively simple process of extrac-

tion and oxidation, from the juices of
plants, the Indigoferoe, different kinds
of which, Indigofera anil, I. argentea,
I. tinctoria, etc., are found wild, and,
up to the last few years, have been
extensively cultivated in India, Java,
Japan, China, Central and South Amer-
ica, and in Africa. Indigo may also be
obtained, although in small quantities

and in an impure condition, from other
plants, especially from Isatis tinctoria,

or woad, which at one time was exten-
sively cultivated in England and on the

continent.
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The synthesis, i. e., the chemical for-

mation, of indigo from coal tar prod-
ucts has been justly regarded as one of
the great triumphs of modern science.

But let me impress upon my readers

this fact—the real dyestuff, indigo, is

absolutely the same material, whether
it comes mixed with a great mass of
impurities, as in the woad, or whether
it contains from 5 to 25 per cent, of
foreign matter of little or no value, as

in the Bengal or natural indigo, or

whether we get it from Metz or the

Badische Co., chemically pure, either in

the dry state or thinned with water in

the form of a 20 per cent, paste. It is

the same dye, and being absolutely with-

out contamination of any kind, the arti-

ficial or synthetic dyestuff presents ad-

vantages in the matter of purity of

shade, ease and surety of manipulation,

and permanence of the color produced,
which could never be obtained before

its introduction.

Application of Indigo.—The general

principles of dyeing with indigo are the

same now as in the days of the Egyp-
tians—the only difference being in the

means used to bring about the chem-
ical changes involved. Indigo itself is

a blue solid, insoluble in water, acids
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and alkalies, and practically unaffected

by sunlight. If, however, oxygen be
taken away from it, or, as the chemist
would say, it is "reduced," by the action

of any one of numerous deoxidizing
or reducing agents, the indigo blue is

changed to a new substance, indigo

white, which is almost colorless, and
which dissolves, in the presence of al-

kalies, to a bright yellow liquid. If

cotton, wool, paper, wood, or indeed
almost any solid materials (noticeably

the fingers and nails, as some of my
readers may find out), are immersed
in the solution, they will absorb some
of this indigo white, and then, on ex-

posure to the air, the white indigo will

rapidly take up oxygen, and become
converted into the insoluble blue color-

ing matter.

Up to the last few years the methods
used for reducing the indigo, i. c, of

changing the solid blue into the soluble

white, were based upon some kind of

fermentation, usually alcoholic fermen-
tation. It was found out at a very
early date that if indigo, ground up
with water to a paste, and rendered al-

kaline by the addition of wood ashes,

soda, or other simple alkalies, was
mixed with grape juice, or any other

sugary liquid, and then kept warm and
allowed to ferment, the resulting liquid

would contain the dyestuff dissolved in

a form suitable for dyeing.

At the very best the fermentation
method is slow, uncertain, and difficult

to manage, especially on a small scale.

In wool dyeing, to this day, vats are

considerably used where syrup, ground
madder root or, occasionally, woad,
wheat bran, and other materials which
ferment readily in the presence of al-

kali, are stirred up with warm water
and soda, and then allowed to stand.

In two or three days they are in active

fermentation, and the indigo in the

form of paste is added and well stirred

in. After several hours more the in-

digo is "reduced," and, if the amount of
alkali, the temperature, the concentra-
tion of the vat, and various other fac-

tors are carefully attended to, the bath
can be used for several days without
being made over again ; fresh indigo
and other ingredients being added, from
time to time, as needed. Cotton, linen,

wool and even silk can be dipped in this

bath, which should be light greenish
yellow in color, with a blue or bluish-

green scum or coating, where the indigo
is oxidized on the surface; and then,

when the goods are taken out and ex-
posed to the air, the blue color speedily

develops.

A serious drawback to all these vari-

ous fermentation vats is "that a good
deal of the dyestuff is always spoilt

—

i. e., decomposed into colorless com-
pounds which can never be regenerated
or made useful. Indeed, the loss from
this cause frequently amounts to 20 or

25 per cent, of all the dye used, and
occasionally, especially in hot weather,
far more.

Chemical Vats.—As soon as it was
clearly understood just what chemical
action was going on in the vats, and the

object of it, chemists began to find out
methods for reducing the indigo with-
out the necessity of a long, tedious and
even nasty fermentation process.

They first introduced the copperas
lime vat, where the reduction was done
by the use of ferrous sulphate fgreen
vitriol or copperas), and slaked lime
was used, as the alkali, to keep the

indigo white dissolved.

Then they introduced zinc dust, a
very powerful reducing agent, in place

of the copperas, avoiding in this way
the large amount of precipitated iron

oxide, which always forms in the cop-

peras vat and leads to loss of dye and
muddiness and dullness of color.

Modern Methods of Dyeing Indigo.

—At present, at any rate on a small

scale, where the expense of the raw
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material is not the very first considera-

tion, by far the most satisfactory

method is to use as a reducing agent

the chemical known as sodium hydro-

sulphite, in a bath made strongly al-

kaline with caustic soda. Hydrosul-
phite acts very rapidly, leaving no sedi-

ment, and causes no loss or waste of

the indigo; and, with its introduction,

the dyeing of indigo has become ex-

tremely simple.

To still further shorten and simplify

the process, the large manufacturers
not only furnish indigo already ground
up to a fine paste with water, but also

supply indigo already reduced, by hy-

drosulphite or some other reducing
agent, so that it is almost ready to dye
with as it is, and will dissolve almost

instantaneously in an alkaline bath with

the addition of just a little more reduc-

ing agent. Such products are the In-

digo Vat. Ill, Metz, and the Indigo
Solution 20%, Badische. By using

either of these, the preparation of a vat

large enough to dye 3 or 3V2 pounds of
cotton is the task of but a few moments.

Dyeing Directions.—The dye pot is

filled with warm water, at about 120°

F'. (when the finger can hardly bear the

heat), and sufficient caustic soda is

added to make the bath decidedly al-

kaline. The dyestufif is stirred into the

liquid, and then to the dyestuff is added
sodium hydrosulphite. in powder, or,

preferably, dissolved in water, until the

color of the bath changes from blue,

first to green, and then to greenish yel-

low, with a bluish green coppery scum.

If the bath is bright yellow, too much
hydrosulphite has been used, and some
more indigo should be added, or, if this

is not desirable for fear of getting too

dark shades, the bath should be exposed

to the air and stirred frequently until

the color is right. If the bath looks

blue, or even markedly green, it needs

a little more hydrosulphite. If, after
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reduction, the bath looks yellow but
turbid, it probably needs more alkali.

Into this bath the material is placed,

and stirred around until thoroughly sat-

urated — the temperature being kept

about 120° F. as far as possible. The
goods are then taken out, wrung lightly

by hand, and then carefully, two or

three times, through the wringer to get

the color evenly distributed. They are

then shaken out and hung up in the air

to oxidize. In half or three-quarters of

an hour they should be rinsed well, in

two or three waters, to get rid of all

traces of the caustic alkali, and then
boiled in a soap bath, to wash off the

loose dyestuff and prevent rubbing.

After rinsing and drying, they are ready
for use.

Special Notes on Dyeing Indigo.—It

is very important, when working with
these Vat colors, to remember that hot

solutions of caustic alkali are about as

hard on the hands as any chemicals

used in dyeing, and that, therefore, rub-

ber gloves are extremely useful, if not

essential. Stains left on hands, clothes

and utensils, although difficult to re-

move by washing, are almost instantly

dissolved by warm solutions of hydro-

sulphite with a little soda or other al-

kali in them.

The colors produced by synthetic in-

digo are clear and clean, but not bril-

liant. In case the slight purplish shades

of natural indigo are desired, they can

be obtained with special brands. Indigo

R. or Indigo R. R., Metz, or by mixing
some Algol Red B., Elberfeld, or Thion
Indigo Red B., Kalle, with the indigo

before reducing it. When dyeing to

shade successive batches of materials,

it is generally easier to make a strong

"stock solution" of indigo reduced with

hydrosulphite and alkali, and measure
out the proper quantities of this stand-

ard color to be used, properly diluted

with water, for each new lot of goods.

For cotton dyeing, indigo, with the
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possible exception of some of the Sul-

phur colors, is the most permanent and
valuable blue dyestuff known. Its chief

drawback is a tendency to rub, espe-

cially in the darker shades. This can
best be avoided by always using a bath

well reduced, by washing with hot soap

after each dip, and by building up the

dark shades by successive dipping in

moderately weak vats, rather than by
getting the color once for all by using

a very strong, concentrated dye-liquor.

Other Vat Colors beside Indigo.—
Up to a very recent date indigo was the

only dyestuff, of any interest at any
rate, that was dyed in the manner just

described, and produced colors fast to

light and washing. During the last

three or four years, however, the atten-

tion of dye chemists has been directed

to this question, and at least three of

the great dye houses have issued dyes

which include red, brown, yellow, green,

as well as different shades of blue, and
which, applied in the same way as in-

digo, rival that color in permanence.
The class names of these colors are

Indanthrene, Badische ; Algol, Elber-

feld; and Thion Indigo. Kalle. They
are extremely interesting and valuable

to the arts and crafts worker, because

they are so very fast, both to light and
washing. For stencil work, too, these

colors, as well as the previously de-

scribed Sulphur colors, will be found

very valuable. But for commercial pur-

poses they have serious disadvantages,

such as high cost, difficulty in dyeing to

exact shade, and, above all, difficulty in

dyeing exactly even, which prevent their

being adopted as freely and enthusi-

astically as their valuable properties

would warrant.

Methods of AppUcatiou.—These dyes

are all applied, almost exactly like in-

digo, in the hydrosulphite bath, and are

used for cotton and vegetable fibers,

rarely for wool, silk, etc., on account of

the danger to the fiber of hot caustic

alkalies.

The color is always in a paste form,
usually 20% strong, and therefore
should be carefully shaken and mixed
in the original package each time that
it is used. The proper amount, to be
determined only by experience, is stirred
into hot water at about 140° F. if pos-
sible (this being well below a boil, and'
yet hot enough to scald the tips of the
fingers). To this is added caustic soda,
in the proportion of four or five spoon-
fuls of alkali to each one of the color,

and when this is dissolved, the dyestuff
is reduced by adding, slowly, spoonful
after spoonful of sodium hydrosulphite
in powder, with constant stirring, until

the dyestufif is reduced. This can be
tested by drawing out the dyestick, and
noticing whether the liquid drops off.,

from the end, clear or turbid. If the
latter, more hydrosulphite is needed.
The same test can be made by dipping
a piece of white blotting paper into the
liquid, and, on taking it out, noticing
whether there are little spots and specks
of undissolved color.

The color of some of the dyes
changes when they are reduced. Thus,
Indanthrene Yellow, Badische, former-
ly called Phenanthrene, turns from yel-
low to blue when enough hydrosulphite
is added.

Into this hot reduced bath the well-
wetted material is placed, and stirred

around. After it has been thoroughly-
soaked through, it is kept in the bath,
with constant turning, for 15 or 20 min-
utes, and then taken out, and run two
or three times through the wringer, to
get the color as even as possible. The
loose dye-liquor, pressed out in this

way, is returned to the dye bath, and
the goods are shaken out and exposed
to the air, until the color fully develops.

The free alkali should then be washed
out in several waters, and, especially

for the Indanthrene colors, the goods
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should be passed through a very weak
bath of sulphuric acid, one-half spoon-
ful of acid to two gallons of water, after

which they should be washed in hot

water, and soap, till all loose color has
been washed out.

The colors produced in this way are

bright and interesting, especially in the

reds, where the Sulphur colors are so

deficient. The selected colors given be-

low are among the very fastest known.
Badische—Indanthrene Blue, G. C. D.

Yellow, G.
"

Copper, R.

Also Indigo solution, 20%.
Elberfeld—A\go\ Blue, 3 G.

" Yellow.
" Red, B.

i^a//c'—Thion Indigo Red B.
" Scarlet.

Metz—lnd\go Vat III.

General Reviezv of Cotton Dyeing.—

•

The dyes hitherto described, namely,

the Mineral colors, the Direct Cotton
or Salt colors, the Sulphur colors, and
the Vat colors, include all the important
dyestuffs used for dyeing cotton and
linen without the use of mordants.

In closing the subject of cotton dye-

ing for arts and crafts workers, it may
be worth while, as a review of the sub-

ject, to publish here dyeing directions

used, in actual practice, by the workers
at a well-known Neighborhood House
—Greenwich House—where for some
years an interesting and well-managed
industry has been established in home-
dyed, hand-woven cotton rugs, fast to

light and washing. The linen warp,

loosely tied in hanks, is dyed when de-

sired by the same formula as the filling.

In each case, the dyeing directions

begin as follows: "Place goods, whether
old or new, in a kettle of cold water,

and boil for one hour after boiling point

is reached. If dirty, boil for fifteen

minutes in a weak soap bath, rinse, and
boil in fresh water for one hour.
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"This is to remove lime, dirt, and
grease, and also to get the goods thor-
oughly water soaked."

DYEING DIRECTIONS

I. Manganese Brown. II. Copperas
Yellow and Orange. III. Thiogene Cy-
anine O, Metz. IV. Indigo Blue.

/. Manganese Broivn.—
' Potassium Permanganate,
Warm water.

Agate kettle or boiler

holding 31^^ gallons.

Brown dyesticks,

_ Rubber gloves.

Dissolve three tablespoonfuls of per-

manganate in a little warm water.
Put eleven quarts of warm water in a

kettle, and add the permanganate when
dissolved.

Wring out the boiled rags and dip
into the liquid until thoroughly soaked.
Wring tight, with wringer, if possible,

and hang in the air to dry. When thor-

oughly dried, rinse in good hot suds and
then in cold water until color stops run-
ning.

Should you wish a deeper brown, re-

dip before drying.

The above dyes about 3 lbs. 6 oz. of
rags.

//. Copperas Yclloiv and Orange.—
\V'ashing soda or soda ash,

Copperas,
Cold water.

Two agate or stone kettles,

Yellow dyesticks.

Rubber gloves.

Put eleven quarts of cold water in

each kettle. In one kettle dissolve five

tablespoonfuls copperas. In the other
kettle dissolve ten tablespoonfuls wash-
ing soda, or five of soda ash.

Wring out the boiled rags and dip

into kettle containing the copperas, then
wring out tight, shake well and dip into

the kettle containing the washing soda.

Wring tight again, shake out, and
dry thoroughly in the air. Then wash
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in good hot suds, and rinse in cold

water until color stops running.

You can always get an idea of the

color by wringing out a piece of the

goods after dipping. ;_-.d placing in the

air for a few minutes; if not dark
enougli, redip immediately in the same
baths again.

If the cloth is not wrung out dry,

more water will have to be added, and
the dye will lose its strength ; then you
must add more copperas and washing
soda.

The above directions are for lo yds.

or 3 ibs. 6 oz.

Orange Color.—Same as above, only

redip in solutions several times, until

desired shade is obtained.

///. Thiogene Cyanine 0, Metz.—
' Thiogene Cyanine O, Metz,
Glauber's Salt crystals.

Washing soda,

Sodium Sulphide,

Hot water,

Agate kettle.

Blue dyesticks,

.Rubber gloves.

Into ten quarts of hot water put one

level teaspoonful of washing soda.

Then mix one heaping tablespoonful

of Thiogene Cyanine O and one heap-

ing tablespoonful of sodium sulphide

together with a little hot water, until

dye is dissolved, and add to the kettle

containing the washing soda. Then put

in the goods and warm thoroughly, in

the dye, for fifteen minutes or so. Then
add one-half tablespoonful of Glauber's

salt crystals, stirring up to the boil, and
let boil one-half hour or more, stirring

frequently so that the goods do not get

too hot, as that will darken the color.

Do not put too many rags in the kettle

at one time, or they will not be evenly

dyed.

Wring well and hang in the air to

dry. When thoroughly dried, rinse out

in good hot suds, and then, again, in

cold water until color stops running.

The above solution dyes about lo

oz. goods.

IV. Indigo Blue.—
'Caustic Soda,

Indigo Blue Vat 3 (Metz),

Hydrosulphite M L B (Metz),

Agate or stone kettle.

Water,
Blue dyesticks,

^ Rubber gloves.

Put eleven quarts of water in a kettle,

and make it warm enough to be un-

bearable for the hands. Then put in

eight tablespoonfuls caustic soda, and

let it dissolve.

Then add one tablespoonful Indigo

Blue Vat 3, Metz. Take two table-

spoonfuls, or a trifle more, of Hydro-

sulphite MLB Powder, and slowly

shake into the liquid, until liquid is

green or iridescent, then try on a piece

of cloth, which should be greenish yel-

low when taken out.

When the bath is right, immerse the

goods, and stir them around for ten

or fifteen minutes, until thoroughly wet

with the dye liquor. Take out of the

bath, wring loosely with the hand and

then, carefully, two or three times with

the wringer, to g:et the color even.

Hang up in the air, well spread out,

for half an hour, then rinse in two

waters, wash in good hot suds, then

rinse in cold water until color stops

running. The goods can be dyed as

well in cold water as in warm. For

darker shades, redip in the same bath.

If the cloth is not wrung out dry,

more water will have to be added, and

the dye will lose its strength ; then you

must add more Hydrosulphite M L B
Powder and Indigo Blue Vat 3, using

your own judgment as to amount
needed.

When the dye turns blue in the kettle

its strength is gone. It can be regener-

ated by adding more Hydrosulphite M
L B Powder and, perhaps, a little soda.

Always use rubber gloves when dye-

ing goods.

The above directions are for ten

yards, or 3 lbs. 6 oz. rags.
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A STUDY OF PICTURESQUE ROOF CON
STRUCTION

HOUSE AT KENILWORTH

oNE of the evidences that a

newer and more vigorous phase
of thought in house building is

springing up in this country, as

well as abroad, is the care
that is now being given to

the beauty and individuality,

as well as the durability, of
the roof. It is coming to

be recognized that, whatever
the plan of a house, the key-
note of its character is the

roof, for the best design

may be ruined by a roof that

is not in keeping, and a plan
in other respects mediocre
may be redeemed by a roof
that is beautiful in line and proportion
and that gives the impression of a gen-

erous, protecting shel-

ter.

So it is that the

best of our architects

are devoting much
thought to the design-

ing of the roof, adapt-

ing its lines not only

to the building, but

planning them with

an eye to bringing the

Si whole structure into

ENGLAND, hamiony with the

landscape by reflect-

ing in a measure its general character-

istics.

The best examples we have seen of

the modern adaptation of a beautiful

HOUSE WITH LONG RIDGE AND TWO GABLES,

A EOAnSIDE BUILDING.

old form of roof are shown in the half-

tone illustrations accompanying this ar-

ticle. Both show the

same style of roof,

designed by Messrs.

Albro and Linde-
berg, of New York.
As will be seen,

this is an admirable
adaptation of the

chief characteristics

of the old thatched

roof, although the

material employed is

the ordinary modern
shingle. The whole
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STUDY OF PICTURESQUE ROOF CONSTRUCTION

effect depends upon the

way the lines are man-
aged to give the ap-

pearance of soft, bulky
roundness at the eaves

and gables. This effect

is most noticeable on
the roof of the house
built for Mr. Carlton

Macy, at Woodmere,
Long Island. It will be
noticed that the bulky,

rounded look intensi-

fies toward the peaks
of the gables, where
the roof appears to

overhang considerably

more than at the eaves. The ridge line

IS covered with lead, and the shingles

are laid in irregular wavy lines over
the "cushioned" foundation that gives

HIGH ROOF WITH ONE GABLE.

them the effect of a thick thatch. A
roof of similar character is used on the

house built by the

same architects for

Mr. Edward Cock-
roft, Easthampton,
Long Island, but
the leading char-
acteristics of the

roof in this case
are not quite as

pronounced as in

the Macy house, so
the building itself

claims the greater

share of attention,

although not more
beautiful in design
than the house just

described. Several
ideas for picturesque lines in roofs are
given in the small pen sketches.

WEEK-END COTTAGE.

CUBAN FARM HOUSE.
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THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PROSPERITY
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's speech

before the Naval War College

at Newport has been quoted far

and wide because of its stirring

appeal for a navy strong enough to be

aggressive if necessary, as well as de-

fensive, and its merciless exposition of

the disaster and humiliation that is

usually the lot of a nation that is

"rich, aggressive and unarmed." Yet,

splendid as was the ring of the whole

utterance and manly as is the policy

of quiet efficiency that he advocated

for our military and naval service, the

most significant part of the President's

speech did not apply to the navy at all,

except indirectly, but went squarely to

the heart of the one significant weak-

ness in our national character that

threatens to sap the foundations of our

boasted and envied prosperity. He
said:

"All of the leaders of our people are

fond of assuring this people that it is

a great people ; they are fond of assur-

ing it of that fact even when they are

advocating policies that if carried out

would assuredly make the fact merely

a memory. We are a great people.

That ought not to be a subject for

boastfulness ; it ought to be a subject

for serious consideration, because of

the heavy responsibilities that go with

it. We cannot help playing a great

part in the world, but we can very

easily help not playing that part well,
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and to be a great people and make a

great failure is as unattractive a spec-

tacle as history affords. We are one

of the great world powers—in situa-

tion, in population, in wealth. We are

such a power because of the spirit and
purpose of our people. It is not open
to us to decide whether or not the

career that we lead shall be important;

it has got to be important. All we can

decide is as to whether our success

shall be great or our failure great ; we
are sure to make either the great fail-

ure or a great success. . . . First and
foremost come the duties within the

gates of our own household. First

and foremost our duty is to strive to

bring about a better administration of

justice, cleaner, juster, more equitable

methods in our political business and
social life, the reign of law, the reign

of that orderly liberty which was the

first consideration in the minds of the

founders of this republic."

The fact that we accept so joyously

and unquestioningly the assurance of

our political leaders that we are a

great people shows how lightly we
take the responsibility that inevitably

accompanies wealth and power. Our
development has been too swift to be

sound in all its parts, and our pros-

perity has been too easily gained to

rest upon a solid foundation. We have

had riches, power and the opportunity

for enormous expansion almost thrust
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upon us. Our natural resources have
been so abundant as to seem inexhaust-

ible, and above all we, as a nation,

have had the energy and acumen to

avail ourselves of every resource and
every opportunity that has come within

our grasp.

Yet it is only within the past year

or two that we have shown any signs

of awakening to the fact that our sur-

denly-acquired wealth and power has

entailed upon us a heavier responsi-

bility than has ever fallen to the lot

of any nation. The strong nations of

old conquered the weaker and reduced

them to tributaries. As such the sub-

jugated nations added to the riches

and the glory of the conquerors and
the rulers in turn were under some
sort of rude obligation to protect their

vassals from other aggressors,—if only

in self-interest. But our conquests

have been peaceful. We have thrown
our gates open to the world and the in-

vitation has been accepted with such

overwhelming cordiality that this coun-

try has become the gathering place of

all nations.

Sometimes we have gloried in this

fact, and sometimes we have turned

restive under the flood of more or less

undesirable immigration that has in

many instances landed upon our shores

the rejected of other nations. The
President recognizes a danger that is

now coming to be generally felt when,

in another part of this same speech, he

asserts that if we are to keep our na-

tional prosperity at a high level it may
be necessary for us to exercise more
strictly the right of rejection among
the immigrants that come hither and
that such rejection may at any time

prove a p>oint of friction between this

and other nations, a possibility which
requires that we be ready to meet any
emergency.
That the necessity for drawing the

lines more closelv is not verv far

from us is realized by- every man who
looks through the columns of his daily

paper each morning and sees the list

of crimes for which our once eagerly

welcomed foreign citizens are respon-

sible. On the Pacific Coast the white

citizens are clamoring that the bars

be raised higher against Asiatic im-
migration, but in New York the situa-

tion is even more menacing than the

so-called yellow peril, for not only is

industry threatened, but the spirit of

dastardly crime is let loose.

Yet right here lies one of our most
pressing responsibilities. These peo-

ple, coming here as to a land of prom-
ise from the privation and hardship of

their lives at home, form the material

that will ultimately be amalgamated
into the great western race of the fu-

ture. This country is not only the

'dumping ground" of foreign nations

;

it is also the great crucible in which
all these chaotic elements shall ulti-

mately be reduced to one great people.

Our responsibility, therefore, is not

only national but world wide, and the

way we handle ourselves during this

period of amalgamation will decide

whether or not our success shall be

great or our failure great.

And our handling of this problem
will be largely a matter of our own
standards as a people. The foreigners

who come here as immigrants are slow

to change from the standards and cus-

toms of their own countries. It is only

those who are filled with the hatred of

oppressive conditions at home who
plunge madly into license of all sorts,

under the false impression that it is

liberty and think they are tasting the

sweets of their newly-acquired free-

dom when they endeavor to over-

throw all law, order and decency. The
great majority of immigrants come
here because they can make more
money and live more comfortably and
because there is a better prospect for
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their children than in the old country.

These children are sent to our schools,

trained in our ways and it is our re-

sponsibility that they are taught in all

that makes for sound citizenship. How
have we met that responsibility?

Every student of social conditions

knows that a large percentage of the

children bom in America of foreign

parents have neither the sturdy quali-

ties of their peasant forebears nor the

energy, common sense and directness of

the native American. They are in a

transitional stage and the element in

American life and character that ap-

peals most strongly to them is the

"smartness" which enables a man to

make money easily and quickly, if not

honestly, or gives a woman the op-

portunity to dress more showily than

her neighbors. While these standards

prevail, and while all these new citi-

zens of many origins are growing up
among us and accepting them as the

very essence and spirit of liberty and

progress, our prosperity is not sound.

We have boasted overmuch, and of

things which, if we stop to realize their

true significance in our national life,

we should hardly be proud. In allow-

ing ourselves to become intoxicated

with our own prosperity, we have be-

come blind leaders of the blind. And
the industrial and political situation

today shows only too plainly how
eagerly our lessons have been absorbed

and how keen is their application to

each man's own particular need or

ambition.

Our duties within the gates of our

own household are many and very

pressing. But there is little use in

striving to "bring about a better ad-

ministration of justice, cleaner, juster,

more equitable methods in our politi-

cal, business and social life and the

reign of law and orderly liberty" until

we set aside our childish pride in the

wealth that has been given to us so
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abundantly and strive to realize what
the possession of that wealth brings

to us in the way of responsibility to

our own nation while it is in the proc-

ess of formation, to the world, and
to future generations.

REVIEWS
ANOTHER book which pene-

trates close to the heart of the

Eastern viewpoint with regard

to spiritual matters and the

problem of life has been contributed

to Western literature by H. Fielding

Hall, who, some time ago, wrote that

delightful and sympathetic exposition

of Burmese life and character called

"The Soul of a People," following it a

little later with "The Hearts of Men."
Mr. Hall's new book is entitled "The

Inward Light," and while in one sense

almost a continuation of "The Soul of

a People" and "The Hearts of Men"
it goes even deeper into the mysteries

of the Oriental way of looking at

things and into the immemorial be-

liefs that lie behind everything these

simple yet wise people think and do.

Incidentally, it is as exquisitely simple

and human as some of the books in

which Lafcadio Hearn sought to win,

for his beloved Japanese, the under-

standing and liking of the Western
races.

The book justifies its title, for it is

based entirely upon the realization of

that inward light from which springs

the serenity and deep-lying wisdom of

the East. Ostensibly it is the story

of the writer's temporary residence at

a Buddhist monastery in Burma,
where he was carried after an accident

that disabled him for some time. But
while there he used his time in pene-

trating still more deeply into the great

and vital principle that underlies all

Eastern faith, and this is the record
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of his impressions, which he summa-
rizes in this way:
"The East has ever been and is re-

hgious, not in part of its Hfe but in

the whole of it. It has held that re-

ligion is not of one day but of all time,

not of time only but of eternity, not

of eternity only but of every moment.
To its mind religion embraces every-

thing, not man's soul only but his

body, all of him ; and not man alone

but the whole universe ; not some vir-

tue but all virtues, all that is good and
all that is evil. It is not, therefore, a

theory, a teaching, a method, nor an

ideal, a dogma, a thought ; for these,

however great, however true, must al-

ways be narrow, cannot hold but a lit-

tle part of truth. They are finite,

whereas religion is infinite. It is none

of these. Religion is a way of look-

ing at life and at the universe, it is a

way to see and understand."

The chapters flow along like a quiet

stream, now sparkling in the sunlight,

now drawing deeply into the shadow
which as yet conceals the hidden

springs of Oriental thought from the

people of the West. That these shad-

ows are dispersing and that a great

wave of Eastern thought is sweeping
over the newer world is acknowledged
by all thinkers who are watching the

intellectual and spiritual progress of

the race. A book like this hastens

the blending of Eastern and Western
thought, therefore it is one that no man
or woman who cares for the deeper

things of life can afford to miss read-

ing. ("The Inward Light." By H.
Fielding Hall. 228 pages. Price,

$1.75. Published by the Macmillan
Co., New York.)

IT is good amid the rush of new
things and our pride in the swift

advance of art as well as of science,

to call to mind once in a way the good
things that have been done by men of

former times, who laid the foundation

for all that we are able to do in this

most progressive age the world has ever

seen. One of these reminders comes to

us in a charming volume edited by John
Nolen, A. M., a prominent member of

the American Society of Landscape
Architects. Mr. Nolen is well equipped

to say much himself upon the subject

of landscape gardening, but he has pre-

ferred to give us a new edition of the

writings of Humphry Repton, the fa-

mous English landscape gardener of the

eighteenth century, to whose keen per-

ception of the beautiful and courage in

innovation we are indebted for nearly

the whole of our present standards of

landscape gardening.

Many of the most beautiful of the

famous English estates were laid out

by Repton, whose greatest legacy to

posterity consists of the writings that

were based upon his "Red Books."

When he was asked for his opinion con-

cerning the improvement of a place, he

usually told it in writing, bound in a

small book which contained maps, plans

and sketches to explain and illustrate

the work or alterations proposed. More
than two hundred such books, each of

which was called the "Red Book" of

the place to which it related, were pre-

pared by him in the course of his ex-

tensive practice. The material taken

from these "Red Books" appear in his

published works, so that these represent

the permanent results of his experience

instead of being mere theories on land-

scape gardening.

The present volume includes Rep-

ton's "Sketches and Hints on Land-
scape Gardening" and "Theory and
Practice of Landscape Gardening." It

is illustrated with many maps and dia-

grams which might be called working
plans, and also with a number of color

and half-tone plates showing views of

the different estates laid out by Repton.

These plates are prepared after Rep-
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ton's own fashion, which was to show a

picture of the place in its original state

with a leaf showing the improved addi-

tion laid over so that it covers the part

of the picture changed by the improve-
ment. In this way each plate is an
object lesson in line, mass and color

worth careful study by any one who
has in contemplation the replanting of
large or small grounds.

Repton's theories and methods should
find much favor with Americans, be-

cause he was above all things a practical

man with a keen perception of the prin-

ciple of utility. In that he foreshad-
owed the ideas of his American suc-

cessor, Frederick Law Olmsted, who
has vitally influenced the art of land-

scape gardening in this country. ("The
Art of Landscape Gardening." By
Humphry Repton, Esq. Edited by
John Nolen, A. M. Illustrated. 252
pages. Price, $3.00 net. Published by
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston and
New York.)

ONE of the most practical and
sensible treatises upon learning

to draw that has come to our atten-

tion for a long time is "The Parallel

Course of Drawing Books." The
whole course is given in four books,

paper bound and flexible like maga-
zines and with the lessons put in a

way so simple and plain that any child

would not only understand it but, if he
has the least gift for drawing, would
be led on from lesson to lesson by the

sheer interest of making things that

are beautiful and yet not beyond his

grasp.

The parallel courses are in pencil

and brush drawing. Each object is

shown in both line and wash, together
with sufficient instruction in plain,

simple language to insure intelligent

work with both pencil and brush. Ex-
cellent reproductions of simple forms
in pencil, crayon, wash and color fill
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each book, the subjects in the begin-
ning being exceedingly simple and in-

creasing in difficulty as the course
goes on. They include vegetables and
flowers, fruit, animals and, toward the
last, simply drawn figures. Instruction
in designing and cutting silhouettes

is also given.

Although designed primarily for the
use of schools, these books are avail-

able for home study, either under the
instruction of some one who under-
stands something about drawing, or
simply as a guide and inspiration to a
child that likes to use pencil and brush
as an amusement. Plain directions are
given for the use of the pencil, crayons
and brush and the mixing of color as
well as an explanation of the main
principles of drawing. In the latter

case only a few of the most obvious
fundamental principles are laid down
and the rest is left to the natural imi-

tative instinct of the child in copying
the examples reproduced. ("The Par-
allel Course of Drawing Books." By
C. S. Hammock and A. G. Hammock.
4 volumes, each 40 pages. Illustrated

in line, wash and color. Price, 17
cents for each volume. Published by
D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, New York,
Chicago.)

YOUNG singers—and older ones,

too—might well devote a spare
afternoon to the reading of a straight-

forward and sensible little book en-

titled "The Art of Singing and Vocal
Declamation," by no less an authority

than Sir Charles Santley. The book
does not pretend to be technical in any
way, but every page of it is solid with
good sound common sense. The author
begins by giving some good advice to

young people who are desirous of be-

coming professional singers and tells

them something of the qualifications of
a good singer. He is very plain spoken
when it comes to the choice of a master
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and the methods of studying, being an
enemy to quackery of all descriptions.

The same spirit prevails throughout the

rest of the book, which is devoted to the

difficulties and dangers as well as the

triumphs that attend a singer's career.

It is a book which every young aspirant

for operatic honors should carry about
as an antidote to the "artistic tempera-

ment," and it is also one which people

who do not sing at all but who enjoy

good music and a sane point of view
about art and life would thoroughly
enjoy. ("The Art of Singing and Vocal
Declamation." By Sir Charles Santley.

143 pages. Price, $1.25. Published by
The Macmillan Company, New York.)

IN these days of much attention to

diet, nutrition and the like, books

on the nutritive qualities of various

foods are sure of a large number of

readers. One of the most comprehen-
sive of these is entitled "The Nutrition

of Man." It is the outcome of a course

of eight lectures delivered before the

Lowell Institute of Boston by the au-

thor, Russell H. Chittenden, Professor

of Physiological Chemistry and Di-

rector of the Sheffield Scientific School

of Yale University. The book gives

not only an exhaustive treatment of the

subject of foods and their digestion, the

balance of nutrition, the best dietary

habits and true food reforms, but also

goes extensively into the result of ex-

periments made as to the effect of vari-

ous diets upon soldiers and athletes

with a view to determining the combi-

nations of dififerent foods which lend

themselves best to the true needs of

the body. Professor Chittenden is an

undoubted authority and his book
would not only be valuable to physi-

cians and nurses, but also to any person

interested in finding out the most nutri-

tious foods and the best conditions for

their digestion. ("The Nutrition of

Man." By Russell H. . Chittenden,

Ph.D., LL.D., Sc.D. Illustrated. 321
pages. Price, $3.00. Published by
Frederick A. Stokes Company, New
York.)

AN interesting and somewhat un-
usual biography is contained in a

volume dealing with the life and works
of George Morland. The keynote of

the book is given in the statement by
the biographer of his belief that Mor-
land's art occupied a place by itself in

the English school of the eighteenth

century. Although he was one of the

famous group of English masters, his

work was as markedly individual as his

character, and his character was such

that the story of his life makes uncom-
monly interesting reading. The book
is more a book of the times than a story

of the life of one man, containing as it

does anecdotes as vivid as Morland's
own pictures, many of which are excel-

lently reproduced in color as illustra-

tions to the volume. It does not re-

quire an appreciation of art to lead one
to enjoy this book; nevertheless, the art

of Morland is by no means neglected

and the critical appreciation of his

pictures is sound and discriminating.

("George Morland, His Life and
Works." By Sir Walter Gilbey, Bart.,

and E. D. Cuming. Illustrated in color.

289 pages. Price. $6.00 net. Published

by The Macmillan Company. New
York.)

ARCHITECTS and students of
architecture will probably find

much that is of value in a work on

architectural composition by John Bev-

erly Robinson. The sub-title of the

book states that it is "an attempt to

order and phrase ideas which hitherto

have been only felt by the instinctive

taste of designers," and this gives a

fairly adequate conception of its char-

acter. Beginning with general prin-
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ciples, such as what constitutes the
standard of taste and also such qualities

as unity, individuality and the like, the
book goes on to more technical details,

using, to illustrate each point, either the
whole o*- parts of prominent buildings
here and abroad. For this reason the
work is not only valuable in a technical
sense but interesting because of the
broad view it gives of the ruling prin-

ciples in architecture and where they
have been applied by famous architects.

("Architectural Composition." By John
Beverly Robinson. Illustrated. 234
pages. Price, $2.50 net. Published by
D. Van Nostrand Company, New
York.)

THE Indian question from what
appears to be almost entirely an

academic point of view is taken up in

a book entitled "The American Indian

as a Product of Environment," written

by A. J. Fynn, Ph.D., the principal of

Longfellow School and instructor in

ethnology in Denver University. Dr.

Fynn pays special attention to the

Pueblos and their homes, and enters

rather extensively into the question of

their food and clothing, government
and social life, industries, arts and
sciences and the like, going specially

into a description of their religious

dances and festivals. Although the

author made one or two trips into the
Indian country, the main part of his

information appears to have been de-
rived from other books on the subject;
therefore, while in the main the book
is interesting and fairly accurate, it

says much the same thing that has al-

ready appeared in many other forms.
("The American Indian as a Product
of Environment." By A. J. Fynn,
Ph.D. Illustrated. 275 pages. Price,

$1.50 net. Published by Little, Brown
& Company, Boston.)
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Anew edition, thoroughly revised
throughout, of Bergh's "Safe

Building Construction," has recently

been published. This book is a con-
tinuance of the author's former work
on construction, entitled "Safe Build-
ing," and it has been called forth by the

fact that methods of construction and
building materials have changed so rad-
ically of late that the former book did
not seem to apply to modern conditions.

The work is above all things practical,

the author's aim having been to give in

condensed form the knowledge neces-
sary for a builder to erect safely any
building. All abstract theorizing is

omitted, leaving the book very definite

in tone. ("Safe Building Construction."
By Louis de Coppet Bergh, F.A.I.A.
Illustrated with line cuts and diagrams.

436 pages. Price, $5.00 net. Published
bv The Macmillan Company, New
York.)

TO read the book called "Windsor,"
with its paintings by George M.

Henton and its descriptions by Sir

Richard R. Holmes, is almost as good
as a visit to the famous old castle itself

and long talks with some scholarly

bookworm who loves the place and
knows all its history. The history is

all here, told as simply and pleasantly

as it might be told in conversation, and
to illustrate it are reproductions in color

of twenty paintings, evidently in water
color of the castle, its grounds and its

surroundings. In combination, the two
make a book that is both beautiful and
fascinating.—just the book to give to a
friend about to sail for England and
see for himself the wonderful historic

place of which it treats. ("Windsor."
Painted by George M. Henton. De-
scribed by Sir Richard Rivington
Holmes. 117 pages. Price, $2.50 net.

Published by A. & C. Black, London.
Imported by The Macmillan Company.)
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